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PREFACE.
THIS work is principally a republication of a series of articles

in prose and verse originally published in the "Boston Investi-

gator
" several years ago. I intended to have rewritten this

whole subject of Sociology or the Science of Society. But such

is my almost unconquerable habit of procrastination that I

have deferred the task until blindness has frightened me into

prematurely giving a fragmentary work to the press. In this

condition I had with the aid of others to search papers for my
articles and to employ an amanuensis to correct errors. Thus

without being able to read my own writing, and obliged to rely

wholly upon others for arrangement and revision, I doubt not

the work will be open to considerable criticism. But I feel that

I can, however, bear any degree of censure and that I shall be

able enough to throw back all missiles. I know my views are

ahead of my age ; but the recent accelerated evolution of thought

in the philosophical world indicates that the time has come for

the propagation of my views. It is so long before a new idea

can become public sentiment that no time should be lost in pre-

senting it.

But I have found in my assistants friends who have taken

extra pains to correct my compositions. All of my brother-

printers engaged upon the work have taken especial pains to

put it in a good typographical dress. My engravers have

done their best in getting up the likeness of Evans and

myself, as have the pressman and book binder, on whom so

much depends, as the real dressmakers of our thoughts.

The table of Classified Eights through all their classes,

orders, genera, and species, are connected by the long braces

to the three great principles of perfect rights which run through
them all. To strengthen the meaning of the names of rights,

synonymous or partially synonornous words are used with each

other, as I had to use the ordinary words of our language
9



10 PREFACE.

without resorting to classical terras. The table of Wrongs
answer to that of the Bights throughout, and includes Evil

Principles as well as Wrongs.
I overlooked in its proper place several of our Land Reform

friends such as Drs. Weeks, Shepard and Neuberry who are all

advocates of tho physical improvement of man and warm friends

of the principle of homes for all.



INTRODUCTION,
OR THE PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OLD PRESENT SOCIAL

SYSTEM IN LAYING THE FOUNDATION OF A NEW ONE FOR THE

KECONSTRUCTION OF SOCIETY, GOVERNMENT AND PROPERTY.

The moral world has been advancing through eras of forma-

tion somewhat analogous to the physical one. Matter has built

up its primary formation of siliclous rocks, its secondary of

aluminous and its tertiary of calcareous and carboniferous mat-

ter, upon which it has erected its vegetable and animal

worldoms.

But the primary formation or state of humanity in the

moral world is that of savagery, or the hunting stage of civili-

zation ;
that of the secondary stage is that of chattel and feudal

slavery ;
and that of the tertiary formatioa is that of landlord-

ry, tenure and hireling slavery. . But the three great principles

of a perfect right have entirely violated the moral world, while

they have cooperated in backing up each other in the physical.

The evil principles, therefore, that produce wrongs have only

been changing from one phase or form to another, and have

not yet reached their utmost extreme of tyranny. This work,

then, endeavors to plan out the establishment of society upon
its true principles.

So soon as the patriarch usurped control over other families

of his tribe, the alienation of sovereignty commenced; and he

became a chief, which was afterwards modified by setting up a

King of kings above the clouds into conqueror-kings, vicege-

rents and a graduated scale of subordinate officers. Usurped

power then gave rise to the dogma that everything must be

held by a superior. The king was supposed to hold govern-
ment and the soil from God, the lord, the king, and the mass
of the people from the lords, on condition of fealty and mili-

tary service. This was feudal slavery; but in the tropical

countries it took the form of chattels to be bought and sold to

work for a master,
11
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The secular and religious power in nations at first assume

the phase of a hierarchy. It then split into secular or state,

and clerical or church power, which keep up such a wrangle

and warfare with each other, that they tend to unite again, as

in the old nations of China, Japan, etc., under a great head,

and which the governments will imitate if the people establish

by townships and destroy all of this officery or office-holding

government. Officers find out that by getting into office for

life, with the monopoly of offices, they can take into the gov-

ernment all smart and ambitious persons, destroy party spirit

and the rising of the people, as in China and in Hindoostan by
castes.

But with the progress of the arts in cities, and with a com-

mon medium of exchange, the feudal and chattel slave system
becomes modified into the landlord and tenure, and hireling

slave and elective officery system, which is still an equally

tyrannical phase, although civilization or progress has been

made under it. This may be called the tertiary formation of

the moral world, and should be the end of the era of inequality,

and prepare the way to the quarternary, or era of equality.

THE EEA OF EQUALITY.

We are now at the turning-point of this era of inequality to

its opposite of equality, as stated by Evans. We will first plan
out such sliding measures as will take society out of the ring
of the present erroneous institutions. We do not believe society
can be reconstructed by the present office-holding government
among mankind. In all the so-called states men are ignorant
of what an inalienable right means. A few pretended radicals

may be sent to the Legislature, but their views will soon

become neutralized by those around them. They are an erro-

neous institution which cannot reform itself. It must be reform-

ed from without. We propose, then, as Evans did, no violent

agrarian division of the soil and other property, ever such a

bugbear to the selfish. We propose the sliding measures of

instructing all the small holders of land and farms to hold on
to them until other small holders of houses in cities can sell

out and buy homes of the large holders of land around them,
while others divide them among their heirs. And as they
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become a majority in each township, by simply signing a con-

stitution, they will supersede all the institutions of society

among themselves, and then when all the townships in a state

become the great majority, the whole of the present complex
state-laws and institutions will be changed to the new form of

society and government. For the application of this new form

of society to nations, the whole earth should be laid off on a

map into sections of all the country lying between the even-

numbered degrees of latitude and longitude and then subdivided

into townships six miles square, and then 'down to the propor-

tion that each may be entitled to, but never below the mini-

mum quantity of ten acres as the least that must be held for a

family support. Each of these homes, with the dwellings,

barns, shops, and surrounding gardens, fields, and orchards,

e:c., will combine farm, village and park into one, and make a

rural city of the whole earth. This will destroy these over-

growing cities of the earth and leave only ware-houses, foun-

dries, ship-yards, etc., at the great sea and river ports of the

earth for the accommodation of international commerce.

Each township must have a central public ground whereon

to erect the town hall, college, and equitable exchange mart.

Thus each township may contain the proportionate number to

produce an assortment of the most necessary articles of sub-

sistence and not too many to meet in their hall and vote direct

in person for the very little law nee led, with the assistance of

recording secretaries and referees to decide disputed cases.

Thus the curse of office-holding government will be abolished

along with landlordism.

Thus agricultural and mechanical labor can be combined in the

same person or a part of the family may work at one end and

t^art at the other with no danger from a glut or overproduc-

tion. How different would this be from the present mode of

cramming into cities, getting out of employment and at the

mercy of a landlord. Working ten hours daily when if upon a

home and all doing their share of work will produce more prop-

erty in half the day with the other half recreation. Instead of

eating fresh vegetables from the earth and fruits from the tree,

they in the cities live on withered and rotten fruits, with a half

dozen huckster's profits upon them. In these townships, pro-
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ducts would equitably exchange for each according to the time

of labor in their production with the value of material added.

Express wagons too could go round carrying the surplus pro-

ducts of one to ihat of another with only a small cost of car-

riage. All having so nearly the same homestead, a small poll

tax would be all that would be needed .to repair buildings,

roads and bridges, there being no other expenses.

Some could make a store of their shop and sell goods at a

profit without endangering the homestead exempted from debt.

Thus none could 6ver lose their homes which might be

exchanged for each but never for money traders having look-

out lest they trust a? now in the pernicious credit system.

The erroneous principle of a bill of credit, either in the

form of a promissory note or of a banking paper currency is a

most effectual instrument for the alienation of rights. Even
in the form of an equitable exchange note it will become per-

verted. A specie currency for a common medium of exchange
is the only true one. The expense and trouble of employing a

third person overbalances the convenience to the parties, besides

the loss and counterfeiting and crime. But money paid in at one

place and drawn at another does not come under the principle.

Bequests, mortgages, donations, proceedings of meetings and
statistics of each family will all be recorded in a phonetic news-

paper furnished every family and filed carefully away. The
birth of each child will be noted to a minute, so that the old-

est born may inherit the home of those who leave no heir, and

require no lawsuit to determine the same. When the earth

reaches the utmost fertility it can support, parents must not

leave more than the average number that can be supported.
Modes for limiting offspring and stirpiculture will be used and

population kept at an even number.
The wife must have the individual ownership of one half of

the homestead. Every homestead must be built with a party
wall right on the line of the two halves, with the same series

of roon.s on each side. And then in case of disagreement
either husband or wife can go over on his or her side the
east half of the homestead to the husband and the west half

to the wife. As the homes are already in a complete state of

improvement the wife with the children can carry it on, as all
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can be trained to manage and work for themselves. Where
either sex remains single each must only occupy half of the

homestead.

Every homestead will be designated by the number on the

map of the world. They will be enclosed by a graveled walk

all around with rows of fruit trees on each side, smaller fruit

trees inside of them, with forests and grounds for fuel and

building purposes. The lower ground will be used for roots and

grains, where pumps will raise water by wind-power into tanks

for raising fish or for irrigation. The homestead grounds may
be graded so as to drain all the rain into these tanks or ponds
for irrigation, so as to be independent of the rainless skies in

dry seasons. Enough rain will escape along the roads to keep

up rivers which should be divided into fish-ponds from their

heads to their mouths for rearing fish. Thus fish and the com-

mon hen that lives on insects will be the only animals reared

in the rich agricultural regions the pig, horse, cow, and sheep

must bo reared in the mountain and poorer regions. This will

enable the farmers on the rich soils to dispense with the costly

fences. This will make a most lovely, park-like landscape of

the whole earth, wherein farm, town and park are all combined.

The field, meadow, garden, orchard, and forest, with the twin-

ing vines around the cottages, will constitute a lovely scene.

The dwellings, barns, shops, and stores are all to be placed

so far apart as not to burn up and need insurance. The same

person may work at farming or mechanism, which may be

divided by the members of each family. Thus all sharing in

productive labor, more production may be obtained by working
half of the day only than by the present mode, where the mass

labor all the day at starvation wages, which is entirely wrong
in principle.

LEGISLATION.

As these township communes are established upon the

thorough principles of equal, perpetual and individual home-

stead, there will be but little law-making needed. What little

law needed can be done by discussing and voting in direct per-

son without the nuisance of a useless non-producing officer, or

so-called representative. But should any person suggest or
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hint 'that the homestead could be sold or monopolized, it must

be viewed as the most heinous felony, and the person so daring

should be lashed naked around the world and kicked into chaos,

out of it and into it again. Thus the principle of an inalienable

homestead must never be questioned if thorough experience

proves it to be correct.

The people in each township must vigilantly avoid the vio-

lation of the constitution upon which their constitution is

founded. Their votes must be counted by the secretaries at the

capital, and the law declared edited by these secretaries as the

editors of it. No other officers will be allowed to exist. A
wooden figure head over the door of the capital and printery

will be all that will be needed for either a god, pope, king,

cardinal, president, bishop, governor, or an inquisitor or hang-

man.

In the township commune the erroneous principle of alien-

ation can only be permitted in the slight form of secretaries,

committees and referees to execute a particular business which

all cannot be engaged in.

In case of invasion, all in the nearest communes invaded

can raise forces by a vote and repel the enemy while reinforce-

ments from all the adjoining townships can soon put an end to

the war.
EDUCATION.

As the college of the township communes is in the center of

it, none will have over three miles to walk to it. The children

well need the benefit of it, and no other school building \vill be
needed. The children of every homestead should have a room
with books, maps, slates, and everything to stimulate their

ideas, and attend the township college merely to recite lessons.

There should be a series of books in every department of na-

ture and of every profession, printed in a phonetic alphabet,

whereby they can learn to spell and read in one-half the time
as at present. Thus youth can be almost self-learned. Both
sexes must have the same education and exercise, with a home
combining all the arts. They will not have to drift about the
world as the author of this has, who, not finding his specialty
till half his life was wasted, has felt severely the want of a

steady course through life
; and now, at the age of seventy-four,
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half blind, is endeavoring to instruct a thankless generation in

the knowledge of their rights.

The public park grounds on which the college, hall, mart,

etc., are built, will be made a pleasant ground for the delight

of the children. The school will contain a library, reading-

room, bulletin-board, and museum of every curiosity picked up.

It can be made a general rendezvous for all the adults during
the afternoons, where they can do business with each other,

and discourse literary, political and economical affairs.

As every farmer, manufacturer and store-keeper has only an

easy competence and can be aided only by the natural help of

his or her children, there will be no hireage of others. The

youth and others, then, will not be around as now, seeking to

be apprenticed or to beg a fellow worm for leave to toil. Hence

there will be none of the present evils of want of employment,

glut of labor or production, taking the degrading refuge in a

poor-house.

Eailroading and steam navigation is now adding a new
era or phase of the evil principles of alienation and monopoly.

By reason of the era of equality not being established among
mankind by equal, inalienable, individual ownerships of home-

steads and sovereignty, not attaching them to the soil the rail-

road system is now driving the population into overgrown
cities. These are concentrations of landlords, manufacturers,

and traders. These by the aid of labor-saving machinery are

reaping all the profit of it by having the power of giving all

employment at whatever reduced wages can be forced out by
the glut of the labor market. The railroad and ship owners

while they are mixing people of all nations, advancing knowl-

edge and the arts, are yet concentrating the people in cities

and demoralizing them. They are reduced by the supposed

imaginary charm of city life, and they flock from homes to find

city hells. The railroads drive them into these cities and buy

up and forestall the surplus produce of the country, and lay it

up in warehouses, to speculate on starvation prices. Huge

buildings covering whole blocks pack thousands of humans in

them, stifled with gasses and putrid air, breeding plague and

raising puny, half-formed children to fill up the cemeteries.

The pavements wear away every few years. The water and
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gas are costly and bad. Street cleaning and sewerage are

destroying the fertility of the soil. Thus not only physical bat

moral nature is destroyed.

Now all this would be remedied by simply turning the whole

earth into a rural city of farms with the dwellings, barns, and

shops on every one of them, with a few central public build-

ings in each township. But mankind will yet go on building

up huge cities as was anciently done and walled in, owing to

the habit of tribes and nations depredating upon each other, as

we are told by the legendary traditions of old histories and

bibles. From the ruins we see of them, they were destroyed in

some way by breeding plagues or depredations, and such will

be the destiuy of New York cities in a few generations if those

who have but a small property left them do not sell out, and

buy equal, inalienable, individual homes on the soil, and leave

the palaces of cities to fall into ruins or have their materials

transported on railroads to build cottages in the country.

THE PARADISE OF RURAL CITIES.

The landscape of this era which is now scarcely scratched

by agriculture would become a beautiful park in this last era

of civilization.

What a contrast between these city farms, with their fields,

and orchards, forests, and pleasant cottages, with the teeming
and overcrowded cities of the present day, filled with disease

and crime and iniquity and festering corruption. What a con-

trast there would be between the independent, self-employed

freemen tilling their rural farms and homes in a health-giving

and odorous atmosphere and the toil-worn tenant-housed hire-

ling of the great crammed cities, amid the putrid gases and

fetid slums, obliged to subsist upon the musty articles of diet

vended at the huckster's stalls. Instead of railroads and all

the great thoroughfares of travel being thronged with people

trying to swell the already over-populated cities, and loaded

with withered, adulterated, half-decayed provisions at starva-

tion prices, each owner of a share in the soil could sit down
under his "own vine and fig tree," and partake of the fresh

fruits of his own labor. There would be an end of monopoly,

extortion, and oppression of every kind, as well as most of the
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evils which now afflict the race. The land reform movement,
and the suggestions herein set forth, would usher in an age of

peace and prosperity, and make earth a Paradise and mankind
one happy brotherhood. And the sincerest desire of the author

is that the day is not far hence ere such a millennium may be

realized by his fellow men.
The following diagram of a township of quarter sections of

160 acres each, and as population increases, into 40 acres, and
then subdivided into four quarters again, down to ten acres,

the least number of acres possible for family support. The
mile square is for the public buildings, but perhaps less

will do. The four roads running from the center with the car-

dinal points, may be the only straight ones, and the intermedi-

ate ones running obliquely through the squares may be left

out zizgzagging in the roads that will run around every home-

stead. This diagram was used in our agitation under Evans,
and was applied to the settlement on the public lands.

A Township of Six Miles Square.
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THE ERRORS OF PARTYISM AND COMMUNISM.
As all the instruments of inequality violate the good princi-

ples of equality; as all the instruments of the evil principle of

alienation violate the good one of inalienation or perpetuity, so

do all the instruments of the evil one of partyism and commun-

ism violate the good one of the individuality and separateness

of the private ownership of life, person, government and prop-

erty. The existence and harmony of everything in the Universe

imperatively depends upon the cooperation of these three great

principles of space or quantity, time or perpetuity, and of sep-

arated individuality or individuals. All Nature struggles to

keep individuals from being conglomerated or concreted to-

gether. All her classes and orders, generas and species and

individuals, have their distinct marks. As our bodies, with

their wants, are not a concreted mass; but separate identities,

isolated from each other, it is self-evident that our rights and

ownership must be separated and exercised and enjoyed in

proper person. Communism, then, is a profound error; and all

rights and property are not yet sufficiently individualized. What
is one man's to-day is another's to-morrow. We want a more

thorough private ownership. There should be no public owner-

ship but that of public squares, buildings, and common roads,

seas and rivers.

All the reformatory writers for the last century have only
been writing up the transition period of mingled truth and

error like the transition rocks. Thus this error of communism
has come up as among the last phases of alienated rights. And
we observe that most every reformatory mind passes through
this phase of communism. It has its run like a contagious dis-

ease. It is curious that the human mind can only reach truth

through error; that from savagery up to the present and still

future time, mankind have only passed through its various

stages or phases of the same evil principle of alienation and

monopoly of rights and property.

But mankind are advancing to more of the principle of indi-

viduality or private ownership. Arid we have been endeavoring
to fix upon the thorough principles of a scientific society, as

laid down in organized townships. We have shown where the

turning point is by urging the small holders of property to
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hold on until they can make them inalienable or subject to no

liability to alienate by any debt, sale, tax, mortgage, wills,

communism, etc. We contend that the communism of rights

to property is the last phase that has been urged, and that it

only completes the more thorough alienation of them. But

communism has got its start, and as the natural inference from

the communism of goods is to that of the promiscuity of the

sexes, and is now proving its deleterious consequences. From

Babeuf, through St. Simon, Paine, Owen, Blanc, Spencer, up to

Proudhon, this error has had its run. But Evans was the first

to break up the error and suggest that man has a natural right

to a share of the soil and appurtenant elements of water, air,

light, etc., and to no more of the soil than each can cultivate.

That this coming of a portion of mankind between the bodies

of the rest be stopped. That there must be no more of land

swallowing land, of money multiplying money without creating

any more property.

The advocates of communism contend that they must hold

the soil in common, destroy the sentiment of mine and thine,

build a splendid palace, jam all in it, and with a set of man-

agers or superintendents have all carried on like clock-Vork.

But with these managers assigning work to the workers, it will

resemble a slave plantation. But in our inalienable homestead

system all will have the sublime power of self-direction and

self-employment, be stimulated to duty by the example of

neighbors and an independent vote in the councils of the com-

mune, and in all other things.

THE EBKOE OF NATIONALIZING THE SOIL.

This scheme was suggested by Bronterre O'Brien and others.

They proposed to do what they could to nationalize the lands

in the nation and government. The government is to see that

every one has a home on the soil, but must pay government a

tax or rent for the support of the government. But here w'e

see the infernal principle of the alienation of the sovereignty

or power of government by the people. It makes a huge land-

lord of government as carried on by the accursed evil principle

of office-holding governments, which are now doubly damning
the humanity throughout the whole earth by enormous taxes
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expended in salaries and warfare. While either hereditary or

elected officers are allowed to exist, they can do nothing but

oppress the people as they are educated to believe that they

are a necessary institution instead of being only a nuisance and

usurpation of power which the people can exercise so much
more happily in our township organizations in proper person

with scarcely any expense.

This scheme of nationalizing the soil does not take people or

government outside of the "Ring" of the present liberty-

destroying institutions of mankind. It does not destroy the

relation of conquerer and hired murderer, of master and slave,

of separate capitalist and hireling slave of officer and vassal

voter, of landlord and rack-rent tenate or a profit-monger and

money-robbed customer.

As the land and olfice-holders are together the great wealth

owners they will not for several generations see the erroneous

foundation of all the present institutions and agree to reform

them. It will depend upon the landless tenant hireling slaves

to establish tbeir rights, which can only be done by owning a

share of soil and by signing a statute making it inalienable.

THE INTERNATIONAL WORKINGMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Was increasing rapidly in Europe several years ago. They
showed a strong sentiment of the curse of kings, of concentra.

ted governments in oligarchies and of standing armies. But

they seemed to have but meagre and indefinite ideas of the

form that society should assume. They had a, view of some of

the principles of a commune which should be self-governed.

But still it seemed that if they ha 1 succeeded in abolishing

exisiing officers they would again have set up office-holding

governments, like pins in a ten-pin alley to be knocked down

again in another age. Thus we see the results of the ignorance

of men in not seeing that rights are equal, inalienable and

individual.



THE

SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTION
OF

SOCIETY, GOVERNMENT AND PROPERTY.

GENERAL VIEW OF DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS
EVIL.

A SYSTEM of questions embracing the whole world of political,

economical, moral, and religious reform, should be presented

for discussion. They should begin by pointing out the three

essential properties of matter, as those of extension to occupy

spac?, of resisting the penetration of each other, and of resist-

ing any change into each other as new matter, so necessary as

a foundation, that after matter has been compounded into an

infinity of substances it may return to its first elements again,

and thus preserve the permanence of the Universe; showing
there is no raw or created matter, but only concreted, trans-

formed, and original matter.

Then matter by concreting gains six other accessory proper-

tics, and by organizing into a vegetable worldom gain? that of

growth, reproduction, and life; and by organizing into an ani-

mal worldom acquires the additional properties of motion and

mind, which are entirely extingu'shed when their organs de-

compose back into the simple elements and essential proper-

tics of matter. But a stultified priestcraft has absurdly at-

tempted to separate the life, motion, and mind from the organs

of man's body, and out of it to build up a spiritual world with

a God of the same materials.

25
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By this jugglery of separating the properties of matter from

matter, with a pretended creator as King of kings, it makes

him the owner and giver of everything of life, motion, mind,

wants, rights, and morality; which takes them all away from

man, though they are the inborn properties of his organs. This

raises a pretence for incarnated gods, prophets, kings, popes,

and other subordinate gradations of political and religious

priests, who have, by slandering man as depraved by nature,

pretended that he must be redeemed by a thing called grace,

and endowed with rights as the graciously divine gift of God,

through his vicegerent kings, under the name of privileges.

Thus the dogma of godoiogy becomes the focus from which

radiates the entire system of vicegerency, dividing into political

and religious officers, feudal and tenure lords, who, by their

usurpations, assisted by the legislative power, have through all

time governed, tyrannized, and monopolized all rights, both to

the exercise and enjoyment of the properties of their organs
and to most all property, particularly the soil, and thus have

ruled by laws of alienation and monopoly; so that all their

legislation only operates as general deeds of conveyance, con-

veying rights from the many to the few.

It se?ms that the more early conceptions of supernatural

beings were that they existed in some material form, each

wielding a particular element, and to whom men made offer-

ings and sacrifices of vegetables and animals to obtain success

in their adventures and conquests. The idea of a spiritual God
or heaven seems to have been an after or later thought, as

man's abstract or generalizing power of thought increased.

The Hindoo theology, by classifying the gods with a trinity of

powers under the names of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the

preserver, and Siva the destroyer, with the first ideas of good
and bad spiritual deities and worlds, which, by operating more

powerfully on man's passions, gradually radiated by commerce
and emigration into all nations, and overran their older theol-

ogies. Thus, whoever conceived the legends of the Pentateuch,
seems to have drawn a terrible God under the name of Jeho-

vah, with the view of exterminating the surrounding idolatrous

nations; for with his eyes of fire, and smoking nostrils breath-

ing wrath and vengeance, with horned hands, destroying man
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with a flood, selecting a favorite people, ordering them to

destroy the Amalekites and Chnaanites, and to possess their

lands, all suggest that this Jew-God may have been character-

ized after the model of the Hindoo God, Siva the destroyer.

But the Hindoo legend of the incarnations of Vishnu, by

bringing the man-god Jezeus Chrishna nearer to man, aroused

a more enthusiastic worship. Hence he is the most popular

god of India, and, under the name of Buddha, of China and

Japan; under that of Mil lira in Persia; and under that of

Chrishna in Egypt, where Herodotus found him worshiped by
the TherapeutsD, Ascetics, and Eclectics. But in time, some-

where about the Augustan age, a set of priests hashed up these

Hindoo and Jewish theologies into a modified form of Christi-

anity, as we find it in the New Testament. They changed the

Hindoo trinity into Jehovah or Father, Jesus Christ or Son, and

the Holy Ghost the last a new creation in place of the evil

one in the Hindoo trinity leaving Satan out in the cold. But

still at a later age Mohammed hatched out another form of

religion, and seems to characterize his god Allah upon the

model of the Hindoo Brahma as the only one great creating

God of the Universe, himself as his prophet, and the Sultans

as their vicegerents. Thus this Hindoo theology, with its mod-

ifications and additions, has become almost the prevailing

religion of the world, running out and rendering obsolete the

old theologies of Egypt, Chaldea, Greece, the Druids, etc.

All conventions should endeavor to ascertain whether the

above sketch of the progress of godology is the truth or not.

Then it should show up its evils and apply the remedy. The

blood shed in the horrid sacrifices of beasts, and of man him-

self, in the many-god religions, seems not to have been much
abated by the sacrifice or crucifixion of man-gods to atone for

man. For the absurdity of its doctrines and rites are so con-

tradictory of the obvious principles and facts of Nature, that

devotees are continually splitting into wrangling sects; so that

the more earnest they are in belief of the importance of man's

soul, the more inhuman they become in their persecutions of

each other. Fanatic crusaders have destroyed themselves and

others to secure the Jerusalem or Mecca tombs of their sup-

posed gods. Religious wars have been waged thirty years
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about their gods, who never interfered to stop the horror.

Inquisitions have sentenced poor wretches to the flames.

Christian sects have massacred each other by thousands at the

dead hour of night. Monster clergymen are yet preaching a

hot hell for unbelievers in their horrid creeds. They are all

opposing, more or less, the progress of knowledge or free

institutions around the globe. They are at this time ignorantly

and presumptuously attempting to proselyte their modification

of Christianity into the same people from whom they got it in

part, at the expense of being exterminated, and yet neither

party are aware how much their religions are alike.

With this slight tracery of the religious branch of godology,
hatched out of the absurd and impossible separation of life,

motion, and mind from the organs of man's body, we will

sketch in another article the political branch of it.

POLITICAL VIEW OF EVIL.

Ignorance of the appearances in Nature made infant man
first fear them, and then, conceiving the elements to be moved
by invisible supernatural beings, sought to propitiate them by
offerings, and brought additional evils upon himself. But at

length he conceived the absurd idea of separating the proper-
ties of matter from matter, and made himself an imaginary
supernatural world. Not heeding that matter, as it compound-
ed in the mineral and organized into the vegetable and animal

worldom, gradually developed higher properties, until those of

life, growth, reproduction, voluntary motion, and sensation and
mind were developed, and then all died with the decay of their

respective organs, they stupidly supposed the mind a soul that

separated from the body and joined the spiritual world and
creative being. Thus a system of godology, with gods modeled
from the acquired depravity and base passions of priests, con-

querors, and kings, with a graduated scale of vicegerents,
under the name of man-gods or saviors, prophets, kings, popes,
bishops, etc., with their subordinates, down to tythe and tax

collectors, became the focus from which radiated most of the
evils which have cursed, through all time, the landless and pro-

ducing masses of mankind with pauperism and crime, and both
rich and poor with ignorance of the true nature of their rights.
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Thus the dogma of godology, with the absurd pretence of

separating the vitality, voluntary motion, sensation, mind or

thoughts the mere property of our organs from them to

form a spiritual world, takes away, also, with them the native

and acquired morality or virtue of man, and pretends that it is

given by the Holy Ghost through the agency of priests, and

sold in the adulterated form of God's grace in the gospel-shops

on earth, to poor, deluded Christians. But not only is the

morality of man claimed as that sent from a heaven, but all of

his rights to the exercise and enjoyment of the organs and

properties of his body, and to land and other property, are

pretended to be given him by divine right of vicegerent kings

and other hereditary rulers, as slight privileges for the use of

them only, while the allodium and sovereignty are claimed as

being inherent in themselves.

Thus the right of man to the exercise and enjoyment of the

property of vitality, developed by the vascular system, consti-

tuting the right to life; of the property of motion, developed

by the muscular system, constituting the right to voluntary

motion, labor, and .liberty, and of the property of sensation

and mind, developed by the nervous system, constituting ihe

right to mind, opinion, franchise, or sovereignty, are all, in

addition to a right to a share of the soil, impudently claimed

as due to man only through the grace of God and divine right

of his vicegerents. But it is palpable that as man's natural

wants are the result of his organs and their properties, that

his rights are the necessity for the exercise and enjoyment of

them for the preservation of his existence. His natural wants

being so nearly equal, his rights must also be equal ;
that as

they are continued through life his rights must also be con-

tinued or inalienable, and tha-t as they are personal or individ-

ual, so must his rights be isolated, individual, or separate from

anothers. Thus, notwithstanding the inseparable condition of

each man's rights and their constituent principles with his

organs, political and religious priests have separated them.

The dogma of a creator makes him the owner and giver of

everything. So that it was the doctiine of the feudal system,

and even up to the present, that God was the lirst great landlord

and sovereign, while the king held the soil and government
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under him, the peers under the king, and the mass of the

people, as serfs, under the lords. But it is absurd for men to

pretend to hold their rights and morality from each other, or

kings, priests, or Gods, for they can only hold them in them-

selves. As they cannot detach the properties of their organs

from them to build up a spiritual world, so neither can they

separate their rights and morals from them to erect a political

world by the absurd pretence of delegating their sovereignty to

so-called representatives. There is not a single distinct thing

in the Universe that represents another. Men cannot eat,

sleep, and reproduce for each other by proxy. Then why sup-

pose any one property of our bodies can be represented any
more than another ? Every exertion of each man's will is his

own act, and not that of another. A so-called representative

may exert a similar will to that of another, but it is his own
identical will. The same principle of inalienableness might be

applied to all the personal rights as to the homestead. As a

man cannot own his own home by proxy, so neither can he

own himself, nor exercise any of his personal rights by sub-

stitute, or delegate them. All rights must be enjoyed in proper

person. This, then, requires that mankind by states must

organize into townships, where all upon inalienable homesteads

can produce and fabricate in proper person, with the power of

self-employment; can equitably exchange their surplus pro-

ducts in town marls, and meet in town halls to discuss and
vote directly for the law, without, the intervention of officers,

and thus form a truly landed democracy.

OF THE WOBLD'S POLITICAL AND BELIGIOUS
BEFOBMEBS.

It has now been stated how a religious and political priest-

hood has juggled the ignorant to- believe that vitality or life,

voluntary motion, sensation or mind, the mere property of

their organs, together with the right to the exercise and enjoy-
ment of them, have all come from a God; so that their chief

business in the world is "to glorify and enjoy him forever,"
out of gratitude for creating them such miserable, hell-bent

wretches. So eager and presumptions has this combined priest-

hood been to make a connection between this world and their

imaginary Heaven, that the leading churches in Christendom
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have strained out an Apostolic succession from their popes and

bishops back to St. Peter and Jesus, while their kings have

traced a bogus genealogy back to the Jewish kings, as may be

seen in old histories, ignored by Hume and Gibbon. But both

pope and king, Church and State, are still united under the

same head in most of the nations of earth. They are united in

the emperors of China and Eussia, kings of England, Grand

Lama of Thibet, Sultan of the Mohammedan empire, etc., with

the Pope of Rome, just choked out of his temporal tyranny,

while they are separated under different heads in republican

and Protestant countries, Japan, etc.

Though godology is thus united in most nations under a

single head, yet it bifurcates cr forks into State and Church,

each with its gradation of superior and subordinate officers, liv-

ing upon estates carved out of the sovereignty and religion or

superstition of devotees, upon salaries wrung out of taxes ulti-

mately paid by the producing laborer. Thus we see how both

king and priest have created estates out of the properties of

matter and man's organs, as well as out of matter or soil itself

These non-producing parasites tax everything they can imagine,

to juggle the ignorant out of the product of their toil.

Never was there such an urgency as now for all kinds of

reformers to counsel together as to what must be done to rem-

edy the growing evils of poor humanity. No matter h w many
parties and sects nations are divided into, they are still divided

into the two great classes of producers and non-producers, of

property-holders and rent-racked, hireling, and pauperized labor-

ers; in short, divided into unconscious robbers* and robbed.

Neither rich nor poor, amid all the prodigality and destitution,

crime a:id misery with which they are surrounded, seem to be

aware of the enormous injustice of a non-producing class living

in idleness by substituting their property for honest, productive

labor; that the insiiUitions of socie.y arc such that the posses-

sion of a few thousand dollars' worth of property enables one

to live without labor; that all the institutions of society are

arranged to enable money to multiply money, property to accu-

mulate property, and land and houses to swallow land and

houses. Though the workers are the great majority, .yet so

many of them are so ignorant and dependent upon the holders
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of property as to side with their oppressors, and make it hard

to carry reform. There is no hope of relief but by the landless

intelligent endeavoring to induce the small property-holders to

join them through fear of also becoming destitute. The own-

ers of small means and of a competence must be aroused to

see that the overwhelming wave of monopoly will also engulf

them in pauperism. The larger capitalists compete down the

lesser, and all conspire to reduce wages down to the point of

starvation, with no hope of ever laying up any support for old

age, or of escaping the poor-house prison.

Yet so great a portion of the laboring and poverty-stricken

masses of France and Prussia have sided with the property and

middle classes, that they have now become mere food for pow-
der in fighting each other for a pair of black-hearted, ambitious

monsters, to establish their dynasties and to continue the more

permanent enslavement of themselves. Poor wretches ! with so

much bravery of heart, combined with so much cowardice of

mind, the mere tools of their tyrants by righting so much more

bravely than they can think helping to oppress their suffering

brethren, the "International Association of Workingmen of

Europe," who aim to suppress monarchy, its interminable wars,

and to make landed democracies of the United States or Eu-

rope! But instead, while these ignorant tools are fighting like

tigers, the middle and upper classes look on in sympathy, with

folded arms, along with the monarchs of Europe, while the

two scoundrels are assassinating the liberties of the people,

thinking they are securing them in their monopoly of nearly

the whole land, and other property of the country.

The next article will refer to the plan of "nationalizing the

lands "
by the workingmen of Europe, and the plan of individ-

ualizing them by the "Land Eeform Association" of the

United States; to be followed next by a series of que-tions cov-

ering the whole system of reform; then, by a plan for a world's

exhibition, giving premiums for the best writings, in prose or

verse, against all political and religious evils, with plans for

the organization of society and government anew, together with

models ot' all the gods, devils, monster conquerers, kings, and

priests, with all their insignia, rites, etc., and then conclude

with a series of hymns or songs.
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NATURE OF EIGHTS AND WRONGS.
It has been slated that political and religions priests have

dogmatized the absurd belief that life, motion, sensation, and

mind, the mere properties of the organs of man's body, can

separate from them and ascend to a spiritual world wi;h a God
as its figure-head, under the title of "King of kings." That

in face of the glaring fact that there is nothing creative going

on around us from which to infer a creation, but only a trans-

formation of the elements of matter; yet this God is repre-

sented as having created all things. Thus they raise the pre-

tence that he is the owner and giver of them all, and therefore

gives man all his organs and properties, such as vitality, motion,

mind, etc., so that all his rights and morality are supposed to

come as his graciously divine gifts; and tlins the dogma has

been hatched that rights come from God through vicegerent

kings to man, and morality through priests and pretended sav-

iors, in the adulterated form of piety or God's saving grace,

instead of being wholly the acquired attributes received from

surrounding impressions upon man's senses and organs. Thus

the dogma of Godology forks or divides in most all nations into

State and Church, with a vicegerent gradation of superior and

inferior officers and landlords, grasping together all the power
of ruling, and of nearly all the soil and the product of labor

that can possibly be extorted from the necessities of the

laborer.

Having thus touched upon the absurdity of pretending a

spiritual world, and of representing a God as the owner and

giver of all, we will next sketch out the true nature of rights

and wrongs, by showing how they are originated, classified, and

composed of certain essential principles; then examine the dif-

ferent plans of reformers, and then suggest what seems to be

the most thorough remedy of evil, closing with a working Con-

stitution applicable to any nation, and embracing a truer science

of society.

But before proceeding with our chain of argument and sys-

tem for the reconstruction of society and government, let us

refer to the present status of reform in the world. We are now

seeing how the agitation of the "International Workingmen's
Association "

in Europe, to suppress thrones, wars, and stand-
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ing armies, and the monopoly of the soil, with consequently

nearly all the product of the starving and producing laborer.

by an ignorantly selfish, non-producing aristocracy, has aroused

a pair of wholesale murderers to hurl hosts of the working

people against each other, with the view of thinning them out

into the quietude of death. And it has resulted as yet only in

putting an additional crown on the head of one, and the taking

off and, perhaps, the crowning again of the other. We have

beheld the superhuman and sublime struggle of the interna-

tional workingmen of Paris against the monopolizers of all

property and labor, to escape the pangs of starvation. But they

are finding out that the only thorough remedy for their misery

is in their natural right to a share of the soil in the form of

equal, inalienable, and individual homesteads, subject to no lia-

bility to be alienated by sale, debt, tax, mortgage, and but only

to be exchanged for each other, so that none can ever be with-

out a home, the power of self-employment upon it, and of an

independent vote and the power to retain and enjoy the whole

product of their labor.

It is, then, against the agitation of a just reconstruction of

society and states into townships or communes of landed democ-

racies for local self-government, that the political and relig-

ious priests are now conspiring. The agitation of the people of

England to suppress its incurable State arid Church, has roused

the State Church to endeavor to make common cause with the

other Protestant churches to form a Union, so as to continue

swindling people out of their reason, to substitute their adul-

terated "grace" in place of the native virtue of the human

heart, and to fleece them out of the product of their labor.

One of these pious swindlers, living on false pretences, has

been here now for several months, getting clergymen of various

sects together at dinner-parties, urging a union upon a com-

mon platform, while still preserving
"
unity in diversity," and

are going to hold their first (Ecumenical Council in Philadel-

phia this month. They will, of course, give it out as their aim
to oppose the Catholic power. But as they are seeing that it

has been the indulgence of private opinion that has created not

only themselves, but also Infidelity, they will eventually be

more inclined to make common cause with the Catholics against
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Free Inquirers, Free Religionists, Spiritualists, Unitarians, etc.,

if it ever should come to a contest of force, because they are

all property-holders alike, and the selfish desire for plundered
wealth is far stronger than that of the prejudice arising now
from a difference in religious creeds.

PARTIAL AND MORE THOROUGH REFORMERS.

The proceedings of the clergy referred to in a previous

article, for uniting on a common platform, should arouse the

fears of the friends of freedom that tne intention is to unite

the vote of the different sects to legislate more godology in the

Constitution, in which the Catholics would join, to make Chris-

tianity the paramount law of the land for the suppression of

all freedom of thought upon their charlatanic stuff, while polit-

ical priests and the capitalists are leaguing together throughout

Christendom to make the all-property producing classes starve

quietly. It is the long-continued sufferings of the workmen of

Europe that have roused them against those who have for

generations plundered them of four-fifths of the product of

their labor. But the erroneous form and institutions of society

train both rich and poor in ignorance of their rights, so that

reform but slowly progresses.

The misery of the working class on the older continents is

also felt in this country. Branch associations of "Internation-

als
" are forming in our large cities. In New York city there

are ten. For some time a "Cosmopolitan Conference," in imi-

tation of those of political and religious priests, has held Sun-

day meetings, as well as the Internationals, with the object of

calling on all persons having reformatory views to explain

them for the discussion and instruction of the suffering people.

But the most of them see no further into the thorough remedy

for the oppression of the producing class, than that of strikes,

benefit societies, equitable exchanges of labor for labor, trade

unions of united capital, etc., overlooking the glaring fact, that

while they remain tenants all they may save from the profit-

mongery of the capitalist and trader, by working even on their

own capital, will be added to their rents by their landlords.

iliey seem not to have attained to the knowledge that labor

must be combined with a share of the soil in every person
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throughout the nation, giving the power of self-employment,
before they can save from proflt-mongery the whole product of

their labor and be able to give an independent vole in self-

government; thus destroying the relation of landlord and ten-

ant, capitalist and hireling slave, and officer and vassal voter,

by voting directly for the law in proper person in township

organizations.

It is disheartening, then, to see the narrowness of the views

of our leading reformers, who fancy that they can by trick or

stratagem undermine the present solid mass of erroneous insti-

tutions, by little labor leagues, labor or equitable exchange

notes, little communistic property and free-love associations,

pull down the present overwhelming system of the errors of

society and government. But they must learn that it can only

be done by creating a public sentiment that the thorough

principles of natural wants and rights are those of equalness,

inalienableness, and separateness. That no one should have the

power of substituting monopolized property for honest labor

that soil should not absorb soil and that no one should have

the power to multiply money or other movable property by

themselves, without adding to the property of society by means

of a tribute paid by the robbed in the form of rent, interest,

dividends, profits, taxes, tariffs, etc.

Alas! how hopeless it is for anything like an immediate

reform for this almost incorrigible world, when there are, per-

haps, not two dozen minds in it that comprehend the thorough

principles of rights and wrongs. In political evil, such as

Phillips, Powell, Sumner, Colfax, Mrs. Stanton, and others, seem

not to see that there must be an entire reconstruction of soci-

ety and government for a thorough remedy of evil, and hence

can only prepare the way for others, being still in its ring.

But such as Hugo, Kochefort, Blanc, McCall, etc., in Europe,

and such as Julian, Devyr, Hines, Ingalls, Davis, Foster, Mrs.

Blackwell, etc., in America, see that labor must be combined

with an inalienable homestead before pauperism, crime and

misery can be abolished.

In religious evil, Beecher, Tilton, Abbott, Emerson, Froth-

iugham, Mrs. Howe, and others, have only partially shed the

exuvia of godology, and are top much trammeled to do much
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thorough reform ; while Bradlaugh, Huxley, G. J. Holyoake,
H. Seaver, B. F. Uaderwood, and Mesdames Rose and Slenker,

among others, have thoroughly cast its skin, and can thor-

oughly abolish the evils of church, and it is hoped can appre-

ciate the reconstruction of present society into landed dernoc-

ratical communes and states.

CLASSIFIED EIGHTS AND WRONGS.

The classification of rights and wrongs is more simple than

that of all the other departments of Nature, and yet it is the

least understood. Though they are the opposites of each other,

and of course class in parallels, yet each of them classes only

into two orders, into seven genera, and into some fifty species;

while the mineral, vegetable, and animal forms of matter class

into several hundred orders, upwards of ten thousand genera,

and more than one hundred thousand known species. It is

because mankind consists of but one species, with but five great

systems of organs, giving rise to the same number of proper-

ties those of form, life, reproduction, locomotion, and mind

that makes the science of society so simple. Rights and wrongs,

then, consist of not only a few divisions, but call for no study

of the exact ratio of the regular forms of architecture and sculp-

ture in plastics, of the proportions of colors in chromatics, of

notes in harmonics, and of equivalents in substances, sapon, etc.,

as required in artistic skill and taste.

As the whole body of Nature is but the composition of a few

simple elements arranged according to a few plans of structure,

it might be inferred from them alone that the individuals of

each of the distinct departments of Nature would resemble in

different degrees, and would be found grouped together and

labelled by her. So much has Nature preserved the individuals

of each worldom from chaos, by running a distinct character

and principle through each genera, species, etc., that even the

tools and machinery for manufacturing can be classed into

them, as those for cutting, pressing, transporting things, etc. Is

it, then, to be supposed that when all the lower forms of Nature

are subjected to grouping, that the wants, rights, and duties

with their opposites, cannot be also subjected to it ?
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CRITICISM ON BLACKSTONE.

The most known classification of rights and wrongs is that

in Blackstone's commentary on the laws of England the law-

yers' Bible and said to be based on that of his predecessor,

Hale. As crude as it is, it is proof of the great advantage of

methodical arrangement in aiding the memory and grasp of

the subject. But next to the old Jew book, it is one of the

greatest drag chains against the progress of reform and liberty.

In the first place, he entirely ignores the three essential and

constituent principles of a perfect right those of equalness in

quantity, inalienableness in time or duration, and of individuality

by a thorough separateness. He is silent, also, on the necessity

of these principles as a guarantee against their opposite wrongs
of inequality, alienation, and commixture or communism of rights

and property.

But he is equally deficient in enumerating all the rights, as

he is in predicating their constituent principles. Instead of

classifying rights as being founded on the properties of the five

great systems of the organs of the human body, as those of

manhood, life, reproduction, labor or self-employment, sovereignty

or the power of self-government, a share of the soil, and the

whole product of manual and mental labor, he only particular-

izes the rights of "life, liberty, and private property." Under
the vague and unmeaning word "

liberty," he only mentions
the right of "locomotion," entirely ignoring the right and duty
of each human beings to his or her labor, sovereignty, natural

right to a share of soil, power of self-employment, manhood suf-

frage, and the whole product of one's toil. Notwithstanding all

human being have a right to their will, reason, and private

opinion, and, of course, the right of sovereignty in ruling; yet,

while he objects to the Jura divino divine right' from God
he originates it in an oligarchy of hereditary kings and peers,
with the domain and possession of nearly all the soil, guaran-
teed from alienation by any sale, debt, mortgage, or equal
division among all the heirs, by the law of primogeniture and
entail. Thus the king, and especially the peers, have the

supreme power of Government in the House of Peers, with a

pretended check by a House of Commons, always filled, also,
with large property holders. In treating of the rights of per-
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ns, he employs a whole volume in treating about the king
and his royal prerogatives, council, revenue, family, etc., with

the titles and descents of the nobility, etc., and gives but little

space to the privileges, as he calls them, of the people.

In his volume on the "Eights of Things," he engenders the

sentiment that inanimate property has rights, and capitalists

are often heard to talk about their "property rights," instead

of their right to their property. As nothing but labor can pro-

duce property, and as scarcely any can accumulate by honest

labor, of course all c ipital must be plundered from four-fifths

of the product of labor, which continues to plunder in an accel-

erated ratio with its increase.

In his volume on public wrongs, he adopts Christianity as

part of the law of the land, and classes foremost in the list of

crimes in the penal code, Atheism and blasphemy, as crimes

against God and religion, and punishable with the fagot and

gibbet. These commentaries will preserve to posterity the politi-

cal dogmas that curse mankind during the era of the inequality

of rights and property, and it is hoped will be a sufficient scare-

crow to keep it from degenerating back to its barbarism.

CLASSIFICATION OF EIGHTS AND WEONGS.

Believing that the true nature of rights, and the remedy of

the evils of society, State and Church, cannot be thoroughly

understood and applied without a natural classification of them,

I hereby propose the following one for discussion by all re-

formers whenever they may assemble together.

Previously I have overhauled Blackstone, who seems to have

ignorantly ignored the three constituent principles that must

co&perate in the production of a perfect right, and must now

propose an improvement upon his crude classification of rights

and wrongs, and apply to them the first thorough declaration

of their guaranteeing principles.

It is the numerous forms of the structure of the woody,

growing, and reproductive organs, in the vegetable, and of the

bony, vascular, reproductive, muscular or locomotive, and

nervous system of organs in the animal worldom, that con-

stitute the foundation for their extensive classifications. But

it is only the properties of form and shape, of vitality, of re-
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production, of locomotion, and of sensation or rnind, arising

from these five great systems of organs, that become not only

the true foundation of wants and rights, but also for the class-

ification of them, along with their opposite wrongs, running

parallel with them. See here, then, how few and simple are

the divisions of this great worldom of the social relations, or

of the rights and wrongs of man, in the following classification

of them, though named in the ordinary words of our language,

without jaw-breaking technicalities. And remember, that no

department of Nature can be said to be reduced to a science until

its individuals are properly classified as Nature has already

arranged them.

It is shameful that mankind have suffered for so many ages,

(perhaps become several times almost extinct,) and yet have

not been scourged into the true knowledge of their rights and

wrongs that the nabob and pauper generally, are equally

ignorant of the deeply-seated causes of their evils.

Eights, then, with their wrongs, constitute one of the great

departments or woridoms of Nature, and each consist of one class.

In this classification, rights and their principles are placed

on the left-hand page, with their opposing wrongs and their

principles on the right-hand page opposite t,o them. The braces

show how they subdivide. The more general rights and their

principles, and that of their wrongs, are repeated in synonymous

terms, but not always in opposite terms.

CLASSIFICATION OF EIGHTS.

The first great principle of rights is that of equality, or

quantity, or proportionateness, which they possess in common
with everything in the Universe. They are essential to their

existence; for were elements jumbled into one confused mass

it would be chaos. All existence is a modification of matter

into a few elements which compound into all bodies. A kin-

ship running through bodies which mark the principles of

quantity, must, therefore, run through them all.

The second great principle of rights is that of inalienation,

perpetuity, or duration. Were things never so well proportioned,

yet if they ceased so soon as they came into being, the Universe

would be a dreary existence. Hence they must have a coutin-
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uous existence in time and eternity. Eights must exist co-equal

with natural wants, else wrongs will be the result.

The third great principle of rights is that of individuality,

or separateness. The great effort of Nature is to produce indi-

viduals and separate beings or things. She cannot bear a con-

fused communism of them. Their identity is destroyed by a

hotch-potch massing of them. Eights, therefore, must be held,

individuality or privateness to be exercised, and enjoyed in each

one's proper person. A manly persistence in what is mine and

thine must ever be preserved among mankind.

These great principles, then, must ever cooperate and back

each other up, else rights cannot be conserved. All rights and

institutions must be founded on them, and when established,

will paradise the earth.

As man and the external world constitute all that exists, it

obviously divides rights into two great classes : those of per-

sonalty, or person, and those of property.

The rights of personalty divide according to the properties

arising respectively from the vascular, muscular and nervous

system, into those of vitality, or life, mobility, industry or

labor, and into those of mentality, volition, or sovereignty. As

the osseous system is made up of the ramification of the sin-

ews, veins and nerves, hardened with the phosphate of lime, I

include it in the muscular system. But the reproductive system,

depending, more upon the nervous organs, I have classed in the

nervous system.

The risht to life I divide into that of body and limbs: The

rights of the body are divided into those of peace, personal

security, and health. The rights of the limbs subdivide into

those of handicraft, pedestrianism, mobility, or labor, which

divide into industry, and subdivide into self-ownership, self-

employment, and citizenship.

The right of locomotion divides into personal liberty, travel

and emigration.

Mentality or sovereignty divides into reproduction or parent-

age, democracy or peopledom, and morality or humanity. Ee-

production divides into paternity, maternity, and monogamy.

Democracy subdivides into townships, national, and interna-

tional communes.
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Mentality, volition, or sovereignty, also divides into morality

or humanity, which subdivides into opinion, reputation, and

philanthropy.

The second great class of rights is that of property. As the

external world is the outside body of man, it is the demarka-

tion of the class of rights called property, or the means of sub-

sistence and existence. Property next divides in accordance to

three great necessities of society, into those of private owner-

ship, public ownership, and of equitable exchange; into home-
stead or mansionry, public use, and into movables or products.

Homestead divides into land or natural elements as the gift of

Nature. Homestead divides into improvements or rural town-

ships of combined buildings and cultivated lands.

Public property divides into public grounds and buildings,

highways, or roads.

Movables, or products, divide into produce, fabrics and cur-

rency, and all these genera subdivide into species respectively,

as seen in the arrangement of them in the adjoining two pages.

CLASSIFICATION OF WEONGS.
Now all these classified rights are violated by opposing

wrongs as arranged in a parallel classification opposite to them.

They are not perfectly the opposite of rights, but contravene

them.
The three great evil principles that violate the good one

already mentioned, are inequality, or disproportion, or transi-

tory ownership and partyism, commixture, or communism. All

society, government and property have been founded upon evil

principles through all nations, and all the so-called 'revolutions

among mankind have been nothing more than a change from

one phase or form of the same evil principles to another,

through savageism t> feudalism, down to the present modifica-

tion of it in the form of landlordism and tenure, capitalist and

hireling slavery and om'cery, and vassal and universal suffrage.

The two great classes of wrongs are those of tyranny to

person, and of monoply of property. Those to person are vio-

lence or battery, dividing into homicide and mutilation, which

divide respectively into species. Then those of slavery or bond-

aye, which divide into mancipation and incarceration, all sub-

divide into their respective species.
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The next great wrong to personalty, or person, is officery, or

office holding governments, or usurpation, which divide first

imo prostitution, or debauchery, into aristocracy, which subdi-

vide into the forms of monarchy, oligarchy and republicanism,

and then it divides into hierarchy or divinity, which subdivides

into the species of pagandom, Christiandom, and Mohamedom,
with their various sects.

The great class of wrongs of monopoly to property divides

into landiordry and monopoly, and into tenure or leasage,

which subdivide into genera with their species, as seen in the

illustration.

The great wrong of profit-mongery divides into usury, pecu-

lation and fraud, which subdivide into their specific crimes.

In the following table the reader must learn that all the

classified rights on the left-hand page are alienated and monop-
olized by the opposed classified wrongs on the right-hand page.

And it proves the power and goodness of human nature, that

it has survived for so many generations without becoming
extinct by floating upon its many rivers of blood. Human
nature has always been better than its surrounding institutions,

which have only been changing from one phase to another of

the same evil principle, while poor short-sighted man has fancied

that every revolution would secure a thorough right instead of

the fractional part of one. Poor man would despair could he

see how many ages he must struggle through ignorance before

reaching liberty and happiness. "What a fate he has and will

still have to pass through so many stages of reform! But it is

the best perhaps that matter and its properties could do. O
that all existence could have been something else

;
still it is

wonderful that it has modified, compounded, and organized up
to what it has until it reaches emotion and thought.

For the first time in the history of thought the three great

principles of a perfect right are classed together, showing the

imperative necessity of their cooperating and backing up each

other against the violation of the evil principles of inequality,

alienation, and usurpation.
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ORIGIN OF EVIL.

Having in the previous article classified rights and wrongs,

and declared their essential painciples, I will now apply these

principles to the remedial reconstruction of society and govern-

ment. By applying the remedy under the head of each right

as it is classed, conventions may discuss it in the same order

more conveniently.

Before applying the remedy* for the evils produced by the

erroneous institutions of society and government, the astound-

ing fact must be comprehended, that rights have never yet, in

any age or nation, been declared and established in accordance

with the thorough principles of their equality, inalienablencss,

and individuality. Therefore all the rights of man, and the

institutions of the moral world, are founded upon and swayed

by the erroneous laws of their opposite evil principles of ine-

quality, alienation, and commixture. Though all mankind are

born with inherent wants, rights, duties, and virtue, yet they

have never attained to the free exercise and enjoyment of them.

If mankind in their early existence had occupied only as

much soil as each could cultivate, and governed themselves by

a direct vote in making laws, there would have been, perhaps,

a millennium by this time. But in their ignorance, leaving

their government to chiefs, the alienation and monopoly of

their rights began. Chiefs soon became conquerors and kings

by leagues of tribes. Political and religious priests thus aris-

ing, they imagined gods modeled upon themselves with all

their vengeful passions, as exhibited in the imaginary wars of

Moses and Joshua, and then Claimed that all rights of soil,

sovereignty, and virtue must come from those supernaturals

through them as divine, to the people.

In this era of inequality see how every right to personality

and property is held by law of alienation and monopoly. A
State and Church vicegerency, consisting of a graduated scale

of superior and inferior officers, nobility, landlords, and capi-

talists, have and are absorbing the whole soil of the earth;

reducing the working people to tenure, and extorting neariy

the whole product of their toil; sacrificing millions in the car-

nage of war, merely to decide which tyrant shall rule them,

while they are crushed down to the starvation point. Thus the
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landlord, trader, manufacturing and stock-holding capitalist,

are monopolizing the soil and product of labor by driving the

producers off the farms into the cities, to be rent-racked, to

fester in filth, a prey to disease, crime, and pauperism. All

this results from the fact that all institutions are founded in

laws of alienation, and accounts for the practice that all legis-

lation only operates as general deeds of conveyance, conveying

away rights and property from the many to the few.

But, the application of the three great principles of equality,

of inalienableness, and of individuality -to man's generic right

to his vitality or life, with its species of the security of body,

limb, health, peace, etc., would secure them from the generic

wrong of homicide, with its species of murder, warfare, may-

hem, capital punishment, etc. Thus the perpetuating principle

applied to life, preserves it from destruction or forfeiture,

except in the emergency of individual self-defense and in de-

fensive war. For the extinction of the property of life, the gift

of the vital organs of the vascular system, is so irreparable

and horrid, even when accidentally destroyed, that it becomes

doubly horrible and the most heinous crime when maliciously

taken. But the most terrible and criminal destruction of Jife is

that perpetrated by aggressive warfare, by the infernal institu-

tion of hereditary kings, peers, or a so-called representative

Kepublic, with a centralized power to conscript innocent vic-

tims, to keep standing armies, and to hurl millions of them

against each other, merely for the depraved ambition of dynas-
tic and millitary glory. But such will be the practice under the

worship of, and until the dethronement of, the war-gods of the

'old Jew and Hindoo legends of Jehovah, Siva, and others, and

their present imitators all over the earth.

But as there will still be the outrage of aggressive wars,

they must be resisted by defensive ones. As all rights must be

exercised equally, inalienably, aud individually, all capable

must defend the country in proper person, and not by a sub-

stitute. As society and government must be organized into

townships throughout a nation, those of the locality invaded

must be the first to resist, while being reinforced every hour

from adjoining ones. Thus it would be impossible for one

nation to conquer another, unless their territories adjoined.
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Thus the whole people would be a standing army, instead of a

hireling slave portion of them controlled by a usurper.

But a still more productive cause for the destruction cf life

is the monopoly of the soil and its products, by a non-produc-

ing class, from the landless and producing one. The natural

right of every person to a share of the soil, as an inalienable

homestead, is, by the monopoly of a few landlords, cut off

from the stomach, leaving not enough of the product of labor

to preserve from pauperism, the degrading alms-house, and the

pangs of starvation. In the populous nations of Europe, the

slow death from disease, destitution, and crime, is far greater

than that of war. Ireland was more than decimated in one

year for the want of each one to a share of the soil. Gangs of

starving people in China are compelled to rove about and lay

contributions on the towns to appease their hunger. And yet

such is the shameful stupidity of both rich and poor, that they

do not see that the remedy for this is the union of a share of

the soil and other capital in the hands of the same, and not

in separate ones.

But the application of the principles of equality, inalienable-

ness, and individuality to mMI'S right to manhood, gives all the

specific right to self-ownership, freedom, citizenship, etc., and

protects them from the great wrong of chattel slavery, serfdom,

peonage, etc. Making man's body a chattel is the next most

heinous crime to that of murder. The living, breathing form

of man should be the owner of property, not made the same as

inanimate things. To be free, man must have an equal share

of homestead as well as manhood. But they would soon be-

come unequal if not protected by the perpetuating principle,
'

and would still become destroyed if they do not individualize

and avoid the communitizing of body and manhood with that

of others.
MARRIAGE RELATIONS.

Having shown how society and government become reor-

ganized by the application of the principles of equality, inulien-

ation, and individuality to the right to life and manhood, I will

now show how they also reconstruct the right to the matrimo-

nial relation of the sexes.

There seems to be as great a conflict of opinion upon this as
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>n the other institutions of society, as to the true principle on

r'hich it should be founded, and it should receive the profound

>nsideration of all conventions. The equality in the number

md natural wants of the sexes proclaims the equalness of all

their rights, and requires the pairing of them only, as in monog-

amy. It demands that the wedded should be equal in race,

condition, intellectual and moral quilities; that each should bo

self-owned, free-willed, and irresponsible for the deeds of each

other.

Cut the equalness and independence of the matrimonial rela-

tion will become destroyed unless it is backed up by the coop-

eration of the great principle of perpetuity, to preserve it from

divorce or any mode of alienation. Like all the other proper-

ties of man's organs, and the rights founded on them, the pro-

crea'dve power and rights should not be violated by any of the

species of prostitution. Of course it is an outrageous violation

or' the principle to mutilate. There can be no exchange of the

properties or rights of personality. It is only property that can

be exchanged, as homesteads for homesteads, and products for

products but no exchange of husbands and wives.

But both the equalness and perpetuity of the matrimonial

relation will become alienated, if not guaranteed by the coSp-

eration of the individuality of the right, from polygamy, poly-

andry, commonogamy, etc. Owing to the erroneous dogma of

the communism of rights and property, engendered by mistaken

but well-meaning reformers, there is much confusion of senti-

ment, by both men and women, as to the proper form of the

connubial relation. From the common-property dogma they
are generalizing to a free-love community of husbands and

wives.

But the universal principle of individuality or of separate-

ness points out the true form of marriage. As the application

of the individual system of society requires that the women
must have their share of homestead and product of their toil,

as well as men, the whole earth must be divided into square
tracts of land, bounded by lines running with the cardinal

points, for homesteads. These homesteads, as the population

increases, should be divided down to ten acres as the minimum
?f a family support. Each male and female, as they become of
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age, is entitled to one-half of each one of these as a home-

stead. Their dwellings, shops, and barns to be built with a

partition wall dividing them into two equal halves, upon a line

dividing, also, the land into equal halves of five acres; and

with the double purpose of keeping as equally distant as possi-

ble from those of their neighbors, and also with the view that

the right-band side of these premises fronting the East shall

be the property of the husband, and the left-hand side that of

the wife. As the male or female after wedding vacates his or

her right to a heritage in the parental homestead it leaves

them for other members of the family. The homesteads of

those leaving no children or other relatives, will become the

property, according to age, of any not provided for in the

larger families. But when the soil, with the most improved

cultivation, will support no more population, physiological laws

must be introduced to prevent its increase. The double struc-

ture of the one and a half-story dwelling, with sheds running

back, and a door through the partition that can be closed, is

for the purpose of preserving the individual rights and inde-

pendence of the wife from the tyranny of the husband, and the

slavery of rearing too many children. By these means the

mother can retire from the father with a portion of the chil-

dren, and still have the neighborly care and mutual aid of each

other on the farm or in the shop. But the subject of farming

and manufacture will be fully treated under the rights to home-

steads and products, in future remarks.

POWEK OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT.

The next right of personality in order, is that of labor or

production, which is handicraft and skill, transforming matter

beyond what Nature has transmuted, for man's subsistence.

Its instrument is the muscular organs pulling upon the lever-

age of the jointed bones under the direction of the mind, and

no one has more of it than what is needful for sustenance and

recreation.

The principle of equalness, applied to labor, indicates that

as every person's natural wants for food, clothing, and shel-

ter are so nearly equal, their right and duty to produce are

also equal. As each one's productive powers, with the proper
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healthy enjoyment, are only equal to the supply of his or her

natural wants, all who are robbed of a portion of the product
of their labor become overworked and destitute. But as every
one's power to produce is more limited in variety than tlieir

wants, their surplus products of one article give rise in their

exchange to commerce and society. This equalness, though, of

natural wants, productive powers, and specialty to produce
more than needed of one thing, requires an equal access to the

raw materials of Nature. Without a share of the soil, giving

the power of self-employment, none can 'secure the whole pro-

duct of their labor
;
for it nearly all goes to pay rent, interest,

and profit-mongery on monopolized lands, houses, and other

necessaries of living. As nothing but labor can produce prop-

erty, it is most outrageously unjust that property should be

allowed to add other property to itself without creating any more

of it in society.

But this principle of the equalness of the quantity of the

right to labor and land, will ever become monopolized unless

they are backed up and guaranteed by the cooperating princi-

ple c time, duration, or perpetuity. If the equalness of the

quantity of production must be equivalent tD the natural wants,

so must the inalienation or inalienableness of them continue

during life. It preserves labor from, alienation by a boss capi-

talist, in the form of hire and wages. If a man's body and life

cannot be enslaved, sold, or -hired for soldering, so neither can

the sinews and muscles be hired by a capitalist, who is only a

master in another form to those who claim man as a chattel.

There is no possible way to guarantee four-fifths or more of

the product of labor from being alienated to pile up the wealth

of idle and bloated nabobs, than that of combining labor with

a share of the soil and other capital in every one alike. This

gives the ennobling power and stimulates to exertion a- d duty

the independent power of self-employment and self-govern-

ment of a landed democracy. All labor or production should be

performed in proper person in field, shop, or store, and* only

the product exchange, according to the time of cost in labor,

with material added. In building a house on another's land by

contract, the principle of self-employment would not be vio-

lated any more than in one's own shop, and would not be hire-
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age. As there may be an exchange of homesteads for home-

stead*, and products for products, so may there be an exchange
of equal labor for labor, but never for money, which changes
its value and runs into abuse.

But to the right and duty of every one to labor or produce

equally and inalienably, must be that of producing individually

and separately. Labor cannot be communitized without run-

ning into abuse and tyranny. Man wants the independent

power of self-direction and self-employment. Dependence upon
others destroys too much stimulus to exertion and shifts respon-

sibility upon others.

It is the saving of certain kinds of labor and the manufactur-

ing of machinery that seems to lead to the error of the commun-
ism of property and labor, and to the sentiment that that is the

natural form of society. Reformers, urging the communitizing
and nationalizing principle of rights and property, seem to over-

look the fact that nine-tenths of labor and production are agri-

cultural and mechanical, and also performed with small and

ordinary tools leaving only the other tenth, perhaps, to be

done by machinery. They seem to plan reform so much upon

it, that it shows they think machine-labor everything. Hence,

they plan large palaces to keep the communists together to

annoy and infect the whole. This plan tends to the employment
of officers or managers, which x

put their sovereignty or power
of self-government into a state of alienation and monopoly. .

But the principle of individuality of rights and property

makes each man and woman an equal and independent owner

of an individual homestead, with the sublime liberty of self-di-

rection, self-employment, and self-government. All thus living,

working, and seeking happiness upon their own hooks and

homesteads, will be powerfully emulous to practice their duties

towards themselves and society.

PEOPLES' SOVEREIGNTY VIOLATED BY OFFICERY.

Hdving shown how all the rights to life, manhood, marriage,

and labor are reconstructed by the cooperation of the constitu-

ent principles of cqualness. inalienation, and individuality, they

must now be applied to reconstruct the remaining right to per-

sonalitythat of sovereignty, or the power of governing.
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The application of the law of equality to sovereignty enti-

tles every adult human being, without regard to race, sex, or

any other condition of life, to an equal share in voting and

ruling. It is the equalness of the natural want of volition

arising from the mind, the property of tho nervous system
not the quantity of ideas upon which is founded the equality

of each one's share in governing. It is absurd to suppose that

in a community where all share in virtue, as well as small

vices, that the selection of a few from among them can enact

laws better and more disinterestedly than the whole number of

tho people, not too numerous to meet in township divisions.

The creation of offices and officers so demoralizes them that

they become a mere incorporated company, standing apart from

the people and assuming exclusive privileges and honors. Thus

the equal right of all to the exercise and enjoyment of govern-

ment is violated by the evil principle of officery, or the monop-

oly of the sovereignty by the few. The whole number of offi-

cers in a state or church share between them the monopoly of

the -people's sovereignty, as much as all tho landlords share

that of the soil, the masters that of their slaves, and the capi-

talist employers the monopoly of the labor of their hireling

slaves. Thus the inequality of monopolized sovereignty or power
of governing violates its equality.

Notwithstanding the equalness of the natural want in all for

volition is the true foundation for the equality of the franchise,

or rather of voting in proper person direct for the law, yet

wealth-trained ignorance is ever founding it in some adventitious

condition of life. Thus they found its equality and draw the

right of voting and ruling from race, sex, color, intelligence,

residence, majorities, compacts, laws, wealth, inheritance, divin-

ity, etc. They look everywhere but to the natural and equal

want of every one, for food, clothing, and shelter. Tho aris-

tocracy might with as much reason originate the equalness of

the right of sovereignty in their big toes.

But as the equality of the right of sovereignty becomes thus

violated by its- opposite of inequality, or of its monopoly by a

separate class of officers from that of the people, it must be

backed up and guaranteed by applying the timeal or perpetuat-

ing principle of inalienation. As the natural want of volition
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in the exercise of sovereignty in each person is not only equal,

but also enduring for life, so must the right to a share of the

power of directing the affairs of society and government be also

equally enduring or inalienable.

As all the institutions of society, government, and property

are founded upon the laws of their universal alienation and

monopoly, of course none of mankind have yet attained to the

exercise of either their equal, inalienable, or individual rights.

Hence even the monopolizers of rights are not guaranteed and

secured in that portion of them which is justly their share.

The emperor may lose his share of sovereignty equally with

each one of the people. The millionaire is not secure in even

that portion of his wealth which would fall to his share. For

the principle of inalienation has never yet been declared and es-

tablished as the foundation of the laws and institutions of nations.

As, then, the sovereignty of the people is destroyed by the

laws of alienation and monopoly, it is an absurd dogma that it

remains with thorn, and that they only delegate it to a repre-

sentative. In selecting by vote candidates to office, we only

give the consent of a vassal to his lord, who has already a

usurped estate in. his sovereignty. We exercise no more power
of ruling by voting for officers, than we get the title to a home-

stead byselec ing and renting a tenement from among those of

several landlords. Officers, then, are not representatives, ten-

ants, and hirelings, but the lords and masters of the people,

living upon salaries, which are estates in their sovereignty, and

are paid out of their productive toil. But rulers and priests,

through all ages, to strengthen their usurpation of the people's

sovereignty, have forged gods after their own images and pre-

tended to rule by divine right from their godships.

But the first agitation against this universal usurpation and

centralization of sovereignty, and all other rights, is now com-

menced by the "International Workingmen's Association
"

of

Europe, Asia, and America. They have already aroused the

monster butchers, Napoleon, William, Bismarck, Thiors, and

others of their satellites, in an attempt to crush them out, but,

it is hoped, in vain. And yet the scoundrels walk the earth

amid the plaudits of those who rob and starve the most valu-

able portion of mankind the producing masses.
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But although the right of sovereignty may have the princi-

ple of equality and inalienation applied to it, giving all an

equal and direct vote for the law without the intervention of an

officer, through organized townships or communes, yet it can

still be destroyed by the evil principles of commixture or com-

munism, unless fortified by the saving principle of individuality

or separateness. The sovereignty of the people through all

ages has been equally violated by communism as by inequality

and alienation. Political parties and theological sects agree-

ing in the dogmas of charters and creeds, constitute a thorough

communism of ideas, far beyond what has occurred in any of

the other rights. The imprisonment of the ideas in a party or

sect prevents the progress of knowledge, and stimulates the

most reckless bigotry, slander, persecution, war, and crime.

And if parties and sects did not check and neutralize each

other, the world Avould be a far worse hell than it is. How
great, then, would the evils of a communism of the ownership
of the lives, bodies, procreations, and labor become, as that of

the communism of ideas, wills, consciences, etc., has produced

such terrible evils! Thus mankind have experienced the curse

of erroneous ideas, communitized in creeds and articles of faith.

But when truth becomes thoroughly established they will

neither agree nor differ enough to tie up their minds in creeds

and platforms. Hence there will be only an individualizing of

ideas and platforms.

The attention of all conventions is now called to the second

important order of rights with their opposite wrongs, which

order is that of property with its opposing wrong of monopoly.
The right to property, or each human being's share of soil with

the whole product of his or her labor, naturally divides into

two genera the homestead and products with their opposing

wrongs of landlordry and tenure, and of profit-mongery ;
and

these again subdivide into a greater number of species, not

necessary to refer to in this sketch. The right to property in

the homestead is tho only real solid foundation upon which

the five great personal rights heretofore sketched, can be guar-

anteed against destruction. For man's orrans, with their prop-

erties of life, motion, and sensation or mind, exist only through
their intimate connection with the soil, appurtenant elements,
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and products. But the inseparable connection and dependence

of all our natural wants and rights upon each other, declare

that the constituent principles or laws of a thorough and per-

fect right, are those of equality, inalienation, and individuality.

To give a clearer conception what each of these principles

effects in the reconstruction of the right to homestead, let them

be here applied separately, and first to

EQUAL HOMESTEAD.

As each person's natural wants and producing powers are so

nearly equal, they entitle all to an equal share of the soil,

appurtenant elements, and the whole product of their labor.

The equivalent qualities in which the elements of matter com-

bine, are still employed by Nature in combining and proportion-

ing rights to wants. Without this principle of equivalence or

equality in quantity, Nature would not have been able to have

kept her individuals from an indistinguishable chaos. She

employs it in precise ratios, not only in combining substances,

but in thje proportions of the regular bodies, in architecture,

colors, musical sounds, etc.

The equalness, then, of each one's natural wants for light,

warmth, air, water, food, clothing, and shelter, is the true foun-

dation and necessity for an equal share of homestead. Wreck
a ship's crew upon an unowned and desolate island, and how

outrageous it would seem for one, or part of them, to claim the

whole of its soil! Yet most all the soil in all so-called civilized

nations is monopolized by conquest, inheritance, speculation,

purchase, mortgage, etc., by those who claim for the use of it

a great portion of the landless toilers' labor, without producing

anything themselves. So fatally are men's minds shaped by
the form of the institutions around them, that they are not yet

startled and horrified at the immense rapidity wilh which land

is swallowing land, and money and other products multiply

themselves without any increase of production.

The true measure for the size of an equal homestead must

be determined by what the natural wants require for a family

support, and as much as each can cultivate with proper recrea-

tion. Where population Is sparse, each i'amily might be allotted

one hundred and sixty acres, then be quartered into forty
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acres, and again quartered down to the minimum of ten acre

homesteads, as an increase of heirs, etc., demands. And when
the earth can feed no more, the laws of physiology Avill have to

keep the race at a stand. "When the earth becomes thus crowded

with its complement of inhabitant, and all, whether farming,

manufacturing, or transporting, must own equally their ten

acre homes, the whole earth will become a continued rural city,

with only public marts and halls in the centre of each township

or commune. As the present land monopoly, which is driving

the rural population to crowd the tenements of their monopo-
lizers in too large cities, must cease, the larger portion will fall

into ruins. The costly horse-power, which requires as much
soil to feed him as a man, must go out of use with other ani-

mals, as in China. Costly fences will not, except along roads^
be needed. Gravelled paths, with rows of fruit-trees, will run

around each farm and across the middle, etc., of them. The

wife will have the ownership of half the farm and buildings, as

the husband has, and can retire thereon. But although man's

natural wants and rights to equal homestead should also em-

brace that of the principle of inalienable homesteads, yet such

is the quibbling character of man's reasoning, that he would

soon abuse it. Therefore the principle of equality must be

backed up by the equally important one of

INALIENABLE HOMESTEAD.

But as natural wants are not only equal, but are also con-

tinued through life, they become the true foundation, also, of

inalienable homestead. As the principle, too, of time or dura-

tion is very different from that of magnitude or quantity, it

becomes a distinct constituent of a thorough right, and is

equally essential to its existence. The limitation or equalness

then, of each one's natural right to a share of the soil, will

become alienated or destroyed without the application of the

guaranteeing principle of inalienation, perpetu'.ty or imprescrip-

tion, that attaches it to the person throughout life. The prin-

ciple of equal homesteads alone would run into the abuse of

allowing a man to alienate his homestead to a landless man,
and thereby make himself landless. But it must be made a

felony to withhold a home from any person, or for any to part
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with it, except in exchange for another. The homestead, then

must not be exchange I for money or other moveables, which

will waste or evaporate through improvidence. Land must be

exchanged only for land, and products for products. The home-

stead, then, which embraces the improvements as well as the

soil, must never be subject to any liability to alienate for any
consideration whatever, such as that of sale, debt, tax, mort-

gage, primogeniture, etc. The exchange of homesteads is only

proper for the necessary freedom of emigration. No one, then,

must ever be found without a homestead. For nothing else

will insure the protection of life from pauperism or starvation,

the power of self-ownership, self-employment, and self-govern-

ment to the latest posterity.

It is deplorable to see the heedless ignorance of the produc-

ing masses of the liberty-giving power of inalienable homestead

and sovereignty. Not seeing the power of the principle that

makes a, home stay with them, and seeing that the bill of credit

system and debt into which the wily, speculating trader

leads them that it stays with them no longer than moveable

property they become trained to appreciate it no more than

money. Not seeing that all the institutions of society and

government are really founded upon the evil principle of the

alienation and monopoly of property and other rights, they risk

their little means in trading or manufacturing in competition

with the millionaire capitalist, instead of investing it in the

soil and in aiding to make his homestead inalienable exempted
from all alienation or forfeiture.

But while the great body of the people have been holding

their small possessions by the alienating laws of monopoly, or

of their transitory ownership, the glaring fact a,nd precedent

has been blazing in their faces, that the royalty and nobility

of the world have preserved their families and titles, their

thrones and estates, from alienation, by exempting them from

sale, debt, tax, mortgage, etc. And yet, these masses of tho

people have not yet learned to agitate for having the same
laws applied to their smaller possessions ;

but instead, have ever

practiced the trafficking of their homes to large adjoining or

other monopolizing capitalists, and thus have aided in the mon-

opoly of the soil, instead of its distribution among producers.
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Eut this cunning royalty and peerage have only applied the

principle of perpetuity and individuality to their thrones and

manorial estates, and omitted the application of that of equal-

ness. For, to perpetuate their families, titles, estates, and

powers of ruling, they have applied the law of primogeniture

and entail, so as to make the whole descend to the oldest male

heir, and if none, to the oldest female (with exceptions), with

the hereditary power of a peerage, forming a branch of the

government as in the House of Peers. And now the working of

this peerage is seen., in "a house of incurables," who, as ban-

dits and robbers, kick and riot against every reform of abuses.

With their immense plunderings, passage of "acts of enclosure"

Of the common lands of the people, and by purchasing all the

smaller possessions around to add to their parks, manors, and

hunting-grounds, they are driving the working people into poor-

house prisons, and into cities to fester in dirt, pauperism, dis-

ease and crime. Then this monster, so-called nobility, creates

sinecure offices and pensions the disinherited members of the

family. Thus the oldest member of the family inherits all, and

then quarters the rest upon huge salaries paid out of immense
taxes extorted from the toil of the producing laborer down to

the point of starvation. And all this is borne by the ignorance

of the people, while "Heaven IOOKS on without taking their

part."

Thus this homestead exemption applied by the aristocracy of

the Old World to their homesteads and sovereignty, must also

be applied to those of the whole people. Let bands of agitators

go around in every town in a state or nation, and rousing others,

urge all the smaller holders of property in farms to hold them

as exempted and inalienable while larger owners divide among
their heirs, and thus much of the soil will become equalized.

Let the smaller owners of houses in cities in the meantime sell

out and buy farms between the maximum and minimum size,

and erect shops and manufactories on their homesteads, and

divide their labors in mechanism as well as cultivation. There

will then remain the large holders of the soil, who should be

required, after giving the proper share to heirs, to sell out what

alance may be left to landless persons only, to be so done

after death. But until all can be converted to these thorough
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principles of rights, and until a sufficiency of public sentiment

can be created to form a constitution, all must pledge their

"
lives, their fortunes, and sacred honor," to not sell out to any

monopolizer of the soil. Thus equal, inalienable, and individ-

ual homestead, life, labor, and sovereignty may be established

among mankind without arousing the prejudices against the

agrarian division of property.

As all the institutions and governments of all nations are

but a system of legalized robbery of nearly all the soil and pro-

duct of the producing laborer, let the people no longer struggle

for their right to homes and to their labor by endeavoring to

induce the so-called representatives, who only legislate for

property-holders, to grant homes, but to ignore them entirely,

and with their sovereignty in their hands, vote by townships for

a constitution thoroughly reconstructing them in. their rights.

This they can do in accordance with the doctrine of Jefferson

in the Declaration of Independence, which declares that when

governments refuse to confirm to the people their natural

rights, it is their right and duty to abolish them and establish

liberty-guaranteeing ones.

Having sketched out the principles of equal and inalienable

homestead, and applied them to the thorough reconstruction

of society and government, as suggested for all conventions, wo
must now sketch the third and remaining principle necessary

to the completion of a thorough right, which is that of

INDIVIDUAL HOMESTEAD

Though homesteads may be equalized by the principle of

equality or limitation, though they may be guaranteed by the

principle of inalienation from debt, sale, or any other mode of

alienation, yet if they are not still further fortified by the coop-

eration of the principle of individuality or separateness, they
will still be liable to alienation by the opposite evil principle

of commixture or communism.
The fact that society is not a concreted, but a discreted mass

of beings separated into individuals is enough upon the face

of it to make it self-evident that property must be owned sepa-

rately by individuals, and not in communized bodies, as the

true principle. Nature throughout all her domain seems tc
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keep all her bodies separate and distinct from each other, while

preserving resembling kinships and intimate connections with

the surrounding world. Without this the world would only

be a chaos of confused and indistinguishable mass of objects,

and this would be the case with wants and rights in com-

munism.

The individual ownership of the soil has been the most

potent civilizer of man. No one has been stimulated much to

plant or to build where another could reap the whole fruit of

his enterprise and labor. But when individual ownership was

secured, though very imperfectly, man more rapidly advanced

in the arts and comforts of life, and in an approach to civiliza-

tion. Yet there has arisen a class of reformers who have 'so

mistook the cause of social evil as to ascribe it to individual

ownership, instead of to the individual monopoly of property

and right. They have mistaken the competition arising from

large capital, to the individual ownership of it. Hence they

infer that the sentiment of mine and thine must be destroyed,

and replaced by that of the communism of all things, Robert

Owen urged reform upon this error, and seems to have embrac-

ed it from the labor-saving power of machinery, which in truth

will never be extended to but a small part of hand labor. For

nine-tenths of labor is agricultural and mechanical, and done

with ordinary hand tools, as must be the case when population

will only give about ten acres for a family. But it must have

its run like all other specious errors. But our International

brethren of Europe seem to be adopting a very modified form

of commune to that of Owen, first suggested by Bronterre O'

Brien.
.
It is that of

NATIONALIZING THE LANDS.

This plan proposes that all the lands of the nation should

be held in trust by Government for the use of every one of the

people. A small rent as a tax is to be paid for the support of

the government. This still keeps up a huge system of non-pro-

ducing officers, living upon a graduated scale of salaries, which

are nothing but. estates carved out of the sovereignty of the

people, and who are besides a huge corporation of landlords.

It keeps up still a class of so-called, representatives, placed in
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different circumstances than the people, that will continually

make pretences to raise tlies-3 rent-taxes to carry on wars, etc.

The principles now developed require every right, personal and

property, to be held, owned, exercised and enjoyed in proper

person, and not in trust, by proxy, substitute, or by a so-called

representative. Thus the erroneous institutions of general and

hired soldier, of master and chattel slave, also, of polygamist

and concubine, of boss and hired laborer, of officer and vassal

voter, of landlord and tenant, and of creditor and borrower,

are all destroyed by the scientific organization of rights. To

enable mankind to exterminate these liberty-destroying curses,

they must organize the whole state or nation into townships

and communes of the proper size, where all upon exempted

homes have the power of self-employment, self-ownership, and

the sublime liberty of self-direction and government, by meet-

ing in town hall, and with a moderator and a few professional

secretaries, clerks, or book-keepers, can discuss and vote directly

in proper person for the very little law needed when all shall

thus attain to their rights.

It was George H. Evans who most prominently conceived

and agitated man's natural right to soil. But the writer of this

article claims the classing together of the three principles of

equality, inalienation, and individuality as the constituents of a

thorough right. And he claims further, the generalizing of

them to the personal rights to life, manhoo;], procreation, loco-

motipn, labor, and sovereignty, as well as the rights to all

homestead and products, together with a more complete classi-

fication of rights.

The only one among the leaders of the "Internationals" in

the late patriotic struggle of the French communes, so far as I

have noticed, who declared for voting direct for the law with-

out the intervention of the so-called legislators, is M. Henri

Kochefort, or at least it was so declared in his paper. Alas!

what hope is there for suffering humanity when so few of us

have gotten but a peep at the thorough principles of rights and

wrongs ? We are yet divided in opinion which of the two prin-

ciples of individuality or the communism of rights, property,
and labor, is the right one. But let it be no cause for schism,
as all are coming to see that the natural right to a home on
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the soil is the bottom foundation of thorough liberty. The
ue principle can be ascertained by the people in some of the

townships communizing the whole of their soil and labor, and

of crowding and jostling in a single splendid palace, and hav-

7 their employments assigned them by superintendents, a

mere modification of masters, with too little stimulus to duty
while ths people in other townships may prove the individu-

alizing system upon equal, inalienable, and individual farms,

shops, and parks, all combined, while dwelling in embowered

cottages. Here, each one having the same means, will be

responsible alone for shirking duty, and will emulate in the

improvement of his or her premises. In this way the truth of

the individual or communal principle may be settled. But I

have reasoned myself into the belief that the individual princi-

ple is the true one, and regret to see how the belief in com-

munism eclipses the brain from seeing the light shed by the

individuality of rights, wants, and property.

The second genus of the second order of man's rights, which

is that of property, is that of products or productions, being

the result of the soil, of labor, and skill. The right to Pro-

ducts, in common with all the other rights, is founded upon the

oqualness, perpetuity, and individuality of all the natural wants

and productive powers. Products, embracing all moveable things,

should be treated, as well as the soil, under the head of each

one of its three constituent principles, as first,
j

EQUAL PRODUCTS.

The application of the principle of equality or equalness of

quantity to the right to the products of the soil, of labor, and

skill, is founded upon the fact that each human being's natural

vrant? and productive powers, with the needful recreation, are

so nearly the same that it determines the right of all to the

whole product of their labor and skill to be the same. What a

great outrage, then, it must be, to make mere inanimate monop-
olized soil and other property extort for the use of them more

than four-fifths of the product of labor, and in some countries

nearly all of it! The injustice of it is enough to make even

the skies blacken with indignation.

Not only landlordry with its enormous rents, not only State
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and Church with their extravagant taxations, fees, salaries, and

contributions, but the bad economy of the distribution of pro-

ducts, by a series of middle-men with their useless profitmon-

gery, are all combined in the extortion of nearly all the product

of the laborer, and are reducing him to pauperism and the

poor-house prisons in the older countries. And all the local

little puorile attempts at cooperation in trade-unions will be of

no avail, for the overwhelming system of monopoly of capital

and landlordry around them will only add all they may save

to the rents of the landlords, and to the profits of the profit-

mongers. Nothing short, therefore, of the self-employment of

labor upon equal homesteads, can secure the equal products of

the laborer in organized townships, with marts for the equitable

exchange of products for products according to the time of

labor and material added in their production.

INALIENABLE PRODUCTS.

But as the natural wants for the whole product of one's

labor are not only equal in quantity, but also enduring or per-

petual throughout each one's life, the right to it must also be

inalienable. As homesteads can only be exchanged for each

other according to their natural value of soil and improve-

ments, so, also, products can only be exchanged for each other

according to the time of labor and value of material in their

production. But homesteads and products must never be

exchanged for each other. Products may also be exchanged for

a common and metallic currency, having an intrinsic value, but

not for anything in the form of a bill of credit. The bill of

credit and the credit system are the most effective instruments

for the alienation .of property, whereby one person gets the use

of another's property, and through improvidence or dishonesty
cheats his creditor, and in case of guaranteeing by pledges or

mortgage, becomes the loser by bad management.
Thus the continuance of each one's natural wants and pro-

ducing, power during life, demands that all should be guaran-
teed in a share of the soil as inalienable; so that having the

power of s -If-employment, he cannot be forced "to beg a fel-

low-worm for leave to toil." For it is impossible to work as a

hiieling without losing a portion of the profit of labor upon
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another's soil. When working on one's own land, Nature gives

her donations in sunshine, in rain, in carbonic acid, and in

earths, in aid of the toiler. Instead of being on the soil, the

great mass of the only valuable populations of the Old World

is huddled into small cot villages, depending upon the farmers

around to get work only on clear days, or crammed in the nar-

row lanes and slums of the large cities, to be rent-racked, pau-

perized, degraded, and sent to poor-house prisons.

Thus the right of the producer to inalienable products is

completely alienated, as well as that to soil and every personal

right of life, manhood, labor, suffrage, or rather sovereignty. But

there is another process by which the producing masses are

robbed of their right to the whole product of their labor in addi-

tion. It is the bad economy by which the products of consump-
* tion are distributed. Instead of all upon inalienable homesteads

in organized township-marts producing all the necessaries of

life, which every climate enables all to do, and by equitably

exchanging them according to time of labor without proiit-mon-

gery, we behold the soil sterilized in certain regions by the rais-

ing of too much of one kind of crop giving rise to half

a-dozen of freightages, cartages, and stealings on ship and rail-

load lines, and then on reaching the cities, the profit-mongers

of another half-a-dozen traders are added, all paid by the con-

sumer and settling down upon the laborer, who foots the bill

of all the expenses of society with eight or nine-tenths of his

labor.

INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS.
Thus products are not only taken away from the producers

by all not producing equally in quantity and continually

through life; but by laboring and owning in communism they

destroy both the rights to labor and property, and all stimulus

to duty and enterprise. The sublime freedom of self-direction,

and of mine 'and thine, must not be destroyed. Man will never

attain his rights but through a bright sentiment of what is his

right and that of his neighbor. The communism of labor and

products will be attended with too much offensive superintend-

encea moilifled form of master and slave at variance with

the sublime freedom of self-direction and this prac'.ice of com-

munism in labor and property will become generalized to the

sexual relation.
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RIGHTS IN GENEEAL.

Having sketched man's natural rights as all founded upon

natural wants, as equal, inalienable, and individual; having

declared that man should hold, exercise, and enjoy his personal

rights, or rights to the properties of his body, together with

his right to property in the external world, to a share of the

soil and to moveable things, or products, as the whole product

of his labor, we will now make some general reference to all

the rights, and for the reconstruction of society and govern-

ment.

I have been declaring that the whole political and moral

world, with all its institutions of society and government, are

founded and ruled by laws of the alienation and monopoly of

all rights, and therefore cannot be redeemed but by the estab-

lishment of all rights upon the opposite principle of their

equality, inalienation, and individuality. It is in vain, then,

that mankind, the working and valuable portion of them, can

ever attain to their rights by attempts at patching up the pres-

ent form of society and government. The removal of abuses

will only be temporary, while their deeply-rooted causes and

evil principles remain. The alienation, usurpation, and mon-

opoly of the rights of the people first engendered conquerors,

kings, and priests. These yet unfossilized monsters of mankind

have iynorantly imagined a system of spiritual godology, and

have so ignorantized themselves and the laboring masses, that

they have through all ages, with their various gods upon their

banners, been hurling millions of innocent people of different

and the same nations in murderous warfare for the dynasty of

themselves and gods. And still, notwithstanding the advancing

light of the 19th century, behold a superannuated priest pre-

tending the "
infallibility

"
of a humbugging church, and a

butcher WiLiarn, after suppressing another butcher, Napoleon,
is now claiming to rule by the "divine right" of his imagined
God. He is now conspiring with the other diabolical nuisances

of Europe to suppress the only valuable, and yet starving,

international workingmen of his and all the surrounding na-

tions.

I do hope Messrs. Bradlaugh, Marx, and others of the Gen-

eral Committee of the "International Working-men's Associa-
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n of Europe," who seem to entertain, in part similar views,

but who may still bo overlooking some points brought out in

these essays, will give them their careful attention. Let us all

compare ideas, and if possible, get up a Constitution for all

nations, declaring and establishing the thorough principle of

rights and wrongs, and that will entirely reconstruct society

and all its institutions. I am disgusted to see how many revo-

lutions, what a waste of suffering humanity, it requires to

establish only the fractional part of a principle. I believe our

international workingmen of Europe, and all the world, had

better cease struggling to attain their rights by the election of

the so-called representatives, the majority of whom will ever

be chosen from among the property-holders, and who will

knowingly, and even unconsciously, legislate for property and

class not for the pauperized arid starving people. For men of

true genius and philanthropy, that can rise above the influences

around them, arc so scarce that there will never be but two or

three found in a legislative body. Let, therefore, as many
radicals as can assemble in London, from Europe, who can see

that rights are founded on natural wants, and are equal, inali-

enable, and individual, frame a Constitution for the entire

reconstruction of society and government in organized town-

ships or communes. To effect this, the whole soil of the nation

between each two whole numbered degrees of latitude of 66 1-2

miles, and of as many miles as lay between the approaching

degrees of longitude, should be surveyed into tiers of ten square

townships, lying north and south, of 6.95 miles square each,

and when subdivided into homesteads, it will give 11.42 acres

to each family in England, and every pair of unmarried males

and females. This survey will only leave each of those tracts

an inch or so narrower on the north than the south ends. But

as in every other right, the principles of equality, inalienation,

and individuality, demand that the south half of these home-

steads should be the indisputable right of some man, and the

north half that of some woman, whether wedded or single.

And it will be greatly to the convenience and assistance of all

parties to erect the shops, dwellings, and barns 150 feet apart,

(with covered ways supporting graperies and other fruits,) as

betler security from fire, with a partition upon the division
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line between the two tracts of land. This will make it easy for

either party, in case of uncongenial temper and other causes ,to

separate from the oppression of each other. There are in all

countries more or less persons already living upon their proper

share of soil, and those who have more, by dividing among
heirs, may equalize it all; but those having still more should

be required to disgorge to starving, landless families. When
all are thus established upon equal and inalienable homesteads,

landlordry end tenure becomes abolished
;
and when the people

are not too numerous to meet in town hall to discuss and vote

directly in proper person for their laws, and can settle disputed

rights and wrongs by referees, with an appeal to the whole

community, mankind will reach their highest civilization and

happiness.

Now let the International Committee in London agree upon
a Constitution embracing some such principles as these, and

spurning the servile petitioning of the robbers of their rights,

who never have and never will do anything more than to legal-

ize their robberies, and so soon as they can get the majority of

the laboring class (leaving the non-producing and monopolizing
class in the minority) to sign it, to make it the paramount law

of the land peaceably if they can, forcibly if they must.

I must now congratulate the friends who have appreciated

the views expressed in these articles, and reply to others to

whom they seem to be too novel for their appreciation, and

refer to the progress of my mind in their development.
In the Autumn of 1844, when the Land Reform Association,

under the lead of George H. Evans, was agitating our three

measures of "Homestead Exemption," "Freedom of the Public

Lauds to actual settlers," and "Land Limitation," I conceived

the idea of giving an improved classified form to that of Black-

stone's Commentaries on rights and wrongs to make them
more scientific, as no department of Nature can be properly
reduced to science until all its individuals are arranged io all

their ramifications from unity. I saw, through discussion, that

the freedom of the public lands in limited quantities to actual

settlers, and that the limitation of the holding of the present

private lands, aiming at the equalization of them, contained the

principle of equality, while the homestead exemption guaran-
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teed against all alienation, contained, between them, two of the

constituent principles of a perfect right, and by adding the

third, individuality, it seemed to complete it. I drew up an

article which filled the first page in our "Young America"

paper, giving a similar, but more crude arrangement of the

science of rights and wrongs, than in the present number. Mr.

Evans acknowledged to me that the idea was novel to him of

generalizing and applying the same principles which he had

given to the rights of property to that of the personal rights,

which he said did away with officers as well as landlords. But

he thought it would frighten and repulse public sentiment ito

feed it with more new doctrine than it could digest at one time.

I have continued writing letters to radical correspondents and

occasional articles in papers ever since. I read a paper on the

subject to our Secular Convention in the Autumn of 1866, in

Philadelphia, which was listened to with attention, and which

passed my resolution on the subject.

A friend, F. McKinney, states that he is receiving instruc-

tion from my essays. This is encouraging, as it comes from

one who shows by his articles that he is a thinker, and has

tunnelled his way through the misty mountain mass of priest-

craft. But he is mistaken if he supposes that I think my plans

can be carried into effect immediately, and advises me to

"wait for the development o5! my plans." But how can they

become developed if not published and agitated? Waiting will

neither make plants nor ideas grow without cultivation and dis-

semination. He says errors "gain strength by time, and require

time to eradicate them." This, then, makes it more urgent that

no time should be lost in showing how tkey are to be eradi-

cated.

Another friend, S. Kobb, seems to squirm at what he calls

"compulsory ownership of land," and seems blind to the fact

that his eyes are intimately connected with the light of the

sun, his lungs with the air of the welkin, and his slomach with

the food and other products of the soil, and therefore that life

depends on the intimate and inseparable connection with them.

Thus Nature compels the necessity of a connection with the

soil and appurtenant elements, and yet he seems to think it a

tyranny to be compelled to own a homestead perpetually. But
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in charging me with setting capital and labor at war with each

other, he shows that he has not advanced to the knowledge
which the producers of all wealth have, that labor and home-

stead and capital must be combined in the same persons, and
not all the labor in one class and the capital in another. Oh !

Kobb, you do not see that about one-fifth of the product of

labor is extorted to pay rents, another to pay profit-mongers

for the bad distribution of the necessaries of life, another to

pay taxes for useless, non-producing officers and wars, and

another fifth for the very useless non-producing and ignorantiz-

ing church and clergy leaving but a scant fifth for the pres-

ervation of the life of the honest and producing laborer. But

to a blank mind on this subiect all reasoning is a waste of pow-

der and advice.

Truths would you teach to aid a sinking land ?

All fear, none aid you, and few understand.

RECAPITULATION.
Let us now sum up how far we have progressed in our sys-

tem of reform as suggestions to public conventions which

should assemble as soon as possible, in London, England, and

in New York city, to declare the thorough principles of reform

in Europe and America.

We commenced by stating that as the mind is but the prop-

erty of the nervous system, it dies with it cannot evaporate

from it-and form a spiritual world around a God as its creator.

For as a Maker, iC makes him the owner and giver of every-

thing, and therefore that all our natural wants, rights, virtues,

etc., come from him through vicegerent priests and kings. By
dubbing him the "King of kings," he becomes the model for

kings on earth, and therefore all must be dethroned before man
can attain peace and liberty. It demoralizes the human mind

in the belief of a system of godology, that splits or divides into

two great orders of evil. One, with a God as its symbol or

model, places a Pope or a Llama at its head, with a graduated

scale of officers running through earth and extending down to

a mythical hell. The other puts a king at its head, with a

similar scale of superior and inferior officers extending through
earth down to the same imaginary hell but creating a real

one in every na'ion.
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We then pointed out that these two orders of officers could

only represent the non-producing monopolizers of the soil and

sovereignty, by means of taxing more than four-fifths of the

product of the landless producer's toil
;
and declared that this

"Tammany ring" godology can only be broken by a thorough
reconstruction of all society and government, by the attain-

ment of every family to a natural right to an equal, inalien-

able, and individual homestead and sovereignty in an organized

township or commune.
We denounced, also, the base slander of the priesthood, that

man is born depraved, when it is so obvious that all are virtu-

ous or vicious according as they are well organized, have bal-

anced temperaments, and have been trained amid favorable sur-

rounding circumstances. But this dogma of the original deprav-

ity of man has furnished the priesthood the pretense for the

need of an incarnated intercessor god-man, to procure pardons
from his father for man's sin. The dogmas of these vicege-

rent redeemers are yet the foundation of Church and State in

all nations, and run through all their theologies, from Buddha

and Jezeus Chrishna of Asia to the re-hash of them in cur

Jesus Christ in Europe and America. Political and religious

priests are yet diligently wholesaling and retailing their quack

pills in the form of ''vested rights or privileges," and of "sav-

ing grace," from every capital and church throughout the
'

earth, while the inalienable homestead, township, and commune
seem to be the only efficient antidote.

We have digged down, and found the true foundation of man's

rights resting on the bottom-rock of his natural, equal, inalien-

able, and individual wants, which make all his rights the same.

We next found each human being in accordance with the five

great systems of organs composing his body, as giving rise to

the same number of personal properties and rights, which

demand a right to property or a share to the external world or

soil, in the form of homestead and the whole product of each

one's labor, for their protection.

We then classed together the three great constituent princi-

ples of a perfect right, as those of equality, inalienation, and

individuality, with their respective opposites or wrongs.

We next .stated that whatever principle is applied to one
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genus of rights, must be applied to all the others. That, there-

fore, if a portion of the soil must be attached to each person
as equal, inalienable, and individual, subject to no liability to

alienate, so must the right to life be preserved from war, assas-

sination, judicial murder, etc,
;
so must manhood be protected

from chattel slavery; so must the right to monogamy be

secured against polygamy, polyandry, commonogamy, and celib-

acy; so must the right to labor be guaranteed against hireling

slavery, ignorantly called free labor; and so must the right to

sovereignty, or the power of self-government, be preserved by

voting in proper person directly for the law, without the inter-

vention of a so-called proxy or representative.

We have given, also, some general views upon the organiza-

tion of a nation into townships or communes; but we want to

suggest many particulars of equal importance with the general

principles, for the success of reform, before we wind up with an

outline of a working constitution. And we hope our readers

will patiently submit to be instructed thereby. Some have got-

ten to see that it is cruel and felonious for Jehovah to send two

she-bears down to devour forty-two playful children ;
to send

his destroying angel to slay seventy thousand humans, merely

because the census of them had been taken
;
to aid Joshua to

exterminate the harmless Canaanites, and to drown the race of

men because he could not create them better. Perhaps many of

my readers are as innocent as "the tender lamb that never nip-

ped the grass," of knowing that as great as religious evils are,

the political, economical, and social ones are still greater; that

were religious nuisances removed, it would still leave the soil

and other capital monopolized, and one-half of wretched hu-

manity upon the verge of pauperism.
Mr. Pike, Mr. and Mrs. Chappellsmith, and Allen Pringle

have traced the progressive development through the mineral,

vegetable, and animal vvorldoms; have thrown a calcium light

into the foggy myths of Christianity; have shown how finely-

developed and healthy men c:m be trained, instead of being

lanky, hollow-breasted and consumptive wretches; and the

writer herein aims at taking them from their hands and recon-

structing them into their destined Millennium.
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INDIVIDUALISM THE TRUE PRINCIPLE OF MAN'S
REDEMPTION.

Considering that the liberty and happiness of all humanity
are at stake, and how all have and are still suffering from the

propagation of erroneous dogmas, it behooves the members of

all conventions to sharpen their perceptions to ascertain the

truth. The writer first followed the authority of Owen, before

thinking on his own hook, and embraced communism as

his first stage in the progress of reform, and which still seems

to seize upon the majority of reformers as epidemical, both in

Europe and America. It comes over the brain like the rnoou

over the sun, and eclipses the reformatory raind from seeing that

natural wants are the true foundation of the equal, inalienable,

and individual rights of man, and of course from heeding the

radical power that there is in the principle of an inalienable

homestead. They seem to be shy in the use of the words indi-

vidual, inalienable, homestead, etc., as instilling the sentiment

of meuin and teum, mine and thine, which they think must be

exorcised before they can succeed in their communism.

But the undersigned is one of a minority, who believes that

individualism is the true principle of man's redemption, and

that there is not enough of it established in society. 1'or what

is one man's to-day is anothers to-morrow, in consequence of

there being no guarantee that makes rights and property per-

petual in the owner. Even tlie millionaire is not secure in his

just share of his immense wealth. Communists mistake the

present competition of capital with capital, or labor with labor,

and of both with each other, as being the result of individual

ownership, instead of the inequality and monopoly of labor and

capital. They heed not the permanent security, that if each

family possessed an inalienable homestead, exempted from any

liability to alienate for debt, sale, tax. mortgage, etc., but only

to b^ exchanged for each other, that individual ownership would

only most powerfully simulate to duly and emulation, instead of

competition \vi,.h eacli othe s interests.

But jn the a:lvoca:cs oi: e.ther individualism, nationalization,

or commun'sin of rights and property, are now all striking for

the land, let it be no cause for division among us Internation-

als. . For all these systems can be put into experiment when
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the time comes, and thus the true one can be determined. This

makes it the more urgent that each one should adhere to his

system without bigotry, for the hope that it may be the right

one, especially as all experience has proved that it is rather a

lucky blunderer who can catch and hold to the truth, so much
like a pig with his ears and tail greased.

But whether individualism, nationalism, or communism is

the true principle, all three demand that the soil of the coun-

try, at least, should be surveyed into townships or communes,
and the two former that they should be subdivided down to

farms in quarter miles square of forty-five and sixty-eight one-

hundredths acres, when population will permit, and still be

subdivisible down to the minimum of a family support of ten

acres, (or, rather, 11-42 acres,) and then be subdivisable no more.

For this purpose, take the present well-understood geographical

division of the surface of the ear.h now used in geography,
into lines of latitude and longitude, that divide it in'.o sloping

oblongs 59 1-2 miles at the equator, and sloping to about one-

third at north latitude 70 degrees. This would give a tier of ten

townships, running north and south of six and ninety-five one-

hundredths square miles without fractions. But the tiers run-

ning east and west would vary from ten at the equator, to about

one-third that number at latitude 70 north, and there would

occur fractions on the east side running east from Greenwich,

and on the west side running west from it. In subdividing each

township into forty-acre tracts, it will only be nocessary to

mark where the divisions into the four tracts of ten acres com-

mence, and where the divisions between the north and south

halves begin for each man and woman. Let our International

brethren of England commence their survey where the fifty-

first degree of north latitude crosses the meridian of Greenwich ;

let our French brethren commence on the same meridian,

and where it is crossed by the foriy-eighth degree of north lat-

itude; and let our New York brethren commence on the seven-

ty-fourth meridian where crossed by the forty-first degree of

north latitude, and our Massachusetts friends where the seventy-

first meridian crosses the forty-second degree of north latitude.

As there is only the 11.42 acres for a family in England,

France, Germany, and other countries of Europe, the lands
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must be surveyed down to that quantity. This will cut up the

lands of present holders, but they will have to exchange lots

until they get them into square homesteads. It will find many
holders in possession of their rightful shares of soil, and those

who have more, by dividing with their heirs, will increase the

number. And then those few hundred families oC so-called

nobility of England, all Europe, and Asia who have monopo-
lized nearly the whole of the lands of their countries, and

turned them into pasturage, parks, and hunting-grounds, must

be made to contract their claims to the forty acres upon which

their palaces stand, and to sell out the remainder, after divid-

ing with their heirs, to landless persons. Thus may the soil of

the earth be equally divided, perhaps, without resorting to the

agrarian division of if, which is such a bugbear to nabobs.

The townships of each one of these sections bounded by the

whole numbered lines of latitude and longitude, could also be

designated by beginning in the south-west corner going east,

and south-east corner running west, and be numbered as oe
north and one east or west, according to the side of the world's

meridian of Greenwich, until they come out to the north-east

or west corners, a^ in the United States surveys. And then the

forty (or 45.68) acre tracts can be numbered in the same way;

while the four tracts of eleven acres and forty-two one-hun-

dredths could be designated as the S. E., S. W., N. E., and N.

W., homesteads, and each one of these, again, could be desig-

nated as the north and south halves of them. This wou'd

improve the geography of the whole earth to a far more scien-

tific division and nomenclature.

But were the phonetic system of spelling by the true ele-

mentary sounds of the voice, and of marking the accented syl-

lables of all these names of the divisions of the earth adopted,

it would aid the union of languages and the introduction of a

universal one. These scientific names, in addition to their cor-

rect pronunciation, would be preferred in the postal depart-

ments of all nations; for, with a map, they would see the posi-

tion and distance of every place upon the earth, without load-

ing the memory with the hundreds of thousands of badly

spelled and never properly pronounced names of so many lan-

guages. In fact, were all mankind in possession of their nat-
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ural right to inalienable homesteads, the present cities would

very properly be depopulated and fall into ruins, except enough
of them to acconiodate large shipping, manufacturing, and

trade. The whole country would become a rural city of mingled

houses, farms, shops, and parks.

NEW OKGANIZATION OF SOCIETY.

Having, for the division of the soil of the earth into states,

townships, and homesteads, named by their numbers from the

cardinal points and lines of the globe, it *vill now be shown

how each state and township may be organized into a paradise

of landed and self-ruling democracies.

In every township the most convenient and central tract of

forty acres should be appropriated for the public buildings.

The town hall may be erected in the centre, with the equitable

exchange mart, college, museum, library, reading-room, etc.,

placed around, at such distances that the burning of one could

not catch to the others. All the roads in each township must

run with the boundary of the forty-acre tracts, and be graded

wider than those running around the ten-acre ones, and thrown

up into a sharp ridge and gravelled ten or twelve feet wide.

Thus the adults and children will only have the healthy exer-

cise of walking from a few miles to only a few steps to the

public institutions.

There must be no such thing as the erection of buildings for

trade or manufacture upon little and mean 25 by 100 feet vil-

lage lots around the common township buildings, but every

family must live upon inalienable homesteads. Part of them

may cultivate, and part perform some mechanism, or confine

themselves to the one employment only, by cultivating those

plants that require less labor. On every homestead, then, the

dwellings, barns, and shops should be built so far apart as not

to catch fire from each other; and each of them should be

erected with a division wall upon the line between the male

ami :emale halves of the homestead, with the same range of

rooms on each side. This is suggested in case of disagreement
between man and wife, and it is hoped will give both sexes

better freedom and independence of each other than the system
of free love in communism. For, as nothing but the independ-
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ent ownership of an inalienable homestead can give freedom to

a man's vote, so nothing else can give the same to the woman
in government, or guarantee both from the tyranny of the

other.

As the increase of the human race must reduce the home-

steads down to the minimum of a family support of ten acres,

it must dispense with the horse-power, which requires as much
soil to support it as a man

;
the simple spade or other cheap

power must be adopted. Beeves, too, that cost as much as a

man, must give place to the cheaper food of fish, that can be

reared in small space, and also the hen, that can be raised

mostly on insects that injure plants. Thus fences, so costly to

build and keep in repair, can be dispensed with
;
so that grav-

elled walks with rows of fruit trees on each side can be made
to divide sufficiently every homestead, while forest trees for

fuel can be raised on one or two acres of each. Iron tubular

pumps can be driven into the ground in almost every hollow,

with wind-mills to raise the water into tanks or fish-ponds, so

as to irrigate the crops and defy the rainless skies from parch-

ing vegetation. Thus, were men endowed with a proper econ-

omy and civilization, they could create a Providence itself, and

be independent of the heartless elements, or the deafness of

the gods to their prayers. The nations would no longer suffer

from famine (as in Persia) from heedlessness in assisting kind

Nature in her donations.

With every family upon these equal, inalienable, and indi-

vidual homesteads, and organized into townships or communes,
ail would be responsible to themselves, and be stimulated to

industry and duty. All would emulate in agriculture and man-

ufacture. None in health and strength could have the cheek

to beg when his wee ly grounds would pronounce him a va-

grant. But where everything belongs to all in general, and to

none in particular, there would be superintendents a modified

form of officers, or rather a species of masters, making the rest

a kind of slaves. The whole would be crowded in a splendid

palace, insecure from contagious diseases, and be eternally

annoying each other by uncongenial manners and sentiments.

In short, too close together for continued sociability. But dis-

persed in vine-embowered cottages, they would have the sub-
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lime liberty of self-employment and direction, and be recreated

when meeting congenial Mends.

Communism, in attempting to destroy the sentiment of mine

and thine of anything- being my right or your right only

more completely alienates and destroys rights than they are at

present. While ever natural wants are individual in each per-

son, so must rights also be kept separate. The communism of

property tends to the logical inference that men, women, and

children must own each other in common. But how can any
claim and assert his or her rights, without the sentiment of

there being something that belongs to them individually? It

is an enlightened self-interest that should be nurtured in the

breast not the delusion of a disinterested philanthropy.

In the individual homestead system, there would be more

restraint upon raising too many heirs for the homesteads left.

But a register of the moment of each one's birth would show,

by priority of age, the rightful owners of the homes left by
those leaving no heirs, so that there would be no wrangling

about titles, while all disputes would be adjudged by referees,

without cost. A small poll-tax would repair all public build-

ings, roads, bridges, etc., and thus all the enormous expenses

of present society and government would be avoided, with all

its Tammany, State, and Federal rings stealing millions of

dollars and acres of the people's lands.

CONSTITUTIONS FOE MEN -NOT FOB GODS.

A crisis is now approaching that still imperatively demands

the meeting of all friends of reform in conventions for discus-

sion among themselves and in the press, to avert the fanatical

fury of the Jesuitical Christians to rule Christendom under the

dogmas of the merciless Jew-made idol, Jehovah, by naming

him, with his pretended son Jesus, as the true source of author-

ity in our Federal and State Constitutions and throughout the

world.

The Young Men's Christian Association have been holding con-

ferences, and have passed resolves openly to persevere in their

purposes. They have advertised and named clergymen in all

parts of Christendom to take part against the progress of Free-

thought and the liberty of mankind. They pretend that they
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will let disbelievers in their idols live, but will allow them no
other rights. How merciful ! They pretend to improve in mercy
on Jehovah, who would "not suffer a soul to live." Soon these

Protestants and Catholics will, very probably, commence running

clergymen into Congress, who, with the treasury-robbing por-

tion of Congress wishing to ingratiate themselves into the favor

of the people, will join in the desecration of the Federal Con-

stitution, by inserting Jehovah, Jesus, and the Holy Ghost as

the source of right and authority, instead of being inherent in

the people.

I therefore most earnestly press it upon the attention of the

friends of liberty to meet in every stale and every province

throughout the world to take measures against the aggressions

of religionists.

The Protestant Jesuits of the Y. M. C. Association have

already given us a sample of the persecution that awaits us

from their rule, under their God-in-the-Constitution, and have

struck at the liberties of both person and press.

PEEPAKATOEY, OE SLIDING MEASUEES.

Having developed a truer science of classified wants, rights

and wrongs, with their constituent principles, and how social

evil is produced, they will now be recapitulated as an appropri-

ate sequel in the form of preparatory or sliding measures; then

in a declaration- of the independence and separation of the pro-

ducing masses from the non-producing classes; then in the

form of a working constitution, applicable to either a township,

state, or nation, and then in the form of revolutionary hymns.
That all mankind may attain to thoroughly guaranteed

means of subsistence, liberty, and enjoyment, they must posi-

tively understand the true nature of their rights and wrongs.

Thpy must apprehend that the natural wants arising from

the properties of their organs, are equal, perpetual, and indi-

vidual, during life; and that consequently their rights are

equally the same. They must also be taught that these princi-

ples give to each human being an equal, inalienable," and indi-

vidual homestead and sovereignty with the other rights, and

that whatever principle can be justly applied to any one right,

must be applied to all of them. This shows that as homestead
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can only be owned by each human being in proper person and

not by proxy, neither can sovereignty or the power of ruling be

exercised and enjoyed by representative, but by each one also

in proper person.

To piove to the oppressed masses the guaranteeing power of

an inalienable right, I would refer them to the practice and

fact that the so-called nobility of Europe and Asia, have from

the feudal times preserved their titles, manors, and power of

governing, or peerage, by the laws of primogeniture and entail,

that entailed them in a first-born heir, and exempted them

from all liability to become alienated by any debt, sale, tax,

mortgage, joint-tenantcy; etc. Now just abolish this monopoly
of primogeniture, allow each heir his and her natural right to a

proper share of soil, and dispose of what may remain to land-

less persons, and it would, when applied to the other rights,

entirely redeem mankind from this hell on earth.

After thus teaching men the true nature of an inalienable

homestead and sovereignty, that must be owned 'and exercised

in proper person, it is next recommended .that equal, inaliena-

ble and individual homestead, labor, and sovereignty leagues,

should be rallied in every town, township and ward throughout

a state or nation. These Leagues should urge all living on

small farms to hold on to them and not sell out to any land

monopolist. They should also entreat all large landholders to

divide off the proper shares to their heirs, and to sell the bal-

ance in proper shares to landless persons only. And then

again to urge. all having the means in towns and cities to buy
homesteads on the soil; and all who are tenants in country

and city to make superhuman efforts to purchase homes on the

soil. I recommend the buying of the land only to avoid the

selfish prejudice of large property-holders to an agrarian divis-

ion. For, in truth, the soil, no more than man's body, should

never have a price set upon it and sold, though it is the most

valuable of all property, and is the truest capital, and needs

no insurance from loss.

So soon, then, as there can become a m; jority in a township

owning from eighty, down to ten acres as a minimum, let them

by simply signing a constitution, become organized as a landed

democracy in such town, and when a majority of the towns in
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a state subscribe to it, let it entirely supersede the present form

of society and government. These seem to be the proper pre-

paratory measures that will take the suffering classes outside

of the "ring" of the present monopolizing institutions. All

measures as yet taken in revolutions have only struck at the

extreme abuses, instead of abolishing the evil principle itself.

All the modifications of the form of society from the feudal

times down to the present, have only been a change in the evil

principle to a worse stage. From serf and chattel slave, we

have now tenant, hireling, and work-house pauper. In Eastern

Asia, even alms-houses are insufficient, and the starving people

are compelled to go in gangs and force contributions from vil-

lagers on the verge of pauperism themselves.

It is grievous to see how a little more intelligent minority

are struggling in bloodshed against an ignorant majority to

establish a Republic -a mere change of tyrants, that still leaves

all the laws of alienation and monopoly in iorce. Communism

only alienates rights and destroys all stimulus to labor and

duty. The nationaliza;ion of the land by government makes it

a huge rent-exacting landlord, and leaves the great mass still

tenants. The Internationals, though, are beginning to see the

necessity of township organization. There is, then, it seems,

no way for the producers to get outside of the ring of the pres-

ent institutions, but by getting, upon their natural right, to a

share of the soil in organized self-governing townships and

nations.
DECLARATION OF MAN'S RIGHTS,

In the previous article the preparatory measures for sliding

or escaping out of the "
ring

"
of the present erroneous institu-

tions of society and government, have been suggested for the

consideration of any convention that may assemble. We now

give an outline for a declaration of rights, then of wrongs,

their remedy, and of the independence of the producing from

the non-producing classes.

"When in the course" of progressive development, the

erroneous principles upon which society, government, and

property have been founded through all ages, have run through
all their phases up to the acme of their most extreme form,

and produced such a degree of slavery and suffering, which
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human nature can no longer bear, charity for the ignorant

prejudices of all classes requires that we should declare the

reasons which "impel" us to apply the thorough remedy of all

social evils.

"We hold these truths to be self-evident/' that the bodies

of human beings are composed of a system of organs, giving

rise to the properties of vitality, reproduction, mobility, and

mentality; that these organs and properties are the foundation

or origin of every human being's wants and rights; that as

these natural organs, properties, wants, and rights of every

person require the same food, clothing, and shelter, and the

same inseparable connection with the external world, or their

outside bodies, they are therefore nearly equal in quantity,

equal in duration through life, and equal in the separateness

of the identity of each one's body, and consequently the three

constituent principles of perfect rights are those of equality,

of inalienation or perpetuity, and of separateness or individual-

ity. Eights, therefore, as composed of their constituent and

guaranteeing principles, arrange into two great classes. One,

those of personalty, as those of life, reproduction, locomotion,

and labor, and of mind, will, or sovereignty; the other, those

of property, as those of homestead and products, or moveable

things, while each opposite wrong classes parallel along with

them.
DECLABATION OF MAN'S WEONGS.

The sentiment of superior and inferior beings on earth and

in an imaginary after life, inculcated by political and religious

priests in man's early existence, commenced the alienation of

man's inherent rights and morality. These priests spawned in

their imaginations spiritual beings, and pretended that all the

properties of man's organs his inherent rights and virtues-

were the gift of a God, and therefore can only be given to the

masses of the people through his vicegerent saviors, kings,

prophets, and priests. Thus has been established a political

and religious incubus of godology upon mankind, that has split

into State and Church; and which has ever been undergoing

protean forms under the progress of science and art,, and the

laws of the alienation and monopoly of ail rights.

We declare, then, that homicide in its various forms of sac-
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rificc, murder, war, crusades, inqu
:

sitions, etc., is the great

opposing crime against man's inalienable right to life perpe-

trated by conquerors and kings, wielding concentrated power
and standing armies hurling hundreds of thousands of inno-

cent men against each other, t > destroy each one's dynasty,

and to suppress the struggles of 'the people for liberty, and at

the expense of a great portion of the labor and lives of the

producing classes.

We declare, also, that chattel and hireling slavery, in their

numerous forms, are the great opposing wrongs against man's

right to self-ownership, locomotion, and self-employment de-

grading him into pauperism, disease, and crime, while he pro-

duces all the wealth of society retaining not one-fifth of it

for a meagre support.

We also declare that officenj, or the usurpation and monopoly
of the power of governing by a king, oligarchy, or so-called

representative legislature, is the great opposing wrong against

the inherent sovereignty or right of all the people to exercise

government in proper person, without proxy or representative.

We also declare that religion, or piety, is a prominent oppo-

site wrong against the native and inherent morality of man by

nature; that it is a delusion of a pre' ended conversion of re-

ceiving grace that only damns instead of saving.

We declare further, that the change from monarchies to

republics brings no true liberty to man until they change to

landed and self-ruling democracies in organized townships

throughout a state; and that the Church, in changing from

Catholicism to Protestantism, brings no true morality or grace,

until it changes to the teaching of science and art in church

buildings turned into lyceums.

But we particularly declare that land monopoly, with land-

lordry and tenure, are the great opposite wrongs to the prin-

ciple of equal, inalienable, and individual homesteads and other

property ;
that the soil, or vegetable loam of decomposed

plants has never been created nor produced by man, and

therefore should never be trafficked, bought or sold, any more

than their bodies, but only the improvements and products

produced by man upon it. But homesteads may be exchanged

by giving the difference in value of their improvements for a
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change of abode; but every family must be kept in the inal-

ienable possession of a home to the latest posterity!

REMEDY.

The remedy for all social evils, therefore, must be the estab-

lishment of rights according to the above-sketched principles,

and by organizing into townships six miles square, or so,

throughout a state or nation, containing the proper number to

farm or fabricate all the necessaries of a living; to exchange

surplus products in town mart or otherwise, and to meet in

town hall to discuss and vote in proper person direct for the

little law needed, when all are thus thoroughly established

upon their thorough rights as landed and self-ruling democra-

cies.
DECLAEATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

"We, the people, therefore, appealing to the better sense of

ourselves and mankind, hereby have declared our rights,

wrongs, remedy and independence. We have signed the fol-

lowing Constitution, and being the great majority, by so doing

we have superseded and annulled the present form of society,

government, and property.



A

MODEL CONSTITUTION:
BEING AN ATTEMPT

TO DECLARE THE THOROUGH PRINCIPLES
OP

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE;
A NEW FORM OF SOCIETY AND GOVERNMENT,

AND ADAPTED TO ANY STATE OB NATION.

ADDRESSED TO THE PROPERTY PRODUCERS OF ALL NATIONS.

PREAMBLE.

"VVe, the sovereign people of
, assembled in township

primary assemblies in proper person and by our own authority,

in order to secure and perpetuate the thorough principle to

each man of his equal, individual and inalienable right to life,

person, sovereignty, homestead, and to the whole product of

hid labor, do hereby establish this constitution for our form of

society and government.

ORIGIN OF BIGHTS AND WRONGS.

That the origin of each man's rights, is founded in the

necessary and inseparable connection of his organs, sensations,

wants and productive powers with each other and with the

surrounding world, as well as his ideas and character. That

rights, therefore, are not created by conventional compacts and

legislative enactments; which can only be valid, when they
declare what are the laws of the relations of man's body with

the surrounding elements: and that consequently, whatever

violates these relations, is the source of wrongs. And that as

the laws of the inseparable connection of man with the soil and

appurtenant elements have never yet been established, every

right is still in a state of universal alienation and monopoly.
88
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EQUALITY INEQUALITY.

That the equality of each man's rights, is founded upon the

equalness of hi? organs, sensations, natural wants and produc-

tive powers to those of each other, and upon their equal con-

nection with the surrounding elements; while the inequality of

rights is produced by a monopoly of the surrounding elements

and personal rights.

INALIENABLENESS ALIENATION.

That the inalienableness of each man's rights is founded

upon the inseparable connection of his organs, wants and pro-

ductive powers with each other and with the surrounding ele-

ments, and that the opposite evil of the alienation of rights, by
whatever separates man from the objects of his rights. The
three great properties, therefore, of a perfect right are those of

equality, individuality and inalienableness, and those of a per-

fect wrong are their opposing wrongs of inequality, communism
and alienation.

INDIVIDUALITY COMMUNISM.

That the individuality of each man's rights is founded upon
the separate identity and isolation of his organs, sensations

and natural wants from those of another
; upon their individual

connection with the surrounding elements, and the consequent

impossibility of enjoying perfectly the same identical objects;

while the opposing evil of a communism of rights and property,

destroys their identity or individuality, by merging them into

each other.
PERSONALTY SLAVERY.

That each man's right to personalty or to his peiatonal at-

tributes of life, sovereignty, labor, and to his person itself, is

the most sacred of rights, and cannot become the subject of

property, cannot be reduced to goods and chattels, as by vice-

gerency, hire and chattel servitude; therefore, all these forms

of slavery shall be forever abolished.

LIFE HOMICIDE.

That all mankind are endowed, in consequence of the neces-

sity for an equal, individual and inseparable connection of the

organs, sensations, natural wants, and productive powers with

each other and with the elements, with an equal, isolated and

inalienable right to life ; that therefore, it shall never be de-

stroyed by the crimes of murder, aggressive war and capital
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mm'shment; but only in self-defense and defensive war; that

it is the duty of every man to exercise in proper person, the

physical life-protecting power, and therefore, it is those at and

nearest the locality invaded that shall repel the invaders in

self-defense, while continually reinforced, without a hired

soldiery.
SOVEREIGNTY VICEGEKENCY.

SECTION. 1. That all mankind, having the same organs, sen-

sations, life, natural wants and productive powers, equally, indi-

vidually and inseparably connected with each other and with

the elements, are entitled to an equal, individual and inaliena-

ble right to sovereignty; that therefore, it shall never be vio-

lated by the great wrong of vicegerency or officery, hereditary

or elective.

SEC. 2. That- all sane adults of both sexes, in proper person,

shall exercise their right of legislation and judicature, by means

of township assemblies ;
so that any person mav propose a law

accompanied with reasons, to be first discussed in the township

assembly, and then published in the state paper. That on any
afternoons during the year, the people shall meet in their

township halls, to discuss all such published bills, and on the

first Monday of November in each year, all proposed laws

under discussion for one or more years, shall be voted yea or

nay, the majority of ballots ascertained at the capital, and the

enacted laws proclaimed as in operation the first of January

following. That there shall be five secretaries or attorneys in

sovereignty, chosen yearly, whose duties shall be to execute the

express instructions of the people, each presiding over, and

editing one of the five departments of rights in the state press,

count the ballots and pub ish the laws, with no discretionary

power, except in case of emergency, and then subject to be

reversed or affirmed by the people. That all title deeds of

exchanges, homesteads, all marriages, births and deaths, as

well as laws, penalties, news, science and every kind of intelli-

gence, shall be recorded by publication in the state paper, fur-

nished to every family.

SEC. 3. That judicature shall also be exercised by a majority

vote of the whole people of the township in which the issue

occurs, except by arbitrators in minor cases, and punishment
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in no case shall extend to the forfeiture of any right, but that

of reputation, (which is unavoidable) and inflicted by publica-

tion in the state paper, subject to contradiction when innocence

is discovered.

SEC. 4. That education shall be acquired during the after-

noons, at home and at the township lyceums, through the state

paper and other illustrated and phonotypic school-books and

cyclopedias, distributed to every family, and treating upon

every department of nature in the order of the rise of each

in the scale of being.

SEC. 5. That religion, as well as government, should be exer-

cised and enjoyed by every man in proper person, in the closet

or township common church, instead of through the base me-

dium of the vicegerency of a priesthood, living upon benefices,

tythes, salaries and contributions; thereby sacrilegiously de-

grading the religious sentiment to chattels and sectarianism;

and thus pure and unadulterated religion, as well as legislation,

judicature and education, will prevail among mankind.

LABOR HIREAGE.

That, as the producing power of the organs of all mankind at

their appropriate "employments is the same, and as they are

equally, individually and inseparably connected with the soil

and appurtenant elements, they are endowed with an equal,

individual and inalienable right to their labor, or productive

power; that the hiring of labor degrades the qualities or attri-

butes of man's organs to goods or chattels, and mancipation,

the body itself; therefore every form of hired and chattel

slavery shall be forever abolished, as well as a hired soldiery

and an elective government.

PROPERTY MONOPOLY.

That, it is external objects only, the soil and its appurtenant

elements, improvements and products, that can become the

subject of property, not the personality or body and attributes

of man
; that each man by the fact of his existence and the

equal, individual and inseparable connection of similar organs,

such as his lungs with the air, and his stomach with the pro-

ducts of the earth, is entitled to an equal, isolated and inalien-

ble share of the soil and to the whole product of his labor;

. and that therefore, their alienation and monopoly by every
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form of landlordry, profit-mongery and servitude shall be for-

ever abolished.
HOMESTEAD LANDLOKDRY.

SECTION 1. That every member of the human race, being

equally, individually and inseparably connected by the same

organs, natural wants and productive powers with the surround-

ing elements, is entitled to an equal, individual and inalienable

homestead, or as much of the soil as can be used with each

one's own labor, so essential to subsistence, exiotence, and the

superstructure of every right; therefore, landlordry and tenure

are most heinous wrongs, and shall be thoroughly and forever

abolished.

SEC. 2. That to facilitate the practicable application of the

principle of equality to each man's natural and equal share in

the soil (which should never be below the minimum of support,

nor exceed the maximum which the whole territory divided by
the whole population would give each man), it should be

divided by lines running with the cardinal points, into counties

eighteen miles square, sub-divided into nine townships six

miles square, then into thirty-six sections one mile square, and

these again shall be subdivided continually into quarters down
to the minimum of a family support of ten acres; that the

counties can be named by the combination of the numbers,

designating their distance from each other, and the townships

in each county, can be named by the cardinal points to which

they lie from the central one, and shall have a central section

divided into village lots, with streets six rods wide, running and

named by the cardinal points, and continued straight through

the townships for common and railroads ;
and that the town-

ships shall contain the proportionate number of farme;s and

mechanics to produce an assortment of the essentials of sub-

sistence, and for equitable exchange according to the time of

labor, directly for each other or through a common medium

always having the same intrinsic value.

SEC. 3. That the title deeds to homesteads shall be held as

equal, individual and inalienable, secure from any liability to

alienate, and subject only to an equitable exchange for each

other or their improvements sold, entitling the vendor to an

unoccupied tract; and that in the general survey of the land,
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each man shall select the tract on which his house stands, or

any he prefers, and relinquish or sell the rest to his landless

heirs or other persons.

PRODUCTS PROFIT-MONGERY.

That all persons are entitled to an equal, individual and

inalienable right to the whole product of their labor in the

form of products or chattels, and that they should be equitably

exchanged by means of town marts and carriers, directly for

each other or through a common medium having an intrinsic .

value, instead of through a shopocracy, which intercepts so

great a portion of it in passing from the producer to the con-

sumer.
AMENDMENTS.

This constitution shall be amended in the same manner as it

prescribes for the enactment of a law. Its principles, like those

of any other science, must be subject to future improvement,

and should not become like its predecessors too sacred for

investigation.





GEORGE HENRY EVANS.



SKETCH
OF THE

LAND REFORM DEVELOPMENT,
AND

LIFE OF GEORGE HENRY EVANS.

The name of Evans, who developed the turning-point from

the present curse of land monopoly and tenure to the right

and imperative want of every human being to a shdre of the

soil, will brighten with the progress of civilization. Through
heedless ignorance the whole body of mankind is but slowly

advancing from one phase or modification of the same evil

principle to another. Their civilization has progressed only in

the knowledge of physical nature and the arts. What a be-

quest, then, has Evans left to mankind the true science of

society !

He was born in Bromeyard, Hereford, England, March 25,

1805, and emigrated with his parents when a child to New
York. At an early age he learned 'the printing business, estab-

lished an office of his own, and commenced the publication of

works of a reformatory character. He early espoused the cause

of the anti-monopoly workingman's party, having for his co-

laborers Thomas Skidmore and William Leggett. These made
a powerful opposition to the banking system.

Possessing an original power of perception, Evans saw and

exposed the evils of banking; and ignoring all mere party

issues, he likewise sought to abolish the evils of land monopoly,
which he considered one of the greatest afflictions of society.

He finally removed to a farm in New Jersey, where he began
the publication cf the "Radical;" in monthly numbers, through
which he sought to propagate his land-reforming views. In

March, 1811, he issued "The People's Eights," devoted to the

following measures of reform: The freedom of the public land

in a limited quantity to actual settlers only, and the discontin-

uance of their sale to non-residents; the exemption of the
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homestead; and the limitation of the purchase of all other

land to a certain quantity. His mode of agitation was to pledge

the support of the anti-monopolists to such candidates as

would advocate their measures, and if they declined, a land

reform ticket was nominated and voted for by his friends,

with the view of holding the balance of power. After pur-

suing this policy for five years, the principles of the reform

party began to be adopted into political platforms, and at last

resulted in the present homestead law, granting the quarters in

the alternate sections of the public lands to actual settlers after

an occupancy of five years.

George Henry Evans saw that most of the revolutions and

convulsions among men were the evil effects of alienation

that the feudal had changed to the tenure, the monarchy to the

representative, each to a worse phase of the evil, and that the

only remedy was the securing to each human being a share in

the soil. At first he was quite sanguine of the accomplish-

ment of this result; but when he came to understand the

ignorance of the people, and that all the institutions of gov-

ernments and society were founded upon the laws of aliena-

tion, he realized that all he could do would be to start a new
era of reform, and trust to an enlightened posterity for its con-

summation. The great sole aim of Evans' life was the improve-
ment of society by improving the surroundings of men, advanc-

ing their condition of life, and making them independent, hap-

pier, and therefore better. He died in Granville, N. J., Feb. 2d,

1855.

While the attention of Evans was largely directed to the

reforms above indicated, he was upon theological subjects a firm

and consistent Infidel. He utterly discarded all the fallacies of

a supernatural, revealed religion, and regarded Nature, or the

Universe, as the Supreme Power. He had not the slightest sym-

pathy with the oppressive system of priestcraft, which he

clearly saw in the centuries that have passed away, has been

an enemy to his fellow-men. His love of the human race was

pa amount to all other sentiments or beliefs, and he naturally
felt a strong opposition to everything and every influence which
he saw that oppressed them or retarded their advancement on

the road to prosperity and happiness.
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He was a brother to Elder Frederick \V. Evans, a prominent

leader in the Shaker Society at Mount Lebanon, and upon the

subject of inspiration, revelation, heavenly guidance, and the

necessity of opposing Nature's laws he differed widely from his

brother in the view the latter adopted. Frederick looks to

heaven and the spirits of departed friends for guidance and

instruction, while George Henry Evans looked to Nature and

Keason only and to their recognized laws.

With the above sketch of the life of Evans, taken from

"The World's Sages, Infidels, and Thinkers," as published by
D. M. Bennett, editor of "The Truth Seeker," we will now give

a more particular account of his agitation of his land reform

measures and movements. In February, 1844, he left his little

farm in New Jersey, came into New York city, called some half

a dozen of us together in John Wiudt's printery on Sunday.

He proposed his plan for agitation, consisting of three sliding

measures, as he called them. These measures were the freedom

of the public lands, homestead exemption, and land limitation

in the purchase and ownership of private lands. These meas-

ures were to be presented for the adoption of the candidates of

all parties; any of them who pledged themselves to advocate

and vote for these measures were to receive the votes of the

land reformers. But any candidate who refused to pledge him-

self to these measures was not to receive their votes.

In March, 1844, Evans commenced the publication of "Peo-

ple's Eights," which he afterwards changed to the name of
"
Young America." His office was in a building since demol-

ished, where now stands the tall "Tribune" building.

The half-dozen of us that were called by Evans, as men-

tioned above, were John Windt, Thomas Ainge Deveyr, James A.

Pyne, James Maxwell, Lewis Masquerier, and himself. We
then organized ourselves into a band of speakers, held meet-

ings at the parks, and cross streets, up town, so as to catch the

attention of workingmen on their return to their homes, with

cans in their hands. We held evening meetings, also, in vari-

ous halls, and finally held them in Croton Hall, corner of

Bowery and Division street, for several years. The great por-

tion of the notices of the public meetings were printed gratuit-

ously by John Windt and Lewis Masquerier in their own job-
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printing offices. All of us aided in getting subscribers and cir

dilating the tracts. Mr. Evans avoided alluding to religious

subjects, and confined himself to the secular measures of land

reform. At this time Evans wrote a letter to Gerrit Smith, a

wealthy land holder in "Western New York, who replied in

appreciation of the principles. Other advocates now arose in

all parts of the Union; G. W. Julian, a member of Congress

from Indiana, took the lead in advocating these principles.

Other able advocates now rallied to our standard. There

were Messrs. Van Amringe, Bovey, Hanson Smith, J. R. Ingalls,

Henry Beeny, William Howe, Ryctmau, and others. Mass-meet-

ings, national and state conventions, were held for the^discus-

sion of these principles. Many of all parties met at a conven-

tion in Buffalo, in which they put out a platform advocating

free soil, free men, free speech, etc. Van Buren, a candidate

for President, could not advance to our idea of each human

being's natural right to a share of the soil, but would grant the

public lands, in consideration of the hardship and privation of

settling on them. For several years some of the candidates

who pledged themselves to go for our measures, neglected to

do so, or but feebly urged them. We thus carried out our

threat of nominating a ticket composed of land reformers; we

nominated a full national and state ticket, with the exception

of President. About six thousand votes were cast for the candi-

date for Governor in New York State. Our land reform move-

ment stirred up the anti-rent movement in several counties

around Albany, where the great Van Eensalaer, who for gene-

lations had extorted from the farmers around various articles

as rents for use of lands, the titles to which had become obso-

lete. Mr. Deveyr now established a press in Albany, which he

called the "Anti-Renter," and placed himself at the head of the

movement; there were two other a itators called "Big and

Little Thunder." The renters eventually obtained more favor-

able terms, and the agitation subsided.

Quite a number of states passed a homestead exemption law,

securing a por ion of the estate from debt and sale, but the

lioines'.ead exemption law, granting a quarter section to every

actual settler and cultivator for five years, was never passed

until our civil war was commenced. But a law limiting the
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[uantity of land any man may purchase as their own, has

iver been enacted.

But it is the only thorough remedy of laud monopoly and

mure. Neither people nor statesmen yet understand what an

mlienable right means, or can they perceive the power there is

in perpetual ownership of the land, guaranteeing self-direction,

and self-employment.

During our agitation of land reform, Rob't Owen held what

he called the world's convention in New York City, urging the

establishment of his form of communism. Evans asked him

how he expected to get the land upon which he was to estab-

lish his communities. He replied, "that as he had always seen

the land bought and sold, he expected to buy it." Evans said,
"

lie did not see how hireling, landless tenant slaves could ever

get the means to buy land." This shows how far Mr. Owen's

mind was behind us, while he thought that we were an im-

mense distance in the rear of him. We were pretty well satis-

fied that his communism was an error, but this shows that he

had never reached to the idea of the perpetuity of a right;

that the land should never have been bought or sold, any more

than the bodies of men.

The writer of this sketch, when enlisting under Evans' ban-

ner, entertained the communistic views of Owen, and it was not

until this paper was in circulation before I perceived the con-

centration and originality of his ideas. I had joined through
the i'eeling of helping any cause that promised to relieve the

burdens of mankind, but I had no sooner embraced his ideas

of man's natural right to his share of the soil, than I general-

ized the idea of applying the same principle to the properties

arising from the vascular, muscular, and nervous systems,

which are life, motion, and sovereignty. If a share of soil must

be owned by each human beiag, in proper person, so must a

share of government be exercised and enjoyed also in person.

Thus I struck at the principle that office-holding government
is a profound error, whether the offices are hereditary or elec-

tive ; so that universal .suffrage is no more than the universal

confirmation of alienated sovereignty. The renting the use of

a house from among a parcel of landlords, does not give a title

to it any more than the selecting of a candidate from among a
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number of others, gives them the possession of their sovereign-

ty. For the form of the institutions around them has already

alienated them. A delegated and representative republic is,

therefore, a chimera, and is only a modification or species of

monarchy; officers, then, are persons who live by estates in

sovereignty, as much as landlords live by estates in lands and

houses, which should properly belong to those who are landless.

When I advanced this doctrine in the columns of "Young
Americe," Evans remarked that he thought I was right; that

the same principle that he had applied to the soil should be

applied to the exercise and enjoyment of the properties of

man's body. And that, therefore, officery or office-holding gov-

ernments must also be abolished as well as landlordism. Still

he said he feared the doctrine would repulse the public mind

by putting too much before it. He had been ardent in the

belief that land reform would take a wild-fire run in the com-

munity: but when he saw that "hills peep over hills, and Alps

on Alps arise," his ardor seemed to cool.

Evans perceived clearly that the land reform principle re-

quired an organization into townships throughout a nation.

He proposed to have them laid off in six miles squares, as the

United States government now surveys its land into townships
of that dimension. He also proposed central villages in each

township. I furnished him with a plan wherein I laid off his

mile square in the centre into lots, varying in size from a park
in the centre, and fronting upon streets running with the car-

dinal points. But I have tince fallen out with that plan, and

propose that there shall be no village lots, but the whole town-

ship to be divided into homesteads, never to be subdivided

below the minimum of ten acres, necessary for a familv support;

this with the piece of public ground in the centre of each town-

ship, whereon to erect the town hall, college, mart, etc. With

the dwellings, barns, and shops upon every homestead, with

the garden ground, fields, orchards, and fuel timber will make
a rural city of the whole township.

Thus counties can be done away with, and townships only
be the divisions of a nation, this will combine farm, village,

and park into one.

This reconstruction of the map of the earth is destined lo
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draw all the smaller holders of property in these large cities

into the townships; and have nothing but warehouses, ship

yards, and foundries to accommodate international commerce

at the great sea and river ports of the earth. The railroads

are now driving the population into large cities to be rent-

racked on starvati m wages, the tenant hireling shares of land-

lords, manufacturers and traders.

Thus Evans started an idea which really in time will pro-

duce a new civilization which never has been known so far as

history has recorded. Yet his great idea is yet but a "still

small voice." Notwithstanding the strugglings and sufferings of

the working masses, they are doomed to echo the sutrounding

institutions; to think what others have thought, and to do what

others have done ;
that it will be ages before the sentiments of

mankind can be changed to something better.

Evans was, in person, full middle size, regular features,

broad forehead ;
he possessed great evenness of temper, lie was

mild and courteous in his intercourse with others
;
he made no

parade of oratory, but spoke in a plain and clear manner
direct to the point. He was patient in argument, and never

allowed himself to arise to a passion. He kept his. paper in

circulation about five years, when he became worn out in

health and means, and then retired to his small farm in New
Jersey, where his first wife died in 1850, when he married a

second one, and died himself March 25, 1856, of a cold he got

by getting wet, which brought on a nervous fever. Thus died

one of the most remarkable men of the nineteenth century, at

the age of fifty-one.



EVANS AND LAND REFORM.

[Published in
" The Truth Seeker" of Oct. 1. 1874.1

Thirty years ago George H. Evans declared that from the

necessity of all human beings' natural wants for the means 'of

subsistence, and for the preservation of life, they must perpet-

ually own a share of the soil, with its appurtenant elements

and products. That as the natural wants of all are equal, in

quantity, are perpetual in time, and can only be enjoyed in

each one's own body or in proper person; therefore a full,

complete and perfect right must be equal, inalienable and indi-

vidual, combining the triune constituent principles of equality

or equalness, inalienation or perpetuity, and individuality or

separateness or personality. And that tbe true foundations of

these natural wants, rights, and principles, are bottomed upon
the organs of man's body, and the properties of vitality,

mobility, mentality, etc., from which arise the rights of life,

parentage, labor, sovereignty or power of will in self-govern-

ment, and of property in homesteads and moveab'.es or products.

Now this being the nature and constitution of rights, the

origin of the evils of society is found to be in their violation

by their opposite evil principles or wrongs. Thus the right of

life is destroyed by murder, death, war, etc., labor by chattel

and hireling slavery; sovereignty or self-government, by usur-

pation, hereditary, or elective; and the homestead by land-

lordry, tenure, trafflcry, etc.

These different evils were early practised by a grasping and

usuri ing few. The tenure and title to soil and government

have been held through all ases under laws of universal alien-

ation and monopoly, and have only changed their phase or

100
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form from a bad to a worse state up to the present time. From

being held in common by suvages, we next see the soil and

government held by a feudality; wherein the mass of the peo-

ple, as serfs, held the use of the soil from the priestly and

lordly conquerors; these again of the kings and these again

pretended to hold of the gods; all under obligation of fealty

and knight or military service, and under the aristocraiic

dogma that "everything must be held from some superior."

Through all time much soil has been held in allodium or fee

simple, in one's own person, and not from a superior. But

this is also an equally imperfect title as the feudal ;
for being

subject to traffic, by sale, debt, tax, mortgage, etc., can be as

much monopolized as in feudality.

Bat mankind have been at this late age of the world indebt-

ed to an Evans for the application of the thorough principle of

every human being's equal and inalienable title and right to a

share of the soil and government. It is this higher and per-

manent title to them, subject to no liability to alienate, only

to be exchanged for each other, that will enable man to attain

true liberty and produce the finishing era of civilization. It is

by this high title that the monarchs and aristocracy of the old

world have through all time, held their thrones, power of gov-

ernment, and estates by hereditary succession and exemption
from all alienating causes. And it is Evans who has shown
that the same right and title to the ownership of a home for

every human being, would also preserve all from want, crime,

and misery. But to apply the true principles of rights in prac-

tice, he proposed township democracies, wbu re all could meet

in proper person and vote directly for law and judicature, with-

out the intervention of officers, as well as to have the power of

self-employment upon their own homesteads without that of

landlords. To reach this regeneration of the right to soil,

government and of all society, he agitated with the aid of a

few others, with the press and public speaking, three prepara-

tory sliding measures, the freedom of the public lands to actual

settlers only, homestead exemption, and the limitation of the

quantity owned of all other lands. These were urged until the

big parties adopted them in their platforms, when the present

homestead law was enacted by the withdrawing of the delega-
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tion of the slave-holding power. But it contains little of the

thorough principle of rights. No legislature can yet attain to

the knowledge of this highest and most perfect title to all the

righ'.s of man. No reform can be expected from those who can

only represent and legislate for wealth. All reform is difficult,

and it seems that it can only be accomplished by a majority of

small holders of the soil by townships and states, getting their

ideas outside of the "ring" of the present erroneous institu-

tions, and by simply signing a constitution that entirely changes
and supersedes them all.

A VISIT TO EVAN'S GKAVE.

A few of his disciples fondly remembering and appreciating

the sublime reform he proposed for the salvation of all human-

ity, of the Land Reform Association of New York city, consist-

ing of Wm. Eowe, President; J. Commerford, and F. Smith,

Vice-Presidents ; H. Beeny, Treasurer; J. K. Ingalls, first Cor-

responding Secretary; and the author, Lewis Masquerier, sec-

ond Corresponding Secretary; in 1874 visited his grave on the

forty-acre farm whereon he had lived, four miles east from

Keyport, Monmouth 'County, New Jersey. We found it by a

path little worn leading to a tall marble slab headstone, amidst

a wild growth of herbage, while the moaning breeze waved the

branches of the overhanging trees, like a banner, as if still

inviting the landless and pauperized masses to strike for a per-

petuated and not a mere transient share of the soil.

It is inscribed on his tomb that he was born in Bromyard

Herefordshire, England, March 25, 1805, and died in Granville,

N. J., February 2, 1856, in his fifty-first year. The great object

of his life was to secure homes for all by abolishing the mon-

opoly of them. As editor of Tlie Man, The Radical, The Work-

ingman's Advocate, The People's Rights, and Young America, he

triumphantly vindicated the right of every human being to a

share of the soil, as essential to the welfare and permanence of

a landed democracy.

By his side is the grave of his first wife, Laura, who died in

1850, and the inscription upon its headstone bespeaks the sen-

timent of a good and conjugal husband, as well as wife.

For it says that "She bore, without murmuring, all the priva-
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tion necessary for the cause her husband had espoused, and
now while we mourn the vacant chair, she sleeps calmly, with
the branches above waving a requiem over her grave."

Evans' person was over medium size, well formed, regular
features with straight facial line and expansive brow and head.
He spoke logically with no attempt at rhetorical display, and
possessed a very even temper with a conciliatory manner that

won and retained many Mends. His second wife still survives.

A MONUMENTAL BUST TO HIS MEMOKY AND

PEINCIPLES.

It is in contemplation to erect a monumental bust in Pros-

pect or Central Park to his honor and to instruct the Park
visitors that the equal and inalienable homestead, labor, self-

government, etc., to be inscribed upon the faces of its pedestal,

are the only thorough remedy for all the evils of society and

government. Millions can thus be informed of their rights and

wrongs as much as by a newspaper, a book, or by public

speaking.

It is intended also to celebrate his birthday every year, and

republish his writings with a history of his land reform move-

ment, and with biographical notices of all who have aided in

it. Contributions are promised for the erection of the granite

and bronze bust.

The Land Reform- Association originated by Evans contin-

ues to meet in executive committee to arrange for meetings,

and whenever there is a chance for a hearing in labor league

conventions, anniversaries of progressives, and to get up mem-
orials to Congress against the robberies of the public lands, to

forbid the sale of them to non-residents or others, and to grant

them only to actual settlers. Our memorials have been i'aith-

fully urged in Congress and discussed by Julian, Grow, Smith,

Sumner, Walker, Holmnn and others, resulting in the home-

stead law, giving tlio quarter sections in all the alternate sec-

tions on condition of occupancy and cultivation for five years.

The principles have also been advocated by Greeley, Brad-

laugh, O'Brien, O'Connor, Hines, McChitchoy and others of the

press, and by Ingalls, Commerforcl, Devyr, Davis, Beeny, Burr,
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Bovey, Haddock, McKenzie, Eyckman, J. A. Pyne, Van Am-
ringe and others on the rostrum.

A LAND, LABOR, WOMEN'S EIGHT, AND TEMPERANCE
MOVEMENT.

The ownership of man's body being now abolished, as in

chattel slavery, the next forms of slavery are that of the hire-

age of man's muscles, as in hired labor; the vassalage or

slavery of both men and women in voting for the so-called

representatives who only legislate for the wealthy classes, and

the debauchery and slavery of the appetite by rum and to-

bacco, all come next in 1he order of reform. But these evils

can only be thoroughly abolished by inalienable homesteads on

the soil, giving both men and women the power of self-employ-

ment, or a free will vote direct for the law and for the exter-

mination of spirituous liquors and tobacco. As the canvass for

president is the means of giving information more extensively

over the Union than in any other way, every consideration

points out G. "W. Julian, who has been so prominent in all

these reforms, as the proper candidate for President in 1880.

THE ERROR OF COMMUNISM.

It is to be regretted that reformers do not progress in the

true principles of reform without blundering into dogmatic

propositions. Proudhon asserts that all property is rjbbery,

instead of asserting that it is the inequality or monopoly of it

that robs. Owen dogmatizes that it is the private ownership
of property and competition, which are among the main causes

of evil, when he should have seen, that, if a'.l owned an equal

inalienable and individual homestead, giving the power of self-

employment, self-government, etc., his bugbear of competition

and pri'ate ownership would produce only a virluous emula-

tion. This dogma of the communism of all rights and property,

prevents the perception of the reformatory power that there is

in an equal inalienable and private homestead. What better

cooperation can be conceived than the establishment of all

upon homesteads never to be divided down beyond the mini-

mum quantity for a family support, with dwelling, barn and

shop, upon every home, surrounded by garden, fruit and forest
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es; equality in exchanging surplus products in town-marts

r by express vehicles, and meeting in town halls for governing,

bus making a rural city of the whole earth, and stopping the

urse of the present overgrown cities? An Owen "common

property community
" would be a kind of slave plantation'

oveiseered by managers, a form of officer-;, indulging in favorit-

m, and where the want of private ownership would destroy

all stimulus to duty and responsibility. Communism in all

things leads to the logical inference of a free love promiscuity

of the sexes. But let every homestead be improved in every

thing in two equal halves, with thorough ownership of the one

in the male and the other in the female, and then in case of

difficulty either can retire from the other. But this plan of

township democracies, and communizing or the nationalizing

form of society can be settled by experiment as to which is the

true one.

DECEASE OF GILBERT 'VALE.

[From
" Boston Investigator

" of August 29, 18C6.]

MR. GILBERT VALE died at the residence of his son, in Wil-

liamsburgh, N. Y., at the advanced age of seventy-eight years.

He was a native of England, but for the latter half of his life,

had been a denizen of New York city. He was a man of learn-

ing and genius, particularly in the sciences depending on

mathematics. He was a teacher of navigation, and lecturer on

Astronomy and Free Inquiry. He invented an approved plani-

sphere and other philosophical instruments. He had the irrita-

ble temperament so often attendant upon genius. Yet he had

a social and friendly bearing towards those he esteemed, and

those of congenial sentiments. He was about middle size, and
of striking appearance. He was terse in his writings using

scarcely any ornament. His principal works in book form, are

a "Life of Thomas Paine," and the "Fanaticism of Matthias,"
and others. He published for a long series of years a paper of

magazine size, called the "Citizen of the World " afterwards

changed to the "Beacon." All his paper contained inter-
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esting notices of the progress of science, physical and social

with choice extracts. In all his writing and publications, he

attacked the errors of religions and governments, as well as

those of the physical sciences.

His life of Paine is a superior one, having the four previous

lives to collate from and correct. He had the advantage, too,

of reference to many persons still living in New York, who
knew Paine personally. As a biographer of Paine, he felt it

appropriate that there sh< uld be a monument erected over his

grave. In 1837 he commenced to urge its erection in the

"Beacon," by subscription. It is a square granite obelisk

placed where Paine was buried, on a farm of 300 acres of land

given him by the government, as a tribute to his services in

the war of Independence.

Mr. Vale was a disciple of Paine in his political opinions;

but he neither affirmed nor denied the being of a God, and saw

no proof for another life beyond the clouds, or below the sur-

face of the earth.

DEATH* OF WM. HOABE BELLAMY.

Also, lately died, WM. HOARE BELLAMY, in his sixty-sixth

year. He was liberal and skeptical, and deserves a record

among our friends. He was an Atheist in religion, and a repub-

lican in politics. He was a native of Cork, Ireland. The first

half of his life was spent in London, Eng., where he took an

active part in the Workingmen's, Chartists', and Socialists'

movement. He adopted the dramatic profession, and added to

his name that of Bellamy, as his stage name. He emigrated

to New York city in 1837, and followed the stage up to six

years before his death. His forte on the stage was first old

men, and he played in the principalities of the United States,

where, no doubt, many have pleasant reminiscences of him.

EEMINISCENCES OF JOHN WINDT,

Who, though he died more than a year ago, yet it should

never be deemed too late for a tribute to the memory of a mer-

itorious name. We poor humans, amidst a whirl of business,

easily forget one another after we go into the ground. WINDT
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died of an apopletic stroke, in the sixty-fifth year of his age.

He was a native of New York, and a good printer. He so appre-

ciated the rights of the laboring man, and the hardships of the

hire and wages system, that he always punctually and fully

paid his journeymen. He was so moderate in charging his

customers, that he amassed no more than a bare competence.
He was ever ready to print posters and open halls for any

meetings upon reformatory measures. He was very correct in

reading proof and correcting the composition of authors, con-

suming too much time for the pay he received. Miss Frances

"Wright always preferred his reading her proof when she could

secure his services. In early times, the type-founders of New
York preferred giving him the printing of their type-specimen

books, in which they always wanted to show the best speci-

mens.

He was a thorough skeptic in religion, and exemplary and

regular i:i all his conduct through life. He could write well,

but only wrote articles in the papers, seeming to have no ambi-

tion to leave a work in book form. There is an incident in his

life which proved his love of fair play and justice. There was

an ordinance in the city against meat-shops, so as to give the

monopoly of selling meat in the market-house stalls. An

attempt was made to suppress meat-shops as nuisances. A
case was tried, and Windt was called is a juryman, and in

opposition to the law, judge, and witnesses, he plead the case,

and carried the balance of the jury with him, and they brought

in a verdict that the meat-shops were no nuisance, and had as

good a right to sell meat as to sell an article in a grocery. It

wa^ in his printing-office where he and Geo. H. Evans, with a

few more of us, met one Sunday and planned the Land Reform

Movement. It has resulted in the present Homestead Law,
which enforces but little of the thorough principle of man's

natural right to soil. Instead of being disposed of to the land-

less only, it allows non-settling speculators to monopolize them.

But statesmen, and the rest of mankind, are yet too ignorant

to remove the instruments that violate that perpetuating and

guaranteeing principle of the right to soil, such as land jobbery

mortgaging, will, sale, credit, debt, etc. Men are too stultified

by these instruments of alienation to be made to understand
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how the right to soil, life, labor, and sovereignty, can be made

to stay with each human being, and keep his descendants to

the latest posterity out of an alms-house by guaranteeing to

every one an equal, individual, and inalienable homestead.

PROTESTANT ENCROACHMENTS.

It is to be deplored how different religionists hate and wran-

gle, while they themselves are ignorant that they are one-half

of the cause of social evil. The Catholics criminate unbelief,

Protestantism, and secular government as the antagonists of

religion. The Protestants denounce unbelief, Papacy, and

ignorance as the great enemies of religion. The Free Religion-

ists truly accuse Catholicism, Protestantism, and creeds as

among the great perversions of true religion, which is nothing

but morality subtracted from its dogmas and practices. The

Spiritualists charge Materialism, Godology, and sexual bondage
as among the great abuses of sriritual religion, or pure moral-

ity. Thus they all agree in charging some form of Infidelity

upon each other, ns the enemies of the respective religions, and

as among the causes of social evil.

Skeptics also arise in a graduated scale towards the truth

as well as the religious sects
; but war more against real

abuses than against fictitious sins. But they do not all strike

down to the foundation of the evil principle. Some have their

bills only piercing through the shell of Nature's egg, but never

become fledged beyond their pin-feathers. Some see only the

evils of religion and church, and some only those of state

and other secular institutions. But with what a blundering
delusion the different sects of religionists make in probing the

cause of evil as flowing from Infidelity and the supposed inborn

depravity of man, when they themselves are so great a portion

of it !

The (Ecumenical Council called by Pope Pius a few years

ago, adding the contemptible dogmas of immaculate conception

and the infallibility of the church, while denouncing both pub-

lie and private opinion in free investigation and the progress ot
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free government and schools, has taught Protestant sects no

more than to rush also into conventions, and make a common
cause with them ag linst freedom of thought in religion. Prot-

estants have been arranging for several years to hold their

sixth conveniion. They held in the spring of 1873 a preparatory

one in the Cooper Institute, in which skepticism in religion was

particularly denounced. Calvinistic Jonathan Edwards, Jr.,

declared he "would allow an Infidel to live, but no rights." Is

not this quite an advance on Calvin, who had Servetus slowly

burnt with green wood? What cool and ignorant impudence,
to presume to take away man's inherent rights?

This preparatory Convention openly announced its intention

of legalizing Jehovah, Christ, and the Holy Ghost in the Fed-

eral and State Constitutions, and the late Evangelical Confer-

ence has reiterated the intention. But the latter altered its tac-

tics, spoke somewhat respectfully of Voltaire, and did not utter

such vulgar abuse as the former, by calling the skeptics skunks.

The managers have counseled that abuse recoils upon them,

and that they must be more lamb-like, as yet. Their strata-

gem is, to urge prominently the suppression of alcoholic liq-

uors, tobacco, and obscene publications, which are much-needed

reforms; but they are to help along with them the union of

Church and State, by legalizing Chrisf.ianitv as the paramount
law of the land. Preparatory to this, the Presbyterian and

Methodist sects have been holding Sunday discussions upon the

Ten Commandments, and dwell particularly upon those for the

worship of that demon, Jehovah. They are now contending

that the decalogue or. Ten Commandments have ever been the

paramount laws of Christendom, and are writing them in the

form of enactments for the action of legislatures. They will

nominate their candidates, and to hide the extent of their

union, this Evangelical Conference was almost wholly composed
of Presbyterian and Methodist delegates, but with few of the

Baptist or other orthodox sects, so that when battling at the

polls those will be rallied in as a reserve force, in military

style.

But in the late conference of the Free Keligionists, presided

over by Mr. Frot.hingham, we beheld it standing out as a picket-

guard around the carnp of liberty, watching the wily approach
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of orthodoxy. The addresses of Messrs. Abbot, Weiss, Potter,

Youmans, Ellinger, Chadwick, Gannett, Powell, and Mrs. Black-

well, against any more God -in -the "Constitution, all tend to

reform ;
and that of Mr. Parton for taxing church property is

in the right direction, though it only distributes the abuses

among more tax-payers. It will still all come out of the labor

of tho working people. All must becomo property producers as

well as consumers, before all can be made to pay their propor-

tion of taxes. All this can be done only by an equal and ina-

lienable homestead, perpetuated and guaranteed to each family

For with all the soil and other property monopolized by a non

producing class, the producers of all can live only by their suf-

ferance, which reduces them to pauperism, crime, and death.

It seems to be a startling crisis for humanity throughout

Christendom; for Catholics, as well as Protestants, very likely,

will be as ready to make Christianity the law of the land in

the Constitutions, as they both already believe it is on religious

principles. They are, together, an overwhelming majority, and

will join in their votes, though not in their creeds while the

unbelievers, Free Religionists, Unitarians, Spiritualists, and

Nothingarians are, perhaps, all together, but a small minority.

Our hopes, then, of not being crushed, must depend upon the

more intelligent and humane among the Christians themselves

for there must be a portion of them who would not suffer the

rest to confiscate property, bury alive in prison, or burn at the

stake. But still there is much danger when we reflect that the

political Bible of Blackstone, as well as the religious Bible,

makes unbelief in Go 1 and religion as the most heinous of all

crimes, as the highest public wrong, dubbed treason and blas-

phemy. Shall we live to see the Constitutions desecrated and

appended with Moses's decalogue and Blackstone's chapter of

crimes against God and religion?

Freethought men! we must rally our forces aud wage the

war into Africa. We must denounce the whole religious politi-

cal world as the great enemy of humanity. We must boldly

proclaim both as the great monster felony of the human race

as the opposite wrongs against morality, self-government,

liberty, and mankind. Religionists are aiming to make free

inquirers out as fclonous blasphemers, and we must denounce
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them as the real felons, and indict and try them before the

high court of Nature, truth, and virtue. They have set up their

imaginary Gods, giving them all their own vulgar ignorance

and base passions, and made them the models of Church and

State on earth. They have anchored their fiction of godology

in the unknown depths of the Universe, and have so deranged

the moral world that it now reels upon an axis pointing to an

imaginary heaven and hell.

GODOLOGY.

[From a series of articles published In
" The Boston Investigator

" in 1869.1

The dogmas of Godology have prevented mankind from ad-

vancing directly to a true knowledge of the real foundation of

their rights and virtues. The dogma of a personal God-Creator,

with that of the slanderous falsehood of the inherent depravity

of man, have eclipsed the intellectual and moral world with

almost total darkness, but which, it is hoped, will pass off in a

few more generations.

Man's organs, and the properties and wants resulting from

them, though developed by the stimulation of surrounding

objects, are none the less natural and inherent in all, and be-

come the origin of his rights and virtues. For, as natural

wants are the most common property in all, they become the

true foundation of rights; and as they are so equal in quantity,

duration, and individuality, rights and a chance to be virtuous

should also be equal, inalienable, and individual, and should be

exercised and enjoyed by each person in propria persona, and

not by the erroneous principle of a proxy and representative.

But notwithstanding this palpable foundation of man's wants,

rights, and virtue, he is slandered by the absurd dogma of being

born in a state of sin and depravity by a peurile story of the dis-

obedience of a first man. This, then, by denying native virtue

to man, also denies that he can have natural rights, right in

the face of the fact that natural wants prove the existence of

natural rights that the one supposes and must be followed by
the other.
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This dogmatic delusion of man's depravity by nature by a

supposed fall, and the consequent loss of his rights and virtue,

by reverting back to this supposed Creator, supposes him to be

the owner and giver of them all again. How, then, to re-instate

man in his rights and virtue again, becomes the question with

political and religious priests. Finding it very difficult to get

access to their Gods above the clouds, or from the top of Babil

towers, they feigned intervening personifications of abstract

principles to bring them down to earth though Moses, the

Jewish priest, is said to have obtained an audience with his

Jehovah, who hid his face. The Pagan priests conceiving their

God, Para-Brahma, too far out of their reach, invented a trinity

of secondary Gods, to whom they could address their worship,

in the form of Brahma, to create and to be their own particu-

lar tutelary God
;
in the form of Vishnu, to preserve the com-

mon people; and in the form of Siva, to destroy and punish as

the great scarecrow. The mode, at first, of obtaining the favors

of these Gods was by the horrid sacrifices of human beings

and beasts by the priesthood. But in time there was some real

personage of more humanity, who endeavored to reform these

cruel sacrificial tortures and burnings to secure a Paradise, but

who was crucified for his merciful intentions of innovating upon
the religion of his country. This, then, laid the foundation of

the godly story of Chrishna, whose exploits have been sung by
some humane poet in the Baghavat, an epic poem in Hindoo

literature. There Vishnu is represented as having passed through

a system of incarnations ihrough the different orders of lower

animals, until he came out a God-man, born of a virgin, and

for preaching against tyrants and in favor of the poor, he was

nailed to a tree between two malefactors.

The story of this friendly God to man represents him, also,
'

as being a physical healer of diseases in the region of Agra, in

the Valley of the Ganges ;
under the name of Osirus by the

Therapeuts in Egypt; that of Mithra in Persia, and of Prome-

theus in Greece. He had been adored for ages, according to

Herodotus, by various sects called Ascetics,Essenes, and Thera-

peuts; but it was left to the authors of the New Testament to

torture the puerile story of man's expulsion from Paradise into

his fall into a state of sin and depravity, and at enmity with
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God. They endeavored to disguise the source from which they

got the story of their new Christ, by adding Jesus to it, and by
still torturing the Old Testament for a pretended prophecy long

before his feigned advent.

God, then, to communicate with man, as the priest supposed,

must have his cabinet of arch-angels and secretaries, with

prophets, ambassadors, redeemers, or intercessors, to intercede

between him and man, with subordinate vicegerents in the per-

son of kings and popes, with gradations, also, of subordinate

political and religious priests. But these two great classes of

government are yet generally united under the same head, join-

ing State and Church, as in China, India, Russia, the Roman

States, England, etc., and separated in Japan, Sweden, Holland,

the United States, etc. But whether united or separate!, the

doctrine yet prevails to a most lamentable extent, that man's

natural, inherent, and sovereign rights and virtues are all con-

centrated in a supposed Godology, and must be vouchsafed to

poor ass-eared humanity through the thrones of kings and

popes. And when rights are granted by kings they are desig-

nated by the mild term of privileges, which may reverfc back,

as they claim that sovereignty remains in the king. And when
virtue is granted, it is designated by the charlatanic name of

God's grace, which may be lost, and revert back to the pope
and to Jesus.

It is shameful that mankind are yet generally so ignorant

as not to see that their rights as well as their wants are nat-

ural, equal, and inalienable; that there should be even a Prot-

estant King of Prussia, trained to the belief that his person is

sacred, and that his right to rule is divine! Indeed, all kings

believe ligh's are divine, and must come from God through
their thrones. Even when dethroned amidst a republican peo-

ple, they still retain their ignorance like some cf our ex-slave-

holders, and think they have been much abused by being shorn

of their tyranny. An ignorant world can now behold a godolog-

ically ignorant and superanuated Pope, decreeing the additional

dogma of the "immaculate conception," issuing his bulls

against the exercise of private opinion, against the progress of

republican governments, and now a circular letter, calling on

the higher heads of churches in Christendom to meet in one of
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those general councils, to conspire against the progress of

knowledge -and liberty among mankind. And yet we behold

Protestant sects of Christendom denouncing this most orthodox

form of Godology, while they get their creeds from the same

book and worship the same Gods. Such small twedledees make
sects in Christian as well as Pagan and Mahometan religions.

But Godology plagiaiizes morality's thunder, and takes its

credit to itself; but when subtracted from it, there is nothing

left but a bigoted and persecuting set of dogmas. Its fanatic

devotees make pilgrimages to the tombs oL* Christ, Mahomet,
r.nd the Ganges. They have crusaded and fought in holy wars

to the destruction of millions. They have been tortured in

inquisitions, massacred each other, and have thrown them-

selves into the flames. How can any one, then, seeing that

man's wants, rights, and virtues are founded in the properties

of his organs that he is good and virtuous in proportion to

his better organization, happy temperaments, and correct train-

ing, be so stupid as to believe that all these hellish deeds

could have been perpetrated, if there had been none of these

demoralizing dogmas of Godology ? Away with the stupidity

that if these had not existed, there would have been something
else to make men such monsters! But it most eloquently

proves the native goodness of man arnid such infernal dogmas,

that he has not been a greater devil than he has that he has

been so good with the example of such a vengeance-breathing

God as Jehovah, who destroyed through his agents hosts of

human beings for the most capricious reasons, and commanded
the extermination of whole nations, which, as history relates,

have been most terribly imitated by conquerors. Yet as the

duration of peace is much longer in the aggregate than warfare,

it shows the greater preponderance for good among poor

humanity,

The doctrine, then, of vicegerents to give humbug privileges

and grace to man, makes him also the giver of the soil. But

its gift has ever stopped in the possession of his vicegerent

kings, priests, and conquerors. Thus arose the feudal system
of God as head landlord, next to the king, then the chiefs, who
retained it while the masses became serfs, bound for its use by

fealty and knight-service. Eut since there came into use a
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oney-medium of exchange, a rent has been substituted for

the use'of soil and premises. The millions now under this form

of slavery are suffering the throes of starvation prices or pauper-

ism. And there is no hope for man until the monopoly of the

soil is destroyed, all restored to an inalienable homestead,

giving the power of self-employment, and independent vote by

townships in proper person directly for the law.

Thus, there is no salvation for-short of sweeping the nuis-

ance of Godology from the clouds and of political and theolog-

ical priests from the earth. Thus Godology is the great focus

to which all evil centres and radiates. In short, it is treason

against humanity, and should be indicted and abated as the

great annoyance of the Universe.

THE BIBLE IN INDIA.

Hindoo origin of Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Translated from " La
Bible dans Inde." By Louis Jacolliot. Carlton. Publisher. N. Y.. 1870.

While the author and "Asiatic Society" are still digging

away in the vein of the old literature of the Hindoos in San-

skrit, the ab.ove work has been extensively read in France,

translated and published in England, and lately here by Carl-

ton. It is now hoped that in time we shall have the Vedas, or

holy Scriptures of the Hindoos, published with their parallel

legends in opposite columns along with our Jew Pentateuch and

New Testament. There is a prospect before long that the

Christians and all religionists will be surprised to find that

they are all heathens that their worships have only been

modifications of the names, incidents, and rites of the same

dogmas and gods.

It seems that the Indies, Thibet, China, and Japan, have

been the first most civilized countries, and thai Egypt, Persia,

Greece, and Borne had them for their antiquity four thousand

years or so previously. Becoming the first most populous coun-

tries, emigration went westward, combining with or driving

before it the less civilized races, as we now drive the Indians

before us. These countries differ in race and language more

than all the countries of Western Asia and of Europe, for they
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contain three of the races of man, while Europe contains

modifications of the Caucasian. And their alphabets and lan-

guages are entirely different, while those of Europe resemble

more or less in their letters, and have many of the roots of

their words in the Sanskrit. And besides, they are now tracing

the laws, religions, and literature of India through all these

Western nations.

The languages of the Indies, spoken at this time, are more

different from each other than those of the Latin family in

Europe, while the Sanskrit is as dead and obsolete there as the

Greek and Latin here. But the infatuated Christians will still

contend that the Vedas are a plagiarism from our Pentateuch

and New Testament, while the fact stares them in the face that

the Sanskrit had ceased to be spoken long before the supposed

birth of Christ. "Why, then, would the Sanskrit be selected to

plagiarize in, in preference to some of the spoken languages of

India, if the priests wished to make converts to the'r dogmas ?

Such an old literature as that of India and China must have

something like a correct chronology even without much

astronomy. But the dates and inscriptions now exhuming, set-

tle the doubt as to the greater antiquity of the Vedas. And it

brings to light the fact .that the younger nations of the world,

through intercourse, commerce, emigration, war, etc., have been

continually cop} ing, Avith modifications, trie ins.itutions, laws,

arts, literature, and religions of the elder nations. Jucolliot

shows that the Vedas of Menou have been imitated by Menes

of Egypt, Moses of Judea, and Minos of Greece; that the Jus-

tinian code of Eome is a rehash of many of the laws and pre-

cepts of Menou, and governs Europe at this day.

The resemblance, too, of the architecture of Persia, Egypt,

and Syria to that of India, in the excavated temples and

tombs in rocks, Avith the crowded figures on their columns, and

grotesque statuary, proves their origin. Emigration from India

had only to boat down its rivers, continue along its coasts, that

of the Indian Ocean, up the Persian Gulf and Euphrates, into

Persia, and up the Red Sea to Egypt, and then spread around

the east end of the Mediterranean to Western Europe, and then

into this Wes:ern world, till now meeting the Asiatic emigration

on our Pacific coast.
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Ir may be, too, that as Men'ou inculcated only a Deistic sys-

tem o:' one great God, which spread into Thibet with a Grand

Lama as his 'vicegerent, and then into Central Asia, which,

combining with the feudal system, which could always raise

large armies, might have crusaded into Persia, Syria, and Egypt,

and destroyed those cities of such magnificent architecture,

whose ruins are still found, in like manner as the Goths and

Vandals overran Southern Europe during our dark ages.

But Menou's Deistic system came in time to be perverted by
the Brahmin priests into a trinity of Gods, to answer to the

creating, preserving, and decaying operations of Nature, as

represented respectively by Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. It is

these Brahmin priests that got up those legends of a first man
and woman, a flood, etc., and the incarnation of Vishnu through
different animals until he came out a man-god, which they

named Jezeus Christna. It was they who have enslaved and

degraded the Hindoos, by dividing them into several castes,

making one an entire outcast from all the rest as Sudra or

Pariah ; and prescribed the most horrid penances by starving,

catting, self-whipping, laming, drowning, and burning, to gain

Paradise.

Thus it is seen how poor man has been damned on earth by
the dogma of a God and a priest, which piles up its abuses,

cruelties, and crimes, until earth becomes a hell. The errone-

ous idea of a God furnishes a pretence for two great classes of

political and religious priests splitting into kings and popes and

pretending to be God's vicegerents, with subordinate gradations

of officers. Thus by this dogma of a God they make him usurp

the sovereignty, virtue, and all other rights inherent in the peo-

ple, and slandering priests depraved by nature, pretend as

charletans to procure privileges and grace from some unknown

region and God above the clouds.

A reference to a few of the parallel legends of the Vedas and

Bible, show glaringly how much the latter is a plagiarism from

the former. The story of a war in heaven, as told in the

Apocalypse and sung by Milton, where Michael and his angels

rebelled against God, is found in the Vedas, where Vasouka and

his rebel angels are overthrown by Indra into hell. The legend

of Adam and Eve in Eden is found in the Vedas, where Adami
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and Heva are put by Brahma in the Island of Ceylon, and

ordered not to leave it. But Adami disobeyed, contrary to his

wife's advice, and left the island. But Heva was promised a

Redeemer for not disobeying. But whosoever copied it in the

Bible was so ungallant as to put the blame on Eve. The legend

of Noah's flood is almost the same in the Vedas, where Brahma
chose Vaiwasvata, for his great virtue, to continue the race,

and who landed his ark on the top of Himalaya. The legend

of Abraham offering his son as a sacrifice, is the same as that

of the Hindoo patriarch Adjigarta.

The story of our Jesus is a palpable plagiarism from the

Vedas, where the virgin Devanaguy gives birth miraculously to

Jezeus Christna. But the tyrant of Madura dreams he will pos-

sess his throne, and ordered the slaughter of ail the children

born the same night, as is said of Herod in our Testament.

Christna, after healing by miracle diseases, and preaching

reform
'

waked up his old enemy and went to the Ganges, to

wash out the stains he contracted among mortals, was pierced

by an arrow from Agada, whose crime he had unveiled, and

who then hung him to the branches of a tree, which suddenly

bloomed great red flowers. Amen!
The matter of this book is much condensed, and eloquent.

It is a match for "Volney's Ruins." It seems written not only

to abate the nuisance of the Bible, but to arouse the present

working-man's movement in Europe; to crush out kings, popes,

wars, and land monopoly, and to prevent four-fifths of the pro-

duct of their labor from being extorted to pile up the wealth of

worthless non-producers.
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SECRET INSTRUCTIONS OF THE JESUIST.

reta Monita Societatis Jesu Secret Instructions of the Jesuits. Printed

verbatim from a London copy of 1725. To which is prefixed an his-

torical essay; with an appendix of notes by the Editor of the Protest-

ant, Glasgow. Scotland. Princeton. N. J. Published by J. & T. Simp-

son. 1831.

This is the whole of the title page. The preface, by the

American publisher, says "A number of editions of it have

been published in Europe, in English, French, German, and

Dutch languages. The present edition is taken from that pub-

lished in London, by Walthoe, in 1825, and dedicated to Sir

Kobert Walpole, minister of England, in the reign of George I.

and II. It is thought best, after the example of that edition,

to print the Latin original, page by page, with the English

version, that the learned and the plain reader may be equally

suited ;
and that there may be no room left for doubt whether

the translation in any instance be fairly made." It goes on

then to say, "On the first appearance of these Secret Instruc-

tions before the Protestant public, the Jesuits were greatly

offended, and denierl their authenticity; and it is not known
that they have ever been acknowledged ;

which is no proof of

their falsehood, as the Instructions require that they shall be

denied, if ever contradicted."

These Secret Instructions are given in seventeen shoit chap-

ters, with every paragraph, both English and Latin, numbered.

In reading them, a horror creeps over the mind in contemplat-

ing the cool rascality with which they "are given; how to lie and

spy; to watch at the bed-side of dying devotees to get a be-

quest of their property; how to punish heretics in the inquisi-

tion, etc., etc. It is truly a fit product of the infernal old Jew

book, with its monster dogmas and extravagancies, that devil-

izes the conscience of its trained believers. It is the gateway
to a real hell on earth. What else could be expected from the

blasphemous worship of a fictitious Jehovah, who is represented
as creating man, and then devouring him in a flood, from a fit

of pleen ? And then he is represented as favoring a vagrant
tribe of savages, and commanding them to exterminate the so-
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called heathen tribes saving none alive except women, some

times for prostitution, and men for slaves. Yes, this God and

his agents are profanely made to practice every crime in the

penal code of nations, and yet adored as a bright example for

the practice of poor savage humanity! What else can we

expect from these feloniously pretended revelations, called

Bibles, Scriptures, etc. ? But these merciless relig'ous wars,

inquisitions, etc. ? How can the most stupid dolt fail to

see the true cause of these Bible-instructed slave-trades; the

cause of our slave-holding rebellion undertaken to chain down
more strongly the most valuable portion of the working popu-

lation of the Southern States? Cease to be surprised, then, Oh!

ye Protestants, at such instructions as the Pope's Encyclical

Letter, and these Secret Instructions of the Jesuits, when you
are still worshiping the foul source from which it all comes.

Oh! may the tine soon come when these infernal, demonizing
and felonizing revelations, called Bibles, can be outlawed and

made a felony to read them.

We will now quote all the original preface of the " Seereta

Manila":

"These private Instructions must be carefully retained and

kept by the superiors in their own hands, and by them be

communicated only to a few of the Professors; and when it

shall be judged for the benefit of the society, divulge some of

them to such as are non-Professors; but even these must be

done under the strictest ties of secrecy, and not as rules com-

mitted to writing by others, but as deduced from experience of

him that dictates. And since many of the Professors must

necessarily from hence be acquainted with these private ad-

vices, the Society has, therefore, from their full establishment,

taken care that no one who is in the secret can betake himself

to any other Order but that of the Carthusians; and this, from

the strict retirement in which they live, and the inviolable -

silence they are obliged to, which the Holy See has been

pleased to confirm.

"The greatest care imaginable must be also taken that these

Instructions do not fall into the hands of strangers, for fear,

out of envy to our Order, they should give them a similar in-

terpei ration; but if it (which God forbid!) should happen, let it
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positively denied that these are the principles such denials

be confirmed by those of our members which we are sure know

nothing of them
; by this means, and by confronting these with

our public Instructions, printed or written, our credibility will

be established beyond opposition.

"Let the superior also carefully and warily inquire whether

discovery has been made of these Instructions by any of our

members to strangers; and let none transcribe, or suffer them

to be transcribed, either for himself or others, without the con-

sent of the General or Provincial. And if any one be suspected

of incapacity to keep such important secrets, acquaint him not

with your suspicion, but dismiss him."

We will now quote some passages from the body of the work.

But it is hard to select the richest parts, as it is all so basely

immoral and alike. The fifth paragraph of Chap, first, reads :

" V. At their first settlement, let our members be cautious of

purchasing lands; but if they happen to bay such as are well

situated, let this be done in the name of some faithful and

trusty friend. And that our poverty may have the more color-

able glass of reality, let the purchaser, adjacent to the places

wherein our colleges are founded, be assigned by the Provincial

to colleges at a distance, by which means it will be impossible

that princes and magistrates can ever attain a certain knowl-

edge what the revenues of the Society amount to." This shows

how they grasp the soil and calculate on the power it gives, and

the possession of nearly all the land of Italy and other Catho-

lic countries prove, it.

The next Instruction recommends the selection of large and

opulent cities for their operations, as other robbers, thieves,

pickpockets, murderers, and extortioners select, and as exhib-

ited by New York rioters, murderers, and burners. Can any-

thing else be expected from the. bright example set by him,

who sent several of his followers to forage .and take a jackass

to ride upon into Jerusalem ?

" VI. Let no places be pitched upon by any of our members
for founding a college but opulent cities; the end of the Society

bci ig the imitation of our blessed .Savior, who made his princi-

pal residence in the metropolis of Judea, and only transiently

visited the less remarkable places."
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The next Instruction shows how the scamps 'calculate that

they can extort with more impunity from widows, and other

weak, ignorant, and defenseless females, than from men :

"VII. Let the greatest sums be always extorted from wid-

ows, by frequent remonstrances of our extreme necessities."

The next Instruction still shows that the Society is an or-

ganized band of religious robbers, and like other pilferers and

beggars, seeks to hide their plunder:

"VIII. In every province, let none but the Principal be fully

apprised of the real value of our revenues ;
and let what is con-

tained in the treasury of Rome be always kept as an inviolable

secret."

The last Instruction of Chap. 2, was this:

"XV. Finally, let all, with such artfulness, gain the ascend-

ant over princes, noblemen, and magistrates of every place,

that they may be ready at our beck even to sacrifice their near-

est relations and most intimate friends, when we say it is for

our interest and advantage."
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THOMAS AINGE DEVYK.

THOMAS AINGE DEVYR was a native of the North of Ireland.

Amid the outrages of pulling down the huts of the starving ten-

antry of Ireland, he was struck with the enormous contrast be-

tween the land holder of thousands of acres and the pauperized

tenant starving on his quarter-acre potato-patch, and yet driven

from it by a heartless landlord. It forced him to see that no

just God of Nature would humbug his creatures by giving them

all the same equal natural wants and producing powers without

giving along with them an equal share of the soil for lii'e for

the means of subsistence. He threw himself ardently into a

movement to give homes to the people on the soil. He took

part in the agitation 10 put the government into the hands of

the people, but the tyrannical government, swayed by the mo-

nopolizers of nearly all property, suppressed the movement and

Devyr narrowly escaped to New York city. He joined with

Evans, who was then urging man's natural right to soil. He
issued a paper in aid of the anti-rent movement and against

the selling of the public lands to non-residents, but urged the

right of the people to occupy them without paying for what was

their own by right of their natural wants. He never ceases to

deplore the curse of his native land by its landlordry and ten-

ure, and the ignorance of its people that they all have a right

to an inalienable homestead in it.

(BENJAMIN

OFFEN.
BENJAMIN OFFEN, a Freethought lecturer on religions, was

orn in England in 1772, and died in New York city, May 12,

B48, in the seventy-sixth year of his age, and in the same state

f mind and belief in which he had lived and taught. He lived
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by the shoemaking busin ss in connection with his sons. He
had the advantage of independent thought and of being self-

eel ucaied, often of more advantage than a college education.

On emigrating to New York city, he became lecturer to the

"Society of Moral Philanthropists
"

at Tammany Hall, and con-

tinued to be for about twelve years. He was of middle size,

well built, with striking and intelligent features, and had a

strong voice. He was a good speaker, and always fixed the

attention of his auditors by his pointed logic and slashing
strokes of wit and ridicule. He was very conscientious in all

his dealings with others, and was very sensitive to human cru-

elty, that extended even to the lower animals. He was the

author of a book in which he condensed the specialty of his

mind, which he entitled "A Legacy to the Friends of Free Dis-

sion, being a review of the principal historical facts and per-

sonages of the books known as the Old and New Testament,
and with remarks on the morality of Nature." The friends of

truth will ever

Bless brave Ben Offen, nature-schooled,

Who tore the thin disguise

From pious quacks, and ridiculed

The old Jew-book of lies.

CHAKLES KNOWLTON.
CHARLES KNOWLTON, a physician, was born May 10, 1800, and

died Feb. 20, 1850. He worked on a farm until he was 18 years

of age ; from then up to 21 he was too feeble to labor, and was

a patient for a few weeks under Dr. Charles Adams of Keene,

N. H., and spent three months at an acitdemy, where he studied

English and Latin, grammar and mathematics. He married at

21 and soon after studied medicine under very unpropitious

circumstances; first with Dr. Charles Wilder of Ternpleton,

then with Dr. Stephen Batcheller of Koyalston, and lastly with

Dr. Amos Twitchell of Keene, N. H. In the me mtime he at-

tended two courses of medical lectures at Hanover, where he

received the degree of M. D., 1824. He was esteemed as among
the first physicians of western Mass., and unsurpassed in medi-

cal skill. His desire for medical improvement was ardent, and

he would scrutinize patiently before he prescribed. He had the
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oddity common to genius, but under a blunt manner he had a

kind heart. At 29 he published a book entitled "The Elements

of Modern Materialism," in which he contended that mind was

manifested "by the action of the brain." He also published a

popular work on the preservation and treatment of the sexual

system, called the "1'ruits of Philosophy."

Charles Knowlton bless, who showed that mind

Is motion of the brain
;

Searched for a spirit world to find

A human soul, in vain.

STEPHEN JAMES WILSON TABOR.
STEPHEN JAMES WILSON TABOR, the subject of this sketch, is

the nephew of the author's wife, Anna Tabor, and was born in

Bradford, Vt. After studying law he took up the study of med-

icine under Charles Knowlton, the subject of the previous

sketch, whose daughter he married. After the death of his first

wife he married a Miss Sherman, by whom he had a son and

two daughters. The son, Stephen, is a young man of consider-

able talent. He practised physic at Shelburne Falls, Mass.,

and Albany, N. Y. He then emigrated to Iowa, where he filled

several offices with great satisfaction. He was appointed, under

Lincoln, the fourth Auditor in the Treasury Department, which

he has filled with credit for fourteen years. He is much devoted

to learning, and has collected a fine library of rare books.

J. K. INGALLS is a native of New York. He came into the

advocacy of Land Eeform from being a Universalist clergyman.

He contributed original views to it. Ho is a good speaker and

writer. He has ever been on hand at all meetings to put in a

word for it.

JOHN COMMERFORD was an early advocate with Evans in the

propagation of Land Eeform as was also Francis Treadwell.

They were ever in great advance of their parties. They some-

times failed of election because they were too honest to dis-

guise their views.

JOHN H. KEYSER is another of the unswerving advocates of

Land Eeform. He has expended much in establishing charita-

ble institutions for alleviating the destitute and sick.

WM. EOWE has ever been ready to contribute to any expense
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to carry forward the Land Keform movement. He is a steady

attendant at all meetings in urging its importance.

HENRY BEENY has never ceased to urgo the Land Reform

upon his congressional acquaintances by sending correspond-

ence and petitions against the monopolies of lands, public or

private.

FRANK SMITH has been a steady advocate of this greatly

needed reform.

WM. WEST is one of the ablest advocates of land reform

measures. He is a good speaker and writer. He writes able

addresses and resolutions for presentation to public meet-

ings. He served as policeman in New York city for a number

oi. years. He has been much employed in law offices in pre-

paring papers.

R. \V. REEBE has been a steady friend to the cause. He con-

. tributed a popular song to the movement.

JAMES A. PYNE, an Englishman, labored with us on the ros-

trum, and was ever ready in distributing tracts and papers, as

was also

ANDREW DAY, an intimate acquaintance of Evans, and who
never ceases in any usefulness that favors the movement.

WM. HADDOCK, a printer with John Windt, during the move-

ment, published a little volume of Land Reform songs. Hebe-
came editor of a newspaper in Iowa. He got up a company of

volunteers in the late war, and was eng iged in the deadly

strifes. Like the foregoing, was also an advocate of land re-

form, as also James McClatchey and Louis A. Hine.

A. E. BOVEY, and his father-in-law, Ransome Smith, were

also ab^e advocates. Bovey aided in the first convention and

several early legislatures of Winconsiri.

WM. V. BARR was a good speaker, with a pleasant humor.

Ho was in the convention and several legislatures of Kansas.

BENJAMIN PRICE was an ardent worker in the cause with both

speech and pen. He took part in the late war with the South,

and was kilie.l by a sharp shooter, by rushing ahead of his

regimen ?-,
on the Wapping Heights in Virginia.

LEMUEL BRONSON has ever been a steady advocate of homes
for all:

Mr.s. EVANS, the widow of G. H. ever cherished his memory.
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She had his grave, near Keyport, marked with a suitable stone
and inscription.

GERRIT SMITH and HORACE GREELEY were advocates for homes
for all, and wrote much in its favor.

G. W. JULIAN is its leading advocate in Congress, and has

published his Land Eeform speeches.

GEOKGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.

[From
" The World's Sages, Infidels and Thinkers."]

THIS eminent English Freethinker and Beformer was born in

Birmingham in 1817. He descended from a family of old arm-

orers in that town, who formerly held property on the River

Rea and at Sellyoak, but none of it was possessed in the house-

hold in which the subject of this memoir was born. His father

only inherited the skill of the forge by which his ancestors had

been d.stinguished, and Mr. G. J. Holyoake is accustomed to

say he was born with steel and books in his blood. When still

very young, Mr. Holyoake got employment, when his school

hours were over, at a tin-plate worker's, he having taken a

fancy to making lanterns.

From the age of twelve to twenty-two he worked at the Eagle

foundry, Birmingham, where his father held a situation as fore-

man OL whitesmiths for forty years.

Mr. Holyoake's mother, a woman of remarkable piely, sent

him to Carr's-lune Sunday-school for several years, and he sub-

sequently became a Sunday-school teacher in a Baptist society

which his mother sometimes frequented. He subsequently

taught what he knew of mathematics and rhetoric in the new

meeting-house Unitarian school, Birmingham, in days when

Unitarians mercifully permitted useful information to be taught

to working youths on Sundays. At the Mechanic's Institution,

Mr. Holyoake was invited by his early friend, Mr. Daniel

Baker, and J. S. Murphy, the metaphysical essayist, still of

Birmingham, and his class-mate, Dr. Hollick, now of America,

to go and hear Robert Owen lecture on one of his visits to that

town in 1837, which led to Mr. Holyoake being associated with

the corporators, who had a place of meeting in Allison street,

and afterwards in Laurence Street Chapel. On the death of

Mi\ Wright, which took place suddenly at the Shakspore
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Kooms, Mr. Holyoake, for a time, conducting the classes at the

Mechanic's Institution. In 1840 he was appointed one of the

Social Missionaries, as the public lecturers on cooperation were

called.

It was lecturing to the Chartists in their rooms in Chelten-

ham "On Home Colonization," in 1841, that led to his impris-

onment in Gloucester gaol. A question was put to him as to

his theological opinions : his rule was never to introduce them

into his lectures and other subjects, and it was because he had

not introduced them that the question was put to him. Usually

Mr. Holyoake refused to answer such questions, as being irrel-

evant and impertinent, but at that time a case had occurred in

the town which led the public to believe that social advocates

were timorous of avowing their opinions. Resolved that this

should not be said of him, Mr. Holyoake answered the question

directly and explicitly, and was ultimately tried at the Glouces-

ter Assizes for the answer he gave. Mr. Justice Erskine, who
tried him, admitted it was an honest answer, and gave him six

months' imprisonment as an encouragement to youthful candor.

Mr. Holyoake spoke nine hours and fifteen minutes in his own
defense.

For some years Mr. Holyoake was stationed as a cooperative

lecturer in Worcester, Sheffield, and Glasgow, speaking at other

times in most parts of Great Britain. Observing and condemn-

ing the confusion which arose, in the early social movements,
from theology being mixed up with it, he devised a system of

secular principles equally apart from Atheism and Theism,

maintaining that wherever a moral end was sought there was a

secular as well as a religious part to it.

On the cessation of the "New Moral "World," which for

twelve years represented the cooperative movement' Mr. Hol-

yoake commenced the "Reasoner," in which he continued the

advocacy of cooperation during thirty volumes. Being one of

those who, in 1842 and 1843, visi ed Rochdale as a lecturer, he

encouraged the recommencement of cooperation in that town,

and wrote many years later the history of the famous store

which began there in 1844, a history which has been translated

into German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, and circulated or re-

printed both in India, America, and Australia. Mr. Holyoake
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never stipulated or recived any advantage from the copyrights
of his works, his i leas being to advance the objects they repre-
sented. He afterwards edited, with Mr. E. O. Greening, the

"Social Economist," which subsequently became the "Agricul-
tural Economist," an important and successful journal still

published in London.

At many of the meetings of the Association for Promoting
Social Science, Mr. Holyoake has read papers illustrative of co-

operative principles and progress. He has edited several of the

reports of the annual congresses, contributed to the "Coopera-
tive News," besides publishing numerous small pamphlets, as

new methods of cooperative development seemed to require dis-

cussion. He published also a '

History of Cooperation
"

in Hal-

ifax, dedicated to his late friend Horace Greeley.

Owing to the intrepidity of the eminent writers who con-

ducted the "Leader" Newspaper, Mr. Holyoake was associated

with that enterprise from the beginning to the end of it. For

several years Mr. Holyoake conducted and organized a publish-

ing house in Fleet Street, from which issued every kind of pub-

lication of fair intent and dispassionately written. In this

house the committee met which opposed the Conspiracy Bill of

Lord Palmerston, and led to the overthrow of that Minister.

Mr. Holyoake was secretary of the committee. He was after-

wards acting secretary of the British Legation sent out to Gari-

baldi. The committee of organization met at Mr. Holyoake's

house. In those days Mazzjni and Processor Newman contrib-

uted to the *'

Reasoner," edited by Mr. Holyoake, in testimony

of the unimputative fearlessness which marked the advocacy

he conducted.

"When no one else could be found to publish the special un-

stamped newspapers during the final agitation for repealing the

taxes on knowledge, Mr. Holyoake undertook to do so, under

the direction of Mr. C. D. Collet, the masterly secretary of that

movement. The publication of the "War Chronicles," devised

during the Crimean war, involved Mr. Holyoake in fines of

more than (500,000, which, wh( n called upon in the Court of

Exchequer to pay, he was under the necessity of asking the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to take it weekly, not having that

amount by him. The last warrant issued before the repeal of
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the Acts was against Mr. Holyoake. In this matter, as all

others in which he was concerned, Mr. Holyoake followed the

rule of never putting himself forward to do the thing in hand,

but if no one else would do it, and it ought to be done, he did it.

Mr. Holyoake's opinions have several times been quoted in

Parliamentary debates. Under the encouragement of the late

Mr. J. S. ML1, Mr. Holyoake became a candidate for the

Tower Hamlets, in 1854, but ultimately resigned in favor of Mr.

Ayrton.

Several public discussions on Liberalism and reform have

been held by Mr. Holyoake, in which he uniformly acquitted

himself in the most creditable manner.

He has written numerous pamphlets on secularism and gen-

eral reform. He is a clear, logical writer; he is not al'raid to

utter his honest sentiments, and always does it in a candid,

unobjectionable manner. He can in truth be said to be a lead-

ing mind in the Freethought field of the day.

He has been engaged nearly five years in writing the history

of cooperation in England. The curious out-of-the-way facts

belonging to the pioneer period from 1812 to 1844 are quite

unknown to this generation. The first volume is already out

and republished in this country; the second will soon follow.

It meets with the highest commendation. At the present writ-

ing, "The Secular Ileview," a new weekly journal, is just being

started in London, of which Mr. Holyoake is to be editor. It

w.ll undoubtedly be conducted with distinguished ability.

Mr. Holyoake has appeared largely before the public as the

author of many other works besides those herein mentioned.

His "Self-Help by the People" has been widely circulated, and

his works on Grammar and Mathematics, have done much to

simplify these studies. His character and general attainments

are an honor to the Liberal cause. He is esteemed and respected

by all save bigots. Therefore and thereby he has been enabled

to introduce Atheistical principles, and obtain for them a can-

did hearing, in quarters which would have been quite inaccessi-

ble to propagandists of lesser social weight and inferior literary

standing. His amiable disposition an;l gentle.nanly bearing

render him popular with all who make his acquaintance and he

shows conclusively to the candid observer that a belief in
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myths and absurdities are not essential or necessary in making
an individual a moral person or a useful member of society.

FREDERICK HOLLICK.

[From
" The World's Sages, Infidels, and Thinkers."]

The subject of this sketch was born in Birmingham, Eng-

land, December 22, 1818. He was educated at the "Mechanic's

Institute" of that city. He became one of the lecturers in the

socialistic movement under Robert Owen, both in England and

America. When that movement failed he removed to the city

of New York, which has since been his home. He subsequently

engaged at lecturing on Anatomy, Physiology, and accompa-
nied his lectures with anatomical models and charts, which

aided very materially in giving his audience a proper under-

standing of the subjects treated upon. He was probably the

first who traveled over this country with such a splendid ana-

tomical apparatus in connection with lectures delivered. He
visited the principal towns and cities of the United States and

imparted a vast amount of useful information to the public

upon such subjects as they most needed information upon. The

writer distinctly remembers hearing some of Prof. Hollick's

admirable lectures on Physiology, as far back as 1850, and was

much interested with them. The Doctor was a lucid, interest-

ing, and instructive speaker.

Dr. Hollick has published a series of works cognate to the

subjects of his lectures, which have met with an extensive sale.

Among them are "The Nerves and the Nervous," "The Mar-

riage Guide,"
" Diseases of Women," " The Matron's Manual of

Midwifery," "Diseases of the Generative Organs," etc.

Doctor Hollick is an advanced thinker, and long since dis-

carded the creeds of Christendom and all other creeds that

depend upon the existence of a personal God in the form of a

man who has a throne somewhere in the sky, from whence his

all-seeing eye views not only what takes place on one side of

the globe, but on the opposite side as well; not only what is

taking place in this comparatively small world, but in the

countless millions of other worlds which revolve in infinite

space. Such crude ideas, and a belief in such an impossibility

have passed entirely from his mind.



AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
OP THE

LIFE OF LEWIS MASQUERIER.

Were I to write the romance of my life it would resemble a

novel. But I shall only give a few of its naked facts. I was

born in Paris, Bourbon Co., Kentucky. I worked at farming

as soon as I could hold a plow. I had a few months' schooling

and graduated after reading "John Rodger's Primer," the

Catechism, "Baxter's Call to the Unconverted," the hymn
book, Bible, etc., the only books in the house, and by learning

the printing business in the Paris " Western Citizen
"

office.

I sometimes filled the poet's corner with my verses and neglected

to preserve them.

In my boyhood I was fond of roaming on Sundays in the

woods, hunting for the most pleasant landscape of cliff, lawn or

stream. I was fond of attending the military parades. The

spirit-stirring drum would rouse my feelings to eostacy. I

remember the marching of the men to the war of 1812 and that

some of my neighbors never returned from the massacre of the

river Raison.

My father's name was also Lewis, and was a descendant of

one of that Protestant ancestry, who were driven out of France,

by the revocation of the edict of Nantz. He was the oldest of

five children, and afte? receiving a classical education in Lon-

don, England, he emigrated with his brother Edward, who was

engaged in the shipping business, to Batavia, Java, where he

taught in a college for several years in Calcutta, Hindoostan.

He returned to England during the French revolution. Being a

liberal and republican in sentiment, he went to aid the Haytien

republic, but in the massacre of St. Domingo the order was an

132
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iindiscriminate slaughter of every one who had a white face.

He was concealed for several days by a colored woman, when
he escaped on board one of Girard's ships, and arrived at

Philadelphia. He sought the acquaintance of the elder Duane,
editor of a paper called the "Aurora," and wrote for it ,as he

was a good writer. He next journeyed to Kentucky, then quite

a wilderness, except in the region between the Kentucky and

Licking rivers. He taught school in Georgetown, Lexington
and Paris. A number of the most celebrated men in Kentucky
in those early times, such as Kichard M. Johnson, Robt.' Trimble,

Jesse Bledsoe, and others were his pupils. My father loved my
mother at sight, such was her beauty. He died in the year

1805, leaving three children. My mother's name was Sarah

Hicklin, and one of a family of nine children. Her father's

name was Thomas, who was the captain of a company during

the whole war of Independence, and was at the surrender of

Cornwallis. He was twice wounded, and yet he refused to

receive a government pension. My mother received but little

education, though she possessed a strong mind and was pun-

gent and satirical in her remarks. My sister Mary Barbot,

married, and had a large family, who still survives with most

all her children. My brother Alfred became a physician in

Cooper Co., Mo , where he married a daughter of Jourdan

O'Bryan, a talented politician, who died leaving no children

and leaving me the last of the name. My father's brother, John

James, learned tlie art of painting, under his uncle, Paul Bar-

bot. He possessed great genius in his art, and confined himself

principally to portrait painting, in which he was patronized by

"the high and fashionable." In 1800 he visited Paris, France,

and through the favor of Bonaparte's wife Josephine, he was

admitted into the inclosure where Bonaparte reviewed his con-

sular guards. He sketched Napoleon on horseback, in his fav-

orite camp cloak, which was so characteristic of him, that

painters afterwards painted him in the same cloak, who before

had represented him in toggery garments, which did not

become him. He employed the whole next year, in painting a

large picture of this review. He exhibited it to the public and

realized about five thousand pounds thereby.

My uncle married the widow of Prof. John Eden Scott, of
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Aberdeen College, Scotland. She was a very intelligent and

accomplished lady, and thdr house in Brighton was much vis-

ited by distinguished and literary persons, among whom was

the celebrate 1 comedian, Matthews. My aunt, Mary Masque-

rier, was well educated and taught private classes, ard accumu-

lated property. She died in 1825, leaving us three children in

America about twelve hundred dollars each, and Uncle Ed-

ward's three children in the East Indies about the same. She

was in Paris during the revolution, and was detained as a pris-

oner in France with her mother, under Bonaparte. One of my
mother's brothers was called Absalom ;

when quite a boy, while

keeping camp for a company of buffalo hunters, he was stolen

away by the Shawnee Indians, and carried away to their abode

in the river Baison country, where he grew up as a playmate

with the celebrated chief Tecumseh.

The history of the time mentions that at the disastrous

defeat of General St. Glair, the " Hicklin boy" endeavored to

give notice to our army to keep out of the way, but was too

closely watched by the Indians. After growing up he visaed

his parents in Kentucky, but had such "Indianfied" manners

that he was laughed at by his brothers and sisters, which so

disgusted him that he returned to his Indian life. He joined

Wilkinson's army against hostile Indians in the Tippancanoe

country, but upon being insulted by an officer, he struck him

down, when on seeing himself about to be arrested, he plunged
into the Wabash river and swam to the opposite shore, amidst

a shower of bullets, and escaped unhurt.

When the war of 1812 came between the combined British

and Indians against us, he declined to join them, and emigrat-

ed with a friendly band of Indians to Southern Missouri. He
there became a hunter, and trapped in the Ozark and Rocky
Mountains, coming in once a year to New Madrid on the Mis-

sissippi, to sell his skins and furs. He accounted for the earth-

quake there in 1811, by jesting that it was caused by "Satan's

pulling God's beard, which made him stamp with anger and

shake the earth."

I have inherited a strong literary taste and ambition to

excel in something. I contracted an exaggerated conception of

oratory, and yet possessed such a diffidence that I never prac-
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ticed it enough. I studied law, was examined and licensed by
the celebrated Judges Bledso and Brown. I then settled in

Quincy, 111., and practiced law, but had such poor taste for it

that I gave myself up to miscellaneous studies. I bought land

and lots to such an amount that the rise on them by the settle-

ment of the country was my principal means of support.

In 1830 I conceived the idea that there were eleven vowels

and twenty-two consonants in the human voice. In 1834 I pub-

lished it in a pamphlet in St. Louis, Mo. The following year I

emigrated to New York city to obtain facilities for the propaga-

tion of my phonetic system. I got a font of letters cast to rep-

resent it, and published a specimen number of a small diction-

ary, and prefaced it with my alphabet and a treatise giving

orthography a scientific form, with a specimen of my phonetic

spelling, and the old orthography, in split pages opposite each

other. It should be a shame to philologists, that they have

been copying Quintillian's notions for ovei two thousand years,

that the vowels are the long and short sounds of each other,

and that some of the consonants are semi-vowels; while they

are all mutes by themselves, and only modify the vowel into

rhymes or species.

It is despicable to see how the press teems with works upon

language, and vainly suggesting improvements to the alphabet,

wiihout perceiving the real nature, number, and distinction

between vowels and consonants. Spelling language according

to the sound of letters, and marking the accented syllables,

would enable nations to read each other's languages, leaving

only the meaning of words to be learned, and facilitate their

union into a universal language.

In the winter of 1835-36 I delivered lectures on social sub-

jects and my phonetic system in Tammany Hall, then went on

to Boston, and gave a similar course in Mr. Kneeland's hall.

I went then to Bradford, Vt., where I became acquainted with

and married Miss Annie Tabor. She become religious in early

lif j and joined the church, but finding that God did not answer

her most earnest prayers to save the life of her beloved brother,

she became doubtful that any one's prayers had any influence

\\ith God. She had a great taste for reading, and read many
skeptical works; her memory was very retentive, and she wrote
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with great ease and talent. She had quite a power of imita-

tion, and was much pleased with the humor of "Widow Bedot's

Papers." She was fond of reciiing the papers before her friends

and sometimes at school exhibitions, and debating societies.

She wrote quite a number of humorous poems several of which

were published. She was very industrious and economical

She was quite a sister of charity, and having no children of

our own she gave much attention to her sick and distressed

neighbors. She was very social, democratic, and courteous

in her manner towards all, no matter what their condition.

She had an original tact for adapting herself to any busi-

ness. She died in her seventy-ninth year, but belonged to

those who never grow old. She was born February 11, 1795, and

died September 14, 1873. Her remains are interred in Cypress

Hills Cemetery, where I have erected a granite monument to

our names and memories.



JOHN A. LANT.
AN OUTRAGEOUS VIOLATION OF THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS BY HIS

IMPRISONMENT AND FINE.

After the pious imprisonment of Abner Kneeland for saying
he could not believe in the orthodox God of the Christians in

this country, and after the imprisonment of George Jacob Hol-

yoake by the English Church in England for saying that the

people were too poor to support a church, all Freethought men
had hoped that such pious persecutions had ceased forever dur-

ing this century. But the indictment and imprisonment of John

A. Lant shows that the demon of religious hatred and ven-

geance still rankles in the Christian's heart. For merely criti-

cising the Beecher-Tilton adultery case in common with the

rest of the press, and for publishing in his little paper a medi-

cal term used in medical works, he has been thus outraged in

his liberty of speech and immured in prison at hard labor,

leaving a helpless wife and three small children with no means

of support but the charity of friends. The informer, the per-

secutor, judge and jury have all united in this cowardly and

mean proceeding. They charge him with blasphemy, when if

there were any such a crime as blasphemy, it must be commit-

ted by the Christians themselves for calling one of the persons

in their trinity by the vulgar and slang term, of Holy Ghost,

and in representing the sublime Power and Intelligence of the

Universe as being gibbetted on two CLOss-beams of wood.

Here, then, right among us, an outrage has been committed

such as took place throughout the reign of Christendom, of

burying in prison the innocent reformer by those who are really

the true felons that ought to* have been punished. One portion

of the New York press joined in the cry of "wolf," while the

other was either ignorant or heedless at the time of this out-

rage, which is enough to make the earth quake with indigna-

tion and spit volcanic fire. It must have been a toadying rump
majority in - Congress that amended the pos'-office law and

appointed a fanatical Hudibras to execute it.
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George J, Holyoake's "History of Co-operation,"

This is a work giving much needed information to reform-

ers. Mr. Holyoake himself was an actor in many of the events

he relates and one of the few pioneers left of the first period of

reform mentioned in the above-named work. He first pictures

the state of public sentiment and prejudices of the aristocracy

of wealth and power, by their superlatively mean impudence
with which they treated the poor whom they had robbed, how
that not a ceniury ago a landless worker, not finding employ-
ment in country or city would be arrested under a vagrant law

and marked with a Y on the forehead and if he remained

unemployed would next be marked with an S in the cheek,

and could be sold by the officers as a slave. This is but a spec-

imen of the treatment of serfs and servants during the feudal

ages, -when their lords labelled them with collars to distinguish

them from each other. But as the Lutheran, American, and

French revolutions, with the writings of reformers have

raised the intelligence of all classes, there is a slight increase

of respect for the laboring masses. But the enormous increase

of wealth by the few through many additional instruments of

monopoly, has increase. 1 the the pauperism and suffering of

the producers of all wealth. Alms-houses are crowded with the

poor while their support is shifted from the rich to those tm

the verge of pauperism. At length, as population increases,

governments, not finding sources of taxa'ion to support its enor-

mous expenditures, refuse to receive the destitute in their poor-

house prisons, and great numbers become outcasts and wander

about in gangs to extort contributions from villagers already on

the verge of pauperism, while governments connive at it, as in

China.

Mr. Holyoake's history of the attempts at coS; eration em-
138
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braces a period when the war with France and America had

left an immense debt with an increased taxation falling upon
labor at the time when it was a glut. This provoked a fermen-

tation in the minds of reformers and people as to what was to

be done to relieve their sufferings. But no reformer through

all past ages had developed the thorough principles of perfect

rights. No one had proclaimed that, if men in their infancy

had heeded the fact that their rights were founded upon their

equal, perpetual and individual natural wants for the necessity

of the exercise and enjoyment of the properties of the organs of

their bodies and for a share of the soil with its appurtenant

elements in the form of homestead, for the means of subsist-

ence and existence, this hell on earth through all ages might

have been avoided. But, instead of applying the principles of

equality, perpetuity and individuality to the rights of life, self-

employment, self-government, and homestead, the very oppos'te

evil principles of inequality, alienation, and monopoly, were

applied to them. The result of which, is, that thiough all

ages, all the institutions of society and government, have been

founded upon different phases or forms of the same evil princi-

ples of land monopoly and tenure, chattel and hireling slavery,

profit- rnongery and office-holding governments. Thus the mon-

opoly of soil in the feudal ages extorted a tribute in the form

of fealty and knight-service for its use and then when it changed

to^the form of our present tenure system of paying a money
rent for its use, the landless with no power of self-employment

but the unceriainty of hireage, become helpless paupers.

Thus the . monopoly of the power of self-government by

office-holding, took the form of a hierachy, then directed into

state a graduated scale of subordinates, and now it is beginning

to change to another phase of alienated sovereignty, in the so-

calle I delegated and representative republic. Thus all the insti-

tutions of society and government have been founded upon the

erroneous laws of alienation and monopoly; so that all the

revolutions of all ages have only been a change from one

phase to another of the same evil principles. All mankind

thererore have only been passing through an era of inequality

and monopoly, and have been ignorantly fancying that at every

phase or change of their institutions they were reaching liberty.
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It should humiliate the vanity of those who are supposed to be

the greatest reformers, could they see how small an advance

they have made. Even the great Thomas Paine who wrote so

clearly the absurdity of hereditary government, died without

knowing that the elective republic which he aided to establish,

was still only another phase of alienated sovereignty. He never

reached the thorough principle that all forms of office-holding

government are erroneous. That man can not exercise, enjoy
and represent each others wants and rights. But when Paine

laid down the doctrine of man's right to property in his Agra-
rian Justice, he still erred as greatly. He contended that the

earth was the common property of the whole human race and

that whoever claimed a portion of it by occupying and improv-

ing it with his labor should pay a ground rent to government
towards indemnifying and supporting those who are landless.

And it seems lhat Babeuf, Fourier, St. Simon, Comte, Cabet,

Blanc, Owen, Spencer, and Proudhon have all taken their ideas

of c. mmuriism, more or less from Paine. They have all writ-

ten more or less voluminous works with only modifications of

communism, that there should be no " mine and thine, praise

and blame; that all proper y is robbery, etc."
.
But they have

aroused discussion in spite of their mythical phrases and have

been in the moral world a transition from the era of inequality

to that of equality like the conglomerate formation in the phy-

sical.

It is humiliating to se*e that throughout all the known ages

of mankind, that all revolutions and writings have only ad-

vanced nations from one phase to another of the evil princi-

ples of monopoly, alienation and partyism : instead of advanc-

ing to the principles that constitute a perfect right; and which

are those of equality, perpetuity and individuality. The conse-

quence has been, that each writer, more or less, has fastened

his mind upon some narrow proposition expressed in mythic

phrase. Thus Fourier idles up volumes upon "passional har-

monies," and a scheme of organized capital aiming at giving

labor a better share of profits. Then Comte flounders through

volumes of a positive philosophy without teLing what must be

positively clone. Cabet and Blanc come forward with schemes

founded on communism. Then we have Owen, who fastens
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upon the impracticable dogmas that there should be no praise

and blame mine and thine; and that all should belong to all

in general, and none in particular no private property, etc.,

These dogmas kept him from seeing that as all, from the

necessity of their equal, perpetual, and separate and natural

wants, must be entitled also to an equal, perpetual and indi-

vidual homestead, never to be alienated, only exchanged some-

times. With the dogma that admitted of " my rights or thy

rights," his mind was still partly within the ring of the present

institutions of society and government. For when he was hold-

ing what he called his world's convention in New York city,

when we were agitating land reform, he was asked by Evans

how he expected to get the land whereon to establish his com-

munities, replied, that as the land had always been bought and

sold, he expected to buy it. Here we perceived that there was

an entire absence from his mind that man had a natural right

to a share of the soil, and that there must be sliding measures

to aid all to get an inalienable share of it, without the violence

of an agrarian division of it.

After Owen, Bronterre O'Brien proposed a better system,

which individualized ownership, and which he called national-

izing the lands, giving each a separate home; but by retaining

the pernicious principle of paying tribute in the form of rent

to keep up an office-holding government, it made a huge land-

lord of it sure to run to abuse.

Still we have Spender, Proudhon and others, with their still

modified communisms, piled up in mystic verbiage. It is noth-

ing more than what is to be expected, that a reformer setting

out with erroneous dogmas, is sure to be voluminous and myth-
ical. Paine, while he wrote to change the hereditary into an

elective form of government, wrote correctly; but not hitting

upon the true foundation of right and titles, failed, and has

only propagated a dogma. But still he wrote and changed the

phase of monarchy to that of a republicanism.

We have now glanced at the transMon reformers, who, since

Paine's time, Holyoake describes as having written up a con-

glomerate mass of truth and error, but which is preparing to

the formation of the tertiary era of civilization in the moral

world analagous to that of the physical. This new era will be
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created by equal, inalienable and individual homesteads and

sovereignty for every human being during life, through the

means of township communal organizations throughout every
nation.

Mr. Holyoake has brought his history of our struggles for

reform in both worlds up to 1844, when George H. Evans com-

menced the agitation of land reform in New York. As this

was the turning point the change from the entire alienation

and monopoly of all rights and property during the known his-

tory of man, it is the most important era of the moral world.

As all its institutions are wholly founded upon laws of aliena-

tion and monopoly, all the revolutions among mankind have

only been a change from one phase to another of the samo evil

principle like a physical disease. These phases at length reach

their acmes, as in India, where the soldier class in league with

the reigning power suppresses party spirit and k e[;s up the

stability of the government, whet her- bud or worse. In China

and Japan party spirit is destroyed by the Mandarin govern-

ment putting in office in a home and a living adequate to keep
down any attempt at reform every man of talent and of learn-

ing. The Mahometan government keeps down all party spirit

and reform by its army in its control that quells insurrection

and forces the richer citizens to contribute to its support.

The governments of Europe are fast reaching this phase of

tyranny. They keep conscripted standing armies to suppress

the down-trodden people, as exhibited by the late Franco-Ger-

man war. English government, to some extent, imitates China

as well as India. It practices putting into office and pensioning

all reformatory spirits. Sam Johnson, who wrote Pitt's eloquent

speech in defense of the American colonies, was pensioned, and

he wrote "Taxation no Tyranny." Burke, at first with views

congenial with those of Paine, was pensioned, and he wrote
" Reflections on the French Revolutions," in sympathy with aris-

tocracy. O'Connell, for Catholic emancipation, hypocritically

agitated a separation of the Union. Bradlaugh and Marx see

no further than an elected aristocracy, as in the United States,

and would stop at becoming Cromwells. The Church of Eng-

land would gladly buy off Holyoake, after imprisoning him for

a year for saying that the hard-working people of England were
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too poor to support such a costly worship of God as by the

English Church. Thus throughout all monarchies of State and
Church combined, they either punish or put into living tombs

dangerous reformers. But our federal and state governments,
not having the offices long enough, are not sufficiently concen-

trated to leeome powerful in holding the reins, to take up
opponents and feed them into quietude. Hence it is a constant

contest between parties for the plunder. The officers of our

governments are now seeing that if they are only in for life

that they could feed with offices or pensions able and ambitious

aspirants and quell party spirits as the Old World's govern-
ments do.

There, then, can never be a thorough remedy for this curse

of office-holding government than that of organ iz'ng all nations

into townships of self-governed democracies, where the people

in proper person can meet in H central hall and vote direct for

law with the ai 1 of secretaries only and referees to decide dis-

putes. With every human being in the individual ownership of

an inalienable homestead subject to no liability to become alien-

ated by any debt, sale, tax, mortgage, etc., but only exchanged

for each other in great necessity, all will have the power of

self-employment and self-government and reach something like

Paradise on earth. Mankind must learn what a curse the insti-

tution of an officer, as well as a landlord is that the right of

sovereignty or the power of government can no more be exer-

cised or enjoyed by delegation, proxy, or representation, than

eating, sleeping, or reproduction can be, or than the ownership

of the homestead.

Mr. Holyoake, by showing up the narrowness of all our little

schemes of re'orm in little communities, has directed the proper

course of reform, which will, by the comprehension and estab-

lishment of all the rights of man upon the principles of their

equality, inalienation, or perpetuity and individuality.



HYMNS FOR

RECONSTRUCTION OF SOCIETY AND PROPERTY.

HYMN L

RALLY FOE THE THOROUGH PRINCIPLES OF RIGHTS
AND HOMESTEAD.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.]

1.

From the organs of the bodies flow every want and right

Belonging to each human being.

As those organs are dependent on soil, on air, on light,

All natural rights on both are founded.

CHORUS: The homestead gives freedom, through self-

employment;

Stop all land-grabbing, strike for a home,

All must have a share in homesteads, for it

secures their rights,

Private, inalienable homestead.

2.

Then see here the true foundation of three great personal

rights,

The two of Homesteads and Products,

For man has an outside body, which so encases him,

That it can.iot bo alienated.

CHORUS: The homestead, etc.

3.

But as natural wants are equal, as all need equal food,

Rights, too, in quantity are equal;

Both are founded on the property, or size or magnitude,

Securing rights from usurpation.

Ciionus: The homestead, etc.
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4.

But as natural wants continue, endure as long as life,

Eights must be equally enduring ;

Both are founded on this law of inalienableness,

And guards all rights from alienation.

CHORUS: The homestead, etc.

5.

But as natural wants are felt by each person separate,

Eights must be held in private person,

Both are founded on the law that keeps beings isolate,

And keeps from all confused commixture.

CHORUS: The homestead, etc.

6.

Then inalienable homesteads must never alienate,

Must all be guaranteed forever,

From ail debt, sale, tax, or mortgage else they who wealth

create.

Will sink to landless tenant hirelings.

CHORUS : The homestead, etc.

7.

Yet the right of self-employment, of manhood, life, and choice,

Can only be secured by homestead;
All these personal rights will vanish, without a share of soil,

Without inalienable homestead.

CHORUS: The homestead, etc.

HYMN H.

EEMEDY FOE ALIENATED HOMESTEAD AND SOVEE-
EIGNTY.

ITune: Battle Cry of Freedom.'}

I.

We would teach the landless tenant, for landlords cease to toil.

To claim his birth-right share of homestead;

We declare man's right of living must be sustained from soil,

And prove that life depends on homestead.
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CHORUS: Man's rights are all inborn, with all his nat-

ural wants,

Come from no godling nor from a king;

For the gods become the models, as "King
. of kings

"
above,

And curse the world with king and priest-

craft.

2.

We will show the toil-worn hirelings, as well as chattel slaves,

That they are only freed by homesteads;

That to keep from being rent-racked to shun the pauper's

graves,

Their rights must be secured by homesteads.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

3.

For were voting without homesteads, both men and women die,

Always, when comes a glut of labor;

Yes the voting tenant hireling must on the soil rely

To be unbiassed in his voting.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

4.

But inalienable homesteads must never be estrange^,

But guarded from all alienation
;

From all debt, sale, tax, or mortgage; but yet may be ex-

changed,

And swap them only for each other.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

5.

All should judge and vote in person, directly for the laws

And never should rule by proxy;

For man's sovereignty, as in homestead, must be self-used

because

None can consent nor use by proxy.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

6

We would have each man and woman vote for no delegate,
But vote directly for the measure.
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Each in person meet by townships to rule and legislate,

To rule through officers is wrongful.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

7.

All must organize in townships to farm and fabricate,

And barter in central marts their products ;

Must in person meet in town halls, vote law throughout the

state,

And form a soil self-ruling people.

CHORUS: Man's rights, etc.

HYMN III.

HOMESTEAD OWNERSHIP IN TOWNSHIP DEMOCRACIES,

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.']

1.

Never live as rent-racked tenants, get homes on farming soil,

Ajid shun the pauperizing city

Where monopolizing landlords, its cost lay on your toil,

And live by plundering honest labor.

CHORUS : A man has no country who owns not a home ;

Tenant slave hirelings, till your own farms.

With soil-giving self-employment, you truly

own yourselves

And crush out tenury and landlordry.

2.

Stop erecting New York cities, an/i build the rural one,

By merely owning farming homesteads;

Stop the swindling grain forestallers extorting hucksters shun,

With tilled inalienable homesteads.

CHORUS: A man has, etc.

3.

Men and women backed with homesteads, could give a free-

will vote,

And be no more the bosses hirelings;
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Demagogues no more could gull you, who but on riches doat,

And make laws only for rich classes.

CHOEUS: A man has, etc.

4.

All must vote in proper person before they can be free,

Direct for law in township meetings;

As self-ruling landed-owners preserve true liberty,

Reforming every institution.

CHORUS: A man has, etc.

5.

Then secure homes of ten acres, and till your park-like farms,

And grow your fruits and vegetables.

Oh! make earth a rural city of dwellings, shops and barns,

That gleam mid orchards, fields and gardens.

CHORUS: A man has, etc.

6.

Where you, too, can raise your children in virtue and in health,

And breathe the scented breeze of meadows;

Cease, then, toiling city tenants, to pile up Nabob's wealth,

Who grab most all your labor's product.

CHORUS: A man has, etc.

HYMN IT.

TRANSITION FEOM PRESENT SOCIETY.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.']

1.

Let the present smaller holders of soil throughout the land

Hold on until the larger holders

Sell out homesteads to the landless, who can the means com-

mand,
'Till they outnumber in each township.

CHORUS: Then let this major number organize their

towns,

Enact a constitution by signing names;
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And make homesteads all enduring -with all

the other rights,

A great free-soil, self-ruling people.

2.

Let the country all be laid out in forty-acre tracts,

Less surrounding streets and highways,

All running due North and South, but may be quartered down,
To give'' ten acres for a homestead.

CHORUS: Then let, etc.

3.

Let each forty or ten acres be graded with descent,

To throw all waters to their centers
;

Irrigate their farms and gardens, creating providence,

For rainless skies can ]w:ing no famine.

CHORUS: Then let, etc.

4.

Then the overcrowded cities would into ruins drop,

And curse no more productive labor;

Then each family with homestead, dwelling, barn and shop,

Should make all lands a rural city.

CHOBUS: Then let, etc.

HYMN V.

FOR THE RECONSTRUCTION OF MORALITY AND HUMAN-
ITY. RELIGION A DELUSION AND CURSE.

[Tane: Battle Cry of Freedom.'}

I.

We are rousing for free speaking, to censure or applaud,

And claim the skeptic's right to reason.

We must disbelieve all dogmas, the spawn of priest and god,

That curse mankind with crime and folly.

CHORUS : Free speech, man's redeemer, arouse skeptics,

rouse;

Blot out all bibles- dare speak the truth;
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We are humanizing Christians, we wean them
from their gods,

And give them better sense and morals.

2.

We Freethinkers should be honored and pensioned by the church,

For having stopped it's cruel warfare;

Having snatched the Christian's fagot, from his fanatic clutch,

And stopped the burning of each other.

CHOEUS: Free speech, etc.

3.

They now catch religion easy, old Sate creeps out in haste,

And never tears their sinful bodies,

While the ghost creeps in more easy, to nestle in his place,

But never purifies their nature.

CHOEUS: Free speech, etc.

4.

Oh a God is but a phantom, that never can be known,
That never interferes with Nature,

That operates by law and order, as by all science shown,

Transforming, never making matter.

CHOEUS: Free speech, etc.

HYMN VI.

NO SPIKITUAL WOULD'.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.]

1.

Oh ! in vain has priestcraft striven to sever mind from brain,

And strove to build a world with spirits.

Mind, no more than life or motion, can ever live again,

'.But dies forever with its organs.

CHOEUS : There is no world of spirits, nor creating god?,

Nothing- but matter and properties.

There is one primordial substance, that modi-

fies itself;

Transmuting into many worldoms.
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2.

There is then no world of spirits, no supernatural rights,

With which poor humans hatch delusions;

Destroying bliss and mental freedom, destructive to their rights,

And cursed by state and pious priesthoods.

CHORUS : There is, etc.

HYMN VII.

CURSE OF THE JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.'}

1.

Yes, religion blights true morals, it's thunder meanly steals,

Claiming its merit, deeds and glory;

Yes, religion makes none happy, but nature's bliss conceals,

Dampening man's natural thoughts and feelings.

CHORUS : But Nature gives virtue, while bibles give vice ;

Spurn Jew Jehovah, read Thomas Paine ;

With the crucifix and cresent, see how fanatic

priests

Have drenched the earth with blood of mar-

tyrs.

2.

Then denounce the Christian's Jew book, an outrage on all

truth ;

Come strike for virtuous natural knowledge;

Cease the worship of Jehovah, so destitute of ruth,

Who ordered the Jews to slaughter nations.

CHORUS: Bat Nature, etc.

3.

O, such bloody deeds belittle New Orleans massacres,

Who made his chosen people demons
;

Yes, the Christians, like all others, are heathen worshipers,

Adoring pagan gods remodeled."

CHORUS: But Nature, etc.

4.

Yes, the crosier, cross, and cresent, the banners of the priests

Who herd their converts into churches;
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There they feed on Gospel fodder, while they are being fleeced,

And yield their consciences and fleeces.

CHOEUS: But Nature, etc.

HYMN VIII.

BOTH VIETUE AND VICE ARE ACQUIRED.

\Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.'}

1

Priests declare mankind are hell-bent, as being born depraved;
Are Satan's convicts till Christ-pardoned.

But it is a stupid slander, that they are lost or saved,

Can be whitewashed with blood of Jesus.

CHORUS: Men's thoughts and emotions, acquired by the

brain,

Never inherent, never God's gift.

There can be no washing power of blood upon
man's vice;

Good works alone is his Redeemer.

2.

Men's virtues and their vices, engendered by degrees,

And grow by habits oft repeated;

If well organized and balanced in all their faculties,

Right practice will ever give them virtue.

CHORUS: Men's thoughts, etc.

HYMN IX.

THE CRIMES OF PRIESTS AND GODS.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom]

1.

See how priestcraft has CDgendered with theologic minds

Triunes of gods in every nation
;

Named creators, raviors, demons, that only curse mankind,
And sit enthroned on trashy bibles.
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CHORUS: Burn up all sorts of bibles, their dupes have

burnt man;
Scorn Jew-Jehovah Christ and the ghost;

They inflamed a cruel priesthood with crucifix

and state,

And burned with horror, zealous martjTS.

2.

Oh see how this sham Jehovah, the special Jewish god,

Did choose a special Jewish rabble;

Who lead them to ravage neighbors, declaring them outlawed,

To slaughter Canaanites as heathens.

CHORUS: Burn up, etc.

3.

As their gods command, priests not only butchered Israelites,

Like fiends exterminated nations;

But killed women, men, and children, the tribe of Midianites,

Made earth a battle-field and grave-yard.

CHORUS: Burn up, "etc.

4.

This example since is followed with Christian ravages,

With rath crusades and inquisitions ;

Witlj. racks, gibbets, prison tortures, with crimes and wretched-

ness,

They cursed the earth with Christian demons.

CHORUS: Burn up, etc.

But the dawning light of science has pierced the Christian's

brain,

And tamed his pious orthodoxy;

His hard-hearted, pious conscience is now more humanized

And changed for one more conscientious.

CHORUS: Burn up, etc.
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HYMN X.

NOTHING LIKE TEUTH.

[Time : Home Sweet Home.'}

I.

While mankind in religion's dread maelstrom are whirled,

There is nothing like Truth in this priest-slandered world;

Truth gives Nature's refined not a Holy Ghost grace,

That but stifles the conscience and saddens the face.

CHOLUS: Truth, Truth, Savior Truth!

There is nothing like Truth in this priest-

slandered world.

Oh! behold the deluded adorers of God,

Driven mad with Hell-fears by his threats overawed :

So hard ridden by priests and their jockies, the elves,

Then confined in mad-houses and hanging themselves.

CHOBUS: Truth, Truth, etc.

3.

Oh! that all could beware of delusions so fell,

And examine those dogmas of Heaven and Hell ;

They would find them but maggots by priestcraft fly-blown,

Where pure Nature and man were but too little known.

CHOKUS: Truth, Truth, etc.

4.

OhReligion saves none, for it damns every race,

It is Virtue's stained counterfeit, dubbed holy grace;

It has barbarized man with its bloodshed and fraud,

By the practice of mandates ascribed to a God.

CHORUS: Truth, Truth, etc.

5.

The foul fib of bloodshedding has drawn from the veins

Streams of blood from fool martyrs, death-tortured with pains;
Oh! yes, millions of humans have been sacrificed

To atone for the crime-breeding dogmas of Christ.

CHORUS: Truth, Truth, etc.
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6.

Oh! then give me this life, with true freedom and love,

The sky-domed, sunlit earth we know nothing above:

How the mind without body can live and aspire

Can be blessed as an angel, or damned in hell-fire.

CHORUS: Truth, Truth, etc.

HYMN XL

A'NNIVEBSABY HYMN.

[Tune: Star Spangled Banner.}

.Written for the ninety-ninth anniversary of the birthday of

the philanthropist, Thomas Paine, in New York, on the 29th of

January, 1836.

1.

Come ye friends to all truth and of freedom arise,

Let us honor the man on whom Christians heap curses;

Who has proven the Bible a Jew book of lies ;

Who inspired our fathers to conquer reverses.

Should we not then commend
Such a hero and friend.

Who so ably their perilous cause did defend?

Then his deeds never should by mankind be forgot

While the heart throbs emotion and rouses a thought.

2.

When the fleets of their foes on the seas did uprise.;

When their armies upon our shores were seen pouring;

When the burning town's smoke was ascending the skies,

And their cannons within our harbors were roaring,

He did fearlessly write,

And the soldiers incite,

And was truly the man who inspired the fight.

Then his deeds never should by mankind be forgot

While the heart throbs emotion and rouses a thought.

3.

As a light-giving sun to the great moral world,
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He has tutored and humanized states and religions;

Now kings from their thrones by the people are hurled,

And priests are shamed out of their fell inquisitions.

For his writings have shown
None has right to a throne

That only belong to the people alone.

Then his deeds never should by mankind be forgot,

While the heart throbs emotion and rouses a thought.

4.

All pious fanatics, his fame try to stain,

Though they are preserved from each others persecution

By his doctrines, which human opinions unchain,

And show the true cause of all wrong and pollution.

Like thawed vipers, they bite,

At a file, and thus fight

Their true friend who contended for every man's right.

Then his deeds never will by mankind be forgot

While the heart throbs emotion and rouses a thought.

HYMN XII.

EULOGY ON THOMAS PAINE.

[Tune: Bruces' Address.']

1.

Let us friends, commemorate
One whom all should venerate

One, who was most truly great.

Patriot Thomas Paine.

Paine who wrote in Man's defense

"Eights of Man" and "Common Sense,"
Let not pious virulence

Stain his brightening Same.

2.

Paine did kingly rule deride,

"Mad King George's" threats defied;

Though the tories joined his side

He did not despair.
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When the red-coat soldiers swarmed

On shore and with cannon stormed

Towns, and massacres performed,

He roused more to arms.

3.

When the Indian's war-hoop cry

Frightened wives with babes to fly,

He urged more to fight or die,

Slay or else be slain.

When they were almost subdued

Starved and losing fortitude,

He procured them clothes and food,

Troops and arms from France.

4.

Strengthened in the battle field,

Cornwallis soon was forced to yield

While our Eagle armed with shield

Soared from British sway.

Paine thus saved from tyrants rage

Subjects who had grown of age,

Who eloped from parentage

To wed liberty.

5.

With our Independence won,

Paine did not repose upon
Laurels as did Washington.

With all Europe chained.

But with philanthropic ken

Bearded with his logic pen

Th' British lion in his den,

Struck at king's and gods.
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Like Prometheus, loving all,

Strove to break all people's thrall;

Risked life hindering France's fall,

By conspiring kings.

Paine was truly good and wise
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Taught men how to live and rise

In the earth instead of sides,

Make it paradise.

7.

In his
"
Age of Reason," Paine

Proves superstition blights the brain

Is human Nature's bloody stain,

That must be scrubbed out;

That has through benighted years,

Martyrs bathed in blood and tears,

Christians caused with horrid fears

Of the flames of hell.

8.

Paine did stupid priests out-write,

Foul religion's growth doth blight,

Made it sit, on Christians light

Humanized their hearts.

When all can Truth penetrate,

Priestly ignorance they will hate,

Freethought men appreciate

Such as Thomas Paine.

HYMN XIII.

MODERN PHILANTHROPISTS.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

1.

Philanthropists should be revered,

Who boldly dared to tell

Those truths which priests and tyrants feared,

And always strove to quell.

Recall to memory those men
Who early struck a blow;

Who either fought with sword or pen

Against a pious foe.
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CHORUS: Let sentiments of gratitude,

With pleasure swell each breast,

For those who nobly truth pursued,

And unborn millions blessed.

2.

Those men can never be forgot,

Whose works are widely read

Who govern by the force of thought

Long after they are dead.

Brave D'Holbach, Volney, Hume, and Paine,

Like true Kedeeiners save;

Have ably striven to unchain,

And free the mental slave.

CHORUS : Let sentiments, etc.

3.

Kind Robert Owen loved mankind;
He found all earth amiss;

That millions pauperized and blind,

Had reached no earthly bliss.

Forget not noble Frances Wright,
An honor to her age,

Who more than hell the priests affright,

And fill with holy rage.

CHORUS: Let sentiments, etc.

4.

To honest Abner Kneeland, give

All praise, who dare to scan

All creeds, ^nd deemed it fraud to live

By that which curses man.

Charles Knowlton bless, who showed that mind
Is motion of the brain

;

Searched for a spirit world to find

A human soul in vain.

CHORUS: Let sentiments, etc.

fc.

Bless brave Ben Offen Nature schooled
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Who tore the thin disguise

From pious quacks, and ridiculed

The old Jew-book of lies.

Bless Gilbert Vale Fame's advocate

Against all- priestly lies

Who fought the wrongs of Church and state

Scanned planets, suns, and skies.

CHORUS : Let sentiments, etc.

6

George Henry Evans bless, who found,

For hireling tenant's toil,

The thorough cure is in the ground,

A life share in the soil.

That earth gives self-employment,

The power to procure

Food, clothing, shelter, and content;

Kids earth of rich and poor.

CHORUS: Let sentiments, eto.

7.

Let homesteads not be alienate,

Or mortgaged, willed, or sold,

But swapped, that some may emigrate,

Yet homes forever hold.

Thus equal wants create a right,

And give all equal shares

Of homesteads, water, air, and light,

Thus easing all life's cares.

CHORUS : Let sentiments, etc.

8.

Man, too, must reach self-government,

In towns throughout a state;

In proper person vote consent,

By townships legislate.

Forget not, then, such pioneers

In Science, Truth, and Arts,

Who at the priesthood's lies and jeers,
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Sought to amend their hearts.

CHOEUS: Let sentiments, etc.
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HYMN XIV.

AN APPEAL TO BEFOBMEBS.

{.Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

3.

O come ye land reforming friends,

Arouse in all your might,

For never has so great a cause

As yet been brought to light.

CHORUS: For ages human kind have groped
Their way through darkest night;

But now the dawning rays of truth

Fall on their blinded sight.

Experience at length has taught

Mankind at greatest price ;

That though Christ Jesus came to save,

He's proved a costly Christ.

CHORUS: For ages human, etc.

3.

The blood which he was feigned to sh ed

Has multiplied itself,

And freely flowed from human veins,

And proved their greatest elf.

CHORUS: For ages human, etc.

4.

But Homestead can alone redeem

Poor human's from this curse;

Tis it that gives true grace to live,

And quench man's moral thirst.

CHORUS: For ages human, etc.
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HYMN XV.

RIDICULE OF MOODY, SANKEY AND VAELEY.

[Tune: Yankee Doodle.}

i

The Holy Ghost and other gods

Of Moody, Sankey, Varley,

Are not such solid figures as

The waxen ones of Jarley.

Yet with such thin aerial things

Much thinner thau the gasses,

They can by prayers, song and rant,

Inflate the Christian m-asses.

2.

Less hurtful are the tricks of Blitz

Than those of pious Moody's
The one delights, the other frights

And craze poor Christian boobies.

Less harmless are the showman's tricks

Than Moody's or of Saukey's,

They shear the wool from Christian sheep,

Like speculating Yankees.

3

As they no longer can affright

Grown children by their raving,

They try those of the Sunday-school,

But can't succeed in saving.

It is themselves that must be, saved

From gross fanaticism;

They rant and bellow round the world

Devoid of moral wisdom.

4.

The dealers drunken men with rum,
Each evil passion rouses,

They drunken men with Holy Ghost,

And send them to mad-houses

They frighten with the Holy Ghost,
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Gray-headed babes and sucklings

"Who fancy that they grow in grace

When nothing but priest's trucklings.

5.

They keep the Holy Ghost locked up
To conjure out by talking.

-Say sinners can not get it out

Except by constant knocking.

They cannot make the Holy Ghost

Creep in an unbeliever,

But to the Christian dolt, become

A witless blind deceiver.

6.'

They picture Christ upon a cross,

To worship and exhibit;

They nail him up with outstretched hands,

Upon a cross-wood gibbet,

And yet believe good works and deeds

Are naught but filthy garments,

Can never give one so much grace

As shedding blood of varments.

7.

But if they had been taught that blood

Could not whitewash a human,
How they would chuckle at the thought
That it could make a new-man.

They think- that Christ above the clouds,

Lives in a royal palace,

To hear his praises sung in psalms,

. By men swung from the gallows.

8.

You offer all a homo above

Among your angel legions,

We give all self-employment,

And fit for earthly regions.

But homes in heaven are a fraud,

Like city lots on paper,
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But give to you a false pretense,

To live sans honest labor.

XVI.

BATTLE OF FREEDOM AND SLAVERY.

[Tune: "Scots Who Have With Wallace Bled."]

Liberty union songs. Written during our late civil war.

'

See in yonder bannered field,

Rebel hearts with slavery steeled,

Patriot hearts that never yield,

Eager for the horrid fray!

Hear, the glistening metal clanks

Massing on each others flanks.

Cutting down each others rank's,

Each to win the victory.

2.

Hear the yelling, rushing foes,

Mring vollies as they close;

Bayonet with stabbing blows,

Mingle in the horrid fight!

From the blazing batteries pour
Vollies with a stunning roar;

Kill and wound heroic corps;

Startle earth and air with fright I

3.

Still, freemen on the rebels dash,

Amid their belching cannon's flash;

Steel meet steel with bloody crash,

Shouting, "Union, or the knife!"

Batteries speak with blaze and smoke,

Slavery dies in every stroke!

Dupes are freed from slaver's yoke,

Saving the Republic's life!
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4.

Never has been bred in slime,

As in our southern clime,

Such slave-holding, blighting crime,

That God and Mankind defies.

Still, the Union must be gained;

Liberty and Eight obtained,

And the colored race unchained,

Or else infant Freedom dies.

5.

Oh, how saddened is the thought,

That wrong must by war be fought;

By such carnage must be taught;

Millions slain to free the rest!

Why is man first trained in vice,

Then cured with such a sacrifice ?

Because, through ruling knaves' device,

Truth and Bight are both suppressed.
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HYMNXVIL

OUR SECOND REVOLUTION.

[Tune: Scots Who Have With Wallace Bled.}

I.

We, by Independence broke

Only loose from Britain's yoke,

Gave to kings a mortal stroke,

Still we wear another one.

Yoked with men plantation-schooled,

Their o'erbearing manners ruled;

Demagoguish tricks have fooled,

So that true freedom is not won.

2.

Calhoun, hankering for a throne,

Taught that chattel slaves alone,

Were Freedom's temple bottom stone 1

Urged slave-holders to secede!
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Congress, silent, sat and list,

While the scoundrel spoke unhissed,

Kicking not the dogmatist,

Now the groaning people bleed.

3.

When proposed, the masters roared,

"Freeing slaves wont be endured,

Southern rights must be secured,

Or we out of Union go."

They for slavery's god rebelled,

Seized the sword, all Peace repelled;

Must be separate or quelled ;

Now have brought on war and woe I

4.

When upon their flag they fired,

Every Union man was ired,

Swearing slavery has expired.

Volunteering armies rushed,

Fell in millions on the knaves;

Hurling them to shameful graves.

Freeing white trash, dupes and slaves,

And earth's great rebellion crushed.

5.

Lincoln, with a statesman's tact,

Steered the ship of State in track,

Cautious that no movement back

Lose the blood and treasure spent;

Chase with money helped the sword,

By the nation's wealth secured;

Millions in the treasury poured,

By the loyal people lent.

6.

Butler, ever ready, planned,

Slaves, like goods, are contraband,

Found a faithful helping hand,

That fought and dug the army strong.

Sherman, Grant and Sheridan,
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Each became the fighting man,
Soon suppressed the rebel clan.

Too depraved to see their wrong.

7.

See a few vain would-be-dukes,

Sway eight million jackall dupes,

Lead a million servile troops,

Taking shrieking Freedom's life.

But, Federal power made supreme,

Freedom, caused like sun to gleam,

Then will Peace reflect its beam,
Then will cease all war and strife.
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HYMN XVIII.

THE KEBELLION.

{.Tune: Te banks and braes of Bonnie Doon.]

1.

O! black-robed mounts and clouded skies,

That shade Virginia's darkened plains,

Smile not with joyous sunlight more;
But weep in rills'and tearful rains,

For there slave-holding traitors fought

And sent down thousands to their graves,

With weeping families bereft,

To own their fellow men as slaves.

2.

They lewdly bred mulatto slaves,

Who always brought a higher price,

The only business they loved,

Infected every thing with vice*.

For such a brothel-house of slaves,

With every crime in penal code,

They broke the Union of the states,

And rough-shod over Freedom strode.
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3.

They chased with hounds and bayonet,

White slaves to fight for slavery,

While black slaves tilled their soil for bread,

They made both butcher Liberty.

They fought with black flag death-head bones;

No warning gave before the stroke ;

Shunned open field shot from the bush;

The laws of honest war-fare broke.

4.

See raiders sneak in bush and night,

For mean revenge and plunder led,

Their harmless Union neighbors slew;

'Burnt towns, and people live or dead.

See mothers, wives, and orphans mourn

For loved ones fallen in the strife;

See limping, armless braves who fought,

And risked theirs for tfce nation's life.

5.

"

They copied Attila in war
;

And worship none but slavery's god;

Would rule with cotton, land, and slaves,

In world's face dare to shake the rod.

O, shameful that the present age

Should witness such a base intent,

To force the nineteenth century back,

The progress of development.

HYMN XIX.

CHICAGO PLATFORM AND SURRENDER OF PEACE
DEMOCRATS.

[Tune: Ye banks and braes of Bonnie Doon.]

I.

What! after millions lose their lives;

What! after spending mines of gold?
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What! after we have conquered Peace,

And after rebels are controlled ?

Shall we with such a sacrifice,

Now yield to what we have subdued ?

Give traitors all for which they fight,

Lose Freedom after such a feud?

2.

What! shall we basely compromise
With traitors so depraved and base,

So deep in sin they can't repent,

Be cleansed enough in heart for grace ?

Smoke out these poisoning copperheads,

Who never warn like rattlesnake,

Strike like their namesakes in the. grass ;

Would Freedom bite for office sake.

3.

McClellan, Seymour, Wood, and Brooks,

With scrapings of all parties clubbed,

Surrendered at Chicago to

The rebels after they were drubbed.

Their 4

platform no rebellion blamed,

Gave traitors aid by braying peace;

Such fired-up murderous New York mobs,
Winked at by state and papal priest!
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They tremble when the lion roars,

They kneel to lick his bloody paw,

Who, growling, says with lifted tail,

"You are the jackall of my law."

These cringing traitors only make
Fair Freedom weep with hanging head

Upon the tombs of heroes slain,

While in a useless warfare led.

5.

O! must a four years' war .thus end,

So much be sacrificed for naught,
Vile slavery up, the Union lost,
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Not even Freedom dearly bought?

No, no, forbid it, Heaven forbid,

Let masters from their reign be hurled;

Who only feel revenge and hate,

To save their class would wreck the world!

HYMN XX.

THE BATTLE.

[Tune: Ye banks and braes of Bonnie Doon.]

1.

The picket guards are driven in
;

The drums arouse the ranks to form,

With banners floating, gleaming arms,

Prepared to meet the battle storm.

The smokes rise from each belching gun
That roars with mingled shouts of hosts,

Proclaiming victory is won.

2.

See when the bloody strife has ceased

The dead and dying on the earth,

A waste of human life, for what?

Beginning only Freedom's birth!

How many battles must be fought,

To gain a principle or right,

Thoughts are so shaped by things around,

Men think less bravely than they fight.

HYMN XXI.

BATTLE EALLY.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

l.

Rush on ye valiant Free State men,
With Union flag unfurled,"
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Shout death to rebel chiefs and troops,

The outlaws of the world.

Denounce reform or subjugate

The man-stock" breeding race,

Whose deeds are but continued crime

Humanity's disgrace.

CHORUS : Hang up the rebel chiefs, pull out

The fangs of copperheads;

Make Federal rule the highest law,

With Union-Liberty.

2.

Coop them in ports with Iron-dads,

Like bears within a cage,

Till naked, starved, and self-stunk out,

Great nuisance of the age.

Besiege them, in their forts and towns,

Throw in the bursting shell)

With hot Greek-fire roast, till they
Feel slavery breeds a hell!

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.

3.

These rebel fiends black banners wave;
The captured blacks they kill;

They starve our men, while we feed theirs,

And fight more nobly still.

Oh guilty Jeff, a would-be-king,

Throned on a million dead;

Your punishment is as sure as death,

For Grant is at the head.

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.

4.

Oh save the only nation yet

Wherein the people reign,

And hang the head knaves Haman high;

Bring Union back again.

Then confiscate the rebel's lands

For homeless whites and blacks;
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Then we shall have true peace, for such

Will never turn their backs.

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.

HYMN XXII.

THE CEIME OF SLAVERY.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.'}

1.

The crime of slavery deludes,

The master's heart depraves;

He strives to rule the North and World

With cotton, whips and slaves.

Slave-holders wished to found the states

With none but peer and slave,

Where peers by holding all the soil,

Could tenants, too, enslave.

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.

2.

They seek both white and black to hold

Like goods in ownership;

So that they ever could be worked

By hunger or the whip.

Then rouse "ye mud-sills," white and black,

The time has come to strike,

Strike for God-given equal rights

Your causes are alike.

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.

3.

Let Peace come soon, but guaranteed,
A curse on compromise,

The nation's life cannot be safe,

Till felon-slavery dies.

But still, the pimping copperheads,
Lewd slavery's Pompadour,

Would traitorously put back again
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The Union as before.

CHOKUS: Hang up, etc.

4.

The scowling sky would blush for us,

Could we again be ruled

By such low would-be lords, who have

By slavery been schooled.

Then fight on, Freedom-loving men,
Until the knaves repent.

Nine cheers for Liberty of all
;

Nine cheers for the Union of the states,

And three for Federal Government.

CHORUS: Hang up, etc.
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HYMN XXIII.

FKEEDOM'S PIONEEES,

ITune: Auld Lang Syne.'}

1.

When slavery reached its greatest crimes,

Developed yet on earth,

Men's hearts were melted at its woe,

And brought forth Freedom's birth.

Then Thompson, Garrison and Jay,

God-fathered the orphan child,

Baptized it in humanity,

While servile mobs reviled.

CHOKUS: Let sentiments of gratitude,

Swell every Freeman's breast,

For those who broke the master's chains

And unborn millions blest.

2.

Then Adams, Giddings, Tappan, May,
With Birney, Legget, Wright,

Became its guardians, and against

Vile slavery braved the fight.
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Then Johnson, Douglas, Smith and Brown,
The weeping child wet-nursed,

As Whittier, Pierpont, and Clark

Sung while the master cursed.

CHOEUS : Let sentiments, etc.

3.

Then Greeley, Philips, Cheever, Beecher,

With Sumner and Goodell,

As tutors, taught the growing youth,

That it could never dwell

In Peace with criminal slavery;

Which will not legalize;

But taints like sheep-rot all the state,

And masters demonize!

CHORUS: Let sentiments, etc.

4.

O may all pioneers still learn,

When chattel slaves are freed,

That afterwards another form

Of slavery will succeed.

Unless an equal share of soil

Is guaranteed to each,

The hireling slave when labor gluts,

Is in starvation's reach.

CHORUS: Let sentiments, etc.

HYMN XXJV.

JEFF DAVIS.

[Tune: Fine Times at our House.]

1.

See Jeff threaten, rave and swear,

Hides in thought on negro's back,

When he saw the battle lost,

Braying terror like a jack.

See him in the last resort,
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Calling ou poor slaves for help

Raving round the field like mad
As he hears the Yankees yelp,

2.

See his armies put to rout ;

In his wife's clothes sneak away,

Caught with bucket in his hand,

While his boots and spurs betray.

See him in his prison cell,

Impudent with southern pride,

Unrepentant, hardened wretch.

Ask that mercy he denied.

3

Much too mean to cut his throat,

He yet dreams of owning slaves,

Frets ignobly in his chains

One of slavery's meanest knaves.

Davis centres in himself,

Nero, Judas, Arnold, yet

Johnson saves this great unhung.

Making each the rebels pet.

HYMN XXV.

THE INFIDEL AND CHRISTIAN COMPARED.

[Tune: Fine Times at our House.}

1.

Blessed is the man who shuns the place

Where Christians love to squad;

WT
ho does not wear a gloomy face,

Nor trembles at their God.

2.

But finds the only guide to truth

Is Natures glaring light

Shed all around from early youth,

Will teach him all aright.
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3.

He, like a plant of vigorous growth,

Befreshed by heaven's rains,

Doth grow in nature's grace and love,

Safe from the zealot's pains.

4.

Green as a leaf his virtuous deeds

Bound memory's heart entwine;

The austere virtue he exceeds

And rivals the divine.

5.

How Christians strive for earthly sway,
What air-built creeds they form,

While reason wafts their hopes away
Like chaff before the storm.

6.

Christ's saints in judgment cannot stand

When truth begins to sway,

Which is the final judge of all

And never leads astray.

7.

But superstition turns the head,

The heart with fear doth swell,

In crooked ways poor Christians' tread

And turn earth to a hell.

HYMN XXVI.

A PENITENT PLEADING FOB MEBCY.

[Tune: Fine Times at Our Souse.'}

1.

Show pity, Nature Oh forgive!

Let all repenting wretches live

Oh punish not with deathful fate

Beform but not exterminate.
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2.

Although the crimes of some are great

Yet they are caused by motiv'd fate,

In thy fixed laws all things are found,

So let thy pardoning grace be found,

3.

From every vicious habit wean

And wash my erring conscience clean,

For in our thoughts the error lies

Impress'd by all erroneous ties.

4.

It is with shame that we confess

We oft thy prudent laws transgress

Although we feel it was the force

Of outward things that swayed our course.

5.

But when thy laws seize on my breath,

All that can justify my death

Is that new circumstances cause

Some others to obey thy laws.

6.

Oh save me from habitual vice

Which cost mankind so great a price,

For when pursued thro* life I fear

In full reform I must despair.
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HYMN XXVII.

EELIGIOUS REVIVALS.

{Tune: Yankee Doodle."]

1.

The Methodists oft camp in woods,

In tents and little houses,

They think, when camped, the Holy Ghost

Their feelings still more rouses.
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CHQBUS: They shout to lift the sinner up
To heaven's salvatory;

In spirit shout, and upward fly,

Sing hallelujah glory.

2.

Oh is it not a shocking scene,

A wild protracted meeting,

To hear the fanatic preachers preach,

To set Christ's lambkins bleating ?

CHOBUS: They shout, etc.

3.

They smother oft with putrid air

Their lungs within their houses;

They think when jammed the Holy Ghost,

Gives peace and all espouses.

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

*
The preacher's plan for getting up
A sweeping great revival,

Think hell-bent sinners must repent

Before the "Lord's arrival."

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

5.

Then with the help the Lord will give,

Like sheep they can be folded;

The church increased, the salaries raised,

And all in Christ be moulded.

CHORUS: They shout, etc.

6.

The weaker preachers then rant first,

Preparing their salvation;

And then the louder ranters preach
Hell-fire and damnation.

CHORUS: They shout, etc.

7.

The spirit seizes every one

With shouts and hallelujahs;
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Some jerk, some weep, some fall in trance,

Some swoon, some laugh with boohahs,

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

8.

Some fancy that the Holy Ghost

Creeps in their upper story;

With loudest shouts that seems they would

Jump on the moon to glory.

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

9.

They sometimes have in front a pen,

Straw spread for anxious sinners,

To shout and cast their devils out

Till clean salvation winners.

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

10.

A man once spirit-moved jumpedi n

The pen with shouts and screeches;

Then kicked and tumbled round about.

Until he burst his breeches.

. CHORUS : They shout, etc.

11.

All pray God for the "oil of grace,"

Because their hearts it greases,

To slide through every stage of grace,

Till glorified in Jesus.

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

12.

Eeligionists thus love to climb

Through all the so-called graces;

Till passion-like so high, they fall

Kerflummucks in disgraces.

CHORUS : They all shout, etc. .

X 13.

They often give a sacrament,
Pass round the bread and liquor,

And saying "drink ye all of it"
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It makes some gulp all quicker.

CHOEUS : They shout, etc.

14.

A Dutchman once communed with them,
In manners rough and rusty,

And drank a pint cup brimming full

Then said "Oh was'nt I thirsty."

CHORUS : They shout, etc.

HYMN XXVUI.

THE PRODIGAL CHRISTIAN.

[Tune: Yankee Doodle.']

1.

Behold the wretch whose faith and zeal

Have wasted his estate,

He begs his brethren for a meal,

A place to lay his pate.

*
He dies with fear of God and hell;

He has no rest or peace ;

His mind and body both unwell,

His sorrows never cease.

3.

He goes to church with mournful tongue,

Falls on his knees to pray ;

Sings when the solemn hymn is sung,

To drive the fiend away.

4.

He runs through all religious rites;

Adores Christ's saving plan;

Is led away frojn human rights

The duties due to man.

5.

He sees not his own shame and sin,
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'Tis God commands it all;

His errors deep in thoughts within,

Conspire to make him fall.

6.

He never heeds thy pleading voice,

Nor looks thee in the face;

He never can in thee rejoice

And share thy saving grace.

HYMN XXIX.

f

fS "AULD LANG SYNE" AS A KEFORMED TOPEE'S
SONG.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

1.

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,

And never brought to mind!

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,

And days o'lang syne.

CHOEUS : For auld lang syne, my dear,

For auld lang syne,

O let us talk of olden times,

For auld lang syne.

2.

We twa ha'e run about the braes,

And pu'd the gowans fine,

But we've wandered mony a weary foot,

Sin' auld lang syne.

CHORUS : For auld lang syne, etc.

We twa ha'e paidelt in the burn

Fra morning sun till dine;

But seas between us braid ha'e roared,

Sin' auld lang syne.

CHORUS : For auld lang syne, etc.
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4.

And here's a hand my trasty fere,

And gi'e a hand o' thine;

We'll take a pure cold water drink,

Sin' auld lang syne.

CHORUS: For auld lang syne, etc.

5.

O will you sing that dear old song,

Then I will sing you mine ;

Then talk in glee of olden times,

For auld lang syne.

CHORUS : For auld lang syne, etc.

HYMN XXX.

THE CUESE OF BUM DEINKING.

A WATER DRINKING SONG.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

I.

Drink not as cronies did of old,

Who deemed it most refined,

To greet by gulping rum that kills

So many of mankind!

Those friendships that can be distilled

From rum soon leave the heart,

While drinking from pure nature's fount,

Eeal love and health impart.

CHORUS : Then let us in true temperance greet,

With habile that refine

With friendship native from the heart,

And not from fumes of wine.

2.

Yes, let us with undeadened nerves,

Avoid the toper's vice;

Let objects strike the senses fresh,

And live life over twice.
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The dealer soaks his muddled brain,

Heeds not his reddened face;

Would live by drenching other sots,

But soon dies in disgrace.

CHOEUS: Then let us, etc.

3.

Bum gluts society with crime,

Makes earth a drunken hell
;

Breeds fighting, murders, frauds and thefts,

Which hanging cannot quell.

The drunkard blasts his mind and beats

His broken-hearted wife;

He starves his children out to beg,

Gets crazed and ends his life.

CHOEUS : Then let us, etc.

4.

Though gleaming seas long rolled between

The hearts of life-long friends ;

Yet, they should greet without the aid

Of rum and smoking dens;

Should sing with temperance thoughts, but not

That ancient toper's song,

Which Burns improved and raised in fame,

But left the moral wrong.

CHOEUS: Then let us, etc.

#YMN XXXI.

AN HONEST BUSINESS FOR BUM MAKEBS AND

TBAFFICKERS.

[Tune: Battle Cry of Freedom.]

1.

O ye brewers and distillers, ye wholesale liquor men,
Cease your infernal occupation ;

Go and settle upon homesteads, that should not alienate,

And give a competence forever.
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CHOBUS: Distill no more spirit, it drives the murderer's knife.

Brew no more lager, drink Adam's ale,

You are equal crime producers as those who peddle drinks,

With much more means to change employment.

2.

O ye servile rum retailers, best customers yourselves;

And read their papers with dulled a,ncy.

O ye kill yourselves by tippling, as well as your poor sots ;

Look at your red and bloated faces.

CHOKUS: Distill no more, etc.

3.

O smell how the fumes of liquor are oozing through your skins

Offending temperate people's nostrils.

You are destined for state prison or for the drunkard's grave,

For slaughtering many drunken thousands.

CHORUS: Distill no more, etc.'

4.

You have often paid the landlord the value of his house,

With poor drunkard's corpse and earnings.

But these landlords are as guilty as those who brew and sell;

Letting their houses for such ruin-holes.

CHOEUS: Distill no more, etc.

5.

Go, raise grain, instead of brewing, the farm gives surer wealth,

And grow your fruits and culinaries.

TiKiin yourselves and tender children, in virtue and in health

And breathe the scented breeze of meadows.
i.-

CHORUS: Distill no more, etc.

HYMN XXXII.

TEMPERANCE EXHOETATIOK.

No animal so much as man,

Transgresses Nature's law and plan;

Each brute by taste selects Us meat,
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Whatever it was made to eat,

Without the aid, as some would say,

Of Eeason and Philosophy;

While man, endowed with every kind

Of sense and quality of mind,

Will drink his death in every bowl

Through sensual appetite's control;

Will swallow burning alcohol,

And suck tobacco's bitter gall ;

While some prefer themselves to choke

Upon its suffocating smoke;
Yet some think two ways not enough
To use it turn it into snuff;

And did they think of it, no doubt

Would snuff in ears as well as snout.

Let every wight then take advice,

To practice not a single vice ;

The habit of one vice alone

Can nothing short of life atone.

A certain vice some men will curse,

And yet will practice one much worse;

Those sins they love to nurture best,

Tb..3y consecrate, forgive and bless;

While sins for which they have no passion

Curse and condemn, as out of fashion.

Thus some, although they do not drink,

Habituate themselves to think

Tobacco is to them of use,

And not like "Bourbon " an abuse.

Oh, how terrific is the force

Of habit, and the drunkard's course I

At first he drinks a little, then,

He hankers for some more, and when
The burning taste a pleasant thought
Produces soon he grows a sot.

Go wander to rock-footed hill,

Where springs the cool pellucid rill,

That ripples over pebbled bed,

Through ranker grass of greener mead
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And there your burning thirst assuage

By drinking Nature's beverage.

Yes, quaff the cool life-giving fountain

Distilled from caverns iii the mountain,

Instead of drinking liquid fire

Which only makes the toper drier.

Ye drunkards, try for once to think

What evils are produced by drink !

What thousands die off every year,

Cut off in early life's career.

Reform thy drinking ! Oh try !

Abstain, you live indulge, you die!

If you true happiness would find,

Keep from excess of every kind ;

Obey the laws of temperance,

Life, pleasure, health and thought enhance

Oh persevere and overcome

An appetite so troublesome.

Oh see the wretched outcast sot,

I3y friends as well as foes forgot;

Oh ! see him reeling from the shop,

And senseless in the mire drop.

Oh ! see his feeble limbs and wits

His foaming mouth and crazy fits;

His bloated face, his matted hair,

His pallid looks and frightful air;

See, see, the more disgusting sluce

Of lager and tobacco juice

Stream down his chin in colored streaks

Like sap that from a tree knot leaks;

Oh ! hear his groans and dying sighs,

His threatening oaths, with frantic eyes,

His faltering words, his rattling breath,

The preludes of approaching death.
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HYMN XXXIII.

THE ATHEIST'S RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

[Tune: Auld Lang Syne.]

These verses are no fancy-drawn sketch. The events and

scenery were really experienced by the writer.

I oft in pensive mood recall

The scenes of former life

How I have weathered out its sea,

Its breakers and its strife;

Recounting how niy life was spent:

One-third in Bible thought,

Another third unlearning all,

And now, some iruth have sought.

CHORUS: How much of all my thinking lost,

Shaped in religion's mould,

Which only gave me ignorant thoughts

About a God and soul.

2.

My first remembrance when a <jhild,

Was toddling on a lawn;

How bright was every scene around

To my fresh childhood's d&wn!

The blue-grass with morn's dew-drops hung,

While dandelion's bloom

Bespangled all with yellow hues,

And breathed in pure perfume.

CHORUS : So childhood passed away in joy

Before I heard of God
;

As yet my bliss had not yet been damped
No God nor Devil awed!

3.

But I in boyhood hied to school,

In Webster learned to read;

From Roger's primer learned I must

The Ten Commandments heed.
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But charmed by the brook's roar down the bluff,

And valley's rippling streams,

That gleamed mid whitely sycamores,

I sauntered ia day-dreams.

CHOBUS: But now at eve, when wending home,

My pious conscience gnawed
That I had broken Sabbath-day ,

Had sinned against a God.

*.

I read the Bible wars and crimes

Of God and Israelites,

Which shocked my moral sentiments

And sense of human rights;

It read of but few virtuous deeds,

No thought with eloquence, ,

As Murray's moral "Readers" could,

With virtue, truth, and sense.

CHOKUS : But yet I trembled at the thought
Of thinking God was bad

;

Confused with such conflicting thoughts,

They often made me sad.

5.

Still I, too, dodged the Sunday-school,

So hateful was the bore,

And sought the wild-wood's book to sate

My strong zest for its lore.

I fancied doing virtuous deeds;

Oft felt the starting tear

Of moral sentiment, resolved

On virtue's safe career.

CHORUS": But still I had distressful thoughts
That would flit through my mind,

That if a God sent Christ to save,

What, still 3
T

et, damns mankind ?

6.

But every season's varied charms

Brought with it new delights,
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While worshiping a vengeful God,

Much natural feeling blights.

I revelled in spring's thunder storms

Its sunshine, bursting through

The drifting clouds, on meads and groves

That greened and bloomed anew.

CHORUS : Yet oft upon these blissful thoughts

Beligion's damper fell,

'Which slanders man as born in crime

A convict for God's Hell !

7.

In summer, how I bathed my thoughts,

In long, light-flooded days,

While buoyant feelings revelled in

Its warmly mellow haze.

I strolled along each brooky vale,

With wild-wood veiled in green,

'Mongst moss-greened rocks and leaning cliffs,

And revelled in the scene.

CHORUS: But still some painful thoughts oft rose

That there was such a God,

Who lets a "reign of terror" rage

For him, of war and fraud 1

8.

Oft I reposed in dreamy thoughts

Within the elm-tree shades,

And with my love thought haunted brain

Imagined lovely maids.

Oft I ran joyous up the hill

Above our cottage vale,

To watch the murky rain-clouds flash,

And trees rock in the gale.

CHORUS: Yet oft these pleasant thoughts were gloomed,
To think why God had spite

To send his angel down to slay

Eaoh counted Israelite.
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9.

I revelled, too, in autumn's charms,
Its fields and meadows crowned

With cone-stacked cereals and hay,

In Nature's bosom found:

Its orchards bent with ripened fruits,

Its woods of russet dyes,

And reddened sun that gloomed through mist

Of Indian summer skies.

CHOBUS: Yet with this joy I oft was pained
To think how God taught rights,

By ordering his selected crew

To crush out Canaanites!

10.

E'en winter, with its darkened skies,

Snow-clouds hurled to and fro,

That howled around the leafless trees,

That clothed the earth with snow,

And drove me to my fireside,

Brought joy instead of gloom,

"While Bibles pained my moral sense

"With man's hell-threatened doom.

CHORUS : And thus Jehovah's cruel deeds

Were chilling to my blood,

As when, all merciless, he drowned

His creatures with a flood!

11.

How I have loved the sky sublime!

Looked Universe in face;

Have felt my thoughts recoil in fright

To find no end to space!

Then shocked to find so great a God
Was forced to such a strait

To put on flesh to save poor man
Left in a fallen state.

CHORUS : Thus all these Bible tales of God
Hid knowledge from my mind;
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Embittered some my former life,

And made truth hard to find.

12.

Religions, thus, with dismal creeds,

Our natural joys suppress,

Like clouds that blot earth's sunshine out

With shade and dreariness.

But Nature with her cheerful scenes

Gives virtue, joy, and sense;

She engineers the Universe

Is man's true Providence.

CHORUS: "God's saving grace" a bogus pill

No joy, then, insures
;

Helps priests to live by false pretence;

No Christian ever cures.
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HYMN XXXIV.

THE BLACK ARTS OF STATE AND CHURCH.

[Tune: Yankee Doodle. ]

1.

Though State and Church are ignorant twins ;

With wealth's black arts they plunder.

Tax laid on property they know
Is paid by those they plunder.

CHORUS: They own the hands who claim the soil

Of landless hired workers,

And take four-fifths of labor's wealth

Though non-producing shirkers.

2.

Both State and Church know not that rights

Are held in alienation,

Become unable to relieve

The toilers from starvation.

CHORUS: They own, etc.
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3

No statesmen yet, nor governments,
Nor authors skilled in writing,

Have learned the principles of rights

And that it is so blighting.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

4..

All governments are yet controlled

By those who rob producers,

Of labor, soil, and sovereignty,

Great property abusers.
.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

5.

Men start upon false premises,

Draw logical conclusions,

As well from error as from truth-

So, reason from delusions.

CHORUS : They own, etc.

6.

Kings claim man's rights proceed from God,
That they are his vicegerents,

Priests claim that man is birth-depraved,

His goodness not inherent.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

7.

Producers in their rented homes,

Must to the rich be giving

Four-fifths of all their toil, which leaves

Them but a fifth for living.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

8.

Thus kings and priests pretend that rights,

And virtue both are given,

By God to man, while both for pay

I'eign that it comes from heaven.

CHORUS : They own, etc.
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9.

Proud non-producers, wealth amass,

Produce starvation prices;

So useless, yet, the country fill

With poverty and vices.

CHOEUS: They own, etc.

10.

Like parasitic lice have fed

Those nabobs, priests and lawyers;

Have robbed of shelter, bread and made
Of landless millions paupers.

CHOBUS: They own, etc.

11.

Two hundred British lords now claim

The soil of all the nation,

The landless with no soil to farm

Are dying with starvation.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

12.

The parsons are the greatest cheats,

The meanest of God's noddies,

From selling holy ghosts and grace

Will sell more solid bodies.

CHORUS : They own, etc.

13.

Sell crosses, pews, saints, rotton bones,

Grant pardons, absolutions,

Sit on untaxed and cushioned seats

With bigoted pollution.

CHORUS: They own, etc.

14.

They even try to sell for cash

A town of quarter sections

All lying near Jehovah's throne

Among the best selections.

CHORUS : They own, etc.
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15.

And should you ask if they would take

Their pay in grace and prayers,

Pretend that they are overstocked,

And charge you as betrayers.
-

CHORUS: They own, etc.

16.

They'd think though grace was very good
For clergymen to speak on,

But that greenbacks and coupon bonds

Were best to trade about on.



MISCELLANEOUS POEMS.

IN MEMOBJAM.

To the memory of Oapt. Benjamin Price, who rushed ahead

of his company at Wapping Heights, Va., and who was killed

by a sharp-shooter on July 23, 1863 :

With saddened hearts his old free-homestead friends

Deplore his country's and his mother's loss.

Struck down in manhood's prime by rebel fiends,

Alas! how dear must freedom ever cost.

His brave, war-worn companion's tearful eyes

Tell that his genial manners won each heart,

Tell that he neve.r suffered wrath to rise

And make a brother soldier's bosom smart.

He was one of the honest few w.ho kenned

That only homesteads guaranteed, can win

The rights of life and labor, and defend

Mankind from pauperism, crime, and sin.

Best, dear departed Ben! thy short life ends,

But victories set free the rebel's slave,

While wild-wood trees stand round as mourning friends,

And shed morn's dew drops on thy lonely grave.

TO THE MEMOBY OF MY WIFE, ANNA TABOB MAS-

QUEBIEB.'

Thy memory, dear Anna, I must bless,

For thou wert truly one of Nature's best.

Thou hadst a kind and sympathizing heart

195
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That gave to sensibility no smart.

Was ever ready with thy heart and hand

To aid thy fellow creatures on demand,

You nursed a sickly and disabled friend,

And would a fault with charity defend.

Thy mind soared high and never would conceal

Those honest thoughts that reason can reveal.

Thou looked at Nature and was rightly awed,

Believing it to be the only God.

Believed good works would save us all the best.

And died as thou had lived, beloved and blest.

On an eccentric old gentleman who shaped his grave to put a

head-stone to it, years before his death ; by ANNA T. MASQUERIER.

Beware, my friends, for late I died,

And to the gate of heaven applied

For entrance, when out came my judge;

Scanned o'er my life and bade me budge
To earth, my theatre of sin,

Where I shonld live and die again.

This stone, erected by my hands,

A warning to the wayward stands.

Here may my dust in peace repose,

When I a second life shall close;

But restless conscience makes me fear

I shall not soon cease acting here;

And worse than death I dread my judging,

For fear I mrst again be budging.

DAVID'S LAMENTATIONS OVEB SAUL AND JONATHAN.

BY ANNA T, MASQUERIER.

O Israel thy sad tears must flow,

Such grief who could restrain.
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Thy mighty ones are laid full low,

Thy beauty late was slain.

In Gath tell not the dreadful news,

Let Askelon not hear,

Lest they triumphing words should use,

Eejoicing in each tear.

O! Gilboa, on thy faithless sides,

No more let there be dew;
No showering rain nor crystal tide

Thenceforth shall water you.

For there the valiant conqueror's shield,

Was vilely cast away;

The weapon mighty Saul did wield

There unrespected lay.

Yet from the blood of thousands slain,

And from the mighty foe,

Saul's empty sword turned not again,

But bravely dealt the blow.

Oh Saul, dear Jonathan's loved sire,

You were in life but one.

Your union must have roused Death's ire,

Who took both sire and son.

No ea.q-le in his towering flight

Could be so swift as they;

No lion prowling in the night, -

' So strongly seized his prey.

Oh Israel's daughters weep for Saul,

His love for you be sung;

In scarlet robes he clothed you all,

And on you jewels hung.

Oh Jonathan my bro'her kind,

I am distressed for thee,
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No one so pleasant shall I find,

Thy love was great for me.

Great is the loss which we sustain,

Mid battle's dire defeat.

The mighty men of war are slain,

Our sorrow very great.

QUERIES ON SATAN,

BY THOMAS TABOR.

If our race consist of ten hnndred millions,

And Satan should spend his whole time with the billions,

Pray how long a time would he spend with each soul,

In an age of thirty years should he visit the whole ?

Is Satan omniscient ? or has he to run

From one to another that his work may be done ?

If the first, he's a God
;
an omnipotent evil ;

If the last, he's a poor and laborious Devil.

Pray, who made this monster? Did the maker see through

The Whole of the mischief the creature would do ?

If so, was he kind in the work he had done ?

Which damned half our race and murdered his son ?

If to prison they are doomed, and hell is their home,
And comparatively few from headquarters may roam,

Pray, how many infernals must God have created,

If each with a demon is constantly mated ?

AUTUMN VIEW FROM MY CHAMBER WINDOW.

BY WATA TABOR.

Sir Sol, who never stops to dine,

^Returning from his Northern trip,

Has crossed the equatorial line,

And hurries South with spur and whip.
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And Autumn comes with gorgeous guise,

To walk our plains with regal tread,

Scattering her largess of supplies,

And plenty all around is spread.

Bed apples hang among the leaves,

And fragrant peaches bend each spray, /

While golden corn in bounteous sheaves

Dots the brown earth in rich array.

The maple is in crimson drest,

The regal oak puts russet on,

Old hickory wears a golden crest,

The lilies from the ponds are gone.

The crisp leaves from a cosy bed,

For bright, brown nuts which pattering fall,

And nature's pensioners are fed,

For Heaven's own care is over all.

The man whose hand is hard with toil,

His face with honest labor brown,
Is monarch of the fruitful soil

His brow needs not a kingly crown.

199

EIDDLE.

BY WATA TABOR.

A man once on a journey

And a most wondrous dwelling found,

Which mortals never could invent;

'Twas not above nor under ground.

'Twas on no iceberg's shining cliff,

Nor in the coral caves below;

Not in the peak of Teneriffe,

Nor on the Alps' eternal snow;
Not in the blue ethereal space

Where stars are shining every night,
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Nor yet in Heaven, nor in the place,

Not to be named to ears polite.

It shook not at the hurricane,

Nor feared the lightning's lurid dart,

The fiercest storm might rage in vain,

The smallest joint it could not start.

Now boys and girls, guess if you can,

What was the dwelling? who the man?

ANSWER: Jonah in the whale's belly.

THE CHKISTIAN'S GOD.

BY LEMUEL BRONSON, ALIAS OLD " OYSTER TONGS," ESQ.

Full many try to find a God,
The Christians strive to shew one,

But in the search have been perplexed

To know which is the true one.

In Genesis they show a God,

A gardener, who grew
A Garden of forbidden fruits,

Which Eve could not eschew.

Because he had decreed that man
Must be by sin enslaved,

Must be at first severely damned
Before he can be saved.

In Genesis we also find,

A God of thread and stiches,

"Who made for Eve a pretty gown,
For Adam a pair of breeches.

In Exodus we find a God
Who built for mid wives houses,

Because they'd been much busied in

Preparing legs for trousers.
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In old Isaiah we find a God,

A butcher by profession,

Who killed more lambs and old buck rams

Than we can find expression.

And then there was a barber God,

To believe the old man's narration,

Who with a hired razjr shaved

One 'half the Jewish nation.

A God of vengeance, wrath and sin,

Who murders in his blindness,

A God of Mercy, love and peace,

Likewise a God of kindness.

A God of Peace they also claim,

Likewise a God of strife,

Who kicks up rows to suit himself,

Just like some vixen wife.

Of all the Gods that I can find

Prom Holy Writs relation,

There is none half so good and kind

As the God of our creation.

And after all we find a God,
Who told Zeke how to make

Of onions, barley, meal and dung,
A sickening, nauseous cake.

AN INFIDEL'S DEATH-BED.

BY LEMUEL BRONSON.

It is New Year's day, and after looking over the last number
"The Truth Seeker," I thought it might not be amiss to tell

the readers a story of an Infidel who died over forty years ago.

the time I speak of, in the New England States, Church

in trade might be reckoned something after the Wall

:reet style of stocks and bonds, viz: Lake of Hell Fire and
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Brimstone 50 above par, or 150; the Arch Fiend, Horned Devil

175; Wiiches and Witchcraft 90 cents on the dollar; the Blood

of Christ for Atonement and White-washing Sinners stood as

high as 275; Sectarianism ranged 10 per cent, up to 200, and so

on. While the Christian bulls were bucking up their stock,
now and then an Infidel bear would come on the market and

tear down the prices at a fearful rate (for the priests). Amongst
them was an old blacksmith, familiarly known as the old

"scythe maker;" all the Christians, with one accord, agreed

that he would recant on his death-bed, Some thought he would

recant on his death-bed and make large donations to the

churches, as he was quite wealthy. Well, the looked-for time

arrived, and may be told as follows :

An old man lay upon his bed,

And felt that death was near;

Whilst by his couch his children stood,

H'S wife and friends most dear.

"Oh father, why," his daughter cries,
" Will you your breath resign

Without a prayer for future bliss

Or words of grace benign ?"

"My daughter, dear," the old man said,

"I have faithful been to trust

I've taught you since you were a babe

To ever be good and just."

Kind entreaty was in vain,

For still his daughter plead,

And soon two neighboring priests were seen,

One each side of his bed.

The men of God came there to pray
Which the old man forbid

Bade them in silence sit

Until his eyes in death were hid.

When they had sat some length of time

In wonder and surprise ;
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Again they broached the patent charm
That dwells above the skies.

Again the old man stopped their noise

And wished to die in peace,

Whilst the two shepherds trembled for

The safety of the fleece.

"Why call us here," one of them cries,
"
If you'll die in this way ?

You keep us here in silence, sir,

And we came here to pray."

The old man now was near his last,

And to them feebly said :

"Tis for one single reason, sirs,

I wish you by my bed.

My wife and daughter standing here,

Your holy book believe ;

For them to please, Christ -like I'll die.

Between two pious thieves."

It is needless to say the reverend gentlemen took their hats

and left in disgust, only consigning him to hell. On examining
the old man's will, his property was equally divided among his

heirs, with a proviso in the will forbidding his heirs from mak-

ing donations for religious purposes from any property they

inherited through him.
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Monument to George H. Evans.

THE COLUMBUS WHO DISCOVERED A HOME FOR ALL HUMAN BEINGS, AND

THAT THEIR NATURAL WANTS ORIGINATE THEIR NATURAL RIGHTS,

AND ENTITLE THEM ALL TO AN EQUAL, INALIENABLE AND INDI-

VIDUAL SHARE OF THE SOIL FOR LIFE.

It is proposed to erect in one of our parks a Bronze Bust, of

hetoic size, as a memorial to this advocate of a Home for All,

with instructive inscriptions upon its granite pedestal of the

thorough principles of the Bights and Wrongs of mankind.

It is intended to be first exhibited in the Memorial Hall of the

Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, in 1876.

To organize for the purpose, Friends are invited to meet

in the Cooper Institute, on evening, at 8 o'clock, by request

of the Land Beform Association of New York city. William

Bowe, President, Jersey City, N. J. ; J. ~K. Ingalls, Becording

Secretary, No. 5 Worth St., N. Y. City; Lewis Masquerier, Cor-

responding Secretary, 99 Java St., Station G, Brooklyn, E. D.

We append the names of the following personages as dis-

tinguished advocates of Land Beform : Thomas Ainge Devyr,

Brooklyn, E. D,, contemporary with Evans in developing Land

Beform; G. W. Julian 'of Indiana, prominent Congressional

advocate of Land Beform ; G. A. Grow of Pennsylvania, "also

a leading advocate in Congress of this great principle; B. F.

Wnde of Ohio, also an able advocate of the principle of Land

Beform ; F. Hollick, N. Y. City, author and lecturer on Physi-

ology; G. J. Holyoake, author and lecturer on Social Science,

London, England,
It is contemplated to construct a plain monument only, con"

sisting of a Bronze Bust, on a granite pedestal, inscribed with

the principles of equal, inalienable and individual homestead,

204
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self-employment and self-government, which monument will

cost about two thousand dollars.

Those who wish to contribute are requested to state the

amount to either of the Secretaries of the Land Reform Asso-

ciation, as above.

To show, in relief, the merit of this great Eeformer, it is

essential it should be known that through every age, all prop,

erty, society, and government, have been, and are still, founded

entirely upon the erroneous laws and sentiments of inequality,

alienation and monopoly. And that, therefore, all the revolu-

tions among mankind have only advanced society from one

phase or form to that of another, poisoned with the same evil

principles. The change from the feudal to the present tenure

use of the soil and tenaments ;
from the feudal knight to the

present conscript soldier, from chattel to hireling slavery, and

from the hereditary to the present so-called representative gov-

ernment, has only been the substitution of one form of slavery

for another.

But Evans came, thirty years ago, as the crowning result of

thirty historic centuries, and develc/ped the great turning point

from inequal, alienated and monopolized Property and Sover-

eignty, to equal, inalienable Eights. He declared, that, from

the necessity of every human being's natural wants for the

means of subsistence out of the earth, and its appurtenant ele-

ments of water, air, light, products, etc., that each person is

entitled to a share of the soil during life, for a homestead, sub-

ject to no liability to alienate by any debt, sale, tax, mortgage,
or v/ill. To establish this right, he urged, as a sliding measure,

the Freedom of the Public Land to actual settlers only, and as

a necessary counterpart the total cessation of their sale ;
which

effort resulted in the present homestead law. He urged also

a Homestead Exemption Law which was enacted in several of

the States; and also a measure to limit the quantity of land

that any one. person could purchase, so as to equalize owner-

ships.

He has developed, therefore, the only addition to social sci-

ence within this nineteenth century, and it is to the honor of

this great Eeformer and for the instruction of the people in

their rights by appropriate inscriptions upon its pedestal, that
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we now seek to erect a Monument to him in either Central or

Prospect Park.

The development by Evans of the truth that man's Natural

Wants create his Natural Eight to an equal, inalienable, and

individual Share of the Soil for life, when generalized and

applied to the personal rights of life, labor and self-govern-

ment, demands that the Sovereignty of the people must be

held and exercised in proper person by a direct vote for the

law, in township organizations, and not by the cheatery of a

professed delegated representative government.
For the boasted exercise of universal suffrage by the mass of

landless, tenant, hireling slaves, dependent upon landlords and

capitalists, only confirms their already alienated and monopo-
lized rights, and is only a cheat and a fraud.

Thus, the great constituent principles of a perfect right are

those of equality, perpetuity and individuality, while their op-

posing wrongs of inequality, alienation a:.d partyism are the

true cau.-es cf evil; and upon which all the institutions of soci-

ety, property a"nd government are founded; and this is the

reason why all the enactments of legislatures only operate as

general deeds of conveyance, conveying, or rather confirming,

away rights from the many to the few. But an equal share in

the soil will soon be lost if it is not backed up by the principle

of perpetuity, which makes it abide with all. Navertheless it is

true that the completeness of this right is destroyed by the

communism of it.

These principles thus destroy the erroneous institutions of

office-holding, as well as landlordry and separate capitalists, by

combining the true capital of the soil and labor in the same

persons and thus making all producers as well as consumers,

upon homes never to be divided below the minimum of ten acres

for a family support. Society on this plan, organized in town-

ships of landed democracies throughout every nation, with cen"

tral hall and mart only; but with dwelling, barn and shop upon
each farm will make a rural city of the whole earth. Thus
with farm, manufactory and combined park, it \vill destroy all

the present overgrown and hell-engendering cities, leaving only

warehouses, ship-yards, foundries, etc., for the Accommodation of

international commerce. As a sliding measure to establish this
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system of society, let the majority of small owners of homes,
both in city and country, simply sign a constitution superseding
all the present institutions of society.

Inscriptions on monuments, though limited in volume, may
yet instruct the millions visiting the park as much as a book,

a newspaper, or the rostrum. The origin, and the Principles of

perfect Eights, and the true Organization of Society, together

with the Cause of Evil may be stated in a few words, thus: "As
the natural wants of all human beings are equal, inalienable,

and individual, so are the rights of Life, Labor, Government and

Homestead which originate in them. Therefore, Equality, Ina-

lienation and Individuality are the principles of Perfect Rights,

while their opposing Wrongs of Inequality, AJienation and Party-

ism are the evil ones upon which all the institutions of society are

founded. By Ignorance, Landlordism, Hireage, Profit-mongery,

and Office-holding Government the producers become landless

tenant hireling slaves, shorn of their natural right to a share of

the soil, self-employment and government. But with perpetual

homes in organized townships of landed democracies in every

nation, all can be self-governed with a Constitution establishing

a true Science of Society.

Let us then gratefully honor the man who has left such a

legacy of doctrine to mankind I



Colossal Bust of Thomas Paine,

THE AUTHOK-HEKO OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

The undersigned propose to compose part of, and assist in

forming an organization for the purpose of having made and

erected in the Memorial Hall of the Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia, in 1876, a colossal bust of Thomas Paine. And we

invite you to meet with us at on and join in

carrying out the project we have in view.

Thomas Paine was born at Thetford, England, 29th January,

1737. He came to America at the request of Franklin in 1774.

In the fall of 1775 he began his immortal pamphlet, "Common
Sense." In it, he first, and before all others, proposed the inde-

pendence of the American Colonies. The boldness of his lan-

guage alarmed those timid conventional souls, who in all great

struggles for human liberty have clogged the wheels of prog-

ress. They thought the people were not prepared to either

demand their liberties, or fight for them. All but the Tories

agreed with the sentiments of the pamphlet, but thought them

premature. It was too soon for such declarations. It was at

this time that the courage and genius of Paine rose equal to tho

emergencies of the hour. His book had already taken hold of the

public mind and produced the very results he sought. He asked

for a Declaration of Independence. He created a desire for it.

"Common Sense " had an enormous sale, and Paine might have

realized almost a fortune for it, but he refused all offers an 'I

gave the copy-right to each State, and afterwards joined the

army.

By his writings, enthusiasm, and patriotism, he wo i the

203
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friendship of Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and all the other

great spirits of the day. His pamphlet revolutionized public

sentiment entirely. It gave confidence and nerve to the army,
and taught the masses that Independence was not only a possi-

ble, but a probable condition. He showed the Tories and the

armies of the mother country the impossibility of conquering
the Colonies. He ridiculed the claimed rights of the king of

Great Britain, and maintained the universal justice of self-gov-

ernment. His writings were as necessary to the army as its can-

non, and almost as formidable.

In 1776, the States, in Congress assembled, declared their

Independence, and that very declaration, as well as those writ-

ten the year before, were all echoes of the doctrines set forth

in Paine's pamphlet, "Common Sense."

He began his first number of the "Crisis" in December, '76,

and when our army was defeated on Long Island, and Wash-

ington was driven with groat loss from Forts Washington and

Lee when they were retreating through New Jersey, over-

whelmed with a series of unexpected misfortunes, and the Pat-

riots looked their starving, half-clad comrades in the face, and

were about to give up, the dauntless patriot, the courageous

author appeared with another number of the "Crisis." It com-

menced with that immortal passage : "These are the times that

try men's souls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot

will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of his country; but

he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks of men and

women."
The effect of this last number was marvelous. It was read

to the companies of soldiers, and re-read to squads through the

whole army. It electrified the army, and effected more than

was hoped for by the most sanguine.

The Convention in New York, by desertion and fright reduced

to nine members, the absentees now returned reanimated and

restored stragglers returned to duty, hope succeeded despair,

cheerfulness arose from gloom, and to crown all Washington
crossed the Delaware, attacked the hordes of Hessians, and gain-

ed the battle of Trenton. So far as human eye can see, the

Liberties of America were, at this crisis in her fate, preserved

by Thomas Paine, for it is incredible that the drooping courage
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of the country could have been reanimated by any pen less pow-
erful. Has he received the full measure of his country's gratitude?

Greater labors were in store for Paine. During the hard win-

ter that followed the battle of Princeton, the soldiers threatened

to leave the army unless they got part of their pay; and the

Tories by every means which rascality and endless scheming
could devise, were making raids upon the impoverished treasury

and depreciated notes of the government. In this trying hour

Paine's genius came to the rescue. He proposed to effect aloan

from France. The French ambassador gave him no encourage-

ment, but even rebuffed him. But Paine was not the man to

be driven from his purpose. He looked beyond the ken of ordi-

nary men. He laid his project before Congress, and that body
sent Paine and Col. Laurens of South Carolina to France, and

they returned with two and a half millions in silver and a ship-

load of provisions and clothing for the army. Paine never

ceased his exertions throughout the seven-year's contest, and

towards the last, when Washington feared the immediate disso-

lution of the army, Paine started a private subscription, and

headed it with five hundred dollars (his whole salary), and the

list was soon increased to a million and a half. The immediate

wants of the government were supplied, and the embarrassments

of the army relieved, and Washington was enabled soon after

to encompass and subdue Cornwallis, and bring the war to a

successful close.

No man was more popular at the close of the war than Paine.

He was a universal favorite, a tried patriot, and a successful

author, powerful and convincing in discussion, honest and pure

in his love of liberty and American institutions!

That Thomas Paine contributed as much towards the Inde-

pendence of the.United States of America, and to gain the lib-

erties we now enjoy, as any other human being, there never

was, nor is there a shadow of doubt in the mind of any intelli-

gent or just man or woman. And if we do honor to Washing-
ton and Jefferson, if we lay the laurel on their brows, the same

should also encircle the brow of Thomas Paine.

We offer the names of the following personages as specimens

of .the many appreciators of the services of the Author-Horo of

the Eevolution :
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George A. Avery, Henry Evans, J. K. H. Wilcox, W. L. Orms-

by, James Warner, James B. Valentine, J. S. Weldon, Albert

Brisbane, E. P. Miller, Parke Godwin, J. K. Ingalls, William

Eowe, Lewis Masquerier, Thomas Ainge Devyr, Lucy Stone

Blackwell, Ernestine L. Eose, Ella E. Gibson, Horace Seaver,

F. E. Abbot. George J. Holyoake, E. G. Ingersoll, B. F. Under-

wood, A. K. Butts, Warren Chase, S. J. W. Tabor, Eobt. Dale

Owen, D. E. Burt, Morris Altman, J. Commerford, D. M. Ben-

nett, Editor "Truth Seeker," Susan Wixon, James Lick, G.

L. Henderson, and John and Margaret Chappellsmith.
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Is sliown that his Godship, Satan, Jias been much calumniated, particularly

by Milton, though the most potent, wise and benevolent of the Gods.

A Nero playing upon his harp, in view of a city in flames, is a less fright-

ful picture than that of the solitary philosopher basking in the serenity of his

own speculations, but indifferent to the ignorance he could remove, tire error

he could correct, or the misery he could relieve. BEV. BOBEBT TAYLOE.

There is no man, no god, no ism,

Too sacred for fair criticism.

No institution, church nor law,

The liberty of speech should awe.

Treat vice and error with no ruth.

And sift the universe for truth.
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Leading Liberals of the age.

THIS WORK IS MOST RESPECTFULLY

INSCRIBED.

NOTES.

*See Kev. i, 16, and out of his mouth went a sharp two-eged sword. See

also Bev. i, u and 15.

Nahum i, 1,, and Heb. xii. 29. Hab. iii, 4.

* His nostrils breathe out fiery streams.

He's a consuming fire ;

His jealous eyes his wrath inflame,

And raise his vengeance higher 1 1

WaWs Hymns, book l, hymn 42.

t Thus war among religionists began with that of the gods in heaven ; and

the exclusive preference claimed by tho CUristian religion has terminated in

persecutions even among those of its own devotees, varying in doctrine. But

previous to Christ's advent, according to Gibbon,

"Each nation suffered its neighbors to follow their own method of wor-

ship, to adore their own gods, to enjoy their rites at-d ceremonies, and

discovered no displeasure at their diversity of sentiments in religious mat-

ters. They all looked upon the world as one great empire, divided into vari-

ous provinces, over every one of which a certain order of divinities presided,

and that, therefore, none could contemn the gods of other nations, or force

strangers to pay homage to theirs."



PREFACE.
<

It is the aim of this work to give a fair and impartial ac-

count of many of the most remarkable adventures of the whole

family of the Gods to applaud their virtues and condemn their

vices with the same freedom as those of men. It is intended

also to infuse a greater reverence among religious devotees for

that Incomprehensible Power that controls the Universe.

It must be very extraordinary indeed, if the tolerant spirit

of this age cannot permit the Gods to be spoken of with the

same freedom with which Homer spoke of them in his age of

universal superstition. The history of the Gods has been far

more neglected than that of men.

Tasso and Milton have also, not only taken great liberty' iu

eulogizing their favorite Gods, but have traduced those of other

nations. It is intended, therefore, to remove the prejudice with

which, particularly the latter has loaded the minds of mankind.

Though Milton has done Satan much injustice, yet it must

be admitted that he wrote what constituted a step in free en-

quiry and democracy; but which cannot pass for the same now
in this more radical age which has outgrown him. His works

have performed their part, and he cannot be revered in an age

to which he could not reach.

It is Satan, who is the author of this ever-improving consti-

tution of matter, by which each preceding stratum of the earth

or stage of civilization, though not the most perfect, is yet a

necessary foundation for the succeeding. But the aristocratical

and clerical followers of Jehovah are great sticklers for things

remaining as they find them. Hence their great hatred for

Satan, as the cause of unceasing revolutions in favor of liberty,

equality and improvement among mankind.

The epics, "Jerusalem Delivered " and " Paradise Lost." have
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performed their part in fermenting the sentiments of mankind,
The religious enthusiasm engendered by them is no longer

needed. It is therefore intended to take off a little of the rev-

erence for them in a different manner from "Homer Bur-

lesqued," "Eneid Travestied," etc., and to avoid their occa-

sional obscene expressions.

The age of the marvelous is nearly over. The majority have

now become so intellectual as to prefer the natural to the super-

natural. Authors therefore are beginning to write more about

the realities of life. Our literature must teem with an account

of things upon earth, and less in heaven. It must abound with

representations of the real causes of the evils of society, as

found in such works as those of Shelley, Darwin, Tyndall,

Draper, Huxley, and Ingersoll.

Of all Satan's traducers, Milton is the most conspicuous. He
has so blackened his moral character, that he has also made
him physically black. Though most symmetrical in shape, yet

the clergy have portrayed him as a monster in form having

horns upon his head, hoofs for his feet, and the tail of a beast,

to make him approach somewhat the deformity of their own

Jehovah, who, they say, has a woolly head, a horn upon his

hand and one like a two-edged sword coming out of his mouth.

Satan has been represented by Milton as rebelling in heaven

instead of Jehovah, who usurped "its entire government, and

then sent his armies to war against him. This extraordinary

aggression of Jehovah & Co., has perpetuated such a hostility

between them, that there has been ever since a competition in

world making, and in inhabiting them with human beings for

the purpose of supplying the palaces of their respective heav-

ens with worshipers. Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

and Uranus, collected the matter that composes the planets

called respectively by their names; while Satan, Pluto, Ahri-

man and others, the gods of fire and electricity, collected it

into suns and thus gave a common center of gravity around

which they circulate. It is these that give the agent of motion

change, life and mind. They are the real transformers of mat-

ter, without which there would be no progression towards civil-

ization.

But the only worlds which Jehovah & Co. attempted tc
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make are this earth and inoon of ours; which they made out

of very inferior materials, such as meteors, the cinders of burnt-

out suns, broken rings of planets and comet's tails. This earth

is a botched piece of workmanship, three-fourths being cov-

ered with water, and much of the other fourth is desert. Instead

of making his Adam and Eve as the other Gods did theirs,

to know evil as well as good, he attempted the impossibility

of making them to know good only, which threatened their

extinction amidst the numerous evils around them. But Satan

in compassion for their defenseless situation gave them the

faculty of knowing evil as well as good ;
for which meritorious

deed Jehovah became incensed, turned them out of Eden and

inspired the credulity of his prophets to write all kinds of

slanders against Satan and all the other Gods ever since.

Jehovah's people after his nurture and admonition for sev-

eral generations, degenerated so much that he sent down some

of the Godlings about him to improve the breed as Jupiter did

the Grecian race
;
but his Demigod breed proved no better than

that of men. At last he found them so incorrigible that he

destroyed them, saving but one family as seed to begin with

again. They again degenerated, but to keep them from fol-

lowing other more attractive Gods, his son Jesus incarnated

himself, thinking that by becoming a man like themselves he

would grow popular, but they refused him as a political king

and crucified him. But Satan has taken a very different course

to regenerate man and, by the slow operation of natural causes.

All of these events will however, be told in this epic in their

proper time and place.

^^* This poem ranges through the Old and New Testaments

through the Dark Ages up to the present time, praising all that

is good as coming through the inspiration ot Satan, Jove and

other gods, and lashes all that is wrong in both men and

things, as being inspired by Jehove & Co.



SATANIAD.
THE ABGUMENT.

The Proemium. The genuine Muse invoked. Censure of Milton for

writing an Epic Poem devoid of natural objects merely for poetic glory.

His failure in attempting to soar above nature. Criticism of his rough
blank verse, and an eulogy on rhyme. His failure to show the cause of

Evil, and to "justify the ways of Jehovah to Man. The real cause of

Evil. How that the whole family of the Gods, before the creation of

the earth, reigned as equals and co-partners over the Universe. Pedigree
and character of the Holy Ghost. How that Jehovah, his sou Jesus

Christ, and his grandson, the Holy Ghost, bribed and corrupted two-

thirds of the angels in favor of a monarchial government of a single trhr

ity of Gods, instead of the aristocratic government of all the Gods reign-

ing in triads. How that Jehovah commanded his trumpeter, Gabriel, to

call a meeting of all the Angels favorable to the change of government.
How that Jehovah and his son Je-us conspired against his father Jupiter,

his grandfather Orus, and brothers Ormudz and Bramah, his uncle Nep-
tune, his great-uncle Osirus, his nephews Mythra, Chrishna and Vishnu,
and his cousin Satan. They conspired also against Satan's father, Pluto,

his grandfather Typhon/his brothers Ahriman, Siva and all the rest

of the Gods, and then ordered themselves to be proclaimed the universal

monarchs of heaven, and took the Holy Ghost into partnership, to fill

the vacancy of the third person in their godhead occasioned by the rejec

tion of Satan. The celebration and feast. How that Satan and the

dethroned Gods, with one-third of the Angels, withdrew to the opposite

side of the Universe and buili themselves a new heaven. How that the

malign triune of usurpers sought to overthrow them into the deep abyss

beyond the bounds of heaven. Description of the new heaven and its

consecration. News brought that Jehovah had sent Michael and his

angels to war upon the Gods in their new heaven.

BOOK I.

Attend truth lovers while I tell

How great a punishment befell
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JehovahSand his rebel host,

His Jesus Christ and Holy Ghost;

How he became good Satan's foe,

And aimed at him a wicked blow.

But Sate expelled him from his berth

In heaven to figure here on earth.

Sing Nature's Muse! who doth inspire

With truth and philosophic fire;

Arise! ye trains of thought, arise!

Nor misconstrue, nor dogmatize;

True views from those absurd untwist,

Eefer to things as they exist

As shown to fingers, ears and eyes,

Impressions there must first arise.

They rise too when we cogitate,

By mental laws associate

As all surrounding things combine,

Become the source of truth divine

But joining horse and alligator,

We make a being not in nature.

Therefore thy better gifts I choose,

In preference to the fabled muse.

I have no faith in any such

A muse which some invoke so much;
Nor have I in the Holy Ghost,

Which pious Milton teazes most;'

(Who says upon the formless earth,

It sat dove-like, to give it birth.)

That throws men into holy fits,

To give them grace to purge their wits.

Guard me against that knavish muse
Who Sinai's ''secret top" did choose,

To hide meek Moses while he wrote,

And his humbugging schemes promote?
Where he for forty days could linger,

While carving' marble with his finger,

On which he ten commandments gave
To rule each murderous, pilfering knave.
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"While he with great Jehovah was

Beceiving his commands and laws,

While scheming on his own behalf,

To filch the worshiped golden calf.

Let me not flights like Milton take,

And over Nature's boundary break;

Nor soar above fixed Nature's laws

In search of some supernal cause;

Yet Milton, who disdained to write

Of Nature, took "no middle flight;"

In his attempt at soaring higher,

Fell from the skies into the mire!

Now Milton owned to every friend,

If fortune should his life extend,

That he would write an Epic story,

To be a monument of glory

To his, and to his country's name,
That ages might transmit his fame.

Ah! little did he think that I

"Would deem his song a sacred lie.*

He wrote then merely for a name,
Which wears out with the subject's fame-

Thus pious Milton sacrificed

His authorship to Jesus Christ;

Made him the hero of his song;

His fame with his sought to prolong;

The "Illiad" strove to imitate,

And wished to be as Homer great.

Through life he meditated long

For some great theme of epic song;
At last, moved by the Holy Ghost,

The wars among the heavenly host

Began to sing. In blank verse song
Has put on Satan all the wrong.

And then he strives to justify

Jehovah's ways to Man, and lie

Him out of causing Adam's wrong,
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In having suffered sin so long.

Thus Gods like kings becoming strong,

Vile courtiers tell 'can do no wrong.'

Great Milton striving to excel

And reach the supernatural, fell

Below the natural; nature binds

Within her realm all human minds;
The higher men attempt to soar

Above, they only fall the lower.

He has in toughest metre sung
A lay in roughest words and tongue.

His style and words are overwrought,

And artificial as his thought.

From end of line the sense he draws,

Too oft in middle makes the pause:

Now, when the sense of line cannot

Come at the end, it should be wrought
And to the next one carried further,

Or still be lengthened to another.

He doth his phrases so transpose,

His verse flows not so smooth as prose;

For metre, without proper measure

And pauses, gives but little pleasure ;

Rhyme too, as well as pause and metre,

Makes language read and sound much sweeter

Lines ending with rhymed words are like

Poles having on one end a spike;

They help their wit to penetrate

The obtuse bigot's heart and pate.

Besides the conjuring up a rhyme,

Oft starts a thought the most sublime :

We think through verse, feel lighter, brighter

And feel ourself a mightier writer
;

ur thoughts and words we single, mingle,

Like music make them tingle, jingle

We love to glide along and chime,

And let the sense run through the rhyme,
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As if it was not in the way,
But placed to make it poetry:

Nor let the rhyme point out the track,-

And keep the sense behind its back;
But let the thought move with such force,

That rhyming can not change its course.

Lack, sense must when it flies the track,

Pack, then it must, upon rhyme's back.

By means of verse great poets rise

And quaff the ether of the skies.

And comet-like from darkness burst,

Enlightening the Universe.

A sleepy thought by rhyme will wake,

And out of fancy's prison break.

Our thoughts, accompanied with rhyme,

High heaven's steep are sure to climb,

There like a lover with his maid,

On flowery meadows promenade.

But Milton by rejecting rhyme,

Could neither keep the tune nor time.

His theme in heaven might be sung,

Where angels have a tuneful tongue

They who are said to gain the palm
Of song, might sing it for a psalm.

'Twas Addison and Johnson, who
The Christians' admiration drew

To Milton's bible-hatched tirade,

Accepted now as stock in trade,

And that fell superstition might

Reign sole supreme o'er mental night.

Thus Milton says that Adam's sin

In Satan had its origin,

And strove the load of guilt to pack
On Satan's from Jehovah's back.

The cause of evil may be traced,

But in no single thing is placed.

'Tis disproportion and excess,
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Of parts and motion, more or less;

'Tis to be found no place it seem,

But in the high or low extremes ;

Thus, the extremes of heat and cold

Some natural evils may enfold;

Thus the extremity of heat,

And motion of the wind when fleet,

Produce fell whirlwinds and tornadoes,

Draughts, famines, earthquakes, and volcanoes.

Thus fhe excess of appetites,

And passions, moral ill incites;

But neither passion, heat, nor motion,

Produces wrong in right proportion,

The Gods before creation, reigned

In partnership, and peace maintained.

Each had a different attribute,

Which with some other god's would suit.

They all were classed in triune grades

In triads worked at different trades.

One made, one saved, another changed,
And thus world-making was arranged.

Jehovah, Ormudz, Brahma, Jove,

The trade of world-creating drove;

While Mithra, Vishnu, Fot and Christ,

Saved them from being sacrificed;

While Typhon, Satan, Ahriman,

Changed matter to be formed again.

'Twas thus the race of Gods at first

Together ruled the Universe;

In triads each sat on his throne,

And claimed his God-head as his own;
And thus equality maintained,

As democratic sovereigns reigned

Until Jehovah claimed the throne,

And called the Universe his own.

Yet partial Milton hath forsooth

Told but a portion of the truth.
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Says Satan with his angels fell

From grace, and was cast down to hell;

But no such place has yet been found,

"Within the Universe's bound.

The trio first their friends provoked,

They first their plighted vows revoked.

Jehovah first with Christ his son,

Resolved that they would reign as one.

Becoming with ambition fired,

Against the other Gods conspired.

They from their Godhead wished to strike

Just Satan whom they would not like,

Because they found he had a taste

For natural more than holy grace.

For well they knew that Satan was

Too democratic for their cause;

That he for equal rights would burn.

And all their machinations spurn.

So they preferred the Holy Ghost

To all among the heavenly host,

And chose him as a substitute

Who did their purpose better suit;

He was the son of Jesus Christ

And Magdalene, born over twice.

She to the Furies was related;

Like all spirituals, nature hated.

She loved the virtues of her race,

And godly more than natural grace.

Her son possessed an attribute

Of which all gods were destitute;

He had the power to inspire

E'en gods with holy zeal and fire;

He could infuriate the mind

Of angels and a godling blind.

But not till Christ was incarnated;

From earth to heaven was translated,

Did Holy Ghost do aught on earth

To give to Christians their new birth ;
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Although they were for ages lost,

Came not till day of pentecost :

Then spoke in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

"With cloven tongues, and slandered Satan.

Though they have reigned in opposition,

Yet Satan's milder disposition,

Has never made men fight for him;
To form dogmatic creed or whim;
To jail and gibbet, burn and slay;

Crusade rule with fanatic sway.

The Holy Ghost since he has trod

The earth, has been a furious God:
Is such an immaterial creature;

So destitute of shape and feature,

Distracts poor souls that cannot know
Him as a friend or as a foe

He gives the eyes of faith for seeing;

Despises all corporeal being;

Deludes so much, the Christian thinks

All nature is corrupt and stinks.

He makes weak Christians without reasons

Believe the wisest men are heathens,

And that mankind would putrefy

Without the salt of grace, and die.

'Tis he who stimulates and drives

Poor dupes to sacrifice their lives.

But Satan only makes men rise

Against all things that tyrannize.

He makes men think and nature learn,

The cause of evil to discern.

'Tis he who makes me ridicule

The bigoted and pious fool.

'Tis he who guides my daring pen
To lash the crimes of knavish men.
'Tis he that makes me virtue laud,

And lash the crimes of any God.

Jehovah saw that Holy Ghost

Was of all Gods most animose,
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Took him a*id Christ in dark conclave,

And his ambitious counsel gave:

Directed Christ to promise all

The angels they should never fall;

That he, helped by the Holy Spirit,

Would share with them the glorious merit;

And would regenerate anew

With holy graces all those who
Excessive bliss had worn to pain

All sensibility of brain.

Now Jesus Christ and Holy Ghost,

Did canvass all the heavenly host;

Until two-thirds were all agreed

To have them for their kings and creed.

Now as the morn with yellow ray,

(For heaven like earth has night and day)

Gleamed dazzling o'er a golden plain,

Unveiling heaven's wide domain,

Bespotted with white-feathered'Gods,

And angels sitting round in squads,

Like swans upon the yellow sand

Along the dreary ocean strand,

Jehovah ordered Gabe to warn

By blowing on his bugle horn,

To summon all the heavenly host

Around him, Christ and Holy Ghost.

The plains and skies soon gleamed around,

Far as the blue horizon's bound,
With flocks of gods and angels flying;

In swiftness with each other vieing.

They sat down on the circling side .

Of amphitheatre, high and wide

Around the throne that rose aloof

Beneath the pillared sky-like roof.

The other gods in triads all

Thus summoned by the trumpet's call,

The reason why as yet unknown
Sat down upon the common throne.
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There Jove sat with his thundering rod

Frowned clouds, smiled lightnings, looked a God.

There nobly honest Satan sat,

A genuine heaven-born democrat.

There Jesus Christ sat at his post,

And by his side the Holy Ghost.

Jehovah there with eyes of fire,

Now burning fiercer with desire,

Smoked blackly from his mouth and nose

Like tarkill which upcurling rose.

There halo-headed Christ his boast,

And the white-shadowed Holy Ghost.

Urged by his council and his might

Change black to white and wrong to right

Jehovah from his smoke-formed cloud

Now rose and looked upon the crowd.

At length the awful silence broke

And to the listening angels spoke.

"Hear all ye gods and angels' bright,

Hear my decree which must be right;

Each hierarch, decree and class,

Hear my decree and let it pass.

This day my dear grandson and son,

Who with myself are only one,

I have anointed to enthrone,

And reign o'er all with me alone.

They on my right and left you see,

Are both the lawful heirs from me;
I crown them with myself your king,

To save and govern every thing.

I by myself have sworn that all

Before no other Gods shall fall.

Who disobeys the Ghost or Son,
Doth also me for we are one;

Shall out the Universe be cast,

Their fall through chaos ever last.

I therefore put in Satan's place,

The Holy Ghost the god of grace.
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I therefore do this day resolve

With Satan's God-ship to dissolve,

I can with him no longer reign,

With him my government maintain."

And now the roof of heaven rung

With shouts from every venal tongue,

With shouts from all the vassal host,
' Long reign Jehovah, Christ and Ghost

We choose them for our kings alone,

For ever place them on the throne."

Each God now started with surprise,

And first began to ope his eyes

They saw Jehovah, Christ and Ghost

Had been corrupting all the host;

Had gained the major part to join,

In usurpation to combine,

And had advised that Gods like him,

Their triads of third-heads to trim;

That Pluto, Siva, Ahriman,
Third persons in each trinal plan,

'Like me should from your Godheads clip;

Dissolve such monstrous partnership.'

Thus he insults and disapplauds

Before their faces brother Gods;
Offended Gods of greater worth,

All of the same paternal birth ;

Yet none like him was so deformed,
Or had such barbarous deeds performed.

His head was " white as wool," and big

As if he wo-re a fleecy wig,

Had claws upon his hands like leapards'

Which show the cause why priestly shepherds

Since then their God's blood-thirst to steep

Have sacrificed so many sheep.

A two-egded sword-like horn, uncouth,

Came from his mouth like wild boar's tooth;

Together with his flaming eyes
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And nostrils from which smokes arise,

Make such a God the very first

Great monster of the Universe!*

Jehovah thus his virtuous brothers

Ormudz and Brahma, Fot and others,

With his grandfather Orus, drove,

Together with his father Jove,

From heaven's co-parcenary throne

And shared it with his sons alone.

Now after he had crowned his sons,

His God-head filled with chosen ones,

'His friends still better to beguile,

The Gods to please and reconcile,

He gave to all a feast and dance

To steep their minds in pleasure's trance.

Each God and Goddess most inclined,

Each male and female angel ioined,

Danced to the organ's solemn tone,

And psalmist's mournful nasal drone.

Each one would hop, skip, jump and whirl

Around like shaker boy or girl,

Or Christians when they camp for days,

While preachers th' Holy Spirit raise,

That dance and jump, jerk, pray and shout,

While Evil Spirits are driven out.

Then gathered round their sweet repast,

To slake their thirst and cloy their fast.

They circled round in merry mood,

The tables "piled with angel's food."

Then, after one with lengthened face

Jehovah thanked by saying grace,

Began to eat, strong nectar quaff,

To crack the pious jest and laugh ;

Until with love and wine inspired,

Toward the dancing halls retired;

Kesumed again the merry dance,

With love each other did entrance.
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Each God and Goddess, Angeless

And Angel, that could each caress,

When love and beauty's charm inspired,

With holy sense and grace were fired*

Christ finding he increased in might
Decreed and introduced a rite,

To make the angels sing and pray

By turns to trinity all day;

Decreed that all the sainted race

Must take for reason, faith and grace.

By turns the angels night and day
Stood sentry, guarding foes away.

Thus were they forced to guard and sing

Around their self-made trinal king;

To study, student-like, all day,

The attributes of trinity.

Strange! that a God should be so vain,

To love a never-ceasing strain ;

To make the Angels bow around,

To kneel and squat upon the ground,

With upturned eyes and trembling limbs

To drone his praise in doggerel hymns:
While cherubs hang upon the throne,

And flutter, parrot-like, and moan
The solemn prayer at the cross,

For angel saints that Christ had lost:

While some their sheep-white eyes upturned

To Christ enthroned, with fervor burned ;

Sung trinity in solemn psalm,

While he their fellows judge and damn.

Judged every one who dared oppose

His government, rebellious foes.

His Angels sat in clubs around

The judgment bar, and verdicts found

Against their fellow angels, who
Were judged to be a rebel crew.

See angels prostrate here and there

Around the judgment seat in prayer;
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Pleading, for mercy at the bar

Of Christ, with tears and wild despair.

There sat he on a whiteish throne.

Well built of angels' skull and bone;

Relentless at their tears and sighs,

Which hardened him to tyrannize;

Formed an inquisitorial court,

Of groans and tortures made a sport.

His throne remained, yet scriptures say,

'That earth and heaven fled away

Affrighted from before his face,

Though for them there was found no place."

The dethroned Gods indignant saw,

The trio made their will the law;

Had heaven's institutions changed;
The former government deranged ;

Yet from the throne withdrew in peace,

Nor deigned to join them in their feast.

They saw that those who put their trust

In Christ, must lick the golden dust.

They all. too, felt without dissent,

The same indignant sentiment.

These Gods, now called the Angels, who
Adhered, to counsel what to do;

They found one-third were for them still,

And that it was their wish and will

To leave the fallen angel elves,

And build a heaven for themselves.

Now Satan rose and made a speech,

Most eloquently did beseech

His brother Gods and Angels, all

To haste away, else they might fall

Beneath the much more numerous host

Of Christ, Jehovah and the Ghost.

To this they one and all agreed,

Selected him to take the lead.
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Then left the tyrants' triune throne,

And sought a heaven of their own.

They all at Satan's wise behest,

Then steered their course towards the West,

And curved half way around the zone

To find a place to build their throne.

On wings and chariots took their flight.

Left ancient home and sacred right;

For there they could no longer dwell,

Since it had now become a hell!

They thought the fallen angels would

Corrupt them to a vassal brood;

Thus they resolve to emigrate,

And leave the objects of their hate:

They were too wise and good to war,

Sword argument they did abhor;

They knew that neither might nor fight

Could alter either wrong or right.

Jehovah trembling for his realm;

Now sought these Gods to overwhelm.

In wrathful vengeance wished to curse

And cast them from the Universe!

I would inform, as 'tis unknown,
A concave and material zone

Surrounds the Universe, and bounds

The worlds in their eternal rounds.

Beyond this zone which bounds the

Naught reigns but wild chaotic jars.

The trinal Gods beyond this zone

Malignant would have overthrown

The host of Satan into this

Chaotic, bottomless abyss,

Where they would never find a place

Through the immensity of space

To light upon, but would be falling

For ever through old chaos sprawling.

For should some comet, planet, star,

Or even a God. advance too far
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Beyond the outside of this zone,

Prom loss of gravity are prone
To fall into the vast profound

Beyond the Universe's bound.

Jehovah then with vengeful hate

Sent Michael to exterminate

Like Pharoah
;
then went Jesus, who

Failed also Satan to subdue.

But the particulars, how and why,

Shall all be told of by and by,

The bloody battles which they fought

With Satan without gaining aught,

But set a bad example for

Frail man with fellow man to war.

Thus, men and gods were barbarized,

But now, becoming civilized,

They war much less upon each other-

Begin to call each one a brother.

Tn nine days Satan and the Gods

And angels reached their new abodes;

They now had circled half the zone

"Were opposite to trio's throne

They passed o'er regions on the way,

Which often tempted them to stay.

But now the landscape still more fair

In brighter colors seemed to glare;

Now pyramidic castles grew
From precious stones of every hue;

Through vistas of the groves they peered,

Far in the horizon upreared.

Thus marbl % emerald, agate

And diamond grow and germinate,

Until they into castles grew,

Beyond what skilful art can do.

There undulating verdant plains

Kefreshed by gently falling rains,

Forever greened and bloomed with flowers,
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With meads and viny groves and bowers.

There cool and lucid fountains gushed
From moss-grown diamond cliffs, and rushed

In murmuring tones that breezes bear

To ravish each celestial ear.

There trees bear fruit, milk, bread and meat,

And Gods have but to pluck and eat.

The Gods now reared a spacious dome

A new throne, heaven and a home;
The roof the massive pillars prop

Above a cresent mountain's top.

The angels now had nought to do,

But cut out doors, and windows through
The natural castles near the base,

And finish them to suit their taste.

They were so clear and glass-like bright,

That every -part let through the light.

Here all the angels lived in peace,

Where youth and health could never cease.

Here, no extremes of heat and cold,

Of rain or drought, their bliss withhold.

Here one eternal summer reigns

O'er those deep-colored groves and plains.

Here angels have a splendid view,

Far as the horizon's deep blue;

From hills and castle-tops survey

Green plains where winding streamlets stray.

Where diamond castles brightly gleam
From sun-lit sky's mild whiteish beam.

And here the cool and gentle breeze

The streamlet waves and rocks the trees.

Here limpid founts in sparkling rills

Dash murmuring down the emerald hiUs,

Flow o'er a diamond-pebble bed

A mong the rank grass of the mead.

The flowered meadows spread between

The groves throughout the verdant scene.
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Here daisies, violets, and lillies,

Pinks, hyacinths and daffodillies;

Likewise the sweet and ruddy rose

In everlasting beauty blows.

And here the creeping, curling vine

Doth round the leafy tree entwine,

With interwoven leaves and flowers

Forms most delightful shades and bowers;

"With scent so sweet, a fond retreat,

"Where bird-like, angels love to meet.

"With pleasure here- they never cloy

Their lives are one eternal joy.

Here joys of sense, of heart and mind

Are exquisite and more refined.

All sights most beauteous here appear,

All music charming to the ear,

All scents most pleasant to be smelt,

All forms delightful to be felt,

All food delicious to the taste,

Are found in this celestial place.

All visions pleasant to the mind;

All memory, fancy, thought divine;

All passions thrilling to the heart,

Without allow without a smart;

All love and friendship all combine

To make them happy and divine.

Here angels, gods, and saints are seen

Wandering through the flowery green;

All young and beauteous full of glee;

In love and harmony agree.

From culling flowers through the glade

Sit under bowers in the shade;

And there they form a social ring,

And all in concert play and sing.

Likewise sweet converse all will hold

On science, matter, heart and soul;

And tell to each the place and name
Of all the worlds from whence they came,
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Thus, every thing that is celestial,

As well as those that are hellestial.

Are much akin to things terrestrial.

A silken garb on angels grew,

And made them lovely to the view;

With nought to do but talk and play,

And on the flowery beds to lay.

No lack of shelter or of food

To stir up any selfish feud.

All were in common. None would deign

But while they occupied a fane

To claim it; all possessed in worth

An equal share in all the earth.

Now having reared their mountain dome,
The gods lived happy at their home ;

On honey, milk, and fruit they fed,

On nectar and ambrosial bread.

Now Gods and Angels one and all

Were summoned at the trumpet's call:

Assembled all to consecrate

Their dome and to congratulate.

There on their thrones in common owned

Their Gods sat mountain-high enthroned,

There, on a circling mountain's side

Around the angels sat enskeyed.

First Satan rose and spoke aloud

To Gods and the angelic crowd:

*O myriads of immortal Gods

Untainted by usurpers frauds:

We have no'v without any leven

Of that we left a better heaven,

Let us in peace and love unite,

Nor wish our fallen kin to fight.

Let none in duty be remiss,

But cultivate immortal bliss."

He pointed out the glorious sight
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Of heavenly landscapes shining bright;

Nor would he like incarnate Christ

Their venal worship have enticed;

Who since as friend of man went down
To earth to gain a human crown;
And yet the Jews! Oh monstrous thing,

Kefused his Godship for their king!

Jove next spoke in a voice of thunder,

Which seemed to cleave the dome asunder;

As he made with his arms a stroke,

The lightning from his fingers broke.

The same who since reigned over Greece,

And turned the Trojan war to peace;

Who, on Olympus' cloudy height

Forbade the Gods with men to fight.

He, like a God, gave good advice

To angels to abstain from vice
;

Kegretted all his rebel son

Against them through ambition done.

And other members of his race

Who did their brethren all disgrace.

Then he advised all to forget

Forgive their foes without regret

His father Orus, since adored

In Egypt, next his kin deplored;

With Typhon and Osirus, too,

Wished not to hurt the venal crew.

Next Ormudz, Mythra, Ahriman,
Who since reigned over Persia's land;
Then Brahma, Siva, Fot, and Vishna,
With Hermes, Juggernaut, and Chrishna,
Who still reiga o'er the Hindoo race,

Eegret their brethren's foul disgrace.

Apomti, Intiquoaqui,

Churanti, Tlaloc Mexitli,

With Tezcallipuca and Ve,

Vile, Manito, Loke, Frea and Thor,

Declared they were opposed to war.
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Then Moloch, Chemosh, Ashtaroth,

Astarte, Mammon, Dagon, Goth,

With Gog, Beelzebub, and Bel,

Wished peace with all their foes who- felL

This Moloch is the same who reigned

In Canaan and his might sustained,

Until Jehovah jealous grew
Because he was not worshiped too;

Sent wandering hordes of Israelites,

Who slaughtered all the Canaanites.

Who also did the statues quell,

Of Moloch, Beelzebub, and Bel;

Who ever were content and pleased

With images and offerings greased;

With fires kindled night and day
Where worshipers might dance and play

Upon the mount within the groves,

Where youth could cultivate their loves.

They but encouraged smaller vices,

Had fewest human sacrifices,

But yet Jehovah had not less

Than total nations for a mess.

These are the Gods who swayed the most

On earth when fr st came Holy Ghost

To take the'r worshipers away,

And put them under holy sway.f

Now, as the Gods lolled on their thrones

In soft repose, to pleasure prone,

They saw afar an angel fly,

Like omet glaring through the sky,

Who at their feet soon breathless fell,

And dire news began to tell.

Said he had seen half-way almost

From their own bounds a warlike host,

Whom Michael led with hasty fight,

Aud whom he thought almost in sight.
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BOOK II.

ARGUMENT.

,

*
Satan, Jove and the other Gods armed themselves with thunder and

attacked Jehovah and his myrmidons upon the confines of Chaos. . They
seize upon the burnt-out suns, worn-out planets, comets, broken rings

and nioons, etc.
, lying in the chaotic lumber-yard of the Universe and

hurl them at their enemies. They take Jehovah, Christ, Holy Ghost,

and imprison them on this earth the poorest of all the planets and

imprison their angels upon the hot planet Mercury. Satan and Jove had

jrcviously established laws of progressive development to the mineral,

vegetable, and animal worldoms. Jehovah drowned the thousand-lived

people to keep them from progressing in knowledge and civilization,

chooses a favorite tribe and directs them to destroy all the worshipers of

Lhe Gods. Ho le ids them through the wilderness forty years because

icy sometimes followed other gods. Gave them the land of the Cana-

lites and ordered their extermination. And gave them a blazing light

night to aid them in their slaughter, as he could not stop the mo-

tion of the earth and lengthen the day.

Soon Satan called aloud 'to Jove

And all their host to flglit Jehove ;

With thundering arm drive all pell mcll

With flashing thunderbolts to Hell!

27



NOTES.
1. This is not the brimstone hell which Jehove, Jesus and the Holy

Ghost and the Calvinists and other Christians so much delight in, but

only a warm planet of ninety degrees, where those rebel angels are only
cursed by moulting their feathers and making them look like ugly nude

bipeds, and the monotonous singing of psalms. The words hell and

damn are the only boons the Christian system has given us to keep the

heart of the Freethinker from bursting with indignation against the

ignorance, persecution, and crimes of Christians. These parties and

their priests have, through ages, been slandering Satan and Jove as the

authors of evil, and as presiding over hells which they themselves have

rumped up. 1 cannot bequeath such institutions to men like Smith,

Girard, Cooper, Franklin, Astor and Lenox, but I bequeath to posterity

my Sociology. These vestiges of the moral world may be covered up

by future laborers like tracks of the birds of the geologists in the rocks.

I have engraved some of my opinions on granite, so to teach from my
tomb as well as fr m my books, and I hope that pilgrimages may be

made to it two hundred and fifty, years hereafter.



WHA.T IS IT?
the so-called inspired scripture, self-contradictory?

\* it Divine or Human] . Is it the Word of God or the work
of Man] Ilsader, have you searched the Scriptures] Have you
attentively read the Bible] What do you think of its teachings]
We commend a few of them to your careful consideration.

I have seen God face to face.... No man hath seen God at any time.

With God all things are possible. . . . And the Lord was with Judah, and hedrave

out the inhabitants of the mountain ; but could not drive out the inhabitant!) of the

valley, because they had chariots of iron ! ! !

I am the Lord, I change not. 1 will not go back, neither will I repent. . . . And
God repented of the evil that he said he would do unto them, and he did it not.

Tiiere is no respect of persons with God. . . . Jacob have I loved, and Esau have I

hated. . . .- Is not my way equal? .... For whosoever hath, to him shall be given ;

but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath.

I am a jealous God, visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the children. . . . The
eon shall not bear the iniquity of the father.

It is impossible for God to lie. . . . If the Prophet be deceived when he hath spoken
u thing, I the Lord have deceived that prophet.

Take no thought for the morrow. . . . But if any provide not for his own, and espe-

cially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith and is worse than an infidel.

All they that take the sword shall perish with the sword. .... He that hath no

word, let him sell his garment and buy one.

Provide neither gold nor stiver nor scrip for your journey, neither 'shoes nor yet
staves. . . . Take nothing save a staff only ;

no scrip, no bread, no money, but bo

shod with sandals.

Be not afraid of them that kill the body. ... And after these things Jesus would
ot walk in Jewry, because the Jews sought to kill him.

Remember the sabbath day to keep it holy. . . . The new moons and sabbaths I

cannot away with; it is iniquity.
All the woman children keep alive for yourselves. . . . Thou shall not commit

adultery. . . . Then said the Lord unto me, Go yet, love a woman, an adulteress. . .

Whoremongrrs and adulterers God will judge.
If brethren dwell together and one of them die, the wife of the dead shall not marry

without her husband's brother shall take her to wife ... If a man shall take his

brothers's wit'', it is an unclean thing.
I counsel thee to keep the king's commandment But the mid wives

feared God, and did not as the king commanded ... Let every soul be subject to

the higher powers. . . . Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, answered and said : Be
it known unto thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods nor worship the golden
image which thou hast set up. . . . For rulers are not a terror to good works but to

evil. . . . And the rulers were gathered together against th<; lord and against his

Christ. . . . The powers that be are ordained ofGod. . . . Both Herod & Pontius Pilate,
And it was the third hour, and they crucified him. ... It was about the sixth hour,

and he saith, Shall I crucify your king?
The first day of the week cometh Mary Magdalene unto the sepulchre . . . The

first day of the week came Mary Magdalene and the other Mary . . . Mary Magda-
lino ami Mary, the mother of James, and Salome brought sweet spices. ... It was
Mary Magdaline& Mary the mother of James, and other women, that were with them.
And the men which journeyed with him [Paul] stood speechless, hearing a voice,

but seeing no man. . . . And when we were all fallen to the earth, / heard a voice.

And they that were with me heard not the voice.

Therefore Michal, the daughter of Saul, had no child unto the day of her death. . . .

The *7ve son? of Micha!, the daughter of Saul.
And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, and he moved David against

hem to
s.iy, Go, number Israel. . . . And Sutan provoked David to number Israel.



And David's heart smote him after ho h.ad numbered the people. And David sak)
unto the Lord, I have sinned' grcaliv i:i that I have done. . . . David dul t.'iat which
was riiiht in the eyes of the Lord all the days of his life, save only in tiie matter of

Uriah the Hitiite.

I bear witness of myself, yet my record is true. ... If I bear witness of myself
my witness is not true.

By the deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified. ... The doers of the law shall

he justified. ... A man is not justified by the works of the law. . . . Ye see, then,
how that by works a man is justified.

The trumpet shall sound and tho dead shall be raised. . . . He that goeth down to

the rave shall come up no more.

My yoke is easy and my burden is Iiht. . . . All that will live godly in Christ Jes-

us shall suffer persecution. . . . There shall no evil happen to the just. . . . Ye shall

be limited ot all men for my name's sake.

Wisdom's ways are ways of pleasantness and all her paths are peace. ... In

much wisdom is much grief, and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.

It shall not, be well with the wicked, neither shall he prolong his days. . . . "Where-

fore do the wicked live, become old, yea, are mighty in power?
'

Foolishness is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of correction will drive

it far from him. ... Though thou shouldst bray a fool in a mortar, yet will not his

foolishness depart from him.

The rich man's wealth is his strong tower. . , Woe unto you that are rich.

The destruction of the poor is his poverty. . . . Blessed be ye poor. . . . Give mo
neither poverty nor riches, lest I deny thee, or lest I be poor and steal.

Reader, perhaps you doubt tho correctness of the forsgoing j

quotation?, or think that they are garbled. Not so
;
on the con-

trary, hundreds, aye, thousands of just such contradictory pas-

sages miy be fwn.l in the Bible. If you wish to investigate this

subject further it' you wish to see at a glan.se the
tnultitudij

nous self-contradictions of the so-called Word ef G d, arranged
under separate propositions, each proved affirmatively and neg*.

atively with full quotations and references, and without a word
of coin n-;iit, send 37 cents for

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE !

Jin Extract from the Yahw, a powerfully Satiric Poem against all religions of 120 pagrs.

Look round the oJobe, for near two thousand years,
The cross baa-deluged it with blood and tears;
His not tYis cross, this emblG n of salvation,

Rendered this lift a temporal damnation?
1^ n')t a crucifix a horrid si<*ht?

Yet Christian yahoos view it with delight !

A naked mm upon a gibbet nailed,

Bv sq'nman'i ^irls is e'en with rapture hail"d !

Th^y c;ill it Lanb, Sweet Jesus and Dear Savior !

A'i 1 oit-m' bv.llmitas by their behavior.

Eni'i hi ;ot c-i is, hn heiJ wit'i rubbish crammed,
"Mine's t'Jt? reli^io:i, all tho rest are damned,"
While oVirc'i, avl syna^oiue and mosque, all yell,
An 1 se<vl eaoh other's devotees to hell.

It, Masquerier, Pr.



INTRODUCTORY.

ERAS OF CIVILIZATION.

The production of intelligent beings, improved to as high a

degree of perfection and happiness as the nature of mailer will

admit, seems to be the great and final result of creation. Mat-
ter consisting of but one or a few elements and properties, could

not suddenly arrange itself into a highly organized universe, but

through the slow process of a series of improvements upon itself.

Creation then, is a gradual developement ;
and hence the great

paramount law of all laws is that of progress. All other laws
become changed or modified by this great sovereign law of the

universe
;
which dissolves only to legenerate, and creates thro'

the process of transformation. We behold a physical world

first perhaps in a cometary or gaseous form, then in a liquid, next

in a solid form; and we know ours has. been gradually floored

vviih the primitive, secondary and tertiary formations, while
its laws have changed with each new state in which its matter

existed.

The moral world also progresses as surely by successive eras

of civilization as the physical has by a series of formations. The
principle of equality, will form a new and last era of society, the

same as the salt of the sea now held in solution may be destined

to form the last series of the stratums of the tertiary formation.

To trace nature in the progress of creation, it is-necessary to

glance at her operations in the past, at what she is doing in the

present, so as to anticipate her revolutions with more certainty
for the future. Every formation of the physical or era of the

moral world is founded by a few dominant elements and princi-

ciples, which continue accumulating their effects until they wear
themselves out

;
then new cause? and laws grow out of them,

and in turn form a new stratum and civilization. Every change
in nature is attended with new circumstances

;
so that she does

not monotonously repeat the same series of causes and effects.

Were this the case, there could be no progress : neither could

error accumulate so as to produce eventually its own destruction.

The evil principle of the alienation of rights and property,
into the hands of non-pioclucers has formed the era of monopoly
and left the producing masses in new circumstances so as to de-

velope the era of equality, in a similar maun T by which the

precipitation of certain elements in the deposition of new stri-



(2) Society progresses by eras as the ecr'th by formations.

(urns, leaves ihe remaining ingredients to assume new properties
for (he formation of a subsequent and very different stratum.

The principles of each preceding era I ecome greater evils in

the subsequent one. Thus war, leaguing tribes into nations

in the era of barbarism, becomes a greater evil in that of monop-
oly, where wealth that stimulates art and science, will become
in" turn a greater evil in the era of equality. The le?s perfect

principles then of each preceding eia shape all its institutions)

and mould the conscience of mankind
;
so that many of the ac-

tions esteemed virtuous in the preceding> become vicious and
criminal in the subsequent era. Just as sand, clay and lime,
that predominate respectively in the older formal ions of the earth

and form useful rocks, become great evils when spread out un-
mixed on its surface in the form of deserts.

IM the following analysis the eras of civilization, their seres of

stages, the predominating sentiments of glory, the commence-
ment of the monopoly of each right, its restoration and the evil

principle violating each, are classed in the ordrr of their progress.

ERAS, STAGES, SENTIMENTS, RIGHTS, EVILS.

Office,

Knight"

( 1, Hunting, C 1, Chase, C

I, BARBARISM, 1 2, Herding 1 2, Warfare, <
1, Saver'gn

( 3, Feudalism, ( 3, Feally, ( ty,

Agriculture, C I, Power, C I. Domain,
Manufacture, < 2, Rank,

'
2, Labor,

Commerce, ( 3, Wta'th, ( 3, Pioducts, ( Profit,

C I, Agriculture, C I, Power, ( 1. Domain, (Tenure,
2, MONOPOLY, 1 2, Manufacture, ^ 2, Rank, { 2, Labor, < Hi e,

( 3, C

C 1, Towns, Peopledo>n?,C 1, Democracy, C 1, Soi-er^-nty restored,
3, EQUALITY, J 2, Equal use of land, / 2, Landocracy, 1 2, Horn tin do,

( 3, Equitable exchange, ( 3, Laborocracy, ( 3, Labor do.

Community,

Man's first form of existence is that of barbarism, and roused
ouly by the leading sentiments of the chase, of war and of fealiy,
he progresses only through the hunting, herding and feudal

stages, while his inalienable right of sovereignty is usurped by
office, fiefs and knight-serviceT His next form of civilization,
is that of monopoly and class, and stimulated by an additional set
of sentiments of glory, that of power, rank and wealth, he ad-
vances more rapidly through the stages of agriculture, manufac-
ture and commerce, but loses his rights of domain, labor and
products by tenure, hire and profit. His next form of society now
commencing is that of equality, where being ennobled by the

governing seniimmts of the equal use of the soil and the exe;-
rise of lib T and democracy by each man in his own proper per-
s< n, he will advance almost simultaneously to the organization
in o townships ani peopledoms, to the equal use of land, equitable
exchange of labor, 10 community, and to the restoration of all



Ideas being acquired, society must first have its infant state.(S]

is rights. The division then of the moral as well as the physi-
cal world into three great eras with subdivisions, dates from the

change of the principle that creates eacli of them. The evil

principle of alienation of rights more by force in the barbarous

and by fraud in the monopolizing, marks the bounds of these eras.

But the era of equality will be produced by the equal distribution

of the materials of the preceding eras, by an entire change of

principle, like the change of the motion of the earth in forming
the tertiary out of the materials of the older formations, by level-

ing their inequalities by diluvium, boulders, drifts, &c.
Barbarism. Man, in the infancy of his being, prompted by

appetite and the delight, of the chase, procures both food and cloth-

ing, while he shelters under bowers, projecting rocks and tents.

Tribes bound their hunting grounds by rivers and mountains,
while their idea of property in the soil is that of so many acres

of game. Their inequality consists mostly in sex and all meni-
al employments are performed by the women. They remain in

the hunting stage for many ages, until by degrees, game and
wild fruits becoming scarce with increase of population, necessity

prompts the new sentiment of the cultivation of fiuits and the

domestication of the most useful and docile animals. Thus they
become more permanently fixed to the soil, form some idea of

property in it and form the second stage of baiburism. The cul-

tivable soil is naturally claimed by the first occupant and the

heath, morass and mountain land is appropriated for common
hunting and pasturage. Hence at this stage man has the free-

hold of the soil, a non-producing aristocracy not. being yet suffi-

ciently developed to u?urp it through any fraudulent device.

But owing to the difficulty of keeping the roving herds of dif-

ferent persons and tribes in possession, and their frequent depre-
dations upon those of each other, wars were continually engen-
dered, which, causing the league of tribes in self-defence, formed

larger nations and a new stage of barbarism, that of feudality.
The frequent alliance of families and tribes with each other,

caused the faithfulness of adherence to be considered a grea

duty, and its breach a base treachery. The strength of these sen-

timents became the instrument of the great power of the chiefs

who, dazzling by their eloquence in council and prowess in battle,

very easily acquired the government of society. Thus the inal-

ienable right of sovereignty from the ignorance and neglect of

the people to prescribe their rule of action in proper person, is

usurped by the patriarchs, prophets nnd chiefs, who soon grow
into lords, priests, conquerors nnd kings, and make civil, reli-

gious and military office a specie^ of propeity. Claiming the

sovereignty of the people as their entire prerogative and proper-

ty, they soon found means to extort tribute from them for the



(4) Fealty and military service the first tributeforcedfrom ?nan.

use of it. The vassal was required to take an oath of fealty to

adhere strictly to the cause of his lord and to perform knight-

service by attending
1 him in court and camp whenever called on,

subject to have his lands escheated by non-attendance or flight

in battle. Though the people were thus reduced to a state of

tenure in sovereignty, yet the reciprocal duty of protection of the

vassal was required from the lord, who also became the guardian
of his orphans, and thus the vassal was not that degraded being
lhat the tenant is of the modern landlord.

In this era of society, before there could be much inequality
of property, it classed into hunters, shepherds, braves and coun-

cilors
;
but. none were rendered destitute of the means of subsist-

ence as under ihe monopoly of the soil at, the present period.

This feudal system from the mutual duties of protection and

fealty, created strong military hords, who continually depredated

upon neighboring nations, and reduced them to the same system,
as the Saxons did in their conquest of England, or as the north-

ern hords of Europe and'Asia overran their southern nations.

Monopoly. The era of monopoly commences with agricul-
ture. As the attention of mankind became more directed to the

cultivation of the soil, they withdrew themselves the more from

depredating wars, and advanced more rapidly in civilization
;
but

owing to the usurpation of sovereignty in the preceding era the

monopoly of other rights commenced. As cultivation progress-
ed it increased the value of the soil, and the idea of property in

it. This wheted the avarice of the lords, who wielding the sove-

reign power, cunningly insinuated the doctrine that the supreme
power was inseparably connected 'with the allodium or highest
title in the soil that the vassal held of the lord, who again held

of the king. The admitted power of the lord to escheat the lands

of the vassal favored the doctrine, of the highest title being in

him, who, finding that the military service would be contributed

by the vassal without being bound, at least in case of invasion,
cheated him into the belief that the knight-service was contribut-

ed for the use of the soil, instead of for the protection of g-overn-

ment. The si-mple minded vassals, being frequently harrassed

by attending their ambitious lords in their wars, and not seeing
the consequences of it, were easily induced to contribute a small

yearly service in labor, products w money in licit.of the kiiight-

service, and thereby admitted it to be paid for the use of the soil.

Thus the mass of mankind lost the freehold of the domain as

well as sovereignty, through the fraud of their rulers and their ig-
norance that, they were inalienable rights, and it must brand
them with eternal disgrace, that they have lived through so ma-
ny stages of civilization, and endured so much misery without

discovering the whole of their natural and imprescriptible rights



It takes two eras of office, tenure, hire and servitude to track (5)

Imagine a lord usurping the fee of the soil in consequence of in-

heriting the sovereign power from his ancestors, compelling sever-

al hundred tenants to perform the base-service-of so many days
labor upon his manor, of contributing a certain number of fowls

or a money rent every year. And then on the part of the lord,

see him by degrees neglecting to perform the duties enjoined by
the feudal laws, of the reciprocal protection of the vassal.

But, behold how soon under the leasehold title the cultivator

has been driven from the soil. As the value of land increased, it

furnished a pretext for raising rents and shortening leases from
an unlimited to a limited time

;
and begining with granting them

for several, and then for one life, with a reversionary interest,

they were gradually shortened down to owe year, and would to

one month if a crop could be produced in that time.

But, one step in monopoly as wrell as in reform leads on to an-

other. Landlords, whenever small tenements qualify voters are

sure to lease in larger farms. This reducing more to the condi-

tion of hirelings, agricultural labor becomes abundant and cheap,
and farmers prefering to hire by the day instead of yearly and fur-

nishing a hut for shelter, their employment is very uncertain, and
are sometimes forced to the roadsides and even from thence by
the police as nuisances. As a last resort, they flee to the man-

ufacturing towns, where, met by labor-saving machinery, soon

produce a glut of labor, and not having employment to procure
even food, are reduced to the most landless, houseless, naked and

starving condition.

But, to finish the usurpation of the earth, the commons appro-

priated in the early ages for common pasturage and huniing, for

all the inhabitants of the neighborhood, are now nearly all usurp-
ed by the lords throughout Kurope by means of enclosure acts,
while the people by 'Anti-enclosure Societies' are struggling in

vain to prevent the usurpation of the. remainder by class legisla-
tion. In England alone, several thousand of these acts enclos-

ing about fifteen millions of acres have been enacted since the

reisrn of queen Anne.
Thus the lo dlings of the.earth, while they gradually destroy-

ed the freehold title of the balance of mankind to the soil, have

perpetuated in their families the sovereignty and domain of the

nation by laws of primogeniture and entailment.

Rut, notwithstanding the practice in the western hemisphere
of holding land in allodium and dividing it equally among heirs,

yet, through the more powerful instruments of modern monopo-
ly, such as incorporated capital, it is < qually monopolized, on ! v

by a greater number. American government, instead of requir-

ing a mere military service in an occasional war as by the ferd il

lord?, they drive out the aborigines, sometimes paying a trilU-,



(6) Mankind the lesson of the inalicnableness of their rights.

and then sell the depredated lands at prices far above the meana
of the great mass of the landless producing poor, instead of pro-

viding for their inalienable occupation by both aborigines and

emigrants. They sell also to non-cultivating speculators, who

soon receive the original price several times doubled by the im-

provement of the adjoining lands of the settler
;
and then with

capital furnished by banking, they ultimately fall into the hands

of landlords, and thus the system of tenure is perpetuated also on

the western continent.

Some mechanism, no doubt arose cotemporary with chivalry
and agriculture, but it could not attain to much until tillage had

produced materials for manufacture, so that the full manufactur-

ing stage commenced at a later period. But as the inalienable-

ness of the right of sovereignty and domain was violated by the

introduction of the feudal and tenure system, it prepared the

way for the further violation of another of the inalienable rights,
that of production whereby mechanical labor and skill was
hired by capital holding master manufacturers, and thus devel-

oped another class of non-producers in addition to landlords.

If the mechanic had never been deprived of his inalienable

home upon the soil, he would never have been forced to hire his

labor. But those holding the soil or other capital, acquire the

principal power of employing machinery and of reducing the

mechanical producers to the degradation of hirelings or journey-
men. The surplus agricultural population from the monopoly
of the land is now driven into the villages which soon swell into

cities, which again add to the wealth of the holders of the ad-

joining lands. Thus cities are but great concentrations of mas-
ter manufacturers and shoppers, where they acquire increased

facilities to monopolize mechanical labor
;
and it must ever be so

nniil producers learn to disperse on inalienable farms and village
lots in the proper proportions to .produce an equitable exchange
of the necessaries of life.

At first the capitalist, mechanic and shopper was more con-
centrated in the same person, who retailed as well as manufac-
tured h s products; but as large manufacturers with machineiy
increase, they find it tedious to retail and wholesale to a class of

retailing, profit-mongering, non-producing shoppers ;
and thus

the commercial stage arises. And now behold the era of mo-

nopoly, advanced from a lord in his villa with his serfs around
him to one of our modem million populated cities of brick, inar-
1 le and granite palaces, occupied by fat, sleek and insolent land-

lords, manufacturers, merchants and professional characters, and
decrepid, ragged and industrious tenants and hirelings, living in

garrets and cellars. While the earth is ornamented by the pro-
ducers with farms, parks and palaces, villages and cities, where



The right of labor is destroyed by the servility of hiring it. 7

every luxury abound.*, they are met by a glut of labor and high-
priced forestalled provisions. A tenth of the population of Eu-

rope and Asia are now reduced to pauperism or to the verge of it,

and the same is fast approaching in this Western Continent.
The governments throughout the world are now self-incorpo-

rated companies, legislating themselves exclusive class privilages,
consider themselves the people, and all the landless that cannot

- get employed in production or war as nuisances. For the mo-
nopoly of the soil and other rights have made so 'many paupers,
that ihey are begrudging the support of even the poor-house pii.s-

ons, when they connot find a market for their fabrics. They
would by the disuse of horseflesh as in China, put the carving
trade upon i.he unemployed, but steam is now applied which
crushes out both horse arid man

;
and if emigration did riot ease

the surpluss the distress would be terrible. Hut such is the stu-

pid ignorance of both rich and poor in Europe that if human
rights are not better understood, the working class will reach the

degradation of the homeless Sudra of Indi?. and China,, where

they are forced to wander around and force contributions from

villagers also on the verge of starvation, to appease hunger.
And yet how little the few who have a glimpse of this

state of things, have the means and the power to leform them.
Rousseau attacked the errors of the Church, and assei ted that

rights were inalianable. Paine attacked the erroneous institu-

tions of hereditary kings and peers and asserted that a delegated

representative republic was a government of the people. But he
did not see that all the institutions of society, through all ages
were thoroughly founded upon alianated rights, and that he had

only aided in changing one phase of the same evil principle for

another. Tney have only been changing from the feudal to the

tenu e system-;, and from the monarchical to the republican form
of government, which still leaves the rights of man in a univer-

sal state of alienation and monopoly.
Thus the e a of monopoly has progressed through its singes of

agriculture, manufactures and commerce. The nplication 01

steam power to these, aided by banking government securities,

are now producing millionaires to an alarming extent. Steam -

shiping and railroading are driving the population into overcrowd-
ed cities, to be rent-taxed, starved, and rum-poisoned and repro-
duced with so much infirmity and disease as to be sure to pro-
duce a deteriorated race, engendering plague, crime and mis-

ery.

Equality. The era of equality then has not begun. Its doc-

trines are only leaking out in fragmentary parts.

But, the great change from the dogma of the unequal and al-



H The Landless haw no Home, no Country.

ienated, to the true p inciples of the equnl and inalianable or per-

petuated rights, was started by William Sper.ce, an English ma-
chinist.. He was seconded by Thomas Skidmore of New York

city, alsi a machinist. He left, a work urging man's right to prop-

erty and the whole product of his labor. William Gobbet t de-

nounced the monopoly ofthe soil by the aristocracy of England,
and contended that all should have the use of it. Bronlerre O'

Brian urged the nationalizing of the lands by securing to every

family a home upon it by paying a small rent to government for

its support. But this H but a huge landlord and tenant system,
which would be sure to run to abuse, and like all crude ideas are

embraced by the workers of England. Robert Owen blundered
into the dogma of Communism, in opposition to individualism,
and did no more than to strengthen the sentiment that a change of

institutions around man would reform his character,

But it was George II. Evans who asserted that as man's natu-
ral wants were equal and peipetual through life, that they gave
to every human being an equal and inalienable home on the soil.

Cotemporary with him, Thomas Ainge Devyr boldly advanced
the same doctrines and escaping from the fangs of the English
government, reached New7 York city and joined with Evans in

agitating the land reform. Evans proposed the sliding meas-
ures of donating the homesteads, exempting the homesteads and
land limitation, to equalize ownerships. Several States enacted
homestead exeiniions, an. I Congress at length donated homes to

actual sellers. The Statesman, G. W. Julian, G. A. Grow and
B. F. Wade and a few others pionered the hometead law through
Congress. And these are the most prominent efforts in land re-

form toward the era of equality.
Evans urged the measures of land reform in his c

Radical,' Peo-

ple's Rights,'
'

Working Man's Advocate ' and 'Young America,'
while Devyr urged them in the 'Northern Star' in Ens-land, and
' Democrat' and ' Freeholder '

in New York city. The writer
of this work took a part also in agitating these measures, and in

the following chapter has endoavored to give a more scientific

and classified form fo the dootrire of man's rights, with the con-
stitutional principles that must co-operate in the completion of a

perfect right. No department of Nature can be said to be re-

duced to a science until all its elements are properly arranged into

classes, orders, genera and species. For Nature is not a jumple
of individualities, but she has distinctly labled them in her muse-
um with characteristic marks. Natural wants, and their counter-

parts, the natural rights of man, are the result of the highest prop-
erties that their organs have produced, which are those of vital-

ity, mobility and mentality, all of which have marked disiinc-
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ions for classifications. Thus the exercise of the properties of the

vascular, muscular and nervous organs of the body are the foun-

dation of the right to life, labor, and mr.'.d, which may be clashed

under the general head of the rights to Personalty, while the ex-

ternal objects around us may be classed into the immovable land

and appurtenant elements of water, air, and light, as the produc-
tions of nature

;
into those of improvements or mansionery, sub-

dividing into building?, done by man, and into movable products
of both, may be classed under the general head of Homestead or

Property.
And then, it must be observed, that all these rights are depend-

ent for their existence and completeness, in common with every-

thing in the universe upon the three great elementry laws or

principles of equality, perpetuity, and individuality, which co-

operate and back up each oiher, to prevent righis from becom-

ing destroyed by the opposing wrongs of inequality, monopoly
ami parivism.

Owing 10 the heedless ignorance and usurpation of mankind
ih.oujrh all age*

5
, they have blindly followed their grasping pro-

pensities, and caused all the institutions of society to become
founded upon the thorough alienation and monopoly of all their

rights, which it has taken even dozens of revolutions to do no
more than to change the same evil principle from one phase or

fonn to another.

Bit when the true principles of rights become established, they
will not have to undergo varying phases like the evil ones, or

the stages of a disease. But when the true principles of Liberty
are established in Landed democracies, revolutions, will be em-

ployed not so much in advancing toward more peifection, but in

preventing the degeneration back into error.

But to advance to the era of equality, there must be an entire

change of sentiment by means of the pre^s, public discussion, and
a general literature in books. The writings of Evans, Devyr,
the speeches of Julian and others, and this little treatise is only a
small commencement of what is needed. A bronze bust of

Evans is proposed to be erected in the Central Park of New York
or the Prospect Park of Brooklyn, wilh Land and Government re-

form inscripiionsfort.be instruction of millions of visitors.

For the reform of society in introducing the era of equality, it

is propsed to opperate by towns, townships, parishes, communes,
etc. Let the small holders of the soil in all of them, be instructed

that nothing can save themselves or posterity from the overwhelm-

ing progress of monopoly and pauperism, but the application and
establishment of the thorough principles or laws of equality, \

FT .

petuity and individuality or separate ownership of a share of
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the soil, giving the power and independence of self-em pic y.

inent on llieir own homesteads, and also the power of self-govern-
ment by organized townships of land owning democracies.

These divisions of teritory already exits in all nations, and man-
kind may yet become fo scientific and civilized in the future as

to divide all the sections of (he earth lying between the whole
numbered degrees of latitude and longitude from some meridian
into six miles square townships, subdivided down to sections,

quarter sections and quarter quarter sections, and then down to

ten acres as a smallest mininum for a family support, one half in

I lie complete right of the husband or brother, and the other in

that of the wife or sister. These divisions are also treated under
the head of the scientific division of the earth at the end of this

essay, to which the reader is refered.

These townships are to have no jamed up houses, but only mart,

hall, college, museums, etc. For with garden, field, meadow,
and forest, dwelling, barn and shop on every homestead, the

whole township will become a rural city of combined houses,
farms and forests, which would convert it into a park-like land-

scape. Thus all can cultivate their own vegetables, fruits, fuel,

fowls, nnl some flish letting the costly pig and fences be dis-

missed, while sheep, cows and horses may be raised in regions tin-

suited to fanning. Thus some combine agricultural with me-
chanical labor, or limit themselves to one of them. They can

equitably exchange their suiplus products at the town mart or by
express wagons going round. Thus producing and manufactur-

ing s--) much upon every homestead, there will be less costly

freightage upon productons of the same climate, and thus limit

the railroading and trading power which robs by so much profit-

mougery. Let all who can sell out in these hell-engendering,
overgrown cities, and purchase homes on the soil, although they
have a natural right to them as the gift of Nature. This would
leave the cities to fall into ruins, except warehouses, foundries'

shipyards, etc., at the great sea and river ports for the accommo-
dation of international commerce.

Every homestead should be divided from its neighbor by a

graveled walk on the line between, with lows of fruit trees on
each side, the lower shrubs inside, and the grains, vegetables, etc

,

should occupy the hollows, with the forest trees on the less fer-

tile soil. These graveled walks dividing the homesteads should
be ridged up high enough to turn all the rain into the lowest

grounds of each, and excavated for a fish pond and for irrega-

ting purposes. Iron pipes may also be driven into the low ground,
and with a wind-wheel pump up water in dry seasons to ii regale
the vegetation, find, thus be independent of the rainless skies and
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often failing Providence. Every road in each town should also be

ridged up nnd graveled, kept in repair, and connected with those

surrounding the homesteads, so that there would be no ordure

washed out. of any township where ( he land will admit of it.

The dwellings or mansions, barns or shops should be placed
one hundred and fifty feet from each other and on the dividing
line with the same range of rooms on each side of the male and
female half the homestead. Thus any of the buildings may burn

up without firing the others, and save the expense of insuran e.

With the college, as well as the other public buildings in ihe

center of each township, the children can all walk to it, and be

taught in the phonetic spelling and reading, with the accented

syllable marked. But there should be a school room in every
house, with block letters, maps, pictorial book, gymnastics, toys

etc., so that childn n could combine piny with schooling There
should be a library, reading-room, bulletin, museum, etc.

,
for ad-

ults and youth in the town hall, with offices for records, public

meetings for discussing and enacting laws in proper person \viih-

out any office-holding government. For the majority of people
in every township wou'd determine the law, while judicature
could all be determined by referees without fees, and while public
works could be accomplished by working committees, paid out of

a poll-tax on all alike, as all will own nearly the same means.
Thus every operation of society can be accomplished without even
wooden figure-heads for officers or gods.
The exect moment of the birih of every child should be re-

corded so that it could be decided who should heir the homestead
where no heirs were left. When the earth has as many people
as can be supported on a minimum of ten acres, parents must be-

come prudent enough to leave only enough heirs to fill their pla-
ces on their homesteads When married persons become unhap-
py together they may separate, and occupy the opposite side of

the dwelling, barn and shop.
The perfect rights of man must be founded, exercised and en-

joyed on the thorough principle of the edualit\
, perpetuity and in-

dividuality of their natural wants for Life, Labor, Self-govern-
ment and property. Yet all the institutions of mankind arc

still founded upon the wrong of land monopoly, and tenure, chat-

tel and hireling slavery, profitmongery and office-hold ng govern-
ments

;
and have only changed from one phase to another of (he

same evil principles. But by organizing all nations into town-

ships of land-owning democracies, all can be self employed as

fanners and mechanics on their inalienable homesteads, be self

governed by voting direct for the laws, and thus attain true lib-

erty and happiness.



A United Stne Measure. To rrevent ali furth r sale of Public Lands, and

to allow actual settlers the use of a Lot or a Farm, with a restriction against transfer

rinsr tl.e possession to any one already a landholder, aa proposed by the National Re-

form Association.

A Slnte TT?pnsiro, To restrain any individual, hereafter, from getting" po>
lession, hy crift. inheritance, piirchase. or in any other manner, of more of the land

considered private property than is sufficient for a farm, (^ay 160 acres.
1
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POLITICQLOGY.

RIGHTS WRONGS.

This term is intended to designate every thing relating to po-
litical and social science, either in its progressive or highest stale

3f improvement. It. is classed into two orders, nine gen uses and

t'.venty Com spec'e-* of rights with their corresponding wrongs.
The rights of mm, are his title to the constituents of his na-

ture and constitution, and his wrongs, the violation of these.

Laws, in regard to man, are his ever-improving principles of

action.

Liberty, is the practise of all man's rights, and slavery, the

practical detraction of them.
t

Right, then, is the title, law, the mode, liberty, the practice,
and happiness, man's enjoyment of the constituents of his existence.

Man's want-:, and powers of production, being so nearly equal,
he is invested by na'ure with equal rights. His desires and
wants being felt, by himself, be can always judge what is bet-

ter for his; own interests than others. All., must therefore
{
ar-

ticipate in prescribing their 'rule of action. Law, therefore,

should be prescribed and obeyed by the same superior power.
All assumed superiority except what is given by nature, is usur-

pation "of sovereignty and brute force. Thus B'ackstone errs in

supposing that it is the supeiior that enacts and the inferior that

obeys. Neither is he correct in his theory, that there are differ-

ent kinds of liberty, or a time when there is no society or gov-
ernment, so as to make civil the residue of natural libertv,

given as the price of protection, when in truth if man could

ever be out of society he would not acquire therby more liber! v.

Although, right and libertv, have been but gradually developed
and known, yet in the abstract, they are the same in all circum-
stances and in all ages.
The only just division in the commentaries, is that of right?

and wongs. The imperfect distinction of rights of persons and

rights of things has 1 een sufficiently criticised by his commen-
tators. Ry reference to the classification of rights and wronprs
in this work, it will be seen how deficient his analysis is, into

the rights of personal security, personal liberty and private prop-

erty, with no recognition of the right, of every man to his sov'e-

r. ignty, his labor and bis domain.



14 Rights should have classified and specific names.

In Jefferson's enumeration of rights, the term 'life' is suffi-

ciently specific ;
but 'liberiy and the pursuit of happiness' are

too indefinite, as well as (he terms 'equality, liberty, safety, and

property,' used in the French Constitution of 1793, to designate
the generic equal, individual and inalienable rights, and to give
a clear, distinct and definite conception of them.

Rights naturally divide into two orders, Person and Property.

Mind, be'ng the inseparable property of the nervous system, is

the foundation of the inalienable right of sovereignty ;
the in-

separable union of vitality with the vascular system is the origin
of the indissoluble right o f life; motion, the inseparable quality
of the muscular system, is the basis of the inalienable light of

labor or production ;
and the inseparable connection of man's

organs of alimentation, respiration andsensation, with the food,

nir and light of the great womb-like external world, establishes

the foundation of his imprescriptible right to land, improve-
ments, and cominodity.

But these rights are subdivisible again into species with their

opposing wrongs, and are shown in opposition in the following

ANALYSIS OF RIGHTS AND WRONGS.
CLASS. ORDERS. GEN'JSSS. CLASS. ORDERS. GENUSZS.

!, Revolution,

2, Legislation,

f t, SOVEREIGN- { 3,4<&n*iMlr't'n.

TF, | 4, Reputation,
5. Conscience.

{ 2, L/PE,
I

1, Existence,

2, Bof/t/,

3, HeottA.

4, Peace.

1
, Treason,

2, Usurpation,

f 1, OFFICERY, { 3, Delegation.

Rank,
Profes'rship.

S, LABOR C1, Handicraft,
*

or / 2, Locomotion,

PRODUCTION, ( 3, ./Uaawntmon.

I i

it

f I, Homocide.

2, r/OLEJVC,{ 2, Baerj/.
| 3, Nuisance,

J4, Warfare.

3, SERVI-
TUDE.

( \,Hlre, Cap'!,

I 2, Invris'iri't,

'n.

^ 1, DOMAIN,
Land,
Farm,

Manufactory. "S f-

C I, Commodity,
{2, PRODUCTS, 1 2, Specie,

( 3, Labor ex note.

I, Lw3JVD-

LORDRY,
p,

;

h:
Leakage,

Renta^e.

I, PROFIT- ( 1, Percenfiye,

MONGERY, { 2, B.vjH;i ? ,

( 3, Credit JVu/e.



Inalienable riglUs must be exercised by every man in person. (15*

INALIENABLE RIGHTS-WRONGS OF ALIENATION.

The principle of inalienableness, upon which this order of

rights is founded, is the most important improvement that has

been made to modern political science. The subversion of this

principle by its opposing wrong of alienation, is now seen to be the

most deeply seated cause of political evil; and nothing short of

of its entire extinguishment, can enable man to obtain the whole
of his rights.

It, is from the inseparable connection of the vital principle and
the body upon which is founded the inalienableness of the right
of life

;
it is from the intimate union of motion with t';e limbs

from which flows the inalienableness of the right of freedom and
labor

;
it is from the close alliance of reason with self-lov7 e which

requires the inalienable exercise of the right of sovereignty by
eacli man in his own proper person ;

and it is the necessitated

dependence of man upon his pedestal the earth and its appurte-
nances, for his subsistence, upon which is founded his inaliena-

ble right to domain. No man, has therefore, a right to destroy
his life, to sell his freedom, defame his honor, to delegate his

sovereignty, to alienate his domain or to suffer others to violate

any of these inalienable rights.
The declaration of independence intimates, that there are

more inalienable rights than it enumerates, by asserting that

"man is endowed with certain inalienable rights that among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness". Those oth-

er rights are here classed wi'h the above, and are found
to be that of sovereignty, honor, labor and domain. The author

of the declaration, may be credited as among (he first who as-

serted the inalienableness of rights, upon which the era of

equality is destined to be founded.

The doctrines of Paine, substituted the elective for hereditary
government; which, though some advance, is only another
form of the delegation and usurpation of the inalienable right of

sovereignty. He will not now be deemed too radical, by our

demoristocrats, with whom universal sufTYage is considered the

ultimatum. The real democrats will now become tho^e who
will advocate the doctrine of the inalienableness of rights, of

universal self-legislation by every man in his own proper person
in townships. For, the present representative system of govern-
ment, with its offices, salaries and taxes, is but a species of mo-

nopoly of power and property, and never has and never will

have much sympathy for the producers of wealth, the laboring
millions.



(16) Sovereignty being inalienable, should never be delegated,

SOVEREIGNTY OFFICERY.

The first genus of the inalienable rights, is that of sove-

ieig.nly. It is the supreme power, wisdom and goodness of the

entire body of society in establishing and administering govern-
ment

;
while oflicery, is any violation of sovereignty, either by

delegation, usurpation or force.

v This power according to Blackstone, is vested in the king, par-
liament and constitution, and we now see its despotic effects

in the monopoly of all property. Representative governments
have already in theory placed this power in the hands of the

people; but they have yet to advance to the knowledge of its

inalienableness, that it should not be exercised by delegation.

Mankind, have through all time been petitioning the monopo-
lizers of their sovereignty for a redress of grievances, instead of

simply taking their ri.ii'ht to legislate, in their own hands. With
the example of the Grecian democracies before them, they are

still charmed with the apparent equality of the modern repre-
sentative system of government between ins and outs. They
have been so stultified in reason by the simple assertion of

Blackstone and others that democracies are impracticable, be-

cause the mass of the people cannot meet at one place, that they
have not yet, recovered from this pot en' stroke of aristocratic

logic. But, they will yet learn, that the country can be divided

into legislative townships, as easily as into elective districts.

Revolution, is the exercise of the highest species of sove-

reignty. It consists in improving the principles of government
by the assemblage of the people in convention ; while, treason

will consist in the attempt to exercise sovereignty by force ol

aims, instead of in the assembly of the people in township hall

Revolution is deeply founded in the principle of progress, in the

ever-improving constitution of nature. It gives facility to the op-
erations of nature, and to the progress of civilization. It exhibits

nature sublimely laboring through her creation, until she wears
out, a certain set of elements and principles; and then of cre-

ating more perfect instruments to work out a higher order of

existence. Every change, through the action of even the same

principle, is often attended with improved circumstances, until

e.u-h eia becomes decked in an entirely new livery of creation.

The sacred deference for existing institutions lays an embargo
upon future ^"quiry and improvement. The first principle that

should br , aught, is, that the institutions of each period, are

only progressive stages of existence, that become modified and
amended as the mind outgrows them. Jefferson asseits.the true

principle of progress, by declaiing the right of nny people to

amend or abolish the government when it becomes repugnant to



L<iw should be enacted by each niun in person in townships (17)

their wisdom and subversive of their rights, liberty and happiness
Revolution then, consists in changing the fundamental prin-

ciples of government. Being the highest exercise of sovereign-
ty, it should result from the most profound discussion by die

entire body of society assembled in convention.

Under the improved organization of government in the era of

equality, into towns and peopledoms, every facility will be given
to the discussion of new7 doctrines in the order in which the res-

pective sciences to which they belong, are enumerated in the

constitution
;
and if voted down, as the majority may err, the

minority still have the right of discussion and remonstrance.

Thus, were every man to claim his inalienable right of sove-

reignty to legislate in his own proper person, there would be no
motive to swerve him from an adherence to principle, we would
then have more disinterested patriotism, honest legislation and

projection of inalienable rights. This will obviate the evil of the

elective system, where, the candidates, to secure their election,
adhere to one or other of the two great panics, contrarv to their

better private opinion and instruction of the true reformers.

Legislation, is also a species of the genus sovereignty, and
consists in the enactment of laws in accordance with the para-
mount law of the constitution. It is the next highest exercise

of sovereignty to that of revolution, and should also be perform-
ed in proper person, and not'by representation. Legislation can
be practiced in the most simple and convenient manner con-

conceivable. The whole country must be divided into townships
of six miles square wi-h a central village, and town hall. This
size is thought, will embrace the proper proportion of each em-

ployment, for production, distribution, consumption and as-

semblage in one place. Now, with such an organization, instead

of the people wasting their time in electing officers (who have
seldom been known to attend to any interest, only so far as it

is connected with their own,) they can always meet, each in his

own person at all or any time in the year, being always in ses-

sion, and by direct speech and vote prescribe their rule of action;
thus consolidating the governors and governed in the same per-
sons. These assemblies will discuss not only political, but every
other science, according to parliamentary rules in a certain or-

der ; and thus all society of both sexes will become intelligent

according to ability, and consolidate legislature, court and

lyceum in one establishment. Every opinion and grievance can
thus receive a proper hearing; and not be smothered under the

sanctuary of a throne or a party. Then the real producers of

knowledge will become the professors of science, instead of those

learned venders of common place, who have persecuted a Soc-

rates, a Galelio, a Columbtfa and a Paine. Genius will not. as

now pine in garrets, \\hile mere learn ng fattens in colleges.



(18) An elector loses his sovereignty as a tenant does his domain

Administration is here classed as the third species of sove-

reignty, and should embrace all the. powers now divided into

executive and judiciary. Thus revolution, establishes constitu-

tional law, legislation* statutory, and administration applies all

law to the protection of rights, and the redress of wrongs.
This being also an inalienable right, all cases of felony should

be adjudicated upon by the whole assemblage of the people ;

but civil injuries to small amount, may be investigated by arbi-

trators, with an appeal to the people. Under this organization
of society, so little wrong could occur, that, trials would occupy
less of the time of the people than they now do.

The word Ofjicery is pioposed as the most specific and expres-
sive of the wrong t'hat violates sovereignty. This term shows

that it is not only usurped, hereditary but even delegated power
that destroys this right. It, is not in the power of nature to se-

cure the honest and disinterested exercise of rights by deputy or

representation. Hence office is merely a species of pi open y used

by the officer for the emolument of himself 'and the class of

non-producers to whom he belongs. How will the masses be

disappointed when they attain universal suffrage to see how lit-

tle they have gained of their inalienable rights. But more ad-

vanced, behold the main wrong beyond wrongs arise like :he

highest range among mountains.

The deeply seated cause then of the criminal practises of pres-
ent governments against, the producing millions, is the creation

of the system of offices and salaried officers, whereby the inalien-

able right of sovereignty is alienated, and society divided into

governors and governed, in the same manner that the alienation

of land and labor by rentage and hire divides it into landlords

and tenants, masters and hirelings. Sovereignty is alienated as

much by the elective franchise as the domain is by tenure, the

body by slavery, labor by hire, or life by warfare. Constituents

or electors pay fees and salaries to officers for the imaginary use
of their own sovereignty, as tenants pay rents for their share of

domain, or as producers pay profits upon their own productions.
The common doctrine that sovereignly never departs from the

people, though weilded by an exclusively elected few, supposed
to have only a delegated power, defrauds the understanding by
its speciousness. The farce of the elective franchise does not

practically give the electors the sovereign power, but only a par-
tial power of selection, just r.s the choice of a landlord does not

give the tenant the freehold title of the tenement. Though the

sovereign power rightfully belongs to the whole body of the peo-

ple, it is not yet weilded by them in any nation on earth. Rep-
resentative government is onlyan elective aristocracy. There
can be no pure democracy or government of the people until thev



Democracy can be exercised in person in town assemblies. (19)

organize and meet in township assemUy. Neither universal

suffrage nor the election of all officers, will secure the masses the

freehold of sovereignty any more than universal tenure will that

of domain. They are as much cheated by the doctrine of con-

sfituent aud tepresentative in this era as they were by that of

vassal and protector under the feudal system. Nothing but in-

alienable sovereignty, labor and domain, can redeem mankind
from the damnation of monopoly and class. Nothing short of an

organization into townships, where every man upon his own in-

alienable farm or village lot, can with his own hands only, pro-
duce and equitably exchange his surplus products for those of

his neighbor ; and, assembling in township hall, participate by
direct speech and vote in prescribing his rule of action.

Are other reasons necessary to prove the despotism of both

the hereditary and representative system of government? Then,
behold in history but a continued catalogue of the crimes of

kings and officers against each other and the people. Remem-
lier.the horrid murders of a Richard and a Henry. Call to mind
the shocking cruelties of the Bourbon race the Bartholomew

persecution, the iron mask and the slaughter of five hundred
citizens within the wall of the Bastile from a trifling private

pique ! See the despot of Russia exterminating whole nations

Behold the emperor of China, the gieat usurper of both sove-

reignty and divinity, claiming relationship to the sun though it

so far outshines him, and whose subjects are hewn down who do
not. prostrate themselves as he passes !

See the danger of even delegated sovereignty, when the

French people's lepresentatives turned traitors and destroyed the

democratic constitution of 1793, that provided for the final pas-

sage of laws by the primary assemblies of the people. And see

the effects of even delegated soveieignty in the boasted republic
of the United States, where not a single national or state legis-
lature has ever been sufficiently inteligent and honest to enact a

law that directly benefits the producer of property.
See the .pernicious effects of the elective system upon every

candidate for president. Principle, honesty and every philan-
thropic sentiment are merged in self in Lie strife to embrace pop-
ular, instead of reform measures to stand out in relief on the pres-
idential canvass. The extensive patronage of president and gov-
ernor in the appointment of such an army of officers, whose con-
nection with the balance of society keeps a majority in the ranks
of party, makes it a herculean task to undeceive the people, oi

to hurl from ffioce the corrupt minions of perverted power.
Office-holders, like other non -producers, can never have real

sympathy for laborers. Their corrupt nature must be regener-
ated by honest and productive employment to fit them for duty



'20) The mass persecute liviiig reformers, but revere dead ones.

Reputation is also a species of the inalienable right of sove-

reignty. It belongs to each of mankind according to merit and

is alienated by the degenerating
1

institution of rank, caste and li-

lies of nobility, by which le-pectabilily is monopolized by the

most worthless portion of society,, to the degradation of I he real-

ly useful and respectable class. This right with its opposing

wrong of rank and '.he specific one of slander will be fully ireat-

ed in a subsequent part, of this work.

Conscience, the highest property of the thinking principle, is

also a.species of sovereignly and the most vitally important in-

a'ienab!e right. It is in the freedom of discussion that the

advance in knowledge and civilization mainly depends. But,
Nature's God to make sure of progress, has so constituted this

right, that, while oiher rights are temporarily impeded by their

respective wrongs, persecution only facilitates its advancement.
As original views are enleriained by but an isolated few, or

bv a single person of genius at first, the persecution of doctrinal

opinion by the common place thinker, proves either its depth or

shallowness. All describe themselves as well as the object they

criticise, and which must receive the coloring of their minds. All

history, experience, proofs of progress in the vessiges of creation

in the physical or moral world or even improvements within the

observation of men, seldom make 'them philosophic and gener-
ous enough to appreciate an advance of knowledge upon them-
selves \v here it disturbs their interest.

This shows that the deeply-seated wrong that violates the

liberty of conscience, is the institution of creeds with salaried

professorships, a species of ofiicery and property, by which when-
ever they are disturbed by the progress of knowledge and discus-

sion, are sure to persecute it, and further proves the inalienable na-

lure of the rights accruing from the personal qualities of men as

well as from external objects. None of these rights will hear

the sacrilege of being reduced to properly except, that which is

the creation of labor, such as improvements and commodities.
The exclusive leaching of opinion as a means of living, will ev-
er tend to persecute that which declares its absurdity The pow-
er of reason is not sufficiently strong in any man to ratiocinate

against the stronger sentiment of property. The mostuniversal

practice of the ignorant rascality of those who subsist by the

sacrilege of the rights of their Fellow creatures, is to slander
the reformer and martyr the patriot, of their own age, while dei-

fying those of some preceding. So corrupted, omnipotent and
heaven daring do they become, who live by the alienation of

human rights in the form of salaried office, that the Incarnnieo

Almighty Himself was crucilied in redeeming mankind and in re-

forming the abuses of the priesthood, rulers and pn fit-niongsrs.
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But, that variety of conscience constituting the religious sen-

timent, is equally corrupted by its alienation in the form of ec-

clesiastical office as legislation is by delegation. If religion had
been in all ages left to the exeicise of each one in its own
proper person without the intervention of a priest, what a salu-

tary effect would the heart-felt sentiments of the Divinity have
had upon human virtue and happiness. But, a mammon serv-

ing priesthood seized upon this sublime sentiment and blasphe-

mously represented the Deity in images and personifications, of

performing the most ridiculous actions, of uttering the most ab-

surd dogmas, thereby ignoiing and vulgarizing mankind.

Religion as well as politics should be discussed and exercised

by every man in proper person without salary or tyihe; but,
when reduced to chattels in the form of office with livings at-

tached, all sincerity and purity of profession is destroyed. The
transmutation of any thing inio property, but that which is the

pure product of labor is fraught with damnation.

Kings and popes, nobility and priests have ever usurped the

sovereignty and religion vested in universal man, and impiously

pretended to govern by divine right. But, modern representa-
tives and clergy, still wield those rights for their own emolument

by ignorant!y believing their deeds conduce to the good of the

people and the church.
So unconsciously does an erroneous principle corrupt the sen-

timents and actions of frail humanity, that the clergy of all na-
tions see no impropriety of trafficing in every thing relating to

religion. While class legislators only enact laws enabling prop-
erty still more to accumulate property, the clergy for a money
consideration have actually absolved from sin and excused eve-

ry crime in the penal code of nations. They have through all

time perverted religion into hierarchies, and by means of a sys-
tem of officers, secret associations, inquisitions, tythes, contribu-

tions, by hovering like vultures around the death beds of their

devotees to secure their estates, they have monopolized more of

the product of labor in some countries than all the other institu-

tions of society. They have, even after thus trafficing in human
nature sacrilegiously speculated by the sale of grace and the relics

of Jesus Christ. And such^ will ever be the practice of an im-

pious and wortnless priesthood, engendered by the alienation of

the exercise of religion, and its desecration to goods and chattels
in the form of tythes and church livings.
How great then must be the native goodness of human na-

ture and the strength of the religious sentiment to have improv-
ed to so great an extent, in spite of their universal pervert ion: but

which, will more effectually scourge mankind into the knowledge
of the truth and necessity of the inalienablen.ess of all their rights



(22) Ji hired soldiery is but the alienation of the right of life

LIFE VIOLENCE.

The right of life, a genus of (he order person, is one of the in-

alienable rights of man. All wrongs more or less directly af-

fect l

;r
e; but ils most immediate opposing wrong is that of vio-

lence, subdivisible into species and these again into varieties; all

of which will be fully discussed in a subsequent part.

Life is so inseparably connected with the existence of the per-
son and all its rights which rise and fall with it, that its acci-

dental destruction is the greatest calamity and murder the most
heinous of all crimes. There may be a restoration of the other

inalienable rights, but none of life. Hence no man, no judicial
or legislative tribunal can be justifiable in inflicting capital pun-
ishment. Life can tnily be destroyed in self-defence and in de-

fensive war, where the death of the criminal assailant must be

preferred to that of the party assailed.

Nations have no more right than individuals to begin war with
each other. It proves the highest degree of savageism and while
ever society is governed by non-producing, vain-glorious, unpat-
riotic and misanthropic demagogues, with an ignorant, servile

and landless class of vassals, who delight in pouring out their

blood for a country whose institutions rob them of their home and
their labor and yet cali it patriotism, the world will abound with

depredating wars. But when the whole people can govern and
defend themselves in person, be equally required to produce what

they consume, when none can shield themselves from the com-
mon duties of society by ill-gotten wealth, then will these hell-

engendered wars be provoked no more.
As the very essence of.-ill the inalienable rights, consists in

(heir being exercised and enjoyed by every man in proper person,
as sovereignty should not be delegated, labor hired, or tenements

rented, so neither should life be hired. A hired soldiery should
be equally criminal as hired labor. But while a non-fighting
class can kindle a war with impunity and have its expense paid
by a tax upon labor, they will ever be as lavish of the blood of

the soldier, as the non-producing capitalist, manufacturer and
landlord are of the sweat of the laborer.

Under the township organization of society, all could be equal-
ly armed, trained and required to partake in defensive war, as
well as in production. The whole people could be made a per-
petual standing army, at every point and always prepared to de-
frnd themselves and country upon their own domain, while rein-
forced every hour; and would thus soon repel invaders with but
little expense. Thus each people instead of being the tools of ty
rants to forge each other's chains would fight onlv for their rights
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LABOR SERVITUDE.

The inalienable right of labor or production, is also a genus of

(he order of rights accruing from the properties of the person of

nrn. Labor is the great instrument by which man procures the

means of enjoyment, and continues the work of creation. But
a portion of mankind have usuiped the power of forcing the bal-

ance to produce all their wealth, through the simple device of

substituting their ill-gotten capital for their labor, by means of

hire and wages, tenancy, mancipation, &c.
As property is the product of labor only, whoever servilely

hires himself, increases his toil, produces mote than he con-

sumes and an idle non-producer besides. All property acquired
by any mode than labor, is taken from that of other's, and amass-
ed in the form of capital, renders labor tributary, and the creature

sways the creator. Capital levies a tribute of from six to ten per
cent per annum in the form of rent upon the laborer; thus extort-

ing the full value of tenements every ten or sixteen years ;
and

defrauds him on commodities two or three times their cost iti

passing th tough a series of profit-mongers.
Each man's labor to allow of proper recreation is only adequate

to supply his own wants when assisted by his equal share of the

capital stock of the earth. But supposing one eighth of the hu-
man race to be in possession of their proper share of the domain,
and another eighth usurping the other seven eighths, it follows

that three fourths are shorn of their share of capital and reduced
to the degrading servitude of hiring their labor to work the ma-
terials of others; which creates a great class of non-producing
landlords, officers, profit-mongers and masters, and another of

producing tenants, electors, hirelings and slaves.

The laborer's want of materials to set himself at work, forces

him to hire his labor, which alienates it, and it becomes the prop-

erty of the master-capitalist, who receives a tribute in the form
of profit upon his wages. The freehold of labor then is in him
who has the power of employing it, the hireling having only a
choice between reduced wages and starvation. It, is stupid to

expect that men can exercise the rights of each other for each

other; that the legislator will exercise sovereignty for the bene-
fit of the producing constituent, that the landlord will monopo-
lize tenements for the use cf tenants, or that the capitalist will

employ labor for the advantage of the laborer. It is a law of na-

ture that the character of things is changed when their attri-

butes are transferee! fo each other.' It. is impossible for the hire

lilig to reap the full product of his labor and 'to retain the sublime

characteristics of man, until he ceases the servile and rrimina.



How theproduct of labor is monopolized by capital. (
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Labor, a species of the genus freedom, is the sacred and hon-

orable employment of the hands of a human being upon his

jwn (-omain, freehold and materials.

Th? proximate cause of the wrongs of labor, is the principle of

lire and wages, caused by the more remote one, the usurpation
>f the land, and the tribute extorted for the use of it. Thus

property, that cannot multiply itself,,
must therefore accumulate

hat of.others by means of rent, profit and interesi, and be taken

rom the product of labor; but mostly from hired labor, as it is

he immediate means of subsistence. Labor then, should never

>e performed under another. Ail should work only for them-
elves and under themselves. The relations of employer and

mployed, master and servant, boss and journeyman, capitalist
ind laborer, non-producer and producer, should be eternally ex-

inguished. No modification of the principles and institutions

constituting the present era of monopoly no universal suffrage
an give to man the full rights of labor. Nothing short of the

xercise of rights upon the principle of their inalienableness can
reale and perpetuate equality and happiness among mankind.

Though, property now, r ccumulates most all property, yet, la-

>or creates it all. It is the accursed principle of the acquisir
ion of more land by many than they can cultivate, that they
can extort the labor of others by a rentage for the use of it, and
ihus without laboring accumulate all the product of the laborer

jver the meanest subsistence. Thus, \vhen property is made to

accumulate other property, it must be taken from the product
>f labor, as it alone can only create it.

As labor creates from the raw elements of nature, all proper
v, it, of course pays every private and public expense. Thus,
he purchase money for the sale of lands and tenements, in what,
ver way appropriated, is mostly paid by hired labor. Thus,
int, for the use of farms and tenements, is always swelled by
:ie taxes and insurance

;
and the farmer, by adding the whole

mount to the price of his produce, can shift it upon the grocer;
ho can again add it to his profits and collect it from the con-

>imer, who, if he be some other trader, can still parry it off, by
if profit he also receives, until it ultimately comes out of the
aduced wages of the laborer, who produces all products.
Thus, profit on commodities is also increased by the tariff and

?jik, and if the consumer be a landlord, a farmer, a mnnufac-
,ner or a shopper, the increased price is charged along with the
ent too, and extoited from the wages of hired labor.

Thus, the whole bill of costs including the purchase money,
ircct and indirect taxes, tythes, insurance, dividends, interest,
enl and profit, received by the various classes of non-producers,
aving recourse upon each other, is ultimately paid out of the wa-
;es of the hired laborer who has no recourse, but in revolution.



THE NERVES AND THE NERVOUS.

A practical treatise on the anatomy and physiology of the nervous sys-

tem, with the nature and causes of all kinds of nervous diseases;

showing how they may often be prevented, and how they should be

treated, including also an explanation of the new practice of Neu-

ropathy, or the nerve cure. Intended for popular instruction and

use. By Dr. F. Hollick, the author and lecturer. Illustrated by

forty engravings and numerous remarkable cases. 500 pp. The

American News Co., publisher's agents. New York: 1873.

Dr. F. Rollick's books have won for him a deserved reputa-

tion in a department of science heretofore but little cultivated;

and he is now publishing "The Nerves and the Nervous," a

new work, and the sixth of his series. He publishes all his

books in a small 12mo. size, for convenience, as guides for prac-

tical use.

Here is an author who has been led by his specialty and phi-

lanthropic emotions into the investigation of a department of

knowledge of the first importance to his fellow men, and from

which he has never strayed. He saw them suffering and deterior-

ating not only from their ignorance of their mental, but physical

nature and constitution. He saw medical authors declining to

treat fully upon the anatomy of the body, fearing that the

squeamish people would not attend their lectures, or that their

books would not sell. But he resolved to instruct the people

upon a matter that was either life or death to them. He form-

ed his plan, from which he has never swerved. He procured
the most complete papier-mache model of man's body from

France, and lectured upon it in all the cities to appreciating

audiences. But he did not escape the usual bigotry, meanness,
and malice that opposes the efforts of all reformers. A few

self-styled doctors in Philadelphia, through falsehood and for-
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gery, got him indicted for exhibiting a model of the human

body as obscene. JBut he took it, with his books, before the

court, whose jury felt ashamed and insulted that such a ground-

less indictment should be brought before them. He then turned

upon his accusers, who had, forged some documents, and they

had a tight squeeze to escape the State prison. But it greatly

increased his success afterwards in his lectures, practice, and

sale of books.

He has now, during the last twenty-five years, created an im-

mense business, in giving private advice and the sale of his

books. He receives through the New York city post-office box

3,606, about fifty letters daily. Before reviewing his new book,

we will first give the title and character of

HIS FIRST SERIES OF BOOKS.

His "Marriage Guide, or Natural History of Generation,"

illustrated with numerous engravings and colored plates, de-

signed especially for it, gives new discoveries and matter of the

most interesting kind, that cannot be found in any other work.

Such works are of the most urgent necessity for the improve-
ment of the race of man. For if the present practices among
our race are not reformed, we may look for man's degeneracy
back into a savage or monkey, or of becoming extinct. See with

what recklessness illy-paired marriages are contracted between

beings not half made up, valetudinarians from birth, lanky,

pale, sunken-breasted, going it blind, and bringing puny chil-

dren into the world to populate grave-yards. See capital com-

bining with railroads, now driving the agricultural population
into overgrowing cities, jammed and rammed into six-story

buildings, with one and two families on a floor, to become crush-

ed with rack-ventage, smothered with bad ventilation, and cursed

with disease and crime. See the puny children swarming like

bees on the sidewalks, without buoyant joy enough to holloa

or to fan-cy their toy images to be living beings. It should

be made a felony to build such tenements or for human beings
to live in them. Instead of packing in among such a concre-

tion of houses, they should be dispersed into a rural city with

soil enough around them to raise
%every eatable, and their chil-

dren in health. With everyone upon equal and inalienable

homesteads, subject to no liability to alienate by any debt, sale,
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tax, mortgage, bill of credit, etc., but only to be exchanged for

each other, with boot for the difference in value, every family

could be kept in possession of a home to the latest posterity

and at last find something like a paradise on earth. Thus with

dwelling, shop, and barn upon every forty or ten acres as the

minimum, the buildings would be far enough apart to constitute

a rural city over nearly all the earth, and soon let the present

concreted cities and towns fall into ruins. Then let each six-

mile square township be organized, with the proportionate num-

ber to produce the leading necessaries of a living, for equitable

exchange in town mart, and to meet in town hall 'to vote in

proper person for their laws, without divine, hereditary, so-call-

ed representative or other form of officer. With these arrange-

ments, and Dr. Eollick's "Marriage Guide," all the present

institutions of society and government would become reformed,

and men made angels on earth, instead of the groundless hope

of becoming such in an after life.

His work on the ."Male Generative Organs," illustrated by

engravings and colored plates, is a practical treatise on the

anatomy and physiology of the said organs and gives a full de-

scription of the causes and cure of all the diseases and derange-

ments to which they are liable adapted to every man's private

use. It gives an epitome of the new discoveries respecting the

female system and generation.

His "Matron's Manual of Midwifery and the diseases of

women during pregnancy and child-birth"; is also illustrated

with over sixty engravings and colored plates, giving directions

in delivery, cases of emergency and the management of new
born infants.

His " Diseases of Women, their Causes and Cure familiarly

explained.;" is illustrated with Colored plates and engravings.'

In this work everything relating to female health is treated

upon from infancy to old age, with valuable recipes and practi-

cal direc ions. He has been highly complimented for it by many
public audiences of ladies. None should be without it.

His popular "Treatise on Venereal Diseases in all their

forms," is illustrated by woo4 cuts and colored plates. It em-

braces their history and probable origin, and their consequences
both to individuals and to society. When we contemplate tbo
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pernicious effects of the appetite for strong drinks, tobacco,

together with gaming, speculating and other swindling lusts,

how great must be the self-abuse and other excesses arising

from the still more powerful venereal appetite! \Ve now come

to Dr. Hollick's.

NEW BOOK I THE NERVES AND THE NERVOUS.

Which is now published and illustrated with wood cuts spec-

ially engraved Tor it, with colored plates. It gives a full expla-

nation of the anatomy of the organs of the body, their func-

tions and diseases. The nervous, next to the reproductive

organs, demand the most urgent investigation into the nature

of their properties and diseases. This he has done with great

care and research into all the latest developments of his contem-

poraries. He has investigated industriously to verify his own

theories, assumes nothing without the best proof he can get, and

candidly confesses what he and others do not know.

His style is perspicuous, every word is carefully selected and

every sentence is terse and well-turned. He makes no exhibi-

tion of fireworks, by throwing up skyrockets of figurative lan-

guage lo irradiate the darkness of his subject, but looks at it by
the sunlight of fact and reason. We will here quote a para-

graph as a sample of his style.

"The vegetative functions in man are analogous to the ordi-

nary functions of plants and comprise all the processes of nutri-

tion, by which the body is nourished. Digestion, assimilation,

the circulation of the blood and breathing, are all stages in the

process of nutrition. And just as the plant absorbs the mate-

rial for its growth and sustenance from the air, water and

soil, so does man absorb them from his food and drink and
from the air he breathes.

" The human body from -the moment of its birth, is in a

constant state of change, no part remaining long composed of

the same material. A special set of organs are constantly occu-

pied in taking up and carrying away the particles of the body
that have served their turn; while the nutritive organs are

equally busy in putting new particles in the place of the old

ones thus removed.

"Both these processes waste and repair must go on un-

interruptedly, or life cannot be maintained. If the old matter
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is retained too long, the body is poisoned by its own refuse, for

the rejected matter becomes truly a poison. If on the contrary

the process of renewal does not take place as rapidly as that

destruction, the body wastes away."
CLASSIFICATION.

'

Dr. Hollick like all great scientific investigators, first gives a

general exposition of the nervous class or system of the organs

of the human body, then a particular description of the divisions

and subdivisions into which it divides, and then of its diseases

to which they are subject in a parallel classification. Thus he

divides and treats upon the great nervous system to which his

work is confined, under the divisions and orders of the spinal

cord or marrow, the ganglions, and the brain, with their respec-

tive functions or properties of consciousness, emotions and mind.

To complete the classification of the human body, the great

vascular vital or nutritive system of organs divides into the

lungs, stomach and veins, with their respective functions of

respiration, digestion and assimilation; and with still more
divisions of oxygenation, secretion and generation. Thegrea t

locomotive system, divides into the bones, ligaments and mus-

cles, with their respective functions of support, connection and

motion, and still it divides into different kinds of bones and

supports, of ligaments and connections and of muscles and

motions. The diseases of all these organs, of course, classify

parallel along with them as done by Cullen. Thus, it appears,

that while the immense number of the individuals in the vege-

table and animal worldoms, may be classed into classes, orders,

genera and species in accordance with the modifications of their

form, structure and characteristics, we may still class their

organs and properties in a similar way.

And this classification of the organs of man's body, while it

aids us in grasping the science of anatomy, and the treatment

of diseases, is the true substratum or pedestal upon which to

erect the science of society and government, and which already

becomes a classification of rights with their opposing wrongs.

Thus vitality, the property or function of the vascular or vital

system, gives rise to the want and right of life; which divides

into the security of body, limb, health, peace, etc., with other

subdivisions; while their violation, called wrongs, and which
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take the place of what is called diseases in anatomy, is called

that of homicide, which divides into those of murder, mutila-

tion, nuisance, war, etc. And so another of the great rights

arises upon the locomotive organs, and is that of mobility,

which divides into that of locomotion, labor, self-owning, self-

employment, etc., with other subdivisions, and which is violated

by the great wrong of slavery, dividing into false imprisonment,

hireage, chattelhood, etc. The third great right is founded upon
and arises from the nervous system, and is that of the mind
or sovereignty, which divides into those of education, opinion,

free speech, consent, reputation, morality, and of government
in proper person without officers, and which is violated by the

great wrong of the institution of officers in the form of kings,

lords, and the so-called representative legislatures, which is

subdivided into the wrongs of ignorance, bigotry, slander, re-

ligion, or piety, usurpation, tyranny, etc. Thus it appears that

rights as well as the organs of man's body, their properties and

wants, can be arranged as similar classes, orders, etc. But

authors as yet disagree in their classifications of the different

departments of nature. But even an imperfect one greatly

enables the mind to grasp at the apparently heterogeneous

mass of particulars or individuals in nature. All acknowledge
even the aid which the imperfect arrangement of rights and

wrongs give in Blackstone's commentaries. An author, then,

that does not arrange his matter in a natural order with nature,

cannot teach with so much success.

THE ANIMAL CAN LIVE WHILE WITH TORPID NERVES AND MUSCLES.

Dr. Hollick develops a distinction between the organs
which animals have in common with plants, and those that

they have in addition. The vascular system of animals are

analogous to the sap vessels of plants. "Their bony and repro-

ductive organs are also analogous to the wood and seeds of

plants. But the animal has in addition a nervous and locomo-

tive system of organs. The animal worldom, therefore, has

one-half of its organs in common with the vegetable, and is

somewhat akin to it, although man in his pride endeavors to

deny even his nearer kinship to his hairy fellow creature, the

gorilla. But as plants live and grow without a nervous and

locomotive system, so can an animal live for a short time with
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its brain and muscles torpid or in a manner dead, as its vital

or nutritive organs have an involuntary motion of their own,
and therefore are sufficiently independent of the brain to retain

life. This power of living with the vascular organs only, with-

out the aid of the nervous ones, is exhibited in catalepsy, and

its varieties of trance, ecstacy, lethargy, sleep-talking, etc. The

author says "one of the principal symtoms in catalepsy, is a

stiffening or rigid fixing of the muscles in whatever position the

patients may happen to be at the moment when attacked.

Stooping, standing, sitting or lying, so they remain, as if they

were stone statues.

"It often comes on from fright, from intense emotion, and

from absorbing attention to any subject which excites power-

fully the feelings. Keligious excitement frequently causes cata-

lepsy, or a state nearly resembling it, which is usually followed

by hysteria, and then the subject is said to have gotten relig-

ion, or to have been converted.

"Trance is a variety of catalepsy, in which the body remains

fixed and quiet, but the muscles are relaxed instead of rigid.

The state of quiescence is sometimes so perfect that the subject

seems really dead, and some have been buried in that state.

Sometimes consciousness remains unimpaired, so that the pa-

tient knows what is going on, though unable to move; but at

other times the trance is complete, and the mind is totally in-

active as the body."

Cases are mentioned of finding the remains of persons, on

opening vaults and graves, lying on their sides, showing that

they might have been interred when in some form of catalepsy.

Some years ago a citizen of New York, who had been deposited

in a receiving vault, was found dead crouched in a corner,

having burst out of his coffin. These cases, then, that can go

on without a visible pulse or breathing, should caution the

friends of the dead never to bury until decomposition appears

in certain diseases at least. LEWIS MASQUERIEE.
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Is respectfully dedicated to

ISAAC PITMAN & BRO., A. J. ELLIS, S. P. ANDREWS,
ELIAS LONGLEY, A. J. GRAHAM, and others, not because they

have succeeded in Phonotypic Reform, but for their great exertions in

publishing works for its reform.

It is also dedicated to the English Government, who had phonetic

books printed in English to teach the Hindoos, and to control them more

completely. But they also adopted pointed letters instead of differently

shaped vowel ones, as proposed in this work, which gave but a poor

alphabet for the poor humanity of the world.



PIIONOTYPIC REFORM
A Universal and Phonotypic Alphabet and Language. On spelling fr ,v

words of the English language according to distinct letters for

each element of the voice. The three-thousand-years old error

of promiscuously using but five vowel letters for each other and of

spelling with so many mutes and doubled letters should be abol-

ished. A distinct letter for each element of the voice with an ac-

cented syllable marked, would fix the pronunciation not only of

the accented, but unaccented syllables of languages forever.

Silent letters expunged save about one-third of everything in pub-

lishing. The eleven vowels are generic, and are not the long and
short sounds of each other. The twenty-two consonants are but

teachings of the parts of the mouth and modify the vowels into

species or ryhmes. The most perfect alphabet seems to be formed

by mixing the small capital and common letters with large cap-
itals of the same shape to match. The words of all languages

spelled according to the sound of the vowels and modifying power
of the consonants, with the accented syllable marked and alpha-

betically arranged in the same lexicon, would aid much to com-

bine them all into a universal language.

[This treatise was refused by leading papers of New York,

including the "
Popular Science Monthy," also by the "Philo-

logical Society," whose duty it was to adopt phono-alphabetic

reports of the English and other languages.]

I have seen in the "Tribune" that the late philological con-

vention at Newport have appointed a committee to devise and

adopt in the place of our present barbarous orthography, one

with a distinct letter.for each elementof the voice, and of spell-

ing the words of the English and other languages invariably by
the sounds of the vowels and of the modifying power of the

consonants or modifiers. The committee will sit duriog the

recess and report to the next convention, which met in New
York city on the 18th of July 1876. It consisted of Prof. W. D.

I.
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Whitney of Yale College, Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull of Hart-

ford, Prof. F. J. Child of Harvard University, Prof. F. A. March,

of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., Prof. S. S. Holdeman of the

University of Penn., and Rev. Sam'l Hart and Prof. W. \V. Fow-

ler appointed by the Connecticut legislature.

Encouraged by this movement in orthographic reform, I

hereby present my views to the consideration of the committee

and of scientists. They began when I lived in Quincy, III., in

1830, and I have endeavored at times to improve them ever

since. But it seems only by slow degrees that the mind clam*

bers to the top of the hill of any one science and can get a

clear view of it. The Pitmans and A. Ellis of England com-

menced its reform in 1844, and after making twenty-three alter-

ations in their alphabet and publishing several works in it,

wore themselves out without perceiving the whole of the differ-

ence between vowels and consonants. They got up too many
badly shaped letters, when they might have adopted a far bet-

ter set out of the small capitals and common letters already in

use. They made too, nearly all their large capitals different in

shape, when they should have differed only in size from the

common letter; they thus encumbered language with an unnec-

essary alphabet. Messrs. A. Comstock, E. Longley, A. J. Gra-

ham, and all others that I have known, have urged similar

imperfections. But I have endeavored to remedy all these errors

by analyzing and classifying the eleven vowels according to the

varying width of the mouth and their pitch in the voice, in

their utterance
; in arranging the consonants from those formed

by the lips to those at the base of the tongue, and have repre-

sented them all by appropriating the best of the small capitals

and common letters with large capitals to match of the same
shape and differing only in size.

I first published my system of phonotypic reform in St.

Louis in 1845
; and next came to New York city and got a font

of type cut and cast, by which I published in 1847 a specimen
number of Webster's small school dictionary, using his defini-

tions, but re-spelling his words in my phonetic alphabet, and

prefaced it with a treatise giving orthography its first scientific

form; and repeated in opposite columns in the present imper-
fect and in my phonetic spelling, with the first number also of
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a spelling and reading book for schools. The late ever to be

remembered Horace Greeley, whom we all considered as being
entitled to take a hand in the "

free fight
" of all reforms,

kindly offered his name as my publisher.

It is discreditable to the philologers of the past ages and to

us particularly of the present, that we still continue amid the

rapid advance in other arts, to write and print all languages in

such imperfect alphabets, with the three-thousand-years old

errors of the ancients, with only five or six differently shaped

letters, promiscuously representing the eleven vowels or sonants

of the human voice, and with too few consonant letters. And

yet these few vowel letters in addition to standing for each

other, erroneously called the short, &c., sounds of the other sup-

posed long ones. There are more than sixteen combinations of

vowel and consonant letters that represent the vowel a as heard

in bate, and 'nearly as many for the other sonants. There are

only eighteen of the present twenty-two consonantal letters that

are true ones
;
for c b and x represent no modifying power of their

own, but stand for k and s, kw and ks respectively, while th in

thin and this, sh in shun and ng in sing, have never had distinct

letters of their own. These errors and deficiencies compel lexi-

cographers to resort to the device of using figures or points on

their words with key words on the top or bottom of each page,

to aid in pointing out the true pronunciation of the vowels and

consonants. And yet there is the still more palpable error of

having the common letters and their large capitals different in

shape, instead of only in size giving two alphabets for the

same elements of the voice. And yet there is the equally great

error of not marking the accented syllables in reading as well

as word books, so essential in correct and intelligent -pronun-

ciation.

But with a letter invariably representing each vowel and

consonant, with the principal accented syllable marked, every

vowel, whether accented or unaccented, would carry the key to

its sound, and every consonant would also carry the key to its

mo Jifying power on the vowel, so that there would be no necess-

ity for any other key on the top of every page as in the diction-

ary. The pronunciation and accent then not only of the accent-

ed, but unaccented syllables would be fixed forever in practical
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utterance in reading as well as word books. In such a
phonot-^

opy, a youth would begin to read as soon as the alphabet is

learned, and read perfectly in a week what may now take a

year.' What an immense saving of means and time when ap-

plied- to the whole human race. With languages written and

printed in the same phoaotoypy, a foreign one would be read

off-hand, leaving only the meaning of the words to be learned,

and which would more rapidly facilitate their union into a uni-

versal one. And yet all the 'silent and useless letters expunged,

the same subject matter could be printed in less than three-

fourths of the present space, saving more than one-fourth in

penmanship, typography, paper, ink, press-work, book-binding,

book store room, wear and tear of brain, memory, etc. In this

view, phonotypy looms up in importance and grandeur moun-

tain high above the present barbarous orthography of lan-

guages.

I shall endeavor to show, so far as hearing and seeing can

do it, aided by analogy to other departments of knowledge of

nature, that there are precisely eleven vowels in the human

voice, modified by twenty-two consonants though some races

do not use all of them. I hope to show up the learned error

of calling a portion of the vowels the short, flat, etc., sounds

of the so-called long ones, and the delusion that some of the

consonants are semi-vowels, but that in themselves they are all

mutes, but vary the vowels into species a beautiful instance

how nature modifies generas into species.

Each of the vowels is uttered by a single effusion of breath

through a supposed different size of the opening of the glottis

of the larynx, corresponding to the aperture of the mouth,
which is widest in uttering the vowel awe, and gradually nar-

rows up to the utterance of that of e. Each of the consonants

are formed by the touching of the parts of the mouth with

one, two or three degrees in the pressure of the more or less

contacted muscles of the parts of the mouth that strike each

other, making twenty-two in all, and act upon the vibrated col-

umn of breath passing through the mouth in uttering each

vowel, thereby making several hundred species, including all.

After examining all the old, as well as new alphabets pro-

posed by orthographic reformers, containing so many illy-
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shaped letters, I have come to the conclusion after forty years'

study, that the best alphabet can be compiled as I have done

it, oat of the present Eoman common letters and small capi-

tals, with their large capitals of the same shape. These small

capitals and common letters are of the same size, and together

make an alphabet of about an equal number of round and

straight stems or parts. The corresponding italic alphabets are

of the s^me shape and size, and differ from the Eoman by a

leaning posture only, which still give the same variety of fon s

as before. Three sizes of letter Minion, Brevier and Burgeois
botli Eoman and Italic, by being cast on the same body, might,

perhaps, be used with each other's large capitals for each other.

To aid in the perception of the nature, numoer, and differ-

ence between each vowel, I have rummaged our language for a

set of key-words with the same two consonants, wherein each

vowel is heard, and find that a sett with B and T is most com-

pleted, as beat, bit, bate, bet, bat, boot, boat, bar, but, bull and

bot. Now what makes the different sound of these eleven vow-

els in these eleven key-words with the same two consonants in

each, except two of them, bar and bull, if it is not owing to the

difference of the vowel in each of them ? Thus the Eoman
small, or lower-case letter (E) as heard in beat, but spelled ac-

cording to the sound of it, comes out in my phonotopy, Bex
;

and then the Eomau small capital (i) as heard in bit, comes out

BIT; then the Eoman common letter (a) as hedrd in bate, comes

out sai; then the Eoman small capital (E) as heard in bet, comes

out BET; then the Eoman small capital (A) as heard in bat,

comes out BAT; then the Eoman common letter (u) (oo) (not yoo
nor yu) as heard in boot, comes out BUT; then the Eoman small

capital (o) as hoard in boat, should be spelled BOT; then the

Eoman common letter (d) with the top cut off, is adooted in its

upright posture to represent the vowel heard in bar, which

spells BOB; then the Eoman small capital (u) as heard in but, is

spelled BUT; then the Eoman common letter (h) with the top

cut off and turned up, is adopted to represent the vowel heard

in bull, spelled according to its sound BPL; and then the Eoman
small letter (b) with the top cut off, is adopted to represent the

vowel heard in bought, and is spelled in my phonotypy BDT;

to make the transition easy, as this vowel is now represented so
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much by the round letter (o). By these devices, I obtain eleven

differently shaped letters already in use to represent the eleven

d stinct. vowels of the human voice, so that the reader may see

)>ow they differ in sound from each other, and that they are
|

erroneously called the short and long sound of each other.

The consonants represent the touching of the parts of the

mouth with several decrees of pressure and hardening of their

muscles. Thus with the lips against each other, and the under

lip against the upper fore-teeth; the tip of the tongue against

the inside of the fore-teeth, the upper gums and palate, and its

middle parts back to its base at ten parts of the mouth, making

twenty-two consonants in all. By themselves, these touchiugs

make no sound, but yet modify the breath in the utterance of

a vo\\el so as to turn it into a rhyme or species, and shows how,

by a similar principle, nature modifies her generas into species

in substances, shapes, colors, sapors, odors, and music, as well

as speech.

To give a name to the consonants, we are compelled to make
them modify some one of the eleven vowels by putting them all

before it, and as (e) comes first in the alphabet and gives a

name to most of them in the present old one, it is used to give

names to them all. Thus beginning with the lips and ending
at the base of the tongue, they should be named pe, Be, Me, re,

ve, we, THC, the, NO, xe, ce, Le, RG, se, ze, she, je, Ke, ae, Ye, ne

and He. By thus naming the consonants with the same vowel,
the difference in their modifying power can be more clearly

seen. Distinct letters, made of parts of those now representing
|

them, have been adopted for the three consonants above, that)

never have had any of their own. Thus the upper curve o]

capital B is cut away and forms a letter to represent the th in

then; then the top of capital T is combined with the lowei

part of the common h, to represent the th in this; and the up
per half of (s) is combined with the lower part of common (h

to represent (sh) in shun; and small (n) is appropriated to rep
resent (ng) in sing. On looking into the mouth with a glass ir

the sunlight, it is seen that its aperture is widest in uttering tin

vowel (awe,) in bot, and that it gradually narrows up to that o

(e) in beat, as they are arranged in the order of the pitch. Am
by uttering this grave vowel awe, which opens the mouth widest
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beginning with p at the lips with every other consonant back to

(H) at the root of the tongue, every part of the mouth in touch-

ing can be seen in forming each consonant. Thus orthographers

have gone on for ages from Quintilion, copying each other's

crude ideas, whin so little observation would have unfolded the

true nature, number, and character of each element of the voice.

Dipthongs and tripthongs are nothing more than two or three

vowels uttered closely together without a modifying conso-

nant between them, and when separated by a hyphen, are seen

to be nothing more than vowel syllables uttered closely togeth-

er. Thus the two vowels heard in eye, or in bite, are those of

(a) in bar, and (i) in bit, and in a perfect orthography should be

spelled sa-iT. The two vowels heard in bout are those of (a) in

bar also, but of (u) in boot, and should be spelled Ba-uT. Thus

dipthongs are merely two vowels and a tripthong, as in fire,

when perfectly spelled is the three syllable word ra-i-UR, and so

on wiih the other several hundred of them.

Dipthongs, or vowel syllables, play a very interesting part in

good reading, speaking and singing. In the ardor of earnest

discourse and song, the emotions excite a tremulous wave of

the voice, which repeats the vowels in the accented syllables

with a stronger or weaker stress, and higher or lower pitch of

the voice, and rouses the emotions of both speaker and hearer

to a more eloquent feeling. When the accented syllable or word

ends with a vowel, or stands between consonants, the accent is the

same. It is somewhat analogous to taking a step before a jump,
or making a light before a heavy blow. This double or repeated

utterance of the vowels has the effect of lengthening the sound

of alternate syllables, as well as the alternation of force or ac-

cent. It seems to unravel the puzzle of the moderns as to what

is meant by the quantity or length of sound between the sylla-

bles and words of the Greeks and Komans. It is striking what

force is given to expression by this double utterance of the

same or of a different vowel. But it is under strong emotion

that this superior utterance is most easily reached. This slight

repetition of the accented vowel in speech, is the same in prin-

ciple with what is known in music as the appogiatures or small

notes, and as one of its most charming graces allied to those

slurring and gliding.
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James Bash, 'M.D., in his
"
Philosophy of the Human Voice,"

and his disciple, Prof. Jonathan Barber, have discussed this

superior mode of speaking under the name of the " Radical and

Vanishing Concrete Movement of the Voice," but which would

perhaps have been understood better if explained as only the

repeating of the vowel as a dipthong with the accent and quan-

tity either on the first or second utterance of it, as the vowel

ends or conies in the middle of the syllable as mentioned above.

It is a singular instance of a limited specialty in their minds

to have observed so acutely this characteristic of good speech

without discriminating the whole of the difference between

vowels and consonants. For neither of them seem to know that

the consonants are only the modifiers of the vowels into rhymes
and species.

The phonotypic, like all reforms, will progress but slowly.

The present orthography is* such a promiscuous hotch-potch

chaos of sounding and silent letters, that when spelled by any

alphabet that can be formed, will so prejudice the eyes of the

uuphilosophical that they will bray out that the language is

"butchered," forgetting that if they had .been taught in a per-

fect orthography, how much more the present barbarous one

would shock their correctly-trained eyes. Let, then, there b6 a

spelling and reading book with a small abridged dictionary,

such, perhaps, as we are preparing, be gotten up, and begin by

teaching it in schools. Let all the superintendents of education

direct it to be taught in schools,, as it takes only a few lessons

to learn it, and once it gets a start, may run with a wild-fire

enthusiasm through the literary- world. Let no publishers or

booksellers fear that it will disturb their trade, for it will only

overlap the present system by degrees with a gradual increase

of phontypic books.

It would redound to the glory of the Smithsonian Institute

and Federal Government, if they would publish all the names
in their maps of the world, and all their collections of India

African, and other languages, in phonotype. It would lead t

the more rapid adoption of it in the English and other lan-

guages.
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Letter to James Rush, M. D.

JAMES RUSH, M. D.Dear Sir. Without knowing whether you
exist I take the freedom of writing to you on the subject of

your work on "The Philosophy of the human voice."

It is another instance of the slow progress of mankind in the

knowledge and practice of natural things, that it took several

thousand years of progressive development before you could

bring out your work' up.,n the speech of man. And notwith-

standing what you have developed with your disciple Jonathan
Barber and others, and what I may now suggest, the whole of

the truth may not yet be struck out.

You have made an advance upon the views of Steele. Sheri-

dan, Walker and others, who were so puzzled to account for

what the Greeks and Eomans meant by the quantity or time in

the utteran e of the syllables of their words.

To compare my views with* yours, I contend that there are

onlv eleven vowels in the human voice modified by twenty-two

touc'.iings of the parts of the mouth into rhymes or species, as

exhibited by the specimen number of a small dictionary sent

with this. I show that it is a learned error of ages, to believe

some of the vowels are the short or flat sound of the others,

when every one's ears, if not brain, tell them that they are all

entirely different elements of the voice; and also to fancy that

some of the consonants are semi-vowels, when the fact is they
are all mutes by themselves and are merely the pressures of

the parts of the mouth upon each other, which act upon the

vibrated column of breath passing through it in the utterance

of any vowel and modify it into a rhyming sound or species of

vowel. There is then no foundation for dividing vowels into

short or long or consonants into semi-vowels or subtonies; for

they are all atonies. Under this delusion that there are only

about five long vowels, lexicographers have not learned how to

utter or to make a syllable or word end with a so-called short

vowel. There are more words in English ending with ly. my, mj,

ry, ty, &c., than with every other termination. Yet Walker and

others in re-spelling words according to the sound of letters, put

e in eve instead of i in bit to point out the pronunciation.

Though the one of these letters instead of the other does not

make much difference in the sound as they are unaccented syl-
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lables, of which any liberty may be taken by substituting any

other vowel almost, but it shows they did not know how tc

pronounce or utter the so-called short vowel sounds at the end

of syllables, but only when they stood between two consonants.

Now, this knowledge that the so-called short vowels, are also

full and complete vowels, as well as the so-called long ones,

and can be uttered doubly and closely together as well as the

others, enables the speaker to employ that long and short

quantity used by the ancients. Had you therefore understood

the elements of the voice more fully, you might have discov-

ered that in your illustrating word "day," it was da-a instead

of da-e that you were so nearly perceiving, and which should be

accented on the second syllable.

I think with this correction, that we have unraveled the puz-

zle of the ancients what they meant by the quantity in the

utterance of their verse and prose.

I have made another observation, which I submit to your

consideration. It is that this radical and vanishing, or double

utterance of the same vowel in speech, is the same in principle

as the Appogiature or small notes, or slurred, or the tyed notes

in music, and which are the most prominently used of all its

small or grace notes. In fact, if our progress in knowledge did

not creep along so slowly, we ought to have inferred before now
that the two great orders of sound, speech, and music must be

founded at bottom upon the same principles, and be varied by

the same crnaments and graces.

As you have well observed, every different body has a spec-

ial quality of sound by which it is recognized from others. But

there are three great properties of sound, Time, Force, and

Pitch, which have each its scale, and neither speech nor music

can be perfect without the combination of them all.

It is only a few great orators and actors, it seems, that have

fallen into the practice of this double or repeated utterance of

the vowel, first with a weak and then with a stronger stress

higher pitch and longer time, or vice versa. You observed it in

Mrs. Siddons, and I in John Hays of Kentucky fifty years ago*

But I did not see the whole secret of it until I read your work'

This Hays was the most gifted wretch that ever appeared among
mankind. He was of full average size, with the finest proportions
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In body and features a fine range of voice, from base, through

baritone, tenor, etc. He was thought to combine the qualities

of Demosthenes and Cicero. He studied law under John Rowan,
who pronounced him the brightest star that had appeared

among them. He was elected to the Legislature, where a mem-
ber of Parliament on hearing him said he had never heard his

like In Fngland. But he drank himself to death. In the Fall

of 1826 I heard him speak in the court-house in Paris, Ky. He
was employed against a burglar, and when referring to the

maxim that a man's house is his sanctuary, he said: "Gentle-

men, a man's house is his castle of defence; the winds of heaven

may whistle around it, they may enter it, but the greatest mon-

arch on earth, without his consent, cannot." The inspiration

with which he spoke this sentence can never be effaced from

my memory. The vowel of every accented syllable was uttered

first with a weak, then with a stronger stress, as I now see.

Again, I heard him plead against the " New Court "
party which

had threatened to massacre the "Old Court*' party judges, when
one of his expressions was: "

Gentlemen, we have heard a great

deal about blood and thunder, but I really believe all the blood

we shall see might flow from a turnip, and all the thunder we
shall hear might proceed from a bursted bladder."

It is preposterous to suppose that the Greeks could have had

a mode of utterance that we cannot adopt with the same organs

that they had. And the snappish way we English-speaking peo-

ple utter our words with a variation of force and pitch only, is,

I find, striking to a Japanese, who utters them with a long

movement of the voice and quantity, as the Greeks did, and

which I suspect the French and some other people use. I have

concluded with you, then, that the quantity or time of utterance

is effected with two effusions of breath that repeats the accent-

ed vowel by a double utterance.

I have heard that the phonetists of Europe and America are

to hold a convention in Philadelphia during the Centennial,

which I should like to attend and urge my system. I intend

also to attend the Liberal League Convention, advertised to

meet the first of July, against the union of Church and State.

Yours in all reform, LEWIS MASQUERIER.

This letter was returned as Dr. Rush had deceased.





PPiSFATOIlY TREATISE OX PHONOTYPY,
Til's PUJVOTTPIO SPSLLI.VG AND nEiDt>JG MANUEL, is intended, notonlv for the in-

struction of t.he rising gen eratio:i of y >uth, but also for that of our modern philologers,
exieographcrs and pioiotypers It is therefore, dedicated with a kindly sincerity for

their appreciation and study. The author feels himself, too securely fortified in the
armor of Truth, while bombarding the thick skull of ignorance, to be silenced by the

sneering missiles of those whose pride of knowledge may be wounded, or who- may
claim, that they, or others, already entertain his scientific views in orthography. It is

a dreary prospect to see our phonotypers wasting their means and wearing out their

lives in the fruitless endeavor to reform the dogmas oforthography without a thorough
knowledge of t!ie nature, number and distinction of the elements of the voice. But it is

sublime to behold their well meant and assiduous labors in publishing journals, in-

struction-books, dictionaries and classics, in their respective p'lonotypies. But he

hopes, he has come to their rescue, and advanced the science two thousand years be-

yond his predecessors, as will be exhibited in this and other works.

But what are some of the imperfections of this barbarous orthography of the Eng-
lish and other languages, so little understood, and so hard to reform? In our present
alphabet, there are only five letters, to represent the eleven vowels in the human voice.

Tnese five, are therefore doubled, muted, variously combined with each other and

placed in different positions among the consonants, which are often piled up around

them, with no union of their modifying power among themselves, or upon the vowel
all pr)b;ibly intended to make words appear more different to the eye and significant.
Letters too, represent each other so promiscuously, that words are learned uncon-

sciously, as much by their general features and dint of memory, as by their letters.

There are more than sixteen combinations of vowel and consonant letters to represent
the vowel a, and a slightly varying number for the others. These errors compel lexi-

cographers to resort, to the device of us
:

.ng figures or points on their words, with key
words oneichpage, to point out the pr.rtieular vowel and consonant. See then, the

evil results of the pro nisouous use of too few letters each one and each class pro-
noiancincr in a different way; so that the pronunciation of many words, are ever chang-
ing like f.ishionin dress. See too, the result of representing different vowels with the

same letters, in different languages, making it hard to learn and a great barrier to so-

cial intercourse, trade and civilization.

But behold the incalculable
utility

of a perfect and universal alphabet and accentua-
tion applied to all languages. With a tetter invariably representing each vowel and

consonant, with the principal accented syllable marked, every vowel whether accented
or unaccented, would carry the key to its sound, and every consonant would carry the

key also to its modifying power on the vowel, so that there would be no necessity for

any other key o \ every pa^e i i dictionaries. The pronunciation and accent then, not

only of the accented but unaccented syllables would be fixed and settled forever in

practicil utterance as well as in reading and word books. In such a phonotypy, a

youth would be^into read as soon as the alphabet was understood, or learn in a week
or month what now takes a year or two. What an immense saving of means and
time when calculated in P^ures and applied to the whole human race.. With all lan-

guages printed in the same phonotypy, a foreign one could be read offchand, leaving

only the meaning of the words to l?arn, and would more rapidly facilitate their union
into a universal one. And yet with all the mute, double and unnecessary letters ex-

punged, th? same subject matter could be panted in two thirds of its present space,

giving one third less p3n innsYip, typj jraphy, ink, paper, presswork, telegraphing,
wear an 1 tear of brain, mvniry, &c. Ii fhh view, plionotypy loo:ns up in importance
and ;randeur, mountain high, a'wve telegraphy.

The literature of past age 1? has been ru unnamed and the deficiencies of the alphabet,
with the prevailing views ttiat there are only about five vowels with long sounds which
have also short sounds, and also that there are semi-vowels, have been traced back
to the Romans and Grecians. As the touching of the organs of the mouth was more

easily seen, it appears likely that the letters representing consonants were first gradu-

ally invented, with the indistinct conception that they were the vowel sounds they
heard. And this vague notion of supposing some consonants hive sounds as well as

vowels, posseses the ignorantly learned to this day. Mistaking the indistinct sound of

real vowels for other strange sounds, modern phonotypeis are struggling to reform

our barbarous alphabet and orthography with unnecessary and badly shaped letters
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Thus, Pitman, Comstock, Longley and Graham, the most prominent among th^m,
in common wilh Walker, Webster and Worcester, have made but little improve.nent

upon the three thousand year old e'rrors of the ancients, by failing to dispute their

premises and authority, and to substitute their senses, observation and reflection, so as

to perceive that what they all have called the short sounds &c. of the so-culled long

vowels, are also vowels; and that none of the consonants can be the imaginary thing
called semi-vowels, but are all mutes, and are only the touchings of the organs of the

mouth, rrjodifyirig vowels into resembling sounds or species, as shown on pages 6 & 7.

In the following scientifically arranged alphabet, on pnge 6, the author shows and
claims that he is the first, so far as he is aware, who has ascertained the thorough na-

ture number and distinction of vowels, dipthongs and consonants. He contends

that thrre are just ELEVKN elementary sounds or vowels with TWENTY TWO consonants
or modifiers of them in the human voice. And it wants no telescope, but so little ob

servation as looking into the mouth with a glass to perceive them, ifthe stiff habit ofthe

brain, should cease repeating Us learnedly erroneous notions about them.

Each of the vowels is uttered with a single effusion of breath, forced through the

glottis ef the larynx, while all the parts of the mouth remain in an unmoving position.
But to theorize here, the varying aperture of the glottis makes ihe pitch, but what pro-
duces the quality of the specific difference in the sound of each vowel? May not thu

stream of breath rush through at angles similar to the rays of light through the prisu.?

In the utterance of the vowels, there is a graduated wideningof the aperture of the

mouth, from the utterance of e heard in beat the most accute, down to that of <nre,

heard in bought, the most grave, constituting a scale of intonation or pitch, and they
are arranged in this order as seen in the alphabet and heard in these eleven key words,
thus, beat, bit, bate, bet, bat, boot, boat, bar, but, bull, and bought. These are the best

sett of key words in the language, having the same two consonants 6 and t, wilh the

exception of two ; for they show best the difference of the vowel in each.

But there are eleven different touchings of the orgnns of the mouth upon each other,
with from one to three degrees of pressure, making in all, twenty two, and these pro-
duce the same number of consonants, which have no sound by themselves. But when
the breath is in a state of vibration, by the utterance of a vowel, these varying pressures
of the touchings, turn it into resembling or rhyming sounds orspecns a hint how
nature produces species in other departments of her dominions. As the consonantal

letters, are therefore, only the signs of the degrees of pressure in the touchings of
the lips, the under lip and upper teeth, the ton. ue and teeth, the teeth and gums, and
the tongue and palate at several points upon each other, &c., they can not be named
upon the same principle as the vocal letters are, with a sound of their own

;
because

they have no sound by themselves. They therefore, can only be named by com-
bining them' with some one of the vowels, to show their modifying power. Anyone
of the vowels, may then, be selected, for the parts of the mouth to act upon, for the

purpose of giving them names. But as sevrral of the ronsonantal letters in the nld

alphabet, are already named with the vowel e after them, and as it comes first, it is

put after all of them
;
and thus they are named pe, be, me, fe, ve, we, fyc, as seen in

the alphabet. This enables the learner to perceive the modifying power of each conso-
nant upon the same vowel, and the absurdity of believing the old aged error of the

ancients, that some of them have a kind of half-vowel sound they call semi-vowels.
The fact is-, they are all mutes the whole stamina of the sounds in the voice, is in the
vowels. It is amusing to see Pitman's disciples, under the delusion that conso-
nants have sound, in st niggling to name them by themselves, gesticulating as though
they were pumping up their lungs, stomach and bowels, in the vain endeaver to bring
up their sound without any more success than a slight hiss. An instance of the ridic-

ulous antics, mankind cut in their ignorance,
With this explanation of the true nature of vowels and consonants, what must be

the best form of letters to represent them? Certainly, such, as are as simple, as beau-

tiful, and yet so d fferent in shape as never to be confounded with each other, and
with large capitals of the same shape and differing only in size. But our alphabet cob-
Icrs have proposed no such reform. They have not rejected the useless letter r, too
much like e, nor 6, which turned up makes a q, nor d, which turned up becomes a p
nor altered n, in shape so as to be distinguished from tt when turned up ;

all causing
printers much trouble to correct

;
neither have they made the large capitals of the same

shape with the common letters
; and yet, they propose so many badly shaped new let-

ters, that they destroy the effect of the familiar common lelUas they retain all of

which, is reformed in this work.
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Instead of retaining the common letters principally, with large ones for capitals hav-

ing their heads and tails in the way, the preference should be given to the small and

lar<ie capitals, already agreeing in shape. This gives ihc small capital, vowel letters

to represent the so-called short sounds of the vowels, and leaves the common letters to

represent what is called the long vowels, as at present, by giving them larger ones of

the same shape for large capitals. This compilation of an alphabet out of letters in

familiar use, lacks only two vocal and three consonantal letters, which arc supplied

by a slight alteration of letters already in use. This then, gives common letters all

ot the same length, and also the same for the large capitals ;
and this requires type-

founders, to cast both so as to leave all the shoulder above the letter for room for

marks of accent, or else bold faced vowel letters may be used to mark the principal ac-

cented syllable of words whether printed in the common or large capital letters. The
marking of but one of the accented syllables, helps the eye and voice to seize the

stress, and greatly aids correct pronunciation : and yet not one of our alphabetical re-

formers proposes it.

In the following alphabet, the common letter e, invariably represents the vowel heard
in beat. The small capital i, is assigned to the vowel heard in bit. The common let-

ter a, is limited to that in bate. The small capital K forever indicates the rowel in bet.

The small capital A, ever designates the vowel heard in bat. The common letter u,
is limited to the vowel in boot. The vowel o, in boat, is confined to represent its name.
The common Italic a, made upright, like d, with its head cut off, is assigned to the

vowel heard in bar. The small capital u, represents the vowel heard in but. The
vowel heard in bull, is assigned the common letter fi, turned up with the top cut ofK

And the common letter b, with the top cut off, is made to represent the vowel heard
in bought.

But, as dipthongs are only two vowels uttered closely together with two effusions of

breath, and as tripthongs are but three vowels uttered with three of them, it is more
scientific to spell and represent them with the same letters which are assigned to the

respective vowels combined in them. Therefore, the diplhongal i in bite, is written by
the same letters which represent the vowels heard in bar and bit

;
the ou in bout, by

those heard in bar and boot
;
the oi in boil, by those in bought and bit

;
the u in tube, by

those heard in bit and boot and the a in car, by those heard in bit and bar.

But the labial consonants p, B, and M, are limited to represent the three degrees of

pressure and hard ning of the lips in striking upon each other. The labio-d< ntal

F, v and w, are made to represent the striking of the under lip on the upper teeth with

similar pressures, &c. The lingua-dental th, th and N, are confined to represent that of
the tip end of the tongue to the teeth; T, D and L, represent the pressures of its end
to the upper gums ;

s and z represent the touching of the troughed end of the tongue
to the palate, with two degrees of pressure, leaving an orifice through which the breath

hissses, and SH and j, represent similar touching! a little farther back
;
R represents

the scraping of the tip of the tongue on the roof of themouth, and Y the pressure of the
middle of the tongue against it. The K and c represents the two degrees of pressure
of the base of the tongue against the palate; the common letter n, with its ri^ht limb
slendered so as not to make a u, when turned up, represents the touching of the base
of the tongue to the fauces, and the same with the uvula is represented by H.

These are the whole number of the elements of the voice, and the philological world
is challenged to find more or less than eleven vowels and twenty two consonants or
modifiers of them. They may as well undertake to find more than seven vertebra in

the shorter necks of vertebrate animals.
But nothing in language has puzzled orthoepists so much as the discovery of the

weakly accented vowels in dipthongs and in unaccented syllables. Not perceiving that
most any vowel may be put in an unaccented syllable without hurting its pronun
ciation much or any, they have stuffed their alphabets and keys with many letters

and marks to represent them. Walker, Webster, Worcester, and phonotypers, all use
two or more letters or marks for the vowel in bought, and the former uses his squeezed
e where the voice prefers i in bit; but the difference is not perceived in the weak accent.

Mr. Pitman, aided by the Phonetic Society, has struggled manfully to give the

world a working alphabet with nothing lacking, but so little alteration in the habitual
action of his brain, as to see that the so-called short sound of the vowels, are also dis-

tinct vowels, that the consonants are only the modifiers of them and should all be repre-
sented by as few new letters as possible. B;it his cumbrous alphabet after twenty
three alterations and the publishing of many works in it, was rejected by government
who employed the Lonmans to print a sett of hooks with pointed vowel letters,
to teach the English huigiuie to the natives of In.liu, as experience had shown, they
could not loarn it in its present barbarous o.tho^rai hy.
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THE ELEMENTS OF PHONOLOGY
EASY LESSONS THE TRUE A B ABS.



PHONOTYPIJ READING LES3ONS, FOR YOUTH AND PHILOLOGERS.
LE^UN 1. Ndu LADZ AND LASEZ, YU HAV LURND YOUR LETURZ VERI WEL. Yu
LESSON 1. Now lads and lasses, you have learned your letteis very well. Yu

HAV DLSO LUUND TO SPEL WUUDZ OV WUN, TU, "HRC, FOUR AND MOUR LETURZ AND
have also learned to spell words of one, two, three, four, or more letters and
8ILABELZ. Yu MUST NEKST LURN TO R6D; "BAT IZ, TO Sa OVUR WURDZ JUSTAZYU
syllables. Youmust next learn to read

; that is, to say over words just as you
TDK. LURN TO RCD HBZ TWENTI LttlNZ AND dl WIL GIV YU a LUAKP OV SiUGdR AND a
talk. Learn to read these twenty lines and I will give you a lump of sugar and a

8TIK DV KANDI Yu KAN BCT YOUR PCt AND MO, IN LURNin TO RCD IN HIS PURFEKT
stick of candy. You can beat your pa a ad ma in learning to read in this periect
spELin. FOUR Ha HAV BCN TOT IK BUKS WI-H SUT* a BAD wa ov SPELID -BAT a

spelling. For they have been taught in books with such a bad way of spelling tLat a
PITRFEKT WUN SCMZ AZ UNNATiiURAL TO HaClU ttCZ AZGllD WOTUR IZ TO "EC TaST ^V
perfect one seems as unnatural to their eyes as good water is to the taste of

PURSONZ HU H4V BCN DRIIlKin DL HadR LCLIVZ WOTUR Will DED KATS SORT IN IT.

persons who hMve been drinking all their lives, water with dead cats soaked in it.

BUT YU DCttR TfhlLDRCN WIL NOT HAV SUT9i ROn thOTS TO UNLURN. Yu LURN AT
But you dear children will not have such wrong thoughts to unlearn. You learn at

WUNS HCUR THAT -aaUR O.R ELEVEN LETURZ WHIT9i STAND FOUR "Re SCIUNDZ DV HC
once here, that there are eleven vowel letters which stand for the sounds of the

VOIS, DL DV DIFURENT SiaPS. Ka CLR C, I, a, E, A, U, O, tt, U, U & O, ANDK CLRS POSE
voice ; all of different shapes. They are e, I, a, E, A, u, o, a, u, n, b, and are spoken
DCtUN IN -HC thROT. HUT WHEN YU SPCK ENI DV HEM, IF "EC LIPS, Teth, TUn AND Ri;F

down in the throat. But when you speak any of them, if the lips, teeth, tongue, ifc roof

DT HC Mdu(U TUT3, CTSi UHUR, H3 T9>aNJ "HEM INTO SttUNDZ "BAT aR BLaiK, KDLD
of the mouth, touch each other, they change them into sounds that are alike, called

ndiMZ. WHEN yu sa e, IF YU PRES YOUR LIPS TO CTS, UTSUR, IT iz TURND NTO pe.

rhymes. When you say e, if you press your lips to each other, it is turned into pe_
IF YU PRES HEM NOT SO HttRD, T5IS e IZ TURND INTO BC, AND IF YU PRES TEEM STIL
If you press them not so hard, this e is turned into be, and if you press them still

I.ES HCtRD, IT TURNZ IT INTO M6. REN EC UNDUR LIP PREST TO "KC UFUR TClh, MUKS
less hard, it turns it into me. Then the under lip pressed to the upper teeth, maks

re, ve, AND we. NEKST, -EC Tun PREST ON -EC Teth, Mans the, Te ANB Ne; UEN x>e

fe, ve, and we. Next, the tongue prest on the teeth, maks THC, the and ne
; then the

run aaaNST -EC GUMZ, Macs TC, DC, AND LC; AND -BEN -EC PRESIU ov -se TUU acaNST
tongue against the gums, makes te, de and le

;
and then the pressing of the tongue a-

BC PALAT AT DIFURENT PLU.SEZ, JAK TO ITS RUT MaKS DL Tje REST.
gainst the j ilate, at different places back to its root, makes all the rest.

LBSUN 2. AND HCUR iz a LESUN TU, FOUR -EC FILOLOJUR AND FONDTIPUR HU
LESSON 2. And here is a lesson too, for the philologer and phonotyper, who

RdeT so MUT* aaduT LAnowaJEZ wmduT EVUR ATaNin a KDREKT NULEDJ DV
write so much about languages without ever attaining a correct knowledge of

BattR FURST ELEMENTS. Ha SC IN SUM KU.SEZ, a D1FURENS BeTWCN VttUELZ WHO.-
their iirst elements. They see in some cases, a difference between vowels where

UR -BiiUR IZ NUN, AND WHaUR TiaUR IZ, DU NOT SC IT, DV SUM KDNSONANTS HAVin
there is none

;
and where there is, do not see it, and fancy some of the consonants have

a sdiiND ov iiaciR ON, ECKOZ na HAV NOT ATUND TO a KLeaR KONSKP*UN DV ue NaTa
a sound of their own, because they have not attained to a clear conception of the na-

UR, NUMBUR AND DISTinKSiUX DV vduELZ AND KDNSONANTS. FoUR aDJCZ, T,a HAV
tare, number and distinction of vowels and consonants. For ages, they have

BCN FOLSLI LURND T5AT MOUR HAN HttF DV "EC VaUELS ttR 156 SiDURT, FLAT, BROD
been falsly learned that more than half of the vowels, are the short, flat, broad,

8TD1J
T, &C. SaUNDZ DV TIC SO-KULD LOU WUXZ J

INSTl^D DV BCin DLSO DISTinKT vd
stopt, etc. sounds of the so-called long ones ;

instead of being also distinct vow-

UiJLZ. Ka SCM NOT TO SC HAT TRG UNAXSENTED AND INDISTl'nKTLI UTURD VttUELZ
bis. They seem not to see that tho unaccented and indistinctly uttered vowels

IN SILABELZ AND Dl'PChDnZ, aR TiC SdM IDENTIKAL WUNZ TRa HettR IN AKSENTED
iu syllables and dipthongs, aro the same identical ones they hear in accented

SILABELZ. NeTiUR HAV Ta DISKUVURD, T1AT HB a IN BdR AND "EC U IN BUT IN-

Neither have they discovered, that the a in bar and the u in but in-



THUD UEMSELVZ TCIX BCWN TiC KONSONANT R AND 116 UT.UR XCLIN vduELZ WIIE.1
trude themselves in between the consonant r and the other nine vowels when
IMTURD BCFOUR IT AND "BUS DCLUDED, Tia STUF TiJJttR ALFABET5 Will NIU AND UN,
uttered before it

;
and thus deluded, they stuff their alphabets with new and un^

NSE?;*RI LETURZ. BUT ne V<XUELZ an MOUR DISTIUKTLI neanD IN FREN*, Be.

necessciry letters. But the vowels are more distinctly heard in French, be.

KOZ TIC SUM STRE3 IZ MONOTDNUSLI LaD DLMOST, UPON EVERI S1LABCL ULCLIK.

cause the same stress is monotonously laid almost, upon every syllable alike.

PUT CLUUR WURDZ CLR SPELD SO BADLI, TAT WHEN -EC MIUT LKTWR7. ttR EKSPUDD
But our words are spelled so badly, that when the mute letters are expunged,

E6N UNFILOSDFIK MU-Kin NO NOT DV TiePRKDJUDIS DV T5C CLC, WIL BRa CLUT "EAT "H

the unphilosophic, making no note of the prejudice of the eye, will stupidly bray ou^

LAnOWOJ IZ BUTaiURD. BUT, TO YUthS TOT FURST IN FONOTIPI, -EC PRESENT KaOT K

that the language is butchered. But to youths, taught to read first in phonotypy,

SPCLH Wl]D 9iOK -BEM.

the present chaotic spelling would shock them.
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HEAT
Bex

BIT
BIT

BET
BET

BAT
BAT

BOOT
BUT

BOAT
EOT

BAH
BttR

BUT
BUT

BULL
B!IL

EOT
EOT

ANALYSIS OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS.
TlIE STRUCTURE OF THE DI STINCT DE P ART-

MENTS OK NATURE, IS SO ANALOGOUS, THAT
THE DISCOVERY OF A PRINCIPLE IN ONE DE-
VELOPS THE SAME IX THE OTHERS AND REV-
OLUTIONIZES THE WHOLE CIRCLE OF SCI-

ENCE. IT IS HERE SHOWN THAT THE FUR-
THER DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATURE OF
THE ELEMENTARY SOUNDS OF THE VOICE,
WILL TERMINATE NOT ONLY IN A REFORM
OF ORTHOGRAPHY, BUT ALSO OF MUSIC AND
EVERYTHING RE LATINO TO SOUND, WHILE
REFLECTING LIGHT BY ANALOGY UPON OTH-
ER DEPARTMENTS OF SCIENCE.
THOUGH THE CULTIVATORS OF SCIENCE

ARE BUT SELDOM SUCCESSFUL IN THE DIS-

COVERY OF THE WHOLE TRUTH; THOUGH
PHILOLOGERS HAVE BEEN SO SLOWLY PEll-

CEIVING THE REAL NATURE, NUMBER AND
PROPER MODE OF REPRESENTING THE ELE-
MENTARY SOUNDS OF WORDS; THOUGH THIS
SHOULD HUMBLE A DISCOVERER WITH A
MOST DISTRUSTFUL DIFFIDENCE IN WHAT
APPEARS EVEN INDUBITABLY TRUE

; YET, IT

IS HERE POSITIVELY ASSERTEDAND PROVED
'THAT THE HUMAN VOICE is COMPOSED OF
PRECISELY ELLi VEN VOWELS THATTHEV
ARE AS DIFFERENT IN SOUND FROM EACH
OTHER AS THE COLORS; THAT THOUGH THE Y

VARY IN THEIR TIMES OF UTTERANCE, THE V

ARE NOT THE LONG, SHORT, FULL OR STOPT
SOUNDS OF EACH OTHER; THAT THEY VART
IN PITCH OR INTONATJON ACCORDING TO THE
HARMONIC RATIOS AND CONSTITUTE A BET-
TER SCALE FOR MUSIC AND SOLFEGGIO
NOTES; THAT THE CONSONANTS HAVE NO
SOUND OF THEIR OWN, AND ONLY VARY
EACH VOWEL INTO SIMILAR OR RHYMING
SOUNDS, JOST AS EACH COLOR IS VARIED
INTO RESEMBLING TINTS AND SHADES.
NOW LET ANY UNPREJUDICED MIND, NOT

TOO MUCH BEWILDERED BY THE PRESENT
LEARNED ERRORS ON THE SUBJECT, O-B-

SERVE HOW DIFV-CRENT THE SOUNDS OF
THE VOWELS ARE FROM EACH OTHER IN
THEIR ANALYZED STATE IN THE FOLLOW-
ING WORDS AND LETTERS EMPLOYED IN AS-
SISTING THE PERCEPTION OF THEIR NAMES
AND SOUNDS, TO WIT: 66, IH! RY, EH! AH!
oo, OWE, an! UH! MH! AWE; AND THEN OB-
SERVE HOW DIFFERENT ALSO THEIR SOUNDS
ARE WHEN MODIFIED BY THE CONSONANTS
B, T, &C., IN THESE ELEVEN KEY WORDS,
BEAT, BIT, BATE, BET, BAT, BOOT, BOAT, BAR,
BUT, BULL, HOT Oil BOUGHT; THAT THEY
HAVE NOT ONLY AN UN-RESEMBLING DIFER-
ENCE, RUT ALSO VARY IN PITCH AND TIME;
THAT EACH OF THEM IS UTTERED WITH A
SINGLE EFFUSION OF BREATH, WITH A DIF-
FERENTLY SIZED APERTURE OFTHE MOUTH,
AND BY INFERENCE, GLOTTIS ALSO, AND
THE TRUTH SHOULD BREAK WITH A LIGfiT-
NfNG's FLASH UPON THE MIND, THAT WHAT
ORTHOCIRAPHERS HAVE BEEN FOR AGES IN
THE HABIT OF CALLING THE SHORT, BROAD,
STOPT, &C. SOUNTS OF THE LONG VOWELS,
ARK ALSO VOWELS THAT IT IS AS ABSURD

STRUKTSiUR OV H6 DISTII1KT DC-
P.CIRTMENTS OV NilTHiUR, 12 SO ANALU-
GUS, 'RAT 'EC DISKUVURI OV ft PRINSIPEL
JN WUN D6VKLOPS H6 SUM IN Ti6 I'HURZ
AND REVOLUihUNttlZEZ 156 HOL SURKEL
OV SCUENS. IT IZ HCCtR ihON HAT HC
FURHUR D6VKLOPMENT OV HC NO-TSiUR

OV -B6 ELEMKNTHRI SttUNDZ OV HC VOIS,
WIL TURMINaT NOT ONLI IN a REFORM OV

ORthOGRAFI, BUT OLSO OV MIUXIK AND
KVERI thin RELUTin TO SUUND, WHdlL
ReFLKKTIIl LO,IT ECU ANALOJI UPON UH-
UR DCPCtRTMENTS OV SCtlENS.

THO HC Kl'LTIVaTURZ OV SttlENS
CIR BUT SKLDOM SUKSKSFUL IN T>6 DIS-

KUVURI OV H6 HOL IRUth; HO FILOLO-
JURZ HAV B6N SOJ3LOLI PURSeVIIl H6
RCAL NOTihUR, NUMBUR AND PROPUR
MOD OV REPReZKNTin Ti6 ELEMKNTaRl
SailNDZ OV WURDZ; TiO "HIS 9iUD UMBET
a DISKl'VURUR WITi a MOST DISTRUST
Ft:L DIFIDENS IN WIIOT APGURZ CVES
INDIUBITaBLI TRli; YET, IT IS Ht'CtB

PU/.ITIVLI ASt'jRTED AND PRUVD, T.A1

TJ6 HIUMAN VOIS IZ KDMPOZD OV PRC.

SO.IZLI ELEVEN VCLUELZ -KAT Tia ap
AZ DFURENT IN sauND FROM erst

UTiUR AZ r,e KULURZ ;
TAT no Ha raui

IN -nauR TttiMz ov UTURANS, -Ka CIR NUT
T56 LOn, SiORT, FUL OUR STOPT SCU1NDZ
ov eTHi UT.UR; -BAT -Ea VURI IN PIT* uua
INTONarhUN AKOKDIH TO "B6 HaRMONIK
RaSiIOZ AND KONST111UT a BKTER SKaL
FOUR MIUZIX AND SOLFKGIO NOTS,' HAT
156 KONSONANTS HAV NO SCIUND OV
KllUR ON, AND ONLI VU.RI CT9i VCLUEL IN-

TO SIMILdR OUR ROLIMin SCLUNDZ, JUST
AZ 6Tih KULUR IZ VaRIED INTO R6ZKM
BLin TINTS AND ihaDZ.

NOLU LET KNI UNPRKDJUDIST MO.IND
NOT TU MUTSh BCwf LDURD ECU HC PRKS'
ENT LURND KRURZ ON TiC SUBJEKT, OB'

Zl'-RV HttU DIFURENT He SQUNDZ OV He
vdllELZ aR FROM 6T3i UHUR IN HaUR
ANAI.dlZD STT IN H6 FOLOII1 WURDZ
AND LKTURZ EMPLOID IN AS Vr,,l HC
PURSKPihHUN OV HllUR NaMZ \VD sd-

UNDZ, TO WIT: e, i, a, E, A, u. o. a, u,

II, O; \NDHENOBZURV HttUD KIRENT
OLSO -nauR SO.UNDZ QR WHEN MODIFU-
ID BOI H6 KONSONANTS B, T, CCC., IN

H6Z ELEVEN K6 WURDZ, B6T, BIT, BaT,
BET, BAT, BUT, EOT, BCtR, BUT, E L. EOT;
HAT na HAV NOT ONLI AN UN-BCZKM"
BLin DIFURENS, BUT OLSO VilRI IN P!T4i

AND TdlM; HAT eT^i OV HEM IZ VTURD
WI'K a sfnGEL EF1UJUN OV BRFth, AVIH

a DIFURENTLI SOI7D APURTihUR OV H?
MCUlth, AND Bdl INFURENS, GLOTIS OL-

SO, AND H6 TRU(h 9iUD BRaK LUIK a

LO ITNlIl'z FLASh UPON HC MdlND, HAT
WHOT ORtliOGHAFUR/ II A V B6N FOUR
aDiEz IN T.e u \ BIT nv KOLIH n*- JIORT,

BROD, STOPT., it . sdllNDZ OV TIC LONG
VdllELZ, ttR t) ; .SO vdllELS HAT IT t'Z

AZ ABSURD TO KOL HC sduND OV E 19
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BITE
Btt-IT

FOUL
Fd-UL

TUBE
TI-UB

SOIL
SD-IL

CAR THIN
KI-CLR OiIN

THIS
BIS

SHUN
9>un

VISION
VIJ-UN

USE
YUS

SING
sin.

TO CALL THE SOUND OF E IN BET, THE
SHORT SOUND OF E IN BEAT OR OF ANY OTH-
ER VOWEL, AS TO CALL RED THE SHORT COL-
OR OF BLUE, AND MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE
IRRESISTIBLE CONCLUSION THAT THE HU-
MAN VOICE IS COMPOSED OF A CERTAIN NUM-
BER OF SIMPLE VOWELS AS DISTINCT FROM
EACH OTHER AS THE ELBMENTARY COLORS.
AND THIS FACT OF THE VOICE BEING COM-

POSED OF A FEW SIMPLE ELEMENTS, IS

CONFIRMED BY ITS ANALOGY TO THOSE OF
MATTER, FORM, SAPOR, ODOR, COLOR AND
MUSIC; WHICH ARE ALSO COMPOSED OF THE
SAME NUMBER OF ANALOGOUS ELEMENTS,
HAVING A RELATIVE PROPORTION, BY WHICH
THE TEACHING OF ONE, WILL ALSO TEACH
THE OTHERS, ENABLE THOSE DEFICIENT IN
ONE SENSE TO BE TAUGHT ITS OBJECTS TO
SOME EXTENT BY THE OTHERS, AND PRE-

SAGES, THAT THE GENERALIZING PRINCIPLE
OF ANALOGY, LIKE THAT OF INDUCTION, IS

DESTINED TO CREATE ANOTHER ERA IN PHI-
' LOSOPHY AND CIVILIZATION.

NOW, OBSERVE THE REAL NATURE OF
DIPHTHONGS IN THESE FIVE KEY WORDS,
THAT CtH!lH! IS HEARD IN BITE, ClHloO
IN FOUL, IH! OO IN TUBE, AWE IH! IN SOIL,
ANDIH!CIH! IN CAR; HOW THAT EACH OF
THESE IS UTTERED WITH TWO EFFUSIONS
OF BREATH AND TWO DIFFERENTLY SIZED
APERTURES OF THE MOUTH, AND IT MUST BE
PERCEIVED THAT THEY ARE DIPHTHONGAL
AND MERELY THE UTTERANCE OF TWO VOW-
ELS OR SYLLABLES CLOSELY TOGETHER;
AND THAT A TRIPHTHONG, AS ttHllHlUH!
IN MIRE, IS THREE UTTERED CLOSELY.
THESE ARE THE FIVE PRINCIPAL DIPH-

THONGS OCCURING IN ENGLISH WORDS; BUT,
AS EACH OF THE ELEVEN VOWELS MAY
HAVE EACH OF THE OTHERS UTTERED BE-
FORE AND AFTER IT, MAKING ONE HUNDRED
AND TEN COMBINATIONS, IT BECOMES THE
LIMIT OF THEIR NUMRER, AND ALL LAN-
GUAGES TOGETHER CANNOT CONTAIN MORE.
AND NOW IT IS FULL TIME PHILOLOGERS

SHOULD ALSO LEARN THE REAL NATURE OF
THE CONSONANTS. OBSERVE THAT THEY ARE
NAMED IN THE ALPHABET WITH THE VOW-
EL 6 MODIFIED AFTER ALL OF THEM, AND
THAT THEY ONLY MODIFY THIS C INTO RE-
SEMBLING OR RHYMING SOUNDS, THUS, PC,

Be, MC, re, ve, we, oe, -EC, NC, TC, DC, LC,

>e, ze, Re, she, Je, Ye, Ke, GC, ne, ne; AND
THE CONVICTION SHOULD RUSH UPON THE
MIND THAT THE STAMINA OF THE SOUND IS

IN THE VOWEL, THAT THE CONSONANTS
HAVE NO SOUND OF THEIR OWN, THAT THEY
MODIFY EACH VOWEL INTO ABOUT TWENTY
TWO SIMILAR SOUNDS OR SPECIES, JUST AS
ABOUT TWENTY TWO PROPORTIONS OF LIGHT
AND SHADE OR WHITE AND BLACK VARY THE
COLORS INTO AN EQUAL NUMBER OF RESEM-
BLING TINTS.
THE CONSONANTS REPRESENT MERELY

THE STRIKING OF THE PARTS OF THE MOUTH
TOGETHER; AND AS THERE ARE ABOUT
TWENTY TWO DIFFERENT MODES IN WHICH
THEY ARE APPLIED TO EACH OTHER, IT

FORMS THE SAME NUMBKR OF CON ONANTS.

BET 'Be 9iORT SO.UND DV 6 IN BCT OUR OV
ENI U-EUR vduEL, AZ TO KDL RED TJC

3iORT KULUR DV BLU, AND MUST EC BRUT
TU "EC IRCSISTIBEL KDNKLUJUN "BAT T>e

HIUMAN VUIS IZ KOMPOZD DV a SURTaN
NUMBUR DV sfMPEL vduELZ AZ DI8-
TinKT FROM CT3j U-EUR AZ TSC ELEMENT-
ERI KULURZ.
AND "HIS FAKT pv ne vois sein KOM-

POZD DV a FIU sfMPEL ELEMENTS, IZ
KDNFURMD Bttl ITS ANALOJI TU T5OZ DV
MATUR, FORM, SaPUR, ODUR. KULURAND
MIUZIK; WHITS, <XR OLSO KDMPOZD ov -EC

SaM NUMBUR DV ANALOGUS ELEMENTS,
HAVin a RELaTIV PROPORSiUN, BCLI

WHIT3, He TCTSiIIl DV T3C WUN, WIL OLSO
TCT9i TBe UnURZ, ENaBEL TROZ DCFIS.ENT
IN WUN SENS TU Be TOT ITS DBJEKTS
TU SUM EXTENT BCLI "EC IJ'KURZ, AND PRC-
S3.DJEZ T5AT "EC DJENURALOLIZID PRfxSI-
PEL OV ANALOJI LO.IK -EAT OV INDUKSiUN
IZ DESTIND TO KRea-T ANUTSUR CRA IS

FILDSDFI AND SI VILCUzaaiUN.

Ndu, OBZURV TRC RCAL NaTfcUR DT
DfpthDnZ IN -BCZ FCtIV KC WURDZ, THAT
6,1 IZ HCUHD IN BCLIT, 6.U IN FOLUL, IU IN

TIUB, DI IN SOIL AND ICL IN KIO.R; HttU
BAT CT9i DV TICZ IZ UTURD WITJ TU
EFIUJUNZ DV BRElh AND TU DfrUR-
ENTLI sdlZD APURT9.URZ DV TiC MCLUU.,
AND IT MUST BC PURS6VD, -EAT Tia ttR

DIPlhDnGAL AND MCURLI UTURANg
DV TU VCIUELZ DUR SILABELZ KLOSLI
TOGE-EUR; AND -BAT a TRiPthon, AZ diu
IN MCIIUR, IZ UiRC UTURD KLOSLI : URBCIJ
TTTURin DL wdlDLI ttR MCUR SILABELZ
Tnez CLR -EC rdiv IRINSIPAL DIP

thonz DKURin IN InGLia, WURDZ; BUT,
AZ eT3 ov ue ELEVEN vduELz Ma HAT
CT3i DV -EC U-EURZ UTURD BCFOUR AND
ttFTUR IT, MUKin WUN HUNDRED AND
TEN KDMBINaSiUNZ, IT B6KUMZ "EC LIM
IT OV TJaUR NUMBUR, AND DL LAlG%VaD-
JEZ TOGE-EUR KAN NUT KONTH.N MOUR.
AND NttU IT IZ FUL TttIM FILOLDJURZ

SiUD DLSO LURN 'EC RCAL NaT9iUR DV
KDNS<)NANTS. UBZURV "BAT -Ea aR N8M D
IN -EC ALFABET WIH UC VttUEL e MOD-
IFttlD O.FTUR DL DV TiEM, AND TJAT US
ONLI MODIFttl HIS C fNTO RCZEMBLIH
DUR RaiMin sduNDz, -BUS, PC, Be, Me,
re, ve, we, the, ne, NC, TC, DC, LC, se,

ze, Re, a^e, Je, Ye, Ke, ce, ne, He; AND
E6 KONvfKSiUN 9iUD RU:h UPON "EC MttlND
BAT -EC STAMINA DV TiC SaUND IZ IN -B6

TO.UEL, T5AT -EC KONSONANTS HAV NO
SaUND OV -EaUR ON, -EAT Ti& MODIFai
CTSi vduEL NTO aBauT TWENTI TU SIM-
iLaR sduNDz OR speaiiz, JUST AZ asduT
TWENTI TU PROPORSiUNZ DV LCLIT AND
JhaD UUR WHUIT AND BLAK VO.RI "EC KUL-
URZ NTO AN CKWDL NUMBUR or Re-
ZEMBLI11 TINTS.
THe KD.VSONA.NTS REPRCZENT MCURLI

xe sTRdiKin ov -EC paRT.s ov -KC Mauu,
TOGKT.UR; AND AZ naaR aR asttuT
TWENTI TU DfFURENT MODZ IN WHITSi
Ta QR API-dlD TO CT9, UTiUR, IT FDRMZ
"EC SUM NtMBUH UV KONSONANT8. BUT.
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BUT, AS SEEN IN THE ALPHABET, SEVERAL
OF THE FLAT AND SHARP CONSONANTS BE-
LONGING TO CLASSES FORMED THE FARTH-
EST BACK IN THE MOUTH WHERE THE AC-

TION OF THE TONGUE IS MORE LIMITED, ARE
WANTING IN THE KUROPEAN, WHICH MAY
BE FOUND IN OTHER LANGUAGES; BUT, THE
WHOLE NUMBER OF CONSONANTS CAN NOT
EXCEED THIRTY THREE.
BUT SOME MAY CAVIL ABOUT THERE BE-

ING MORE OR FEWER VOWELS AND CONSO-
NANTS. THERE NEVER WAS A MORE RE-
MARKABLE CASE, HOW A NOTION CAN HOOD-
WINK THE MOST PALPABLE IMPRESSION
OF THE SENSES, THAN THAT OF NOT PER-
CEIVING THAT THE VOWEL IN CAUGHT AND
COT IS EXACTLY THE SAME AND THAT IN CUR
AND CURRY ALSO: AND THEN OF SUPPOSING
THE CH IN CHEW TO BE A DISTINCT CONSO-
NANT INSTEAD OF THE COMBINATION TSH,
AND THE J IN JEW THAT OF DJ. ANOTHER
STANDARD ERROR IS THAT OF MAKING Y
STAND FOR THE I IN BIT AND W FOR OO IN

BOOT, VOWELS
J
AND THAT OF NOT PERCEIV-

ING THAT THIS OO WHEN PRONOUNCED YOU
IS ONLY MODIFIED INTO A RHYMING SYLLA-
BLE BY UTTERING IT WITH THE Y AS WHEN
PUTTING ANY OF THE OTHER CONSONANTS
BEFORE IT; AND UNRAVELS THE MYSTERY
WHY A SHOULD NOT BECOME AN BEFORE
USE, UNIT, &C.; FOR THE Y THOUGH NOT
WRITTEN, IS YET EXPRESSED.
BUT, LET EXPERIMENT THE CLIMAX OF

PROOF, ALSO PROVE THE REAL NATURE OF
VOWELS, DIPHTHONGS AND CONSONANTS.
PLACE A LOOKING-GLASS so AS TO REFLECT
A STRONG LI8HT INTO THE MOUTH, AND
THE VOWEL 6 WILL BE SEEN TO BE UTTER-
ED WITH THE TONGUE RAISED NEAREST TO
THE ROOF OF THE MOUTH BETWEEN THE UP-
PER TEETH, LEAVING THE SMALLEST APER-
TURE AND VIBRATING COLUMN OF AIR, MAK-
ING IT THE MOST ACCUTE, AND THUS, IT IS

ARRANGED THE FIRST IN THE ALPHABET
A.ND AT THE TOP OF THE SCALE. THE IH!

AY, EH! &AH! ARE EACH UTTERED WITH A
GRADUAL WIDENING OF THE APERTURE UN-
TIL THE TONGUE BARE LY TOUCHES THE UP-
PER TEETH. THE OO IS UTTERED WITH THE
TONGUE ROUNDED, LIPS CIRCLED AND O
THE SAME, BUT WITH A LARGER APERTURE.
THE an! AND AWE ARE UTTERED WITH

THE LIPS WIDEST APART, BUT WITH THE
TONGUE MORE R-AISED IN O.H ! AND ROUNDED
IN UH! ANDIIH! HENPE, THEY VARY FROM
EACH OTHER AND FROM ALL THE OTHERS
IN A GHAVER INTONATION.
THE OBSERVER MAY HERE ALSO SFE THE

TWO DIFFERENT POSIT ONS OF THE PVRTS
OF THE MOUTH, APERTURES AND EFFUSIONS
OF BREATH IN UTTERING THE DIPHTHOVCS.
BUT, TO PERCKIVE THE PARTS OF THE

MOUTH THAT ARK APPLIED TO F.ACH OTHFR
IN FORMING THE CONSONANTS, UTTER "HE
VOWEL AWE AFTER THEM; BECAUSE IT OP-
ENS IT THE WIDEST. TnvN IT WILL BE
SEEN THAT THE STRIKING OF THE LIPS TO-
GETHER WITH THE GREATEST CONTRACTION
OF THEIR MUSCf.F.8 FORMS TIIK SHARP P,

AZ SCN IN "EC ALFABET, SEVURAL DV H6
FLAT AND 8iCtRP KONSONANTS BCLDnin
TO KLASEZ FDURMD "EC FttRHEST BAR
IN TJC Mauui wH/aaR -EC AK&UN DV HC
TUn IZ MOUR LIMITED, <XR WONTin IN
Tie YUROPCAN, WHIT9> Ma BC FO.UND IN
unuR LAnc\YaDJEz; BUT, HC HOL NUM
BUR 0V KONSONANTS KAN NOT EKSCD
thURTI thRe.

BUT SUM Ma KAVIL asduT -saaR Be
in MOUR OR FIUER VO.UELZ AND KDNSO.
WANTS. TnaaR NEVCIR woz a MOUR RC-
MURKaBKL KaS IIC1U a NO&UN Ma HUD
WIHK -EC MOST PALPaBEL IMPRE&UN
DV "EC SENSEZ, -BAN -EAT DV NOT PUR-
sevin -EAT -Be VO.UEL IN KDT AND KDT
IZ EKSAKJLI -EC SaM AND -BAT IN KUR
AND KURI DLSO: AND "BEN OV SUPOZ-
in He T3i IN T*u TO Be a DISTIHKT KUN-
SONANT 1NSTED DV "EC KOMBINaSiUN T9i,
AND -EC J IN DJU -EAT OV DJ. ANUHUR
STANDdRD ERUR IZ TAT DV MaKin Y
STAND FOUR "EC I IN BIT AND W FOUR U
IN BUT, vd,UELZ; AND HAT OV NOT PUR-
sevm -BAT ms u WHEN PRONCLUNST YU,
IZ ONLI MODIFCUD fNTO a RCUMin SIL-
ABEL BUI UTURln IT WIH "Be Y AZ WHEN
puTin ENI DV He U-EUR KONSONANTS Be-
FOUR IT, WHITS, UNRAVELZ HC MISTCRI
WHttl a fhl:D NOTBCKUM AN BCFOUR YUS,
YUNIT, & '.; FOUR -E6 Y TiO NOT RIT-

EN, IZ YET EKSPREST.
BUT, LET EKSPERIMENT, T5C KLCUMAKS

OV PRUF, DLSO PRUV T56 RCAL NaTihUR
DV VO.UELZ, Dfp<hOnZ AND KONSONANTS.
PLas a LuKinoLds so AZ TO RCFLEKT
a STRon LdiT I'NTO Tie Mduih, AND -EC

vduEL e WIL BC SCN TO Be UTURD WIH
EC Tun RazD Ncap.EST TO Tie RUF DV He
Mauth BCTWCN -EC UPUR Tetu Levin ue
SMOLEST APURT&UR AND vaiBRUTin
KDLUM OV U.UR, MUKIIl IT T5C MOST
AKIUT, AND -BUS, IT IZ ARU.NJD Tie FCR8T
IN -EC ALFABET AND AT "BC TOP OV TJC

sKaL. Tne i, a, E, AND A, CIR CT* UT-
URD WI-H a GRADYUAL wdlDENin OV
EC APURTSiUR UNTIL TiC TUll BO.URLI

TUTSiEZ -BC UPUR TCU. THC U IZ UTURD
WITB 16 TUn RttUNDED, LIPS SURKELD
AND O HC SaM, BUT W1H a LITEL LaR-
DJER APUUTShUR.

Tne a AND o QR VTURD wm T.e

LIPS wdlDEST aPttRT, BUT WIT, TBC TUH
MOUR I'HZD IN a AND RCtUNDED IN U
AND u; HENS' na vaRi FROM eT9i UKUR
AND FROM OL T5C UTiUR vduELZ IX a

GRaVER INTONUihUN.
Tne OBZURVUR Ma Ht'aR DLSO se ue

TU DfFURENT POzfSiUNZ OV HC PttRTS

DV T56 MCtU h, APURTiliURZ AND EFlUJ-

UNZ DV BREth IN UTURin HC Dl'plhOnZ.

BUT, TO PURSCV r.e PURTS ov ne
MCLUU, HAT aR APLdlD TO CT9i UHUR
IN Ft'lRMin HC KONSONANTS, UTUR 'JiC

VduEL O O.FTUR HEM
J
ECKOZ IT OPENZ

IT HC wdiDEST. THEN IT WIL Be SCN
HAT HC sTRaiKin ov ne LIPS TOGFH-
UR WIH "Re GRaTEST KONTRAKfhUN OV
HUUR MV9ELZ FOURM/- JiC rl.UKP P, WI'M



ANALYSIS OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS.

BITE
Ba-ir

FOUL
FCt-UL

TUBE
TI-UB

SOIL
SD-IL

CAR THIN
KI-CLR UiIX

THIS
TilS

VI SI OX
VIJ-UX

USE
YUS

SING
sin.

WITH LESS THE MEDIAL B, AXD WITH THE
f.EAST THE FLAT M THAT THE STRIKIXG
OF THE UNDER LIP WITH THESE THREE
DEGREES IX THE HARDEXIXG OF ITS MUS-
CLES BY COXTRACTIOX UPOX THE EDGE OF
THE UPPER FORE TEETH, FORMS RESPEC-
TIVELY THE SHARP F, MEDIAL V AXD FLAT
W THAT THESE DEGREES OF THE COXTRAC-
TIOX OF THE MUSCLES OF THE EXD OF THE
TOXGUE STRUCK AGAIXSTTHE IXSIDE OF THE
UPPER FORE TEETH, FORMS THE SHARP tU,

MEDIAL T AXD FLAT X, AXD WHEX STRUCK
AGAIXST THEIR GUMS, FORMS THE SHARP T,
MEDIAL D AXD FLAT L THE STRIKIXG OF
THE EDGES OF THE TOXGUE TO THE FORE
PART OF THE ROOF OF THE MOUTH, LEAV-
IXG A NARROW APERTURE WITH TWO DE-
GREES OF THE HARDEXIXG OF ITS MUSCLES,
FORMS THE SHARP S AND MEDIAL Z WITH
THE ACCOMPANYING HISS THE RAKING OF
THE END OF THE TONGUE tTPON THE PALATE
FORMS THE MEDIAL R, AXD WITH MORE CON-
TRACTION OF ITS MUSCLES, A SHARP MAY BE

FORMED, USED IN THE GREEK AXD FROBA-
BLV OTHER LANGUAGE S THE PRESSING OF
THE MIDDLE OF THE TONGUE TO THE ROOF
OF THE MOUTH FARTHER BACK, BUT WITH
A SLIGHT APERTURE, FORMS THE SHARP Si

A.ND THE MEDIAL J WITH THE ATTENDING
HISS THE PRESSING. OF THE MIDDLE OF
THE TONGUE AGAIXST THE PALATE, FORMS
THE MEDIAL Y THE STRIKING OF THE BASE
OF THE TOXGUE WITH TWO DEGREES OFTHi,
COXTRACTIOX OF ITS MUSCLES AGAIXSTTHE
PALATE, FORMS THE SHARP K AXD MEDIAL
O; AND AGAINST THE FAUCES WITH OXE,
FORMS THE MEDIAL n, AND AGAINT THE
UVULA, FORMS THE MEDIAL H.

THE ELEMENTS OF THE VOICE THEN, CAN
BE OBVIOUSLY CLASSIFIED AS VOWELS AXD
CONSONANTS. BUT IT IS USELESS TO PRE-
SERVE THE DISTINCTION OF DIPHTHONGS
AXD TRIPHTHONGS, AS THE IR ELEMENTS ARE
MERE SYLLABLES COMPOSED OF TOWELS.
THE VOWELS VARYING IN PITCH ACCORD-

ING TO THE HARMONIC RATIO OF THE NOTES
OF THE CHROMATIC SCALE, ARE SUBJECT TO
THE SAME DISTINCTIONS, AND PERHAPS TO
THOSE OF COLOR, INTO PRIMARIES, SECOND-
ARIES AND TERTIARIES. As A VOWEL IS

AW INDIVISIBLE SOUND, THERE CAN BE NO
DISTINCTION OF THEM INTO COMPOUND OR
IMPURE THEY MUST ALL BE SIMPLE AND
PURE. IT IS ABSURD TO CONFOUND THE
DEGREES OF TIME IN WHICH THE VOWELS
ARE NATURALLY UTTERED WITH THEIR EL-
EMENTARY DIFFERENCES, AXD TO CALL
THEM THE LONG, BROAD OR SHORT SOUNDS
OF EACH OTHER.
THE CONSONANTS HAVING NO SOUND OF

THEIR OWN, AND ONLY VARYING THE VOWEL
IN WHICH ALL SOUND IS CONTAINED, THERE
CAN BE NO FOUXDATIOX FOR SUCH A CLASS
AS THAT OF SEMI-VOWELS ;

FOR THEY ARE
ALL MUTES. THE OXLY GROUND FOR THEIR
CLASSIFICATION IS THAT Of THE PARTS OF
THE MOUTH EMPLOYED IN THEIR FORMA-
TION, AS LABIALS. LABIODENTALS, LIXGUA-

DKNTAL8, &C., AND THESE ABAIN ARE BUB-

LES "EC MCDIAL B, AND WITi Tie L6ST
Tie FLAT M "BAT "EC STRCUKin DV 'EC

UNDUR LIP WI-B TiCZ OiR6 D6GRCZ IN T3C

HCLRDENin DV ITS MUSELZ BCLI KON-
TRAKihUN UPON THC EDJ OV THE UPUR
FOUR TCih, FOURMZ RESPKKTI VLI "EC

SidRP F, MCDIAL V AXD FLAT W TJAT
ECZ DCGRCZ OV "EC KONTRAK9.UN DV
EC MUSELZ DV -EC END OV Tie TUD
STRUK aaaNsj TSC INSCUD DV TSC UPUR
FOUR Teth, FOURMZ "KB ihCtRP th, MCDl-
AL -B AND FLAT N, AND WHEN STRUK
acaNST -EUUR GUMZ, FOURMZ 'EC ShdRP T,
MCDIAL D AND FLAT L Tie STRCUKin.
DV TiC EDJEZ OV Tie TUn TO "EC FOUR
PCIRT OV "EC RUF OV "EC MttUCh, LCVin
a NARO APURTihUR WIHTUDCGReZ OV
EC HO-RDENin UV ITS MUSELZ, FOURMZ
EC SidRP S AND MCDIAL Z WIH -EC

AKUMPAXIin HIS -EC RUKin OV TRC END
ov ne Tun UPON -EC PALaT, FOURMZ
EC MCD1AL R, AND WI-B MOUR KONTRAK-
9iUN DV ITS MUSELZ, a SiCtRP Ma Be FO-

URMD, YUZD IN HC GRCK AXD PROBaBLl
U-EUR LAnowaDJEz -EC PRESIH DV -EC

MIDEL DV "EC TUn TO "EC RUF OV -BC

MdUUi FCLRT1UR BAR, BUT WITJ a SLCIIT

APURTSiUR, FOURMZ -E6 SittRP Si AND
EC MCDIAL J WI-H XC ATENDin HIS
Be pREsin DV -se MIDEL ov xe Tun
acaxsT -ae PALaT, POURMZ ne MCDI-
AL Y -EC STRdiKin DV -Be Bas ov -se

TUn WI'B TU DCGRCZ DV TiC KDXTRAK-
9>UN DV ITS MUSELZ aGO-NST -K6 PAL-
aT, FOURMZ -EC SittRP K AND MCDIAL O;
AND acaNST -se rosez WI-B WUN, FO-
URMZ -EC MCDIAL n, AND acaxsT -EC

YUVULA FOURMZ "EC M6DIAL H.

THC ELEMENTS DV "KB VOIS "BEN, KAN
B6 DBVIUSLI KLASIFaiD AZ VO.UEL7.

AND KONSOXAXTS. HUT IT IZ YUSLES TO
PREZURV -EC DISTinK9>UN OV DIPthDnZ
AXD TRIPthOnZ, AZ TiaUR ELEMEXTS ttR

MCUR sfLABELZ, KOMPOZD DV VCLUELZ.
Tne VO.UELZ vaRiin IN PIT* AKORD-

m TO "EC HttRMONIK Ra.9iIO DV T56 .fOTS

OV -BC KROMATIK SKaL, CLR SUBJEKT TO
TiC SaM DISTinKShUNZ, AND PURH.APS TO
EOZ DV KULUR, INTO PRdlMaRIZ, SEK-
UNDaRIZ AND TUR9iaRIZ. Az a VO.UEL
IZ AN INDIVIZIBEL SaUND, "RlVCtR KAN
BC NO DISTinK^DN OV "BEM fNTO KOM-
PCLUND OUR IMPIUUR Ua MUST DL B6
SIMPEL AND PIUUR. IT IZ ABSURD TO
KOXFCtUXD 'BC DCGRCZ DV TttlM IX

WHIT9i Tie vduELZ ttR NAT9iURALI UT-
URD WI-B -BaUR ELEMENTaRI ofrUR-
ENSEZ, AND TO KDL "BEM T>C LOn, BRDB
OUR 9iORT SaUNDZ OV CT3i UTJUR.
Tne KONSONAXTS HAVin NO SttUND OV

HU.UR OX, AXD ONLl VaRIIH -BC vduEL IN

WHITih OL SaUXD IZ KDXTaXD, T.liaR

KAN BC NO FdUNDa&UN FOUR SUTSi 3

KLAS AZ -EAT OV SEMI VCtUE LZ J
FOUR 'BS

aR OL MIUTS. Tue ONLI oRauxo PO-

UR -BU.UR KLASIFIKaSiUN IZ "EAT OV Tie

PdRTS 0V -EC MClUCh EMPLOID IN
T5J1UR

FDRMafhUX, AZ LO-BIALZ, LaBIODENT-
AI.Z, LineWAPKNTALZ, &C., AXD Tiea
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NEVaR HAD DISTIIIKT LETURZ, dR H6-
UR ADOPTED TO KOMPLOT a YUNIVURS-
AL ALFABET. RlS REMCDIZ NCttRLI OL
EC DCFEKTS ovuoz ov Tie vaRius LAn-

DIVISIBLE BYTHE HARDENING OF THE MUS- aGaN CtR S U BDI VI ZIBE L BUI

CLES INTO SHARPS, MEDIALS AND FLATS, ENIH OV T6 MUSELS INTO ihCtRPS, MCDI-
AS EXHIBITED IN THE ALPHABET. ALZ AND FLATS, AZ SON IN Tie ALFABET
INSTEAD OF INVENTING so MANY NEW INSTED ov INVENTIII so MENI NIU

LETTERS AS USUAL BY ALPHABET MAKERS, LETURZ AS YU.TUAL BO.I ALFABET MO.K-

THE SMALL AND LARGE CAPITALS AND A URZ, "EC SMOL AND LtLRDJ KAPITALZ A ND
PORTION OF THE COMMON LETTERS AL- a POR*UN DV "EC KOMUN LETURZ OLREDI
READY IN USE WITH A FEW INVENTED TO IN YUS WITi a FIU INVENTED TO REP-

REPRESENT THOSE E LEMENTS WHICH HAVE REZENT 'KOZ ELEMENTS WHIT* IIAV

NEVER HAD DISTINCT LETTERS, ARE HERE
ADOPTED TO COMPLETE A UNIVERSAL AL-

PHABET HIS REMEDIES NEARLY ALL
THE DEFECTS OF THOSE OF THE VARIOUS

LANGUAGES, MY BEING SO DIFFERENT IN GWaDJEZ, ECU BCII1 SO DIFURENT IN

SHAPE AS NOT TO BE MISTAKEN FOR EACH ihaP AZ NOT TO Be MISTAKEN FOUR CT*

OTHER, BY HAVING THE SAME LENGTH, NO UT.UR, ECU HAVIrt TiC SaM LEHIh, NO

KERNS OK HEADS AND TAILS, WILL WEAR KURNZ OUR HED Z AND T.1I LZ, WI L W;\ttR

EQUALLY, AND ABOVE ALL, AGREE IN SHAPE CKWOLI, AND aBUV OL aGRe IN 3iaP, BUT
EUT DIFFER ONLY IN SI/.E FROM THEIR D I FUR ONLI IN SCLI Z FROM TiiaR LC.UDJ

LARGE CAPITALS. THE ITALIC COMMON KAPITALZ. Re CUTALIK KOMUN AND
AND CAPITAL LETTERS CORRESPOND TO THE KAPiTAL LETURZ KORESPOND TO Ti6 R(';M-

ROMAN AND MAY BE USED IN PENMANSHIP, AN AND Ma B*e YUZD IN PENMANSHIP, BUT
BUT ARE NOT SO EXPEDITIOUS AS THE PRES- CtR N'.)T SO EKSPCofihUS AZ 1iC PREZE.VT
ENT INDISTINCT SHORT-HAND MARKS. IT IS INDISTtnKT ShUURT-HAND MURXS. IT IZ

PROPOSED THAT THE VARIETY OF LETTERS PROPOZD TiAT T.6 VaiiaiTI OV LE^TTTIZ

FOR COMMON' USE BE INCREASED BY ADOPT- FOUJl KtKMUN YUS BC INKRCST SCII ADOPT-
ING ANTIQUE, GOTHIC, &C., WHOSE LINES III ANTCK, OOUiIK

BEING OF THE SAME BREADTH IN EVERY
PART WILL WEAR LONGER.
THE WRITING OF THE WORDS OF ALL LAN-

GUAGE S STRICTLY ACCO HDIN ^ TO TH E SOUND GWaOJKZ STRIKTLI AKORDIH TO Tie 8<X-

OF THE LETTERS, WILL RESOLVE ALL THE UND OV T>6 LETUilZ, WIL REZ'JLV OL KC

PRESENT CONFLICTING RU LES OF SPE LL ING PRKZENT KDNFLlKTin RULZ OV SPELin
INTO A UNIVERSAL ONE. THEN BY MARK- INTO a

ING THE PRINCIPAL ACCENTED SYLLABLE M IRilT

IT ALSO SHOWS THE OTHER-, AS THE STRESS BEL, IT OL3O SiOZ TiC ITHURZ, AZ T.C

FALLS, THOUG i IN DIFFERENT DEGREES UP- STRES FOLZ, "EO IN DIFURENT DCGRCZ
ON ALTERNATE SYLLABLES B\- T HUS S PE LL- UPON OLTCRNaT SILABELZ. Bcil "RUS

ING AND ACCENTING IN READING AS WELL AS SPEL'H AND AKSENTIH IN R6DI11 AZ WEL
WORD BOOKS. ANY LANGUAGE MAY BE SOON AZ WUHD B IKS, ENI LAHG WllDJ Ma BC SUN
LEARNED, & BY ARRANGING ALPHABETI JALY LURND, AND Bftl ARanDJIH ALFABETI-
IN THE SAME LEXICON THE WORDS (rF B6 KA LI I N

Tje^SaM
LE <S IKON T.eWURDZOV

FEW CULTIVATED LANGUAGES OF EUROPE, -Re FIU KULTIVaTED LAnr.waDJEZ OV
IT WILL FACILITATE THEIR UNION, AND YUROP. I " WI L F3S I LITaT TiaaR YUNION,
TEND TO THAT OF OTHERS UNTIL THERE 18 AND TEND TO "EAT OV UTiURZ, UNTIL 113.-

ONLY A UNIVERSAL ONE

., HUZ I.QINZ BC-%
in ov Tie saw BHEDH IN EVERI paRT
AV:L wadR LOIIO^R.
Re RoiiTin ov Tie WURDZ ov OL L;ln-

YUNIVURSAL WUN. EEN BCU
Tie PRINSIPAL ASSENTED S'LA-

UR IZ ONLI a YUNIVURSAL WUN.
THE VOWELS ARE VARIED BOTH BEFORE Re VCUIELZ O.R VARIED BOU BCFUUR

AND AFTER ALL THE CONSONANTS, EXCEPT AND ftFTUR "RC KONSONANTS, EKSEPT
BeFOUR W AND Y, AND NOT OZILI CIFTUR
n. Bur an AND UH FOURS T.EMSELVZ
IN BCTU'ON Tie I'fiUR NCLIN VO-UE LZ AND

BELZ, -HC SaM AZ GNAW-ER, AND Ma BC
RITEN NO-UR, WHIT* KOZEZ FILOLO-
DJURZ TO IMADIIN "BAT TiaUR IZ a LOO
AND ShOURT O AZ IN NO-UR AND NOT,

BEFORE W AND Y, AND N!>T E VSILY AFTER n.

BUT ail AND UH FORCE TH-EMSELVES IN

BETWEEN THE OTHER NINE VOWELS AND
THE CONSONANT R AS IN NOR, AND PRODUCE Tie KOXSONANT R AZ IN NMUR, AND PRO-
A DIPHTHONGAL SOUND OF TWO SYLLABLES, DlUSa DI PihTnG AL SO.UND OV TU SILA-
THE SAME AS GNAW-ER, AND MAY BE
WRITTEN nD-UR, WHICH CAUSES PHILOLO-
GERS TO IMAGINE THAT THERE IS A LONG
AND SHORT O AS IN NOR AND NOT, FALL
AND WHAT, A DIFFERENT U IN EARTH AND FOL AND WHOT, a DIFURENT U IN URU &
UP, AND A DIFFERENT O IN OMEN AND OMIT. UP AND aDIFUKENT O IN OMKN & OMIT.
'THE ACCENTED VOWELS NATURALLY -Re AKSENTED VaUELZ NiT.-hURALI

GATHER THE KONSONANTS AROUND THEM, GATiUR "EC KONSONANTS aRCLUNO TiEM,
AND SHOULD BK GENERALLY DIVIDED INTO AND fhUD BCD.TENURALI DIVlilDED INTO
THE LONGEST1 SYLL VULES. As THESTKESS T56 LOI1GK ST SI L V RE L Z.

FALLS. THOUGH IN DIFFERENT DEGREES UP- FOLZ, ifO

ON ALTERNATE SYLLABLES, IT IS ONLY NE-
CESSAUY TO MARK THE PRCNCIP \ L ACCENT
AS A GUIDE TO THE REST. THF, VOWELS IN

Tilt SCENTED, 'AN NOT BK PUT FOH EACH

A 7. "Be STUK9
IV UIFUilENT DBORCZ UP:Y\

SFLABELZ, IT IZ ONLI NE3-
ESaRI TO M-aRK Tie PRI.NSIPAL AKSENT
AZ a GldlD TO Tie REST. Re VAUELZ KV

Be AKSEVTED KAN NOT BC PUT FOUR CT*
OTH-R AS IN THE UNACCENTED SYLLABLES. UTiUK AZ 1-N T.C 1

T :;AKSENTK !> SILABELZ,



A NEW AND THOROUGHLY

PHONOTYPIC SPELLING, PRONOUNCING, AND DEFINING

DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

WHEEEIN, EACH DIFFERENTLY SHAPED LETTEE, EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTS BUT
O-XE OF THE ELEVEN VOWELS AND TWENTY TWO CONSONANTS; 1 OR INSTRUCTION
IN SCHOOLS AND OF THE SO-CALLED PHILOLOGERS ;

BEING THE FIRST LANGUAGE
PERFECTLY WRITTEN WITHIN THE HISTORY OF LITERATURE.

The principal AFFIXES limited to the different parts of speech in the new orthography of

ihn'
dictionary, are, nouns, neuter and common gender, I, IP, 1ST, Ti, si, Rijas, aJJ ENS,

MENT, NES; AN, ANS; uo j UM, UN, a,uN, UR : inascu ;ine Bender, UK ; le.hinme, ES: nouns

pmra;, s, z, EZ: Adjccuvus, iv, IK; ENT, EL LES; ANT, AL; us, *us: compara.i^e de-

gree, ECU: =u
t .enative, EST: adverbs, LI: veibb, present iciiae, in, aT,aD, EN, aiz, past,

T, D, ED:
Ti.e principal PREFIXES, to Hours, adjectives, adverbs, and participles, expressing negation,

arc UN, IN, IUR iiiiu NDN: privilives, DC, DI, DIS: priority of time or rank, PRC.

The following are the abbreviations of the parts of speech used here.n. lor noun, a. for adjec-

tive, /*/'>. for pronoun,, vi. for verb iniransitive, vt. fur verb transitive, p. lor past unse. pp. ior

perfect participle, pfjr. tor participle present tense, ad. for ad verb, pre. for preposition, c. kir con-

junction and ex. for exclamation.

ABA ABB
i-EAT
BCT
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BEAT
Ber

BIT
BIT

ABJ

BATE
sar

BET
BET

BAT
BAT

BOOT
BUT

BOAT
BOT

BAR
BCIR

ABR
~BUT
BUT

BULL
BUI.

BOT
EOT.

in the middle of plysyuabies. Thus he, mo-

notonous accent of 'tie Fiencti is destroyed as

slioA'ij in the second part to thiS'Work. where

its weirds are mixed in the tame sentences

wirh those of the accented language*.

ABBREVIATE, A-BRe-vi-aT, vt. \o abridge,

saonen, cui ..ii". [e.n-..,
reduced :n length.

ABBREVIATED, A-BRC-vi-aT-ED, p. short-

ABBREVIATIXG, A-3 RC-VI-aT-in, ppr . short-

n. in ..:. rid-in^. [
or art ot' shortening.

ABBREVIATION/ A-BRe-vi-ash-UN, n. the act

ABBRF VIATOR, A-BRe-vi-aT-UR, n. one who
*.!or -us i*r -vdiii:es 10 smaller compass.

ABBREVIATURE, A-BRC-vi-aTai-UR, n. an

a ri l.jni ut, o n!i: en i, ;i letter tur saorlening.

ABDICANT, AB-DI-KANT, a. renouncing.

ABDICATE, AB-Di-xaT, vt. to abandon an of-

fie or p;iwt:r wi.rrmt a formal resignation.

ABDICATED, AB-Di-KaT-ED, p. abandoned.

ABDICATING, AB-Di-KaT-m, ppr. relinquish-

ing i iiout a formal resignation, renouncing.

ABDICATION, AB-Di-Ka9i-UN, n. act of abdi-

Ci'ii.g, ;leser;iniT of an i.llice or trust.

ABDUATIVE, AB-Di-saT-iv, a. abdicating.

ABDOMEN, AB-DO-MEN, n. the 1 nver belly.

ABDOMINAL, AB-DOM-EN-AL, a. belonging to

the lower bell.-. (or ; a different part.

ABDUCE, AB-DUS, vt. to separate, draw av-ay.

ABDUCENT, AB-DUS-ENT, o. drawing away.
ABDU TION, AB-DUK-ihUN, n. act of drawing
a ay, the piping of a fractured bone, any
mod j of c;i' rvni away human beings.

ABDU- TOR, AB-DUK-TUR, n. a muscle which

pulls ha -k a certain nai f of the body.
ABECEDARIAN, a-Ee-se-oa-Ri-AN, n. one
wh ' 'eac ies or is learning the alphabet.

ABED. a-BKD, a>7. on or in bed.

ABERANCE, A-BE-RANS, n. a wandering, de-

viat .n from he. riiiht way.
ABERANT,A-BE-RANT, a. wandering, straying.

ABERVTION, AB-E-Ra9i-UN, n. wandering
f m 'he rk'ht -vay, from truth or moral recti-

tude Idp" If (he R is attempted to be ar-

ticula f.u with the E in the above three words
the u or a will intrude itself between them
and make another syllable. The R is there-

fore t'-rown into their third syllables.

ABET, a-BET, vt. to encourage, help, support.

ABETMENT, a-BET-M E NT, n. encmiragement.
ABETED, a-BET-ED, p. encouraged to ctime.

ABETTING, a-BET-rn, ppr. aiding to a crime.

ABETTOR, a-BET-UR, n. one who aids crime.

ABEYANCE, a-Ba-ANs, n. a waiting in law.

ABHOR, AB-HO-UR, vt. to detest with horror.

ABHOKRED, AB-HD-RED, p. hated very much
ABHORRENCE, AB-HO-RENS, n. great hatred.

ABHORRENT, AB-HD-RENT, o. hating, fhate.
ABHORRENTLY, AB-HO-RENT-LI, ad. with

ABHORRER, XB-HO-RUR, n. one wno abho-s.

ABHORRING, AB-HD-RIH, ppr. having great
ABIDE, a-Ba-iD,*. to dwell in a place, [hate.
ABIDER, a-nd-iD-UR, n. one who dwells.

ABIDING, a-BCt-iD-in, ppr. dwelling, waiting.
ABIDINGLY, a-BCt-io-in-Li, ad. permanently.

ABiLiTY,^a-BiL-i-Ti, n. power, skill, means.
ABJECT, AB-JEVT, n. mean, worth'ess, lowly.
ABJECTION, AB-JEK-^.UN, n. sunk in spirits.

ABJECTNESS, AB-JEKT-NES, n. meanness of

spirit, servility, baseness, low or mean atato.

A BJ ETTLY, AB-JEKT-LI, ad. meanly, servneiy.

ABJURATION, AB-Ju-Kash-UN, n. act of abju-

rum !'>re>\veariii_! wiJtninnjection or denial.

ABJURATORY,AB-JU-Ra-TO-RI, t'\ atjlJia -I'Hl.

ABJUKE, AB-JU-UR, it. to reiioui.ce upon oath.

/XBJUUED, AB-jii-URD,p. rejected upon oath.

ABJURKR, AB-JU-RUR, n. one who abjures.

ADJURING, AB-Ju-Rin, ppr. quitting on oath.

ABI.ACT-.TE, AB-LAK-TaT, vt to wean.

ABLATION, AB-Liish-UN, ;i act oftaking away.
ABL \Tive, AB-La-Tiv, a. what takes away.

ABLE, -AE-EL-, " having bodily or mental pow-
er, c'.iiipeirnt properiy, or moral strength.

ABLENESS, SLB-EL-NES, n. ability < f body,

mind, virtue or property; capability.

ICJ2* The B in the above two wosdb'belongs to

their first syllables, but word book makers

hive not yet learned how to spell as!

ABLEPSY, AB-LEP-SI, n. blindness, sightless.

ABLUENT, AB-LU-ENT, a. washing, cleansing.

ABLUTION, AB-LUSI-UN, n. act of cleansing.

ABLY, UB-LI, ad. in an able manner.

ABNEGATE, AB-Ne-oaT, it. to deny, disown.

ABNEGATION, AB-Ne-cash-UN, n. positive de-

nial, renunciation. f
nies any thing.

ABNEGATOR, AB-NC-GIIT-UR, one who de-

ABOARD, a-iso-uiio, ud. in a ship, or vessel.

ABODE, a-soo, pr t of abide, n. habna ion.

ABODEMENT, a-BoD-MENT,n. presen imenu

ABODING, a-BOD-m, M. prognostication.

ABOLISH, A-BOL-IS>, ft. to destroy, rrp-al.

ABOLISH ABLE, A-BOL-i>-aB-EL, a. voidable.

ABOLISHED, A-BUL-I*>T, p. annulled, voided.

ABOLISHER, A-BOL-ISI-UR, n.one who void!.

ABOLISHING, A-BOL-iih-in, ppr. annulling.

ABOLISHMENT, A-BOL-iSi-MENT, n. the act

of annulling, abrogation. fishing.

ABOLITION, AB-D-LI'^-UN, n. the act of abol-

ABOLITIONIST, AB-o-Li3>-ux-isT,n. one who
is desirous to abolish anv thing.

ABOMINABLE, a-BDM-iN-as-EL, a. hateful.

A BOM IN ABLENESS, a-BOM-IN-aB-EL-NE S, n.

the quality or state of being extremely odious.

ABOMINATE, a-BOM-iN-aT, vt. to hate,lothe.

ABOMINATED, a-BOM-iN-aT-ED, p. hated.

ABOMINATING, a-Br>M-iN-aT-in, pp. hating.

ABOMINATION, a-BUM-iN-aa.-UN, n. pollution

ABORIGINAL, AB-O-RIDJ-IN-AL,*. primitive.

ABORIGINALS, AB-o-RiDJ-iN-Ai.z,n.p/. first

inhabitants or settlers of a country.

ABORTION, A-BO-UR-SIUN, n. miscarriage in

women, any thin? not brought to maturity.

ABORTIVE, 'A-BO-UR-TIV, failing, untimely.

ABORTIVELY, A-BO-UR-TIV-LI, ad. in an un-

timelv mariner. [of being abortive.

ABORTIVENESS, A-BD-UR-TIV-NES, n. state

ABOUND, a-BCt-uND, vi. to have, be in plf-nty.

ABOUNDING, a-BO.-UND-in, ppr. a. plentiful.

ABOUT, a-BCi-UT, pr. around, concerning.

ABOVE, a-Buv, pr. higher, more, ad. overhead.

ABRADE, a-BR;ip,
vt. to scrape off, to grate.

ABRADED, a-BRap-ED, p. nibbed, or worn off.

ABRADING, a-BRaD-m,pp. rubbing, wearing.
ABRASION, a-BRaJ-UN, n. a nibbing off'.

ABREAST, a-BRKST, ad. side by side, on aline.

ABRIDGE, a-B'ifoj, vt, to contract, shorten.

A BRIDGED, a-BRiDJD, p. shortened, lessened.

ABRIDGER, a-BRfDJ-uR, n. one who shortens.

ABRIDGING, a-BRiDJ-m, ppr. shortening.
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* The Land shall ^SE^^ the Hying." Jeffer-
rot be sold for ever Jtrf\ I n.
for THE LAND IS ^\ f5v tZSZh. " The most undone
MINE, and IO- ye iT A\JSL ^""^ bemg

. in the limits of
nre itrang-ers and so- K <

*!fejH]|
- ^5 Judea, had still a hold

fourners with me." a ySljJ
^*^t. in the tend. His ruin

Lev. ixv. 23. & (jf&-*^ / could not be final
"I set out on this ^ ? n^V-^a

'
in the last extremity,

ground, which I sup- .' ^^--^i|?\ he could not be scorn-
pose to be self-evi- ^^, =?=^Lw^. ed as one whose birth-
dent, that the earth ^sP^SS^slfclHI^, right was extinguish

-

belongs in wufruct to sSi=r.^= -x=^23ir ed." Croly'sJubike.

PLAN OF A SCIENTIFIC DIVISION AND NOMENCLATURE
OF THE EARTH.

Owing to the figure of the earth, it cannot be laid off into perfect

squares by running with the cardinal points ;
and by running to the

intermediate points, the lines will run in spiral curves that never
return into themselves. To survey therefore the land of the earth, to

the cardinal points, so as to contain the same area in all its divisions

of a similar kind, the parallels of latitude must widen towards the north
and south poles from the equator, so as to compensate for the gradual

approach of the lines of longitude toward the poles. The following di-

agram or earth-measuring map, exhibits a section of the earth from the

equator to the north pole, and embraces the map of North America.
It is a specimen of the whole earth as well as N. A. laid off into states

of a proper and equal size for all its peopledoms.
Seven degrees of longitude are found to be the width necessary to

embrace four hundred counties of the size to average eighteen miles

square, and at the same time to make states as nearly square as the figure
of the earth will admit in the middle of the temperate zone, where there

is the most land, population and civilization. This will give about fif.

teen states in each section and three hundred and eighty for the whole

earth, leaving out three fourths for sea and the frozen region beyond sev-

enty two degrees of latitude. This will make the states in similar

latitudes, oblong east and west towards the equator, and north and
south towards the poles. This will keep all the divisions regular and
in a line with each other all over the earth

;
and the variations from a

square will not be much greater than what now arises from fractions

according to the present mode of surveying.
In surveying the public lands of the United States, meridians and

base lines are established, to number the townships from, any where in

a state and without any regard to its boundary ;
but it is here proposed

that the meridians should always be run with the east boundary of a

state, and the base lines with the south boundary. Instead of the town-

ships being numbered from the meridians and base lines, it is suggested
that the counties should be numbered from them, and that the townships
be designated by the cardinal points to which they lie from the central

one in each county. Thus, begining in the south east corner of a state,
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the first county will be one north from its south boundary or base line,

and one west from its east boundary or meridian line; and the next

county one north two west, always numbering first north then west.

The townships, being nine in each county, one falls in its center, and

the other eight, may be designated north, north east, east, south east,

south, south west, west and north west townships from the central one or

center of the county. The present mode of the United States surveyors,

in laying off townships, of numbering the sections from the north east

corner and of subdividing them into north east, south east, south west,

and north west quarter sections, is adopted in this system.

North American section of the Earth divided into States.

The size here proposed for states, averaging three hundred and sixty

English miles square, will embrace the territory of most of the present
nations, should their present boundaries and the new divisions coincide.
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The size of eighteen miles or three townships square for the counties,
has been adopted as the most convenient for effecting every purpose; for
it is about ten miles from the corners to the center of them

; but, if they
were laid off twenty four miles or four townships square, there would be
no one central township, and the county seat would come at the corners
of the four central townships, instead of at a central township village,
and if they were made thirty miles or five townships square, though
a township would have fallen in the center, yet, it would be so far to

the county seat, that it would give rise to those parties which so fre-

quently arise in newly settled countries for moving the seats of justice,
or for dividing the counties.

The following recipes are proposed for coining scientific names, as

exhibited in the following diagrams and specimens for all the people-
doms, counties, townships, capitols, county seats and township villages

throughout the earth.

To coin a name for a state, take the name of some prominent object
in it

;
thus to Nebraska, (the Indian term for Platte river, already given

as the name for its territory,) cut off its last syllable 'ka,' affix the first

part of the word shere, 'she,' and after it again the word 'ville,' but in

all cases spelling according to the sound of letters, and Nebrashevil is

coined, literally translated, a state of sheres and villes. This is the

name proposed for the first state west of Missouri, and all its counties

are to be composed of words terminating with the syllable 'she' and all

its towns with that of 'vil,' as exhibited in the following diagram of a sec-

tion of this state, and also a sample of the mode of naming all other

states, counties and towns,

To name the counties of any state, take the names of the numbers

in the prevailing language of the country from one to twenty, always

spelling according to the sound of letters, and compound them or their

first syllables, thus. For Nebrashevil, the names for numbers in the

English language, are adopted in the composition of the names of its coun-

ties. Thus for the first county in its south east corner, count one north,

one west, and say, always spelling according to the sound of letters,

Wuwushe for its name, then substituting 'vil' for 'she,' it will be Wu-
wuvil, the name of its county seat. Then substituting 'two,' spelled 'tu,'

for their second syllable 'wu,' they become Wutushe and Wutevil, names

for the next county and village one north two west
;
and so on till it

comes out Teteshe, ten north ten west shire in the center of the state :

and then by affixing 'vil' and 'opolis,' it will give Tetevilopolis, a name for

the capitol of the state of Nebrashevil, as in the north west corner of

the diagram. Then, continuing to number north and west, the last shire

and village will come out twenty north twenty west, Twetweshe and

Twetwevil. Thus, the two first syllables of these counties and villages,

tell how far they are from any boundary of the state and from each oth-

er, and their two last syllables being the same as the terminating syllables

of the name of the state in which they are situated, they tell themselves iu

what state they lie
;
so that a letter directed to either a ville or its shire

will reach it without the addition of the name of the state.
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The name proposed for the next state north of Nebrashevil, is taken

from the Mandan Indians by affixing the first syllable of county, and

terminating with burg; thus Mandankouburg. Then to name the coun-

ties, take the Latin names of the numbers, and from unus for one, the

first county in its south east corner will be, to spell according to the

sound of letters, Yuyukou for one north one west county, and Yuyu-
burg for its town. Then Dedekou and Dedeburgopolis will be its central

county and its capitol. For the next state west occupying the Yellow-
stone river and valley, take the Blackfoot Indian name for a village,
and some term for county, append them to Yello for a state and their

names for numbers for its counties and villages. And so on taking the

names of some Indian tribe for Rokimonten the next state west. Then
for Oregon, affix the Latin ager, for county and the Saxon ton, for town
and change it to Oregonagerton, the state of agers and tons. Then,

compound the Greek numbers, and the first county and village in its

south east corner will come out Isisager, and Isiston
;
and in its center,

Dedekager and Dedekatonopolis, for its capitol. Then, for California,

the next state south affix the Spanish words condado and villa for county
and town, and it comes out Kaliforkovila state : then compound the

Spanish names for numbers for its counties and towns. Then, for the

state north of Oregon, take the words Vancouver, pretium and wick,
and compound them into Vankuprewik for its name, and the numbers of

some Indian tribe for its counties and towns. Then, for the state east

of California, take Colorado, urbs and plaza, and make Koloradurplaza.
For the next state east, take Cordileras, koros and bury, and form Kor-

dilekobury. For the next state east, embracing the valley of the upper
Arkansas, belonging to the Indians, and which they now propose to

erect into one of the states of the union, take the name Canadian of the

largest branch of the Arkansas river, the French word comte for coun-

ty, borough for town and compose the word Kanakoburo for its name.
Then take the French numbers and the first county will be Ununko,
and its town Ununburo

;
its central one will be Sanksanko, and its town

Sanksanburopolis, the capitol of its state; and so on till it comes out Dis-

diko for county and Disdiburo for its town. For Texas, the next si-die

south, affix sity, and make it Teksasity state
;
then take the English

numbers for the first syllables of its county and town names, and the

Latin numbers for their second syllables, and Wuyunas will be the name
of its south east corner county and Wuyusity its town

;
Tedesas will be

its central county, and Tedesitopolis its capital.
In this way the land of all the earth may be laid off into states, and

all their counties scientifically named. By laying them off at every
seven degrees of longitude and gradually widening the parallels of lati-

tude north and south from the equator, the same area is preserved through-
out, but all the subdivisions should have a square shape. Necessity
compelled the commencement at ninety five degrees west longitude from
London and eighteen from Washington ;

so that the divisions come out
with a fraction at both places. But this is of small moment, and in this

new science of geography, the fongitude of ninety five running through
the center of North America, may become a preferable meridian.



But any people in any part of the ear'.h, wishing to lay off a state,

county or township, can calculate from and accord with the lines of the

foregoing diagram of a section of the earth, and thus all its divisions
will

^correspond
and its lines meet as well as with those of other countries.

Were counties and townships surveyed in the same shape of the states
in which they lie, they would be too oblong towards the equator and the

poles. Hence, they are laid ofl*as nearly square in each state as the

decreasing longitude toward the poles will admit. They will be a little

narrower at the end toward the poles, and wider at that toward the

equator. They will range in the parallels of latitude round the globe;
but not meridionally, except in each state. In oblong states, they will
exceed twenty miles one way and be under it the other. As the people
deal mostly by counties and townships with each other, it is important
that they should be square and bring each side equally near the center.

Specimen of a scientific Geography of names of the Shires and

ViUcsfor the south east fourth of the proposed State of Ne-
brashevil, embracing the Platte and Kanzas river vallies.

Teteshe,
TETEVI-
L6POLIS
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called Northtownship and its villa Northtown
;
the others Noreastownship

and town, Eastovvnship and town, Soueastownship and town, Southtown-

ship and town, Souwestownship and town, Westownship and town, and

Norwestownship and town, as fully written in the diagram.

Wuwushe County with names for its townships and towns.

Norwestownship,

Norwestown.
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But the following diagrams of a township and village taken from a

pamphlet and paper entitled 'Young America' by Mr. Evans are the most

important divisions for the social relations of man. For each township
containing one hundred and forty four quarter sections or farms of one
hundred and sixty acres each: and each village consisting of one fourth

or more of that number of building and garden lots, are supposed to be of
the proper size and number to contain the due proportion of agricultural
and mechanical employments for the purposes of production, distribu-

tion and government.

A Township of Six Miles Square

A Square Mile,

for Park, Public

Edifices, & Lots

for Persons not

engaged iu Agri-

culture.

With few exceptions, the central square mile might be laid out into

about 100 village lots averaging five acres each, with a Public

Park of about thirty acres on which the Town Hall and Equitable La-

bor Exchange Edifices can be erected. Eight principal streets six rods

wide, may run from the center of the Park to the cardinal and interme-

diate points, be named by them, and their continuation through the town-

ship meeting those of others, will become the eight principal roads and

be also named by their cardinal point ; being already straight and wide

enough to appropriate a part to rail and other roads. The cross streets

may be three rods wide, bend at the alleys and be named by their num-
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bers from the Park outwards. The lots vary in size from the Park, are

square on their fronts, their oblique sides thrown upon the alleys and

numbered also from the Park. Thus, every lot would be surrounded by
streets and equalized by increasing in size outwards.

fjfci Diagram of the Proposed Village. ?1
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This plan for a township and village, is adapted to any form society

may assume, association as well as the isolated national reform system.
The mode here proposed for dividing the world into proper sized states,

counties, townships, sections, quarter sections and lots, constitutes a sci-

entific geography of the earth, and will be essentially necessary to the

attainmeot of all man's rights in the era of equality. That each man
and association may demand their due proportion of the earth, it must be

regularly surveyed ;
which can be done in any part of it, and yet all

the lines will eventually close, by surveying from corners pointed out

by the stars of heaven ! The lines will thus meet within a few rods.

The attention of the Surveyor General of the public lands, is called

to these plans as an improvement to the present mode ofsurveying them.

Why should not the public surveyors, at the same time they are estab-

lishing base and meridional lines, make them also the boundary of states?

Why, at the same time they lay off townships, not return every nine

as being in a certain county, and why not lay off also in the center or as

near as possible in each township, a section into village lots, and thus

cut off all that speculation and dissention in settling county boundaries

and seats so prevalent in new states?
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
FOR NEBRASHEVIL OR ANY OTHER STATE.

ARTICLE 1.

We, the People of the State of NEBRASHEVIL, in our own proper Persons assembled,
solemnly declare that EQUALITY, INDIVIDUALITY and INALIENABLEN ESS are the three

great essential properties of a right, and that liberty therefore, is the practice and enjoy-
ment of all mankind in proper PERSON of an equal, individual and inalienable right to

Sovereignty, Life, Labor, Domain and Products: so that there shall be no delegated
government, slave or hired life and labor, landlordry and tenure, or profitmongery.

ARTICLE 2.

That all legislative power shall be exercised by the People of both sexes, by direct

speech and vote in their proper persons only in Township Assemblies
;
and that the ma-

jority
of their wills throughout the State shall become constitutional or bye law: that all

judiciary power shall be exercised by the People of the Township in which the contest

occurs, except by arbitrators in minor cases; and that all executive power shall be ex-

ercised by the People through an expressly instructed committee of philanthropic citizens

at the capitol, negotiating with other nations and exercising their own wills only in cases
of emergency.

ARTICLE 3.

That all life-protecting power and duty shall be exercised by every man in properly
armed person, and not by a hired-soldier substitute; so that those of the locality in-

vaded shall repel the invaders in self-defence from their homesteads, while rapidly rein-

forced, and thus soon end the war without creating a labor-taxing national debt.

ARTICLE 4.

That all labor or production shall be performed as the right and duty of every man in

proper person with his own hands and not by slaves or hirelings ;
nor shall there be any

unproductive labor, except where unavoidable, and that all labor shall be valued equally
according to the time employed without regard to the labor-saving power of machinery.

ARTICLE 5.

That all mankind are entitled by act of existence and by their natural wants and pow-
ers of production being the same to an equal, individual and inalienable homestead up-
on the earth

;
and that to define each man's share of the domain, the state shfill extend

from thirty seven to forty two degrees of north latitude and from ninety five to one hun-
dred and two degrees of west longitude from London, and shall be forever divided into

four hundred Counties eighteen miles square, each subdivided into nine Townships six

miles square, and each also subdivided into one hundred and forty Farms of one hun-

dred and sixty acres each and forty mechanic Lots, so that there shall be one for each

family and which shall never be alienated by any liability, but only exchanged for each

other; and that may be divided for married children into quarter quarter sections or lots,

or else emigrate to vacant quarter sections or lots.

ARTICLE 6.

That for the purpose of producing an assortment of the necessaries of life, all em-

ployments shall be properly apportioned in each Township, and the surplus products

exchanged for each other in the Town marts upon the equitable principle of equal time

of labor for labor.

LEWIS CASS, President.

ROBT. J. WALKER, Secretary.

FORM OF DEEDS.

When all mankind become reinstated in their right to an inalienable homestead and

each laboring only with his own hands, there can be no monopoly of domain even if the

principle was just ;
for who would work so much harder than his neighbor to get means

to buy his homestead, whej|
he could neither cultivate nor lease it? There can then be

no trading
1 but that of a serection of one's share from any unoccupied domain, of ex-

changing for that of another or of purchasing by a landless person. This doctrine will

require a variation ofthe forms of conveyance, and the following are proposed.

THIS DEED OF SELECTED DOMAIN, certifies that JOHN WINDT, in consider-

ation of his inalienable right of Domain, and in presence of the People in Township
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Assembly, has selected the unoccupied North East duarter of Section One, in Nor-

eastownship,of Wuvvushe County and Nebrashevil State, for the purposes of occupation

and cultivation: (or where homesteads are exchanged, THIS DEED OF EXCHANG-
ED DOMAIN, certifies that the above named tract is exchanged for that of GEO: H.

EVANS, it being the North West duarter of the same Section, Township, County and

State or sold as the case may be')

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the above described domain for his own use by occu-

pation and cultivation
;
but wiih no right to lease, mortgage or to will it to another.

And the People ofsaid Township hereby FOREVER WARRANT and DEFEND
his right to the said domain against the claims of all and every person.

In testimony of which, the said Township Assembly has this 4th day ofJuly, 1S48,
and in the first year of the begining of the era of equality, ordered the chairman and

secretary to sign their names, affix the seal of the said Township and to record it in

the archives of the Township Hall.

JAMES K. POLK, Chairman.

THOMAS H. BENTON, Secretary.

PLAN FOR SETTLING NEBRASHEVIL OR OTHER STATES.

If the plan here proposed for surveying the public lands into states, counties, town-

ships, &c., be adopted by government, every self.ler will know in what one of them he is

locating ;
but if unsurveyed, the latitude and longitude will give the bounds of the town-

ship within a few rods, so lhatthe subdivisions will correspond and their farms will not

be divided when the government survey takes place.

Let our statesmen urge the enactment ofa law to survey all our unsettled territory as

well as, that of Mexico according to some such plan as here proposed, and it will save

the manufactory of a cart load of statutes every century. Let them invite every landless

American, Mexican, Indian, White or Black Slave throughout the earth to claim his

right to an equal, individual and inalienable homestead upon these lands. This would
soon add fifteen new states to the Union and tend to the introduction of the system

throughout the earth. The nineteenth century would produce the first real philan-

thropic legislature that legislated for the property producer and the universal rights of

man the originator of the era of equality, of a new civilization.

ICT Let the National Reformers also continue to pioneer in this reform by selecting
this proposed state of Nebrashevil and commence settling it upon some such principles
as proposed in these plans and views. There appears nothing in the constitution of

the United States that prohibits the establishment of Territorial governments upon such

principles; which will then become states with their constitutions already in opeiation,
to be confirmed and amended by the requisite number of inhabitants.

The Territory of Nebrashevil is particularly recommended for the settlement of Na-
tional Refoimers. It lies mostly upon the first table land two thousand feet higher than
the Mississippi, ascending towards the rocky mountains, and above the fever re-

gion. That part embracing the Kanzas river valley has its streams skirted by forests

interspersed with groves of ash with intervening prairies bordered with rose bushes and
covered with a superior grass for grazing to the coarse one of the country below.

Will then the landless producers of all the wealth of the earth continue to drudge for

starvation wages, when there are such inviting countries belong'ngto them? Oh I could

weep for their long-sunvring ignorance, that a simple vote would give them a decent home,
and that the intelligence of so many of our statesmen is so little above theirs as not
to know the real nature of rights ;

that they should grant exclusive privileges to capital
and not even just rights to labor

;
that they should grant sixty roiles broad to the Pacific,

of the landless People's lands instead of appropriating- a Hkm to commence the road,
the proceeds of which would complete it from the immense transportation which the sys-
tem here proposed would introduce, and then by all equally paid for material and labor.

No disrespect, but honor is here intended by using the names of several of our
public men, lo draw their attention to the subject of introducing measures that will real-

ly redeem the whole human race from the hell of non-producing property accumulators.



This work, "Sociology, or the Reconstruction of Society, Govern
meat and Property," for sale by D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth street,

New York city, and by the Author, at 99 Java street, Station G, Brook-

lyn, E. D., N. Y. Also at Liberal bookstores.

FORTHCOMING WORKS
BY LEWIS MASQUERIEB.

The Classified and Analogical Elements of the Distinct De-

partments of Nature in Numberology, Matterology, Plasticology,

Chromatology, Phonology, Saporology, Odorology, Botanology,

Zoology, Sociology, etc., showing the analogues of the senses

and the progressive development through inorganized and or-

ganized matter. In large 12mo.

A PHONOTYPIC

PRONOUNCING AND DEFINING DICTIONARY

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

prefaced with a treatise on Phonetic Orthography, and a Pho-

notypic Manual for spelling and reading. In large 12mo.

THE SATANIAD,
OB

THE CONTEST OF THE GODS
FOB

SUPREMACY IN EARTH AND HEAVEN.
In large 12rno.

To be published by
LEWIS MASQUERIER,

99 Java St., Station G,

Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.



A Library in a Single Volume.

THE WORLD'S SAGES, INFIDELS AND THINKERS,
A CROWN-OCTAVO VOLUME OP 1,100 PAGES.

Being the biographies and important doctrines of the most distin-

guished Teachers, Philosophers, Reformers, Innovators, Founders of

New Schools of Thought and Religion, Disbelievers in current Theol-

ogy, and the deepest Thinkers and most active Humanitarians of the

world, from Menu down through the following three thousand years to

our own time. It is believed that the work fills a want long felt, and

adds materially to the general information touching the characters

treated, affording a succinct and correct account of the best and truest

persons who have lived in the world, and concerning whom large num-
bers of volumes would have to be consulted to derive this informa ion:

and all in a convenient and economical form. It is divided into four

parts. Part I, from Menu to Christ. Part II, from Christ to Thomas
Paine. Part III, from Thomas Paine to Lord Amberley. Part IV, Liv-

ing Characters. To all of whom the world owes much for the progress
it has made in the evolution of Thought, Truth and Reason.

By D. M. BENNETT, Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,

"With a steel-plate engraving of the Author.

Among the three hundred characters treated in the work are

Christ na, Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, Lycurgus, Solon, Pythagoras,

Democritus, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Carneades, Cicero, Apollonius,

Plutarch, Epictetus, Marcus Aurcliu*, Porphyry, Proclus, Mohammed,
Avcrroes, Copernicus, Roger Bacon, Bruno, \anini, Lord B.icon, Shaks-

pere, Galileo, Spinoza, Bulingbroke, Voltaire, Benjamin Franklin, Buf-

fon, Kant, D'Holbach, George Washington, Thomas Paine, Thomas

Jefferson, Goethe, Talleyrand, Volney, Dr. Gall, Mary Wollstonecraft,

Thorild, Fichte, Humboldt, Hegel, Godfrey Higgins, Fourier, George

Combe, Shelley, Frances Wright, Thomas Buckle, Charles Lyell, Dr.

Inman, Lord Amberley, Darwin, Spencer, Tyndall, Huxley. Wallace,

Crookes, Haeckel, Buechner, Max Muller, Prof. Draper, John Fiske,

Bradlaugh, and many others.

CLOTH, good binding, $3.00

ARABESQUE, colored leather, red burnished edges, . 4.00

MOROCCO, gilt edges, worked head-band, ... 4.50

Sent, post-paid, by mail, on receipt of price. Published by

D. M. BENNETT,

Liberal and Scientific Publ
!

?hing House,

Science Hall, 141 Eighth X, New Yo.k.



BOLD BOOKS FOR BRAVE BRAINS.

OF THE CHURCH:
Biographical Sketches of Eminent Christians.

{A Companion Book, or Counterpart to "The World's Sages,

Infidels and Tliinkers."]

Will be issued early in 1877. Conta ning a correct history of such
distin "iiished Ornaments of the Church as St. Paul, Eusebius, Constan-
tine, St. Cyril, Clovis, Pepin, Charlemange, Irene, Pope Joan, John
XII., John XIII., Alexander I., Alexander 111., Innocent III Boniface
V1U., Benedict XII., John XX1L, John XX1IL, Alexander VI., and
some fifty others of the Popes ; Godfrey of Bouillon, Guy Lus'gnan,
Simon Montfort, St. Dominic, Peter the Cruel, Sigismund, Louis XL of
France, Loyola, Ojoda, Torquemada, Luther, Calvin, Munzer, Ferdi-
nand and Isabella, Cortez,, Pizarro, Henry VIII., of England, Bloody
Mary, Alva, Cranmer, Elizabeth, Charles IX., of France, Catherine de
Medici, Philip II. of Spain, Guy Fawkes, Oliver Cromwell, Jeffrey,
Charles II., Louis XIV. of France, John Graham, (Claverhouse,) James
II., Parris, Cotton Mather, Ephraim K. Avery, Bis>h< p Onderdonk, L. D.
Huston, Henry Ward Beecher, Anthony Comstock, and hosts of others
ef the same fraternity, including wily, designing, libidinous, lecherous

fathers, bishops, priests and pastors, for many centuries.

A full history is given of the bloody wars of Christianity, which
have been inhumanly waged to spread its rule. The wars of the Cru-

sades; the terrible operations for hundreds of years of the Holy Inquisi-
tion with its ant^-da-fe ; the merciless persecutions and exterminations of
the Vaudois. the Albigenses, the Waldenses, the Moors and Jews of

Spain, the Huguenots of France, the Protestant Netherlander, the Inde-

pendents, Quakers and Dissenters of England; the Quakers and wiiches
of New England. It contains a history of Jesuitism for three centu-
ries: of the granting and selling of indulgences by the Church, to com-
mit all kinds of crimes and immoralities, as well as culpable defections
of recent date. The biographical portion is preceded by a historical

examination into the authenticity of ancient Jewish History, showing
that part of the it anterior to the Babylonish captivity, is wholly unau-
thentic and mythical; of Primitive Christianity its origin, its semblance
to pre-existent systems of religion, its adopiion of Pagan rites, its political

growth and influence. The whole based upon Christian authorities.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
Editor of

" The Truth Seeker."

One thousand pages or more, making a volume of the size and style

of
" The World's Sages, Infidels and Thinkers."

In cloth, ......... $3 00

Arabesque, colored leather and red burnished edges, 4 00

Morocco, gilt edges, and worked head-bunds, . 4 50

^Post-paid, by mail. Those wishing a copy of this volume as soon as

issued, will please notify the author and publisher at an early date.

D. M. BENNETT,
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING HOUSE,

Science Hall, 141 Eighth St., New York.



BOLD BOOKS FOR BRAVE BRAINS.

LOED AMBEELEY'S GEEAT BOOK,

ANALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF.
BY VISCOUNT AMBERLEY,

Son of Lord John Russell, of England.

Soon to be reproduced from tKe Ixmdon Edition.

This remarkable work has attracted very unusual attention in Eng-
land. It is the work of a brilliant young Lord with Christian parents,

and who was brought up in the Christian faith, and who upon investi-

gation and reflection became a decided unbeliever, the result of which is

the elaborate work here named, and which took him several years to

prepare. While he was writing the work his amiable wife was taken

away by the hand of death, and to her he dedicated the forthcoming
volumes. Soon after the work was completed, and before it came from

the hands of the publisher, Lord Amberley himself closed his eyes in

death. He died serenely, with the full conviction of the truthfulness of

the work he had written. His mother, Countess Russell, although a

Christian, was so devoted to her deceased son that she caused his work
to be published, and in her introduction to the book spoke as follows:

" Ere the pages now given to the public had left the press, the hand that had
written them was cold, the heart which few could know the loving depth
had ceased to beat. The far-ranging mind was forever still, the fervent spirit

at rest. Let this be remembered by those who read, and add solemnity to the
solemn purpose of the book. May those who find in it their most cherished
beliefs questioned or condemned, their surest consolation set at nought,
remember that he had not shrank from pain and anguish to himself, as one
by one, ho parted with portions of that faith, which, in boyhood and early

youth had been the mainspring of his life." etc.

The fact that the powerful friends of Lord John Russell, and notably
the Duke of Bedford, made many exertions to arrest the publication of

Lord Amberlcy's work, caused still greater interest in the remarkable

book, and this interest has extended to this country There has been

much enquiry for it.

The undersigned will bring it out as soon as possible. The English
edition is issued in two octavo volumes, containing over 1,000 pages,
and sells at $15.00, in cloth. The undersigned will bring it out un.

abridged in one volume of about 1,000 pages, at the very low price of

$3.00 in cloth, $1.00 in colored leather, red burnished edges, $4.50
in Morocco, gilt edges, etc.

Those wishing a copy will please notify the publisher,

D. M. BEXNETT,
SCIENCE HALL, 141 EIGHTH ST.,

New York.



BOLD BOOKS FOR BRAVE BRAIIVS.

THIRTY DISCUSSIONS,
Bible Stories, Lectures and Essays.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
Editor of "The Truth Seeker;"

Including
" A Discussion on Prayer with two Clergymen,"

" The Story
cf Creation,"

" The Old Snake Story,"
4
t The Story of the Flood,"

' The

Plagues of Egypt," "Korah, Datham and Abiram," "Balaam and his

Ass," "Arraignment of Pries'craft," "Joshua Stopping the Sun and

Moon," "Samson and his Exploits," "The Great Wrestling Match,"
"Discussion with Elder Shelton,"

"
Reply to Elder Shelton's Fourth

Letter,'' "Discussion with George Snodc," "Honest Questions and

Honest Answers," "The Gods of Superstition and the God of the Uni-

verse," "Moying the Ark," "Bennett's Prayer to the Devil," "Our
Ecclesiastical Gentry," "Elijah the Tishbite,"

"
Christianity a Borrowed

System,"
" Elisha the Prophet,"

" Did Jesus Really Exist ?" "Jonah
and the Big Fish," "An Open Letter to Jesus Christ," "The Ills we

Endure, their Cause and Cure,"
t; Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego,"

" Daniel in the Lion's Den," "An Hour with the Devil," "Discussion

with ErastusF. Brown,"
*' The Fear of Death." The whole comprises

nearly seven hundred pages, and the subjects treated can hardly prove

uninteresting to the reader. A wood-cut likeness of the author also

accompanies the work. Price, 75 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

THE BUIESS-eNDEfflOOD DEBATE,
BETWEEN

PROF. O. A. BURGESS,
President of the Northwestern Christian University of Indianapolis, Ind.,

AND

B. F. UNDERWOOD,
Of Boston, Mass.

Held during four days at Aylmer, Out., commencing June 39, 1875

REPORTED BY JOHN T. HAWKE.

First Proposition." The Christian Religion, as set forth in the Ncvr

Testament, is true in fact, and of divine origin." BURGESS in the

affirmative ;
UNDERWOOD in the negative.

Second Proposition. "The Bible is erroneous in many of its teach-

ings regarding Science and Morals, and is of human origin." UNDER-
WOOD in the affirmative; BURGESS in the negative.

Every person fond of hearing both sides of questions of the magni-
tude of those here presented, will, in this volume, be thoroughly pleas-

ed, and should avail himself of the. opportunity of procuring it.

12mo., 180 pp. Price, in paper, 60 cents; in cloth, $1.



BOLD BOOKS FOR BRAVE BRAINS.

THE GODS AND OTHER LECTURES
BY COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Cheap Edition. Containing in full,
" Oration on the Gods,"

" Hum-
boldt," "Thomas Paine,"

"
Arraignment of the Church, or Individual-

ity," and '* Heretics and Heresies." Among all the works from the Lib-

eral press, in force, clearness, incisivenes, eloquence and originality,
none equal these admirable lectures. Let everybody secure a copy.
Price, in paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS.
Bound Volumes I., II., III. and IV. These volumes, containing over

500 pages each are made up of over one hundred Truth Seeker Tracts as

given in "The Truth Seeker;" with some added. They embrace a

variety of subjects by different authors, and in a terse, trenchant, and

spicy style. Many commendations have been received of the valuable
and useful character of The Truth Seeker Tracts, and the great good
they are doing in the community. It is found very convenient to have
them bound in volumes for preservation, perusal and reference. Each
volume will contain a wood-cut likeness of the publisher and part author.

They are offered to the public nt the extremely low price of 60 cents per
volume in paper covers; and $1.00 in cloth; or $1.50 for the first three

volumes in paper, and $2 50 for the first three volumes in cloth, or $2.00
for the four volumes in paper, and $3.25 for the four volumes in cloth.

THE OUTCAST.
BY WINWOOD READE.

Author of
" The Martyrdom of Man." etc.

The English edition of "The Outcast" sells at, $2.00. This full and
perfect edition we sell at 30 cents, in paper; 50 cents' in cloth.

THE ADVENTURES OF ELDER TRIPTOLEMUS TUB:
Comprising Important and Startling Disclosures CONCERNING HELL; Its

Magnitude, Morals, Employments, Climate, etc. All very authentic.

By REV. GEORGE ROGERS. A rich, interesting little work. In paper,
25 cc nts.

BLAKEMAN'S TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES,
(tor children and youth,) embracing a great variety of subjects. Tids
little work is new and interesting, and affords a great amount of amuse-
ment in the family circle, as well as in gatherings of children and older

people. Price, 20 cents.

D. M. BENNETT,
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING HOUSE,

Science Hall, 141 Eighth St., New Yoik.



BOLD BOOKS FOR BRAVE BRAENS.

THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH,
A ROMANCE.

BY WILLIAM MCDONNELL,
Author of

"
Exeter Hall," etc.

This work is rich in romantic and pathetic incidents, and exhibits

with an overwhelming array of facts the atrocities commiited by the

Church. It shows that the purest morality exists without the Bible, and
that many of the heathen philosophers were lovers of virtue. Shocking
incidents are given of the depravity of Christian ministers, and the pre-

vailing immorality among Christian people. The folly of Christian min-

isters is fully portrayed. Hypocrisy and bigotry are clearly exposed,
and the road to virtue and true happiness plainly marked out. A most

pleasing romance is woven into the work, in which much chance is

afforded the author for fine descriptions and beautiful sentiments, which

he so well knows how to give utterance to. The characters in the tale

arc invested with mnch interest; the hero and heroine gain the love of

every reader.
" On the whole, it is the work of a master hand a work

of unaffected beauty and the deepest interest." "One of the most valu-

able features of the work is, its positions are all proved. . . . Every

thinking, enquiring mind, should peruse it." 500 pp., 12 ino. Price, in

paper, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

The Pro and Con of Supernatural Religion,
OR,

AN ANSWER TO THE QUESTION: HAVE WE A SUPERNATURALLY

KEVEALED, INFALLIBLY INSPIRED, AND MIRACU-

LOUSLY ATTESTED RELIGION IN

THE WORLD ?

In four parts. Part I. A brief history of the four great Religions
claiming a Supernatural origin: Paganism, Judaism, Christianity, and
Mohammedanism. Part II. Review of the arguments in favor of Super-
natural Religion. Part III. Statement of the arguments against Super-
natural Rel gion. Part IV. Particular remarks on the Supernatural

Origin of Christianity, and statement of the views of Rationalists on

Inspiration, Revelation and Religion. By E. E. Guild, ex-Universal 1st

clergyman; together with a sketch of his life. This is an able, argu-
mentative, clear, and logical examination ofj-he questions discussed. It

presents fairly the opposing arguments, and gives due consideration to

every side of the subject. Its price places it within the reach of every
one.

150 pages. Price reduced. In paper, . . 30 cents.

Cloth, 50 "
,



THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A Weekly Journal of Progress and Eeform

;

DEVOTED TO

SCIENCE, MORALS, FREETHOUGHT AND
HUMAN HAPPINESS.

D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.

Believing there is nothing in the world so valuable as TRUTH,
" THE

TRUTH SEEKER "
is earnest and constant in search of it, and hesitates

not to fearlessly avow its honest convictions. It is outspoken in its con-

demnation of the errors and fallacies of the past, and in holding up in

the light of the present era the theological dogmas and the blinding
creeds of pagan superstition which had their origin thousands of years

ago, in the primitive ages of our race.
" THE TRUTH SEEKER " was started as an eight-page Monthly, in

Paris, 111., in September, 1873. Four numbers were issued in that local-

ity, when it was decided to remove it to New York, and to double its

number of pages. With the beginning of its second volume, it became
a Semi-Monthly, and the second volume was continued sixteen months,
to the close of 1875, when it became a Weekly of eight pages. At the

commmencement of its fourth volume, in January, 1877, it will contain

sixteen pages; steadily growing and increasing in popularity with its

readers. It is believed " THE TRUTH SEEKER "
is destined to become

the recognized champion and mouth-piece of the rapidly growing Liberal

and progressive element of the country.

Every lover of Truth; every person favorable to the fearless expres*

sion of honest opinion ; every individual who wishes to spread broad-

cast the glad tidings of Right and Reason; every friend of mental lib-

erty who desires that sectarianism, superstition, bigotry, and error shall

retire to the rear, should subscribe for the valiant "TRUTH SEEKER,"
and induce as many others to do so as possible.

The friends of truth and progress can hardly be said to have dis-

charged their full duty who do not lend their support to this meritorious

publication.

Its very moderate terms places it within the reach of all. It is sent,

post-paid,

Twelve Months for . . . . $3 00

Six Months for . . . . . . 1 50

Three Months for..... 75

Sample copies sent upon application.

The names of all Liberal-minded people are solicited, who would be

likely to appreciate a periodical of this character.

D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
Science Hall, 141 Eighth St., New York.
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